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ABSTRACT 

The objective of this research is to develop a formal semantic model, theoretical 

framework and methodology to facilitate interoperability among distributed and 

heterogeneous geographic database systems (GDSs). The primary research question is 

how to identify and resolve various data- and schematic-level conflicts among such 

information sources. Set theory is used to formalize the semantic model, which supports 

explicit modeling of the complex nature of geographic data objects. The semantic model 

is used as a canonical model for conceptual schema design and integration. The intension 

(including structure, integrity rules and meta-properties) of the database schema is 

captured in the semantic model. A comprehensive framework classifying various 

semantic conflicts is proposed. This framework is then used as a basis for automating the 

detection and resolution of semantic conflicts among heterogeneous databases. A 

methodology for conflict detection and resolution is proposed to develop interoperable 

system environment. The methodology is based on the concept of a "mediator." Several 

types of semantic mediators are defined and developed to achieve interoperability. An 

ontology is developed to capture various semantic conflicts. The metadata and ontology 

are stored in a common repository and manipulated by description logic-based operators. 

A query processing technique is developed to provide uniform and integrated access to 

the multiple heterogeneous databases. Logic is employed to formalize our methodology, 

which provides a unified view of the underlying representational and reasoning 
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formalism for the semantic mediation process. A usable prototype system is 

implemented to provide proof of the concept underlying this work. The system has been 

integrated with the Internet and can be accessed through any Java-enabled web browser. 

Finally, the usefulness of our methodology and the system is evaluated using three 

different cases that represent different application domains. Various heterogeneous 

geospatial datasets and non-geographic datasets are used during the evaluation phase. 

The results of the evaluation suggest that correct identification and construction of both 

schema and ontology-schema mapping knowledge play very important roles in achieving 

interoperability at the both data and schema levels. The research adopts a multi-

methodological approach that incorporates set theory, logic, prototyping, and case study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

For the past three decades, traditional data processing has continued to be rapidly 

replaced by database management systems (DBMS). A database management 

system (DBMS) is defined as generalized software that manages a collection of 

structured data [Sheth and Larson 1990]. During this period, organizations such 

as businesses, governments and colleges have heavily invested in computer-based 

information systems. As businesses grow, many organizations create multitude 

"islands" of different computer and database systems. Over time, databases in 

these environments tend to be developed independently to meet their specific 

requirements, and these heterogeneous databases are frequently accessed through 

organizational computer networks, corporate "intranets,"' and the Internet. 

This situation has required database designers to build a new type of system 

that can manage various heterogeneous databases, thus providing "interoperability." 

Such systems have been called "multidatabase systems" [Litwin and Abdellatif 

1986; Breitbart 1990] or "'federated database systems" [Sheth and Larson 1990]. 

The design of such systems should involve minimal or no changes to existing 

systems to preserve the local autonomy of the database systems. They must be 

flexible enough to permit adding or removing individual systems (called 
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"component systems") from the integrated structure without major moditlcations. 

The design should also provide the capability to resolve incompatibilities in 

semantics and data structures, as well as a standard query language for retrieving 

information on a global basis. In summary, the goal of designing such systems is to 

achieve various levels of interoperability while preserving the autonomy of each 

component system. 

There are two different types of interoperability: syntactic interoperability 

and semantic interoperability. Syntactic interoperability is the ability of multiple 

components to cooperate although their implementation languages, interfaces, and 

e.xecution platforms are different. We believe, however, that emerging standards 

(i.e.. CORBA, RMI, DCOM, Z39.50, HTTP. KJF. etc.) can resolve most syntactic 

level interoperability. Semantic interoperability is the ability of participating 

system domains to understand the meaning and use of terminology from different 

domains and their axiomatic mapping ability between agreed concepts to make a 

semantically compatible information environment. Establishing semantic 

interoperability among heterogeneous and disparate information sources has been a 

critical issue and active research area in the database community in the past two 

decades. 

Kashyap and Sheth identified two essential issues for achieving semantic 

interoperability in a multidatabase environment [Kashyap and Sheth 1996]. The 

first issue is to identify semantically related data in different database systems, and 
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then resolve schematic differences among semantically related data. A key aspect 

of identifying semantically similar data in different databases involves making 

semantics explicit [Dao and Perry 1995]. Semantic similarity is a fionction of the 

conte.xts in which a data object is used, and the contextual representation of a data 

object is the knowledge of how the data object is used [Kashyap and Sheth 1995]. 

Therefore, context is a critical element for capturing and representing data object 

similarities. Several possible techniques allow us to determine semantically similar 

objects. Some of such techniques are semantic modeling approaches, formal logic-

based approaches, classifications of terminology, formal languages, knowledge 

base systems, use of shared ontology, and so on [Sheth 1991]. 

The second important issue is to access a large number of autonomous 

databases without prior knowledge of their information content. In general, users 

are required to be familiar with the contents and structure of the information 

sources in order to obtain an answer for a particular query. To reduce the burden of 

acquiring such familiarity, one promising approach is based on graphical 

manipulation of database schema diagrams (or conceptual schema interfaces) 

[Czejdo et al. 1987]. This approach provides a uniform method for query 

translation and heterogeneity resolution in a multidatabase environment. This can 

also be achieved by explicitly capturing the semantic content of individual 

databases. It is therefore very important to understand the semantics of each 



schema component and to capture and reason by using the semantics [Kashyap and 

Sheth 1996]. 

The research described in this dissertation comprehensively addresses the 

management of semantic interoperability, especially in a heterogeneous database 

environment. In particular, the research proposes to create a formal semantic 

model, theoretical framework and methodology to facilitate interoperability among 

distributed and heterogeneous geographic database systems (GDSs). Since 

geographic data tend to be collected from various sources and archived locally 

before being shared with the rest of the scientific community, most geographic 

databases are heterogeneous and distributed. The major problems associated with 

them are a large semantic gap between geographic data and users [Ram and Park 

1996]. and semantic conflicts among geographic datasets [Worboys and Deen 

1991 ]. Semantic conflicts are mismatches encountered in information 

representation and structure. Since GDSs deal with both geographic data and non-

geographic data, it is much more complex to resolve semantic incompatibilities and 

to accomplish interoperability among geographic databases. This research 

therefore analyzes the inherent problems and issues of semantic incompatibilities in 

GDSs and attempts to provide a guideline to resolve such problems. In the 

following sections, first, the basic concepts of geographic information systems and 

geographic database systems are introduced and their differences are discussed. 



Then, the overall research problems are defined and specific research questions and 

issues are addressed. 

1.1 Introduction to Geographic Information Systems and Geographic 

Database Systems 

A Geographic Information System (CIS) is an information system that is designed 

to work with data referenced by geographic coordinates [Star and Estes 1990]. A 

GIS describes objects from the real world in terms of (I) locational information -

their positions with respect to a known coordinate system (i.e.. the object is 

geographic-referenced). (2) descriptive information - their attributes, such as soil 

type, elevation, demographic information, etc. that are not directly related to 

location. (3) spatial relationships - their spatial interrelationships with other 

objects, which describe how they are linked together, and (4) temporal 

information - information about the evolution of both spatial and non-spatial data 

in time. In addition, a GIS emphasizes spatial analysis. Spatial analysis refers to 

a set of analytical methods that require access to both the attributes of the objects 

under study and to their locational information. It is thus clear that a GIS should 

be based on a computer system and, at least, provide users with tools to perform 

spatial analysis and a data storage system that can be employed to store, retrieve 

and manipulate geographic data. 



A modem GIS requires the ability to handle a large volume of data from 

different sources, such as digitizing or satellite remote sensing. The major 

challenge of GIS is how to manage huge amounts of data. Conventional GIS 

packages such as IDRJSI are built on a relatively simple file system. Such file-

oriented GIS packages are not suitable for dealing with very large data sets. A 

Database Management System (DBMS) provides the tools needed to handle and 

integrate data, as well as high-level data definition, integrity constraints, flexible 

queries, physical data independencies and transaction management for multi-users. 

However, since a GIS requires special data manipulation techniques such as multi

layer analysis, map generation and abstraction, polygon overlay and dissolve, grid 

cell analysis, and digital terrain analysis, as well as special devices such as 

digitizers for graphical input [Dangermond 1993], the commercially available 

relational database management systems (RDBMSs) are not appropriate for a GIS. 

The limitations of RDBMSs include extensibility, graphical input and output, and 

long-term transactions. Therefore, we need a special kind of database system, a 

geographic database system, which supports GIS operations and provides other 

distinct services which current GIS applications lack. 

A Geographic Database System (GDS) is a database system that manages 

geographic data. Therefore, it provides geographic data types such as points, lines 

and polygons in its data model and query language, spatial relationships and 

operators [Freeman 1975; Guting 1988; Frank and Mark 1991; Guting 1994; 
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Medeiros and Pires 1994; Egenhofer 1994aj, multiple representations of the same 

object at different scales [Guptill 1990; Smith and Frank 1990], version control for 

temporal changes in geographic data objects [Newell et al. 1992], long-term 

transactions for complex objects input (e.g., digitizing) and update [Kim 1990; 

Bertino and Martino 1991; Newell et al. 1992; Cattell 1994]. It also supports 

geographic data types in its implementation, providing at least spatial indexing and 

efficient algorithms for spatial join. The importance of the GDS with relation to a 

GIS is mentioned in several studies [Frank 1988; Guenther and Buchmann 1990; 

Smith and Frank 1990; Medeiros and Pires 1994]. 

Since both GIS and GDS use geographic data, some people use the terms GIS 

and GDS interchangeably. However, there are some distinctions between the two. 

The main purpose of a GIS is spatial analysis [Cowen 1988; Maguire 1991]. 

Cowen said ".. .the GIS actually would have created new information rather than 

just have retrieved previously encoded information. This ability to both 

automatically synthesize existing layers of geographic data and to update a database 

of spatial entities is the key to a functional definition of a GIS [Cowen 1988]." 

Thus, Cowen argued that, "the emphasis of the GIS operations must be on the 

integration of different layers; not their creation," and ".. .of all of the 

operations...spatial search and overlay are the only ones unique to GIS [Cowen 

1988]." Thus, geographic data is almost never used "as-is" [Alonso and Abbsadi 

1994] and spatial analysis and operations are fundamental components in GlSs. 
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The spatial overlay operation is a typical operation in raster-based systems 

[Dangermond 1993]. Maguire points out that GISs are a subset (not a superset) of 

four different information systems, such as computer-added design (CAD) systems, 

computer cartography systems, remote sensing systems and DBMS [Maguire 

1991], 

GDSs, on the other hand, emphasize data management aspects, such as data 

integrity, spatial query processing, concurrency control for multi-users, as well as 

support for geographic data types and operators. Since a GDS utilizes geographic 

data management, it can be one of the major components of a GIS architecture. 

However, only a few GISs (e.g.. TIGRIS [Herring 1992], PROBE [Orenstein and 

Manola 1988], GRAL [Giiting 1989]) are built on GDSs. 

1.2 Nature of the Research Problems 

.'Mthough the topic of GIS has received little attention in business schools [Kuehn 

et al. 1994]. the potential ability of GIS as a business decision support system and 

as a strategic tool is widely recognized [Kelly 1996; Murphy 1996: Youtie and 

Brown 1996]. The applicability of GISs to business applications as mission-

critical decision support tools is discussed in [Kuehn et al. 1994; Kelly 1996]. 

These areas include, but are not limited to, spatial resource planning (SRP), target 

marketing, strategic planning, banking, insurance, customer location analysis, real 

estate, utilities, site selection, transportation. 911 emergency systems, network 
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modeling and management, and so forth. Therefore, GIS research should provide 

theoretical and practical solutions that enable decision-makers to analyze and 

solve geographically related problems at the level of complexity required for 

credible solutions to real world management concerns. 

There are many open research areas in GIS, such as spatial modeling and 

analysis, multidimensional visualization, data format standardization, etc. Since the 

majority of these issues rely on geographic data management, one of the immediate 

and apparent among many research issues is to identity how to manage complex 

geographic data objects. The temporal and spatial dimensions of geographic data 

objects are significant sources of semantic conflicts and multiple interpretations 

[Ouksel 1999). Thus, the primary objective of this research is to develop a 

comprehensive methodology that can facilitate interoperability among 

heterogeneous geographic databases to allow for information sharing from the data 

management perspective. Note that, as mentioned earlier, since most GDSs are also 

inevitably related to non-geographic data, this research is equally applicable to non-

geographic databases. Three major problems that combine to clearly define the 

boundaries of this research have been identified. 

(1) The lack of a comprehensive formal conceptual model. The need for 

abstract concepts to describe geographic data objects and their operations in 

geographic databases is mentioned by many researchers [Morehouse 1990; 

Frank and Mark 1991; Lee and Isdale 1991; Burrough 1992; Falcidieno et al. 



1992; Frank 1992]. It is also noted that a model of space and time needs to be 

reconciled with the conceptual models developed in the database community 

[Guptill 1990]. Conceptual modeling provides a tool that is used to construct 

a high level description of the real world and to capture more meaning from 

databases. In addition, the conceptual model is independent of the physical 

implementation of particular database systems. Lee and Isdale argue that 

there is a need for a special-purpose conceptual data model suitable for GIS 

applications [Lee and I.".daie 1991]. The model should provide well-defined 

spatial relationships and operators to manipulate those that are of interest. 

Although a few models exist to provide spatial relationships and operators 

[Giiting 1988; Worboys 1994], they are limited to geometric objects (e.g., 

point, line, polygon, etc) and do not provide high-level abstractions (e.g.. 

entity class, subclass, aggregate, composite, etc.) and associated semantics. 

Management of very large volume of geographic data and data access 

problems using a conceptual model. A modem GDS requires die ability to 

handle a large volume of data from different sources, such as digitized maps, 

field surveys, or satellite remote sensing. The amount of data being 

accumulated each day is increasing almost exponentially. For e.xample, earth 

observation satellites are expected to generate one terabyte of data every day 

[Frawley et al. 1991]. At a rate of one picture each second. Frawley et al. say 

that it would take a person several years just to look at the pictures generated 



in one day [Frawley et al. 1991 ]. In addition, there is a considerable amount 

of legacy data, much of which has no associated metadata. Consequently, the 

growth in the volume and number of existing data far exceeds our abilities to 

locate and analyze the data relevant to our interest [Piatetsky-Shapiro and 

Frawley 1991; Sheth 1991 ]. Ideally, the user should be able to describe a 

high-level need, and the data management tool should provide guidance on 

data and models that might satisfy this need. Hence, an efficient data 

management environment that allows the user to query and access a wealth of 

geographic data through a conceptual interface familiar to the user should be 

developed. 

Semantic interoperability in heterogeneous geographic databases. After 

the invention of database technology, databases in various organizations have 

been developed independently. Due to this phenomenon, local data access 

terms have been developed to meet specific local requirements and are not 

globally consistent. In addition, most of these database systems are not fully 

and accurately documented, and one important outcome is that semantic 

conflicts among existing databases. Semantic conflicts occur when 

semantically similar information is represented by different names and 

different data structures in different local databases. Since each existing local 

database must be fiilly understood in order to encompass all underlying 

assumptions and semantics, semantic conflicts make the design of an 
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integrated system difficult. Moreover, integrating disparate systems relies on 

subjective judgment (i.e.. knowledge about the application domain, intended 

use of the integrated schema, etc.) of hiunan beings, and cannot be generated 

totally automatically [Sheth et al. 1993]. It is even more complex in 

geographic databases because of the nature of complexities in geographic and 

non-geographic data. These datasets are time and space specific, and come in 

various formats that must be integrated into a GIS fi-om different sources and 

geographic locations, which are captured by various types of devices 

[Medeiros and Pires 1994]. As the use of geographic information in various 

applications becomes increasingly popular, interoperability among various 

geographic databases has become an important issue for decision-makers. 

Most of studies described in the multidatabase interoperability literature. 

however, do not address the problems of managing heterogeneities in various 

GDSs. Thus, part of the research addresses the inherent problems of semantic 

conflicts in the geographic database area and provides a methodology and 

semi-automated tools that resolve various levels of semantic conflicts among 

heterogeneous geographic databases. 

1,3 Research Questions Addressed 

Most of the research on data model and semantic interoperability has focused on 

four areas: 



Frameworks and formal models defining data abstractions and objects [Chen 

1976; Hammer and McLeod 1981; Lipeck and Neumann 1986; Abiteboul 

and Hull 1987; Hull and King 1987; Peckham and Maryanski 1988; Ram 

1995], which can serve as a canonical model for interoperable database 

systems. 

Discussions of various problems in database interoperability [Litwin and 

Abdellatif 1986; Hsiao and Kamel 1989; Breitbart 1990; Sheth and Larson 

1990; Kim and Seo 1991; Sheth 1991; Sheth and Kalinichenko 1992; Hull 

1997]. 

Theories and mediodologies for view/schema integration and semantic 

interoperability [Navathe and Gadqil 1982; Dayal and H. 1984; Batini et al. 

1986; Navathe et al. 1986; DeMichiel 1989; Larson et al. 1989; Hayne and 

Ram 1990; Siegel and Madnick 1991; Urban and Wu 1991; Ventrone and 

Heiler 1991; Yuetal. 1991; Gelleretal. 1992; Scioreetal. 1992; Sheth and 

Kashyap 1992; Dao and Perry 1995; Garcia-Solaco et al. 1995; Ram and 

Ramesh 1995; Ouksel 1999; Ram and Ramesh 1999]. 

Tools to guide the database designer in integrating different views and 

schemas [Sheth et al. 1988; Hayne and Ram 1990; Genesereth and Ketchpel 

1994; Sheth and Marcus 1994; Baader et al. 1997; Ram et al. 1999], 
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From the above work, we have acquired a substantial understanding of the 

structural and behavioral properties of data objects to assist in rigorously analyzing 

a more complex subject; i.e., data objects containing spatiotemporal information 

and their interrelationships. Recently, studies have proposed semantic models that 

employ formal mathematical semantics to define user-defined data objects [Gogolla 

and Hohenstein 1991 ] and spatiotemporal objects [Ram et al. 19991. Approaches to 

resolving semantic heterogeneity based on the concept of "semantic proximity" 

[Kashyap and Sheth 1996] and "context mediation" [Sciore et al. 1994] have also 

been proposed. We extend and integrate these researches in our proposed work by 

developing semantic model support for data modeling, data access, and facilitating 

semantic interoperability among distributed and heterogeneous GDSs. 

The primary focus of this research is on the automatic detection and dynamic 

resolution of various data- and schema-level semantic conflicts among distributed 

and heterogeneous geographic databases. Data-level conflicts are usually caused by 

inconsistent data and muhiple interpretations of the same data. Examples of these 

types of conflicts include data representation conflicts (e.g., permit-issue-date 

is defined as "string" in one database and "Julian date" in another database), data 

unit conflicts (e.g., temperature is defined as "Fahrenheit' in one database and 

"Celsius" in another databzise), data precision conflicts (e.g., population-size is 

defined based on "scale factor of 1' in one database and "scale factor of 10""' in 

another database), and spatial domain conflicts (e.g.. a building in location x is 



defined as 'Commercial' in one database, while the same building in the same 

location x is defined as "Residential' in another database). Schema-level conflicts 

are differences in data structure, which are generally caused by dissimilarities of 

logical organization of the data. One of the typical examples of schema-level 

conflicts is a generalization conflict that occurs when two entity classes (e.g., 

EMPLOYEE and MANAGER) are represented at different levels of generalization in 

two different databases. A complete list and examples of both data- and schema-

level conflict types are discussed in Section 4.1. 

In order to develop a theoretical framework and methodology for the 

detection and resolution of various degrees of semantic conflicts in a heterogeneous 

environment, we attempt to answer the following research questions. These 

questions are derived from a set of research problems that are identified as being 

necessary for managing heterogeneous geographic databases. 

Modeling of Geographic Data 

Question 1: How can we model the complex spatial nature of data? 

Question 2: How can we capture and explicitly represent the semantic meanings of 

geographic data objects, their reladonships and constraints? 

Interoperability among Heterogeneous GDSs 

Question 3: What are the data inconsistencies commonly found in GDSs? 
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Question 4: How do people recognize and resolve such inconsistencies? 

Question 5: To what extent can a semantic model and semantic mediators (defined 

in Section 4.3) help people resolve such inconsistencies? 

Queries for Muitidatabases 

Question 6: To what extent can the conceptual schema developed from this formal 

model be used to formulate queries in order to increase access to both 

metadata and data distributed across networks? 

Evaluation of the Methodology 

Question 7: How effective is the proposed methodology in achieving 

interoperability among heterogeneous and autonomous databases? 

There is a growing gap between data generation and data understanding. 

Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley maintain that advances in data gathering and 

distribution technologies have far outpaced techniques for helping humans analyze 

and understand this information [Piatetsky-Shapiro and Frawley 1991 ]. Sheth 

argues, "...the primary issue in the fiiture will not be how to efficiently process the 

data that is known to be relevant, but which data is relevant and where it is located 

[Sheth 1991]." Given these premises, answers to above questions will significantly 

contribute to further understanding the structure and behavior of complex objects 

containing spatiotemporal information. The following section outlines our research 
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approach to answering each research question, and summarizes the research 

methodology used. 

1.4 Research Approach and Methodology 

In this dissertation, we develop a theoretical framework and methodology to 

facilitate semantic interoperability among heterogeneous geographic databases. 

Our research adopts a multi-methodological approach with a combination of set 

theory, logic, prototyping, and case study (Figure 1.1). Our approach to 

answering the seven research questions discussed in the previous section is 

summarized below. 

A formal semantic model is developed to capture semantics of geographic 

data objects. This proposed model should answer the research questions (1) and (2) 

in Section 1.3. Modeling of geographic data objects represented in GDS requires 

new constructs and is a necessary part of this research. To facilitate the 

identification of semantically similar data objects in different database schemas. 

each schema must first be translated into a single data model for comparison 

purposes [Reddy et al. 1994]. Consequently, the formal model proposed in this 

research is used as a canonical model (called "common model") to facilitate 

interoperability among heterogeneous geographic databases. Set theory is used to 

formalize the semantic model. Set theory is a powerful representation device that 

can be used to model a complex system. Using set theory to construct a formal 
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Figure 1.1: Multi-Methodological Approach to Answering Research 
Questions 

model provides several advantages. Concepts can be converted into more rigorous 

framework, and the correctness of the model can be mathematically proven. In 

addition, set theory is useflil in eliminating redundancy and ambiguity in definition 

of a model. It also helps prove the consistency and validity of the model. The 

concepts and definitions defined by set theory can be directly translated into 

implementable form because they can be interpreted in a logic programming 

language. 

The next step is the development of a semantic conflict detection and 

resolution methodology (or simply "conflict detection and resolution 

methodology") in an attempt to answer research questions (3), (4), and (5) in 

Section 1.3. This part of the research has two components. 



First, a comprehensive framework is proposed for classifying semantic 

inconsistencies in heterogeneous geographic databases at both data- and schema-

levels (see Section 4.1). A well-defined classification can provide clear guidelines 

in determining semantic equivalence and compatibility [Sheth 1991]. Although the 

classifications of semantic conflicts appear in traditional multidatabase literature 

[Kim and Seo 1991; Ventrone and Heiler 1991; Kashyap and Sheth 1996], no 

classitlcation scheme for geographic databases has been proposed. Our 

classification scheme has been developed based on the literature and real examples 

from existing heterogeneous geographic databases in natural resource management. 

This framework is then used as a basis for automating the detection and resolution 

of inconsistencies among the databases and has been encoded into a common 

ontology. 

Second, the research develops a theoretical framework for semantic conflict 

detection and resolution methodology. An extensive literature review reveals that 

various approaches have been developed in multidatabase interoperability and 

semantic conflict resolution during the past two decades. However, no attempts 

have been made to explore this subject in geographic databases. The semantic and 

schematic mediation framework is based on the concept of "mediators" proposed 

by [Wiederhold 1992] (Section 4.3). Mediators not only provide methods to access 

and integrate data fi-om multiple databases but also facilitate interoperability among 

disparate information sources. A crucial element in mediation services is the ability 
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to efTectively query and manipulate metadata and ontology, since the domain 

knowledge of mediators is stored in the form of metadata and ontology. In 

addition, the important role of metadata to support interoperability among 

multidatabases is recognized and explored further in this research. The intension 

(including structure, integrity rules and meta-properties) of both the federated and 

local database schemas are captured and stored in the form of metadata and 

represented by the proposed formal semantic model. In addition, a common 

ontology is developed based on the classification scheme and used in our 

methodology to capture the contextual information of each data element, as well as 

to detect semantic conflicts (Section 4.2). Both metadata and ontology are stored in 

a common repository and manipulated by description logic-based operators. 

The formal characterization of our methodology is represented in a formal 

logic system that serves as a formal foundation of semantic and schematic 

mediation framework (Chapter 5). Use of the semantic and schematic mediation 

framework not only rectifies the research problems described earlier, but also 

unifies the underlying representational and reasoning formalisms. The formal 

system is characterized by a first-order predicate logic. The logical features of the 

semantic and schematic mediation framework serve as well-founded grounds for 

making inferences on semantic conflicts that exist among heterogeneous 

information sources. 
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A technique for handling muitidatabase query is developed (Section 4.4). 

This answers research question (6). Our muitidatabase query processing technique 

provides uniform and integrated access to the underlying local databases. A 

federated schema serves as a front-end system that support a canonical data model 

and a single global query language is used on top of these local database systems. 

The last research question. (7) in Section 1.3 is answered in the "Prototyping" 

and "Evaluation" phases (Figure l.l). The research instruments employed in this 

work to evaluate both the formal model and conflict detection and resolution 

methodology are prototyping and case study. The combination of such instruments 

enables the researcher to counterbalance their respective strengths and weaknesses. 

These two phases can be considered theory testing, while the previous phases can 

be regarded as theory building. Both the formal semantic model and the conflict 

detection and resolution methodology provide the basis for building a prototype 

software system. The prototype system is be used as a proof-of-concept to evaluate 

the impacts of the theory and its potential for acceptance in the real world setting. 

A preliminary version of the system has been presented in [Ram and Park 1996; 

Park 1997]. The prototype system incorporates all of the above concepts and has 

been developed using Java language. The development of the prototype includes a 

set of Java-based tools for the creation and definition of a semantic model that acts 

as the front end of the prototype system. The common repository of the metadata 

and ontology was created using Oracle 8 Server. The ontology and mediators that 
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contain concepts and domain knowledge were encoded in Java. The prototype 

system has been integrated with the Internet (and WWW) to promote collaborative 

work and to access existing distributed data sources. A detailed description of the 

system can be found in Chapter 6. 

The case study evaluates whether the semantic model proposed in this 

dissertation contains all the concepts required to model the situations pertinent to 

space and time; to the extent to which the conflict detection and resolution 

methodology and the interface of the prototype assimilate the user's cognition to 

identify and resolve the inconsistencies; and the extent to which the methodology 

automates (or semi-automates) the semantic conflict resolution process. Various 

heterogeneous geospatial datasets were used during the evaluation phase to model 

and analyze underlying natural resource management problems. The case study 

tends to be exploratory because the prototype to be evaluated had no clear, single 

set of outcomes; the case study was used as meta-evaiuation [Yin 1994]. The 

procedures and results of the evaluation phase are presented in Chapter 7. 

1.5 Dissertation Outline 

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a 

summary of various research approaches that have been proposed to achieve 

semantic interoperability among autonomous and heterogeneous databases. We 

contend that existing approaches do not provide a complete solution and suggest 
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that a comprehensive methodology incorporating multiple methods should be 

adopted to facilitate the formation of an interoperable system environment that is 

flexible and extensible enough to handle any types of heterogeneous databases. 

Chapter 3 begins with a short review of characteristics of geographic data 

objects and modeling issues in geographic databases. This is followed by a 

discussion of our novel approach for modeling geographic data objects, which 

defines new modeling constructs that can capture semantics of such objects. The 

proposed semantic model supports explicit modeling of spatiotemporal entity 

classes, dynamic entity classes, spatiotemporal aggregate entity classes. 

spatiotemporal interaction relationships, spatiotemporal aggregate relationships, 

and cause-effect relationships. The model is used as a canonical data model for 

schema design and integration. 

Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive methodology for conflict detection and 

resolution to achieve interoperability among various types of heterogeneous 

databases. The methodology provides a mechanism for automatic detection and 

resolution of various types of semantic conflicts. A taxonomy of semantic conflicts 

which integrates existing classification proposals and new types of semantic 

conflicts found in geographic databases is proposed. The taxonomy is used as a 

basis for developing a common ontology, called Semantic Conflict Resolution 

Ontology (SCROL). The formal structure of SCROL is introduced, after which the 

semantic mediators and semantic mediation architecture which are the fundamental 
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infrastructure of this research are described. We then proceed to show our query 

processing teciinique that allows users to access data from multiple heterogeneous 

local databases. 

Chapter 5 describes a formal logic system called the semantic and schematic 

mediation framework, which integrates the conflict detection and resolution 

methodology in a uniform language. We first describe the structure and language 

of the semantic and schematic mediation framework and then demonstrate, with an 

illustrative example, that using the formal language and structure is a much simpler 

way to express the complexity of the entire semantic and schematic mediation 

process. 

Chapter 6 presents details of the design and implementation of our prototype 

system. A complete working system is implemented to demonstrate the usefijlness 

of the proposed methodology. Each tool constituting the prototype system is 

e.xplained with examples. 

Chapter 7 discusses the evaluation of the methodology and prototype system 

using three cases. Each conflict identified is explained in great detail. We finally 

present the summary of analysis results and discuss the implications of the 

evaluation outcomes. 
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Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation with a summary of our contributions 

and discusses the implications of the research and important research directions that 

we have not been able to address in this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Within the last decade or so, there has been a significant escalation of research 

proposals and prototype systems designed to achieve semantic interoperability 

among heterogeneous and autonomous databases. Approaches may be 

categorized as arising from two perspectives: major method focused upon for 

achieving interoperability and the levels at which semantic conflicts are dealt. 

• Major method focused upon for achieving interoperability ; There are 

several methods for achieving interoperability among heterogeneous and 

autonomous information systems. One approach is to assert an isomorphic 

mapping between semantically related information sources {mapping-

directed interoperability). It is usually accomplished by constructing a 

federated or global schema and establishing mappings between the federated 

or global schema and the participating local schema. It is also possible to 

establish direct mappings between disparate information sources. However, 

mappings are not limited to schema components (i.e., entity classes, 

relationships, and attributes), but may be established between domains (or 

contextual information) and schema components. Explicit representations of 

semantics of information sources can help resolve the problems associated 



with interoperability when constructing mappings between them. Another 

promising method is the use of intermediary mechanisms (e.g., mediators, 

agents, etc.) to achieve interoperability {coordination-directed 

interoperability). This method relies on intermediaries that may have domain 

specific knowledge, mapping icnowledge or rules specifically developed for 

coordinating various autonomous information sources. In most cases, such 

intermediaries use common ontologies to share standardized vocabulary or 

protocols to communicate each other. A third method for assisting 

information sharing is based on interoperable languages {query-directed 

interoperability), most of which are either declarative logic-based languages 

or extended SQL. They are also capable of formulating queries spaiming 

several databases. In order to resolve semantic conflicts over data structure 

and data semantics, it is desirable to have high order expressions that can 

range over both data and metadata. 

Levels at which semantic conflicts are dealt: In a broad sense, semantic 

interoperability can occur at two different levels: data-level interoperability 

and schema-level interoperability. Data-level interoperability can be 

achieved by resolving various types of data-level conflicts, such as data 

values, data representations, data precisions, data units, etc. Data-level 

interoperability can be further classified into two different levels depending 

on the granularity of the information unit (lU). For instance, interoperability 
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can be achieved at the level of objects' properties and their values {attribute 

as lU) or objects themselves {entity as lU). The former attempts to identify 

semantic equivalence at the attribute level (attribute equivalence), while the 

latter operates at the entity level (entity equivalence). Both, however, do not 

necessarily try to resolve structural differences. They deal with conflicts in 

the values of attributes or entities, whereas schema-level interoperability is 

achieved by resolving schema-level conflicts, i.e., structural differences. The 

pure schema-level approach, without data-level interoperability, may result in 

achieving interoperability between different schemas that may be 

semantically different but structurally similar. It is therefore desirable to 

achieve interoperability at both levels. 

Note that research approaches classified into the two dimensions described above 

may not be mutually exclusive. For example, coordination-directed mteroperability 

may not necessarily be achieved only through intermediaries. Many approaches 

based on coordination-directed interoperability also rely on mapping knowledge 

established between a common ontology and local schemas. It is also often the case 

that mappings and intermediaries are involved in query-directed interoperability 

approaches. In some situations, the research approaches reviewed do not clearly 

indicate the levels of semantic conflicts with which they are dealing. Thus, it is not 

always possible to properly categorize thent In such cases, we have used our own 

judgment based on the contents of the research papers cited. 



2.1 Mapping-directed InteroperabiUty 

DeMichiel addresses the problems of semantic domain mismatch in cases where 

one-to-one and many-to-one mappings are not possible [DeMichiel 1989]. This 

approach attempts to resolve domain differences by mapping conflicting attributes 

to common domains by means of a mechanism of "virtual attributes" and then 

applying a set of extended relational operations to the resulting values. The 

virtual attributes are derived from the real attributes and associated with a 

particular domain. Domain mapping definitions are stored within the database for 

use when it is integrated with other databases. When a real attribute value in a 

domain cannot be mapped to a single definite value, a partial value is generated. 

Operations over partial values in turn can produce "maybe" results. She argues 

that the manipulation of virtual attribute mappings and partial values can be used 

to synthesize and extract information that is not available by direct means. 

Larson et al. propose a theory of attribute equivalence [Larson et al. 1989]. 

They argue that equivalence among attributes are defined based on the descriptors 

of attributes such as uniqueness, cardinality (lower and upper bounds), domain, 

static semantic integrity constraints, dynamic semantic integrity constraints, 

security constraints, allowable operations and scale. This theory essentially states 

that if a mapping between domains of two attributes is established, different levels 

of attribute equivalence can be defined based on whether the mapping is isomorphic 

and whether the mapping holds at the current time or holds for all time. This 



approach, however, can capture only limited semantics of attributes because the 

descriptors used to define an attribute are arbitrary [Sheth et al. 1993]. 

Yu et al. propose to use "common concepts" to determine attribute 

relationships semi-automatically [Yu et al. 1991]. In this approach, attributes are 

associated with common concepts. Each common concept is characteristics 

associated with each attribute and is application-independent. Each attribute can be 

characterized by one or more common concepts. The mappings between the 

attributes are determined through the common concepts. These researchers also use 

similarity values to identify semantically equivalent attributes. The similarity 

values are measured by attribute similarity function between two vectors. Concepts 

have hierarchical relationships with other concepts. The concept hierarchy is based 

on either aggregation (aggregate concept hierarchy) or an is-a relationship (IS-A 

hierarchy). All the concepts and hierarchies are pre-established. Thus, it is 

required that meta-information be given before any equivalence between attributes 

can be established. They argue that, without common concepts, it would be 

extremely difficult for users and database administrators to specify all the 

information needed to map all the attributes in different databases, especially that 

required for a mapping between values under two different attributes. Although the 

common concepts are simple and generic (application-independent), the pre-

established concept hierarchies may not be applicable to different domain 
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applications or databases. In addition, the concepts applicable to a join attribute are 

manually determined. 

The Camot project described in [Collet et al. 1991; Huhns et al. 1992; Woelk 

et al. 1992; Woelk et al. 1996] is an attempt to achieve integration at the data-level 

by using an existing common ontology to develop semantic mappings among local 

schemas and to resolve semantic conflicts. The Camot provides a distributed query 

technique that is based on using articulation axioms and value mappings to 

dynamically expand a query to subqueries that can access semantically related data 

sources. The Camot uses an existing global ontology, that is, the Cyc knowledge 

base [Lenat et al. 1990]. The Cyc is an ontology that contains approximately 10^ 

commonsense axioms [Lenat 1995]. The mapping between each local schema and 

the Cyc is accomplished by a set of articulation axioms that are statements of 

semantic equivalence between two concepts. These axioms in Cyc are not 

universally true; they are only true in certain contexts [Guha and Lenat 1994]. The 

articulation axiom has the form; 

ist(Gj^) ^ wr(Z,, (p) 

where ^ and 9 are logical expressions and ist is a predicate meaning "is true in the 

context." Thus, the above axiom says that the <|) in G is equivalent to the cp in L. 

However, since the Cyc was developed to provide a single general solution based 

on commonsense knowledge (human consensus knowledge) [Lenat et al. 1990], it 
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is not tailored to discover various semantic conflicts. Thus, it is not always possible 

to use it to handle multiple interpretations of semantic conflicts. 

Urban and Wu present the representation of metadata that makes use of 

object-oriented databases, semantic data models, and self-describing data models to 

explicitly represent semantic heterogeneity [Urban and Wu 1991]. The 

representation of metadata is described by their model constructs: CLASS 

(SIMPLE CLASS and ABSTRACT CLASS), PROPERTY (a function that maps 

objects in the domain to objects in the range), DISJOINT-CATEGORY (a means of 

specifying disjoint subclass for a given superclass), and KEY. This approach uses 

some form of global, integrated schema based on their model constructs described 

above. To achieve an explicit representation of semantic heterogeneity, this 

approach uses a "self-describing" semantic model to represent structural aspects of 

the 00 global view. The semantic model is also "model-describing" since it is 

used to describe the structural semantics of other models that participate in the 

multidatabase environment. The authors attempt to provide a way to address 

structural differences within a heterogeneous environment directly, with the 

structural description of different data models represented direcdy in the meta-data 

of the global-to-local mappings. The global schema is essentially derived data in 

which the mapping and conversion procedures provide derivation rules and 

algorithms. Because of the explicit representation of the structural semantics of 

each local database, rules can also be defined to reason about metaHata for query 
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translation and view update propagation. Urban and Wu also use "encapsulation" 

to encode the computational differences between data units and the semantic 

interpretation of data values. They argue that such conversions are difficult to 

express in a declarative form, and that structural/representational differences and 

global-to-local mappings are more useful if represented in an explicit form. We 

believe, however, that the computational differences between data units and the 

semantic interpretation of data values in a declarative form is partially 

accomplished in [Sciore et al. 1994]. Although they try to deal with data-level 

semantic conflicts based on "encapsulation," it is very difficult, with this approach, 

to capture data-level conflicts and to establish mapping between conflicting data 

objects. 

One of the first attempts to combine both data- and schema-level semantic 

conflicts is proposed by [Fankhauser et al. 1991]. They argue that structural 

elements of classes only contribute to semantic similarity if they are semantically 

relevant. Therefore, relying on structural correspondences only would significantly 

reduce the precision of semantic similarity. This approach utilizes "fuzzy and 

incomplete terminological knowledge" that is combined with schema knowledge to 

determine semantic similarity. This approach clearly distinguishes between two 

concepts: "semantic similarity" determining the degree of resemblance according to 

real world semantics and "structural correspondence" explaining how classes can 

actually be interrelated. It is assumed that some classes, or at least some of their 
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attributes and/or relationships, are assigned with meaningful names in a 

preintegradon phase. Thus, knowledge about the terminological relationship 

between names can indicate real world correspondence between the classes. The 

terminology relationship knowledge is represented by three different types of 

relationships: generalization/speciaUzation, negative association (e.g., 

complementary, incompatible or antonyms), and positive association (e.g., 

synonyms or typicality). These relationships are associated with fuzzy strengths of 

[0, 1]. However, the real word correspondence between the classes cannot be 

captured sufficiently using fuzzy strengths because the assignment o the fiizzy 

strengths to the semantics of the relationships between classes without capturing 

explicit context information is somewhat arbitrary. 

Reddy et al. propose a methodology that uses a four-layered schema 

architecture for heterogeneous distributed DBMS [Reddy et al. 1994]. The four-

layered schema architecture consists of local schemata, local object schemata, 

global schema, and global view schemata. This approach involves acquisition of 

semantic knowledge pertinent to the objects of a local schema through the four-

layer architecture. During this knowledge acquisition process, meta-properties and 

meta-values for each attribute of a local object are identified. This is similar to 

"semantic value" associated with meta-attributes adopted by [Sciore et al. 1994]. In 

addition, concepts such as "object equivalence class" and "property equivalence 

class" are utilized to facilitate the creation of the integrated schema. They use the 
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notion of real world states (RWS's) of objects to compare two objects and to 

identify equivalent classes. The real world states refer to the scope of the real world 

they are designed to reflect in the database. The construction of a global schema is 

based on the mapping knowledge that uses views through generalization if two or 

more objects in the global schema whose real word states are overlapping (but not 

contained or disjoint). The mapping knowledge can use composite transformation 

map for objects in the global schema whose real word states are equivalent or 

superclass-subclass relationship. This approach, however, does not deal with 

disjoint objects. 

SemPro attempts to capture semantically similar schema objects that have 

structural conflicts by specifying definition and association contexts of the objects 

taken firom the available ontology of a specific domain. [Kashyap and Sheth 1996]. 

It introduces the concept of "semantic proximity". The semantic proximity is a 

mapping (called "abstraction") between the domains of the two associated objects 

in the context of comparison to capture the semantic similarity between them. The 

semantic proximity between two objects Oi and O2 is defined by the 4-tuple: 

SeinPro(Oi, O2) = < Context, Abstraction, (Pi, D2), (Si, S2) > 

where "Context" is the context in which the two objects Oi and Ot are being 

compared and is expressed as "all", "some", "sub-contexts" and "none". 

"Abstraction" describes a structural component indicating the mapping 



relationship between the domains of two objects. Since abstractions by 

themselves cannot capture semantic similarity, they have to be associated either 

with the context or with extra knowledge. D\ and D2 are domain definitions for 

0\ and (?2- Domains are the sets of values from which the objects can take their 

values. A domain can be either atomic or composed of other atomic or composite 

domains. S\ and S2 are states of 0\ and Oz. State is an extension of an object 

recorded in a database or databases. They believe that semantic similarity is a 

function of the contexts in which an object is used and that the contextual 

representation of an object is the knowledge of how that object is used. Hence, it 

follows that the contextual representation is an abstract cognitive structure that 

accumulates the attributes conmion to all the contexts in which an object is used. 

The authors claim that contexts in which the objects are accessed or in which 

operations are executed on the objects are critical in determining how that object 

is interpreted and used. The concept of schema correspondence is used to store 

mappings from the semantic level to the data level and are associated with the 

respective contexts. Schema correspondences capture the structural similarities 

between objects. The central premise of this paper is that associating abstractions 

(mappings) between objects with the context of comparison is essential to capture 

semantic similarity. 

In this section, we have examined approaches based on mapping-directed 

interoperability whose primary method is the use of mappings between schema 
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components in different systems in order to create relationships between 

semantically related objects. The levels of semantic interoperability they deal with 

vary. For examples several approaches are limited to resolving semantic conflicts 

at the data level [DeMichiel 1989; Larson et al. 1989; Collet et al. 1991; Yu et al. 

1991] or schema-level only [Urban and Wu 1991]. Moreover, these approaches use 

various data models for their interoperability strategies. For example, the relational 

data model is adopted in [DeMichiel 1989; Fankhauseret al. 1991; Yu et al. 1991; 

Reddy et al. 1994], while an extended ER model, called Entity-Categoty-

Relationship Model is used during the integration process in another approach 

[Larson et al. 1989]. Several researchers espouse logic-based data models as a 

canonical data model [Collet et al. 1991; Kashyap and Sheth 1996]. Our approach 

proposes a new semantic data model that can capture the semantics of spatial data 

objects, which is described in Chapter 3. Table 2.1 summarizes the different 

approaches in this category. 

2.2 Coordination-directed Interoperability 

Context Interchange (COIN) is an approach that attempts to resolve semantic 

conflicts based on context mediation [Sciore et al. 1992; Goh et al. 1994; Sciore et 

al. 1994; Goh et al. 1999]. This approach uses the concept of "semantic value" as 

being a piece of data together with its associated context (i.e., meta-attribute). The 

data value is exchanged from one system to another by converting the semantic 



Interoperability 
Strategy 

Data Model 
Used 

Levels of 
Interoperability 

Other Methods 
Used 

Virtual Attribute 
[DeMichiel 1989] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data (Attribute) 
Extended relational 
operators 

Theory of Attribute 
Equivalence [Larson et 
al. 1989] 

Extended ER 
Model 

Data (Attribute) 
Attribute integration 
strategy 

Common Concept 
Hierarchy [Yu et al. 
1991] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data (Attribute) Similarity function 

Camot [Collet et al. 
1991] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Assertion axioms 

Self-Describing Model 
[Urban and Wu 1991] 

Semantic Data 
Model 

Schema 
Query translation 
rules 

Terminological and 
Schema Knowledge 
[Fankhauser et al. 1991] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data and Schema Fuzzy strengths 

Four-Layered Schema 
Architecture [Reddy et 
al. 1994] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data and Schema 
Meta-properties and 
selection operator 

SemPro [Kashyap and 
Sheth 1996] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Data and Schema 

Contextual 
coordination, object 
algebra and 
conmion ontology 

Table 2.1: Summary of Mapping-Directed Interoperability 

value from its source context to its receiving context through a "context mediator". 

The context mediator takes control of all requests for data firom the receiver (i.e., 

application), it then translates the query to the source context, executes the query in 

the source database, and finally converts the data into the receiver's context. 

Conversion functions arc used to convert semantic values from one context to 

another. This is realized by requiring every data source to specify a context 

definition which describes the kinds of data (e.g., attributes) that it can supply and 

ail associated context information, that is, meta-attributes. Such information can be 
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obtained by examining the data environment of each data source. A data 

environment specifies the context of data values and may involve mappings, lookup 

tables, rules, predicates, or other knowledge representations. The data environment 

contains two parts: a "semantic-value schema" specifying attributes and their 

properties and a "semantic-value specification" specifying values from some or all 

of these properties. The semantic-value specifications (called "scene") are declared 

by rules and predicates. Another component, shared-ontology, specifies 

terminology mappings. These mappings describe naming equivalencies among the 

component information systems, so that references to attributes, meta-attributes, 

and their values in one information system can be translated to the equivalent 

names in another. One important characteristic of this approach is that, prior to 

query execution, the context mediator can determine the semantic status for each 

data by executing a subsumption algorithm [Madero 1992]. Thus, the conflict 

resolution is deferred to the time when data actually are retrieved [Siegel et al. 

1991]. This approach, however, focuses solely on the semantics of individual data 

items. Since the context information is represented at the level of data values, the 

context mediation proposed in this approach is not able to resolve semantic 

conflicts at the schema level. 

Kuokka and Harada propose Matchmaking, an approach based on a 

cooperative parmership (via an automated process of machine-readable 

communication) between information providers and information consumers. 
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assisted by a matchmaker [Kuokka and Harada 1996]. The main goal of this 

approach is to allow large numbers of information providers and consumers to 

share dynamically and rapidly changing data more effectively. To achieve this 

goal. Matchmaking requires both information providers and consumers to 

participate actively in information sharing activities. For instance, information 

providers can advertise their information resources to a matchmaker to find specific 

consumers, and information consumers can request desired information to the 

matchmaker. The matchmaker is responsible for notifying information changes and 

locating desired information. In order for the matchmaking process to work 

effectively, both information providers and consumers must continuously update 

the matchmaker by issuing and removing their information needs and resources. 

Potential information providers and consumers must describe their information 

advertisements and requests using a formal protocol, that is, a machine interpretable 

description language. However, using formal machine-readable languages is not an 

attractive requirement. Both information providers and consumers should be able 

to express their information resources and needs using natural languages. In 

addition, matchmaking is often incomplete, resulting in poor matches when 

information providers and consumers provide only partial descriptions of their 

information resources and needs. 

Several approaches are based on a common ontology (or shared ontology) 

and mediators to resolve data-level semantic conflicts. The underlying assumption 



here is that the world is almost completely hierarchically decomposable [Guha and 

Lenat 1994] and classification is an effective method of organizing a large amount 

of information [Kahng and McLeod 1998]. Approaches of this kind generally 

require "ontological commitment" that is based on agreement to use the shared 

vocabulary in a coherent and consistent manner [Gruber I993bl. One advantage of 

adopting a common ontology is that semantic reconciliation among disparate 

information sources is based on mutually accepted propositions. 

InfoSleuth is a project that aims to develop several technologies that operate 

in heterogeneous information sources [Bayardo et al. 1997]. It is based on the 

Camot project and integrates agent technology, domain ontologies, information 

brokerage and Internet technology. InfoSlueth utilizes a network of cooperating 

specialized agents: user agent, ontology agent, broker agent, resource agent, data 

analysis agent, task execution agent, and monitor agent that communicate via a 

standard set of agent query language. Knowledge Query and Manipulation 

Language (KQML). The user specifies information requests using a domain 

ontology with the user agent's assistance in formulating queries. SQL and 

Knowledge Interchange Format (KIEO are used to represent queries over domain 

ontologies. User requests are routed by the broker agent to particular agents that 

can perform the requests. The broker agent provides matchmaking service between 

agents advertising information resources and agents seeking information resources. 

The resource agent then executes a user request for data retrieval. The resource 
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agent translates user queries expressed in a form of KQML/KIF into a language 

native to the local system. Ontologies are used to capture local database schema 

and reason about information contents in order to determine the relevance of 

information sources without actually accessing the underlying data. 

McLeod and Si propose an approach based on "sharing advisor", which is a 

mechanism for supporting dynamic discovery of related information in autonomous 

and heterogeneous database systems [McLeod and Si 1995]. This approach adopts 

a Core Object Data Model (CODM) as the canonical data model for describing the 

structure, constraints, and operations for sharable data. Each local database 

registers its export schema (expressed in CODM) in a knowledge base, called the 

"semantic dictionary", which is maintained by the sharing advisor. The semantic 

dictionary is a collection of concept hierarchies. A "concept" is referred as a 

collection of similar information. The semantic dictionary serves as a global 

knowledge base to support information sharing among participating local databases. 

The information registered in the semantic dictionary is indexed based on a hill-

climbing technique. The authors also evaluated the discovery mechanism by 

comparing the performance of their approach with traditional approach. 

Another approach based on ontology is proposed by [Kahng and McLeod 

1998] and introduces the Dynamic Classificational Ontology (DCO) to provide 

information-sharing environment. The £)C0 builds domain specific classification 

schemes to accommodate multiple interpretations of concepts and their 



interrelationships. A EXDO consists of a base ontology and a derived ontology. The 

base ontology is a taxonomy of concepts while the derived ontology is computed 

based on the ontology and a set of exported concepts. The concept is a basic unit of 

information (i.e., a set of real-world entities) and concepts are grouped into a class. 

The class is represented by the Classificational Object-based Data Model (CODM) 

in which one or more properties of concepts are mapped between classes. Kahng 

and McLeod also adopt mediators to assist in formulating the descriptions of 

concepts as well as retrieving semantically related concepts. An experimental 

prototype of the DCO has been developed and applied to document search 

problems in a medical information retrieval system. 

Papakonstantinou et al. propose MedMaker, a mediation system that is 

intended to be used for integration of heterogeneous information sources 

[Papakonstantinou et al. 1996]. MedMaker attempts to integrate unstructured or 

semi-structured data sources and/or sources with changing schemas. This is 

achieved by a high level language called Mediator Specification Language (MSL) 

that allows for the declarative specification of mediators. MSL can handle 

unstructured information sources and evolving schemas. It can also similarly 

manipulate both the data values and the descriptive semantic labels to resolve 

discrepancies in data structure and data semantics. To allow mediators to integrate 

heterogeneous sources, data sources should have wrappers that are described in 

Object Exchange Model (OEM). OEM captures essential features of information 
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sources and provides necessary information about the sources to the mediators. 

Thus, all information sources must be written in the form of OEM to allow 

information sharing. 

Informaster provides integrated access to multiple distributed heterogeneous 

inforaiation sources on the Intemet by handling both structural and content 

translation to resolve conflicts between information sources [Genesereth et al. 

1997]. It provides a facilitator that chooses appropriate information sources to 

answer the user query and converts the source information to a common form or the 

form requested by the user. This has been accomplished by using rules and 

constraints that describe information sources and a global "virtual database." The 

information sources are mapped to the virtual database and the rules and constraints 

are stored in a knowledge base. Informaster connects to various databases using 

wrappers (e.g., Z39.50, databases through ODBC, or custom wrappers. 

This section presented various studies and their prototype systems based on 

coordination-directed interoperability strategy. All approaches in this category use 

mediators or agents to facilitate interoperability among heterogeneous information 

systems. Most of these approaches attempt to preserve the autonomy of individual 

information sources. Unlike the mapping-directed interoperability strategy, 

however, relational data models are not adopted by any coordination-directed 

approaches. Since most coordination-directed approaches use machine-

understandable communication protocols to exchange domain knowledge that must 



be understood by intermediaries, as well as rules and constraints for semantic 

transformation, either object-oriented data models [McLeod and Si 1995; Kahng 

and McLeod 1998] or logic-based data models [Goh et al. 1994; Kuokka and 

Harada 1996; Papakonstantinou et al. 1996] are advocated. Only two approaches 

we have reviewed attempt to resolve semantic conflicts at the both data and schema 

levels [Papakonstantinou et al. 1996; Bayardo et al. 1997]. Table 2.2 summarizes 

approaches discussed in this section. 

2 3  Query-directed Interoperability 

SIMS (Services and Information Management for Decision Systems) is a tightly 

coupled federated system that relies on domain models to assist integration for 

each query dynamically [Arens et al. 1993; Arens et al. 1996; Arens et al. 1998]. 

SIMS does not use a global schema. It takes a domain-level query to provide a 

flexible and dynamic query processing facility in such a way that the appropriate 

sources of requested information are selected at run-time, based on the specific 

request and the current availability of data sources. The domain model provides 

class descriptions, subclass and superclass relationships, roles (e.g., attributes in 

SIMS) for each class, as well as other domain specific information. The 

information source models describe both the contents of the information sources 

and the mapping between those models and the domain model. Both domain and 

information source models are expressed in the "Loom" language. The classes 
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Interoperability 
Strategy 

Data Model 
Used 

Levels of 
Interoperability 

Other Methods 
Used 

COIN[Gohetal. 1994; 
Sciore et al. 1994] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute) 

Semantic value, 
common ontology, 
context-SQL and 
logic progranuning 

Sharing Advisor 
[McLeod and Si 1995] 

Object-Oriented 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Semantic dictionary 
(common ontology) 
and hill climbing 

Matchmaking [Kuokka 
and Harada 1996] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

KQMLandKIF 

MedMaker 
[Papakonstandnou et al. 
1996] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Data and Schema 
Mediator 
specification 
language (MSL) 

InfoSleuth [Bayardo et 
al. 1997] 

N/A 
Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Common ontology, 
logic programming, 
KOML and KIF 

Infomaster [Genesereth 
etal. 1997] 

N/A Data and Schema 
Logic-based rules 
and constraints and 
reference schema 

DCO [Kahng and 
McLeod 1998] 

Object-Oriented 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Ontologies 

Table 2.2: Summary of Coordination-Directed Interoperability 

defined in tiie domain model do not necessarily correspond directly to the objects 

described in any particular information source. The domain model is a high-level 

description of an application domain. Queries expressed in terms of this domain 

model are reformulated by SIMS into appropriate subqueries to the various 

information sources. Reformulation operators are available to rewrite various 

clauses of the given query into a different, but semantically equivalent, set of 

clauses. All of the information sources are defined using the terms in the domain in 

order to tnake this reformulation possible. The interoperability in SIMS is 

supported by mediators. A mediator contains a model of its domain expertise. 
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which provides the terminology for interacting with the mediator, as well as models 

of all information sources that are available to it. Tlie SIMS mediator is specialized 

to a single "application domain" and provides access to the available information 

sources within that domain. Since queries in SIMS are expressed in terms of the 

general domain model (i.e., a Loom statement), there is no need to know or even be 

aware of the terms or language used in the underlying information sources. This is 

possible because both the domain and information source models are expressed in 

the Loom language. However, one drawback of this approach is that users of SIMS 

need to be familiar with the Loom language in order to submit queries to SIMS. 

Moreover, users are forced to use terms and relations in the domain model to 

describe the precise class of objects that are of interest. Furthermore, additional 

modeling activity has to be involved for every new information source added to 

SIMS. 

Calmet et al. describe a mediator architecture called Mediatory Information 

System (MIS) [Calmet et al. 1996]. In this approach, the mediator is based on a 

declarative rule based language. The language expressing MIS is based on 

generalized annotated logic and constraint databases. The integration of external 

functions and relations is modeled as constraints comprising fiinctions and relations 

of some external software packages. A common object request broker is used to 

invoke them. Colored Petri nets are used to model the integration of parametric 



data (external, uncertain and temporal information) and to visualize the data-flow in 

mediatory information systems. 

CoBase proposed by [Chu et al. 1996] integrates a knowledge base with 

database systems to provide approximate query answering. Based on the database 

schema and application characteristics, data are organized into Type Abstraction 

Hierarchies (TAHs). The higher levels of the hierarchy provide a more abstract 

data representation than the lower levels. "Generalization", "specialization" and 

"association" are the three essential operations in deriving cooperative answers for 

the user. Based on the context, the TAHs can be constructed automatically from 

databases. Chu et al. developed algorithms to automatically generate TAHs based 

on database instances. Numerical TAHs are constructed from clustering algorithms 

and non-numerical TAHs are built based on a pattem-based knowledge induction 

(PBKI) algorithm that computes pair-wise correlations among attribute values. 

CoBase provides the query language CoSQL, which incorporates four types of 

cooperative operations: context free operations (approximate operator(Av), 

between(vi, vi), within(xi, yi,..., x„, y„)), context sensitive operations (near-to x, 

similar-to jrbased-on((ai wi) (az wa)... (a„ w„))), control operators (relaxation-

order(ai, az,a„), not-relaxable(ai, az,a„), preference-list(vi, vz,..., v„), 

unacceptable-list(vi, vz,v„), use-TAH(7>l//-/wBne), relaxation-level(v), at 

least(5)), user/system interaction operators(nearer, fiirther). CoBase also has a 

relaxation manager to provide control for query relaxations. In addition, CoBase 
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uses a mediator architecture to provide scalability and extensibility. Each 

cooperative module, such as relaxation, association, explanation, and TAH 

management, is implemented as a mediator. Further, the mediators communicate 

with each other via KQML. Since the TAHs are directly generated from data 

values and different databases may have different data values, it is possible that 

different databases may generate different level of abstraction hierarchies, thus 

resulting in heterogeneous concept hierarchies, depending on database instances. 

Czejdo et al. propose a language that is used for schema integration and query 

formulation for federated database systems [Czejdo et al. 1987]. This approach is 

based on graphical manipulation of database schema diagrams and provides a 

uniform method for both schema integration and direct manipulation of individual 

databases. Schema integration is accomplished through a process similar to view 

definition and is regarded as a step in the process of formulating a query. This 

approach uses "extended abstract data types" (EADTs) in schema definitions and 

"connectors" in query formulation. The EADT encapsulates a set of values 

constituting a domain for a database attribute; thus, it is a representation of 

knowledge about a domain of data values. The EADT contains all necessary 

procedural and descriptive information needed in a particular context. A set of the 

extended ADT is regarded as a domain knowledge base. Connectors are predicates 

over a set of attributes selected from various relations. They combine data from 

partially compatible relations and thus solve the entity definition mcompatibility 
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problem. Most of these operators are partial and are applicable only if certain 

enabling conditions are satisHed. This approach, however, does not handle 

semantic conflicts at the data-level. 

Interoperable Database Language (IDL) is proposed by [JCrishnamurthy et al. 

1991] to reconcile schema discrepancies among heterogeneous databases. IDL Is 

an extension of a Horn-clause like language that can range over both data and 

metadata by allowing higher-order variables [Krishnamurthy and Naqvi 1988]. In 

this language, the metadata for any object is a tuple object, so that any condition on 

metadata can be expressed as a tuple expression. Thus, IDL can provide higher-

order expressions to define a unified view over multiple databases. It can also 

define higher-order views that map firom the individual databases to the unified 

view. 

Lakshmanan et al. propose a logic based language SchemaLog to provide a 

declarative approach to interoperability in the context of multidatabase systems 

[Lakshmanan et al. 1997]. SchemaLog is syntactically higher-order, but has a first-

order semantics. Since the higher-order language treats schema components (i.e., 

entity classes, relationships and attributes) as first class entities in its semantic 

structure, queries that simultaneously manipulate data as well as their schema can 

be naturally formulated [Gingras et al. 1997]. The authors develop a fixpoint 

theory for a definite clause fragment in SchemaLog and demonstrate its equivalence 

to the model-theoretic semantics. They also develop sound and complete proof 
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procedures for all clausal theories. In addition, they establish the correspondence 

between SchemaLog and first-order predicate calculus and provide a reduction of 

SchemaLog to predicate calculus. They argue that the language provides schema 

preservation for interoperability and a strictly higher expressive power than first-

order logic. A prototype system implementing SchemaLog is developed and tested 

[Gingras et al. 1997]. One advantage of adopting SchemaLog is its ability to query 

multidatabases in a manner independent of the discrepancies in their structure and 

data semantics. However, since this approach separates structural and semantic 

aspects of a database schema, the language cannot handle data-level semantic 

conflicts. 

We have discussed six different approaches based on query-directed 

interoperability strategy in this section. Most of the approaches in this category 

propose descriptive logic-based languages. A major reason for using descriptive 

logic-based language is that using deduction rules for query translation provides 

succinct and modular expressions. No approach, however, attempts to resolve 

semantic conflicts at the both data and schema levels. This is partly due to the fact 

that most of these approaches fail to provide mappings that can take care of the data 

as well as the schema discrepancies in local databases. Table 2.3 recapitulates 

several approaches based on a query-directed interoperability strategy. 
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Interoperability 
Strategy 

Data Model 
Used 

Levels of 
Interoperability 

Other Methods 
Used 

Graphical Schema 
Integration and Query 
Formulation [Czejdo et 
al. 1987] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Schema Extended abstract 
data types and 
extended relational 
operators 

DDL [Krishnamurthy et 
al. 1991] 

Logic-Based 
Data Model 

Schema N/A 

SIMS[Arens et al. 1993] Lx>gic-Based 
Data Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Loom and frame-
based domain 
model 

CoBase [Chu et al. 
1996] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data (Attribute) Mediator, TAH, 
CoSQL and 
clustering 
algorithms 

MIS [Calmet et al. 
1996] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Data (Attribute 
and Entity) 

Mediator, 
generalized 
annotated logic and 
colored petri nets 

SchemaLog 
[Lakshmanan et al. 
1997] 

Relational Data 
Model 

Schema N/A 

Table 2.3: Summary of Query-Directed Interoperability 

2.4 Summary 

We have presented a summary of literature on semantic interoperability classified 

along two dimensions; major method used for achieving interoperability and 

levels of semantic conflicts dealt with. The interoperability research proposals we 

have reviewed are plotted on a timeline in Figure 2.1. As explained before, 

assigimient of research proposals and their prototype systems to one of the two 

dimensions may not be mutually exclusive. Our approach uses a semantic data 

model called Unifying Semantic Model Star (USM*), to manage federated and 
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Figure 2.1: Summary of Semantic Interoperability Research 

local schema. USM* serves as a canonical model for conceptual schema design 

and query formulation. To facilitate the identification of semantically equivalent 

objects in different database schema, the schema must first be translated into a 

single data model for comparison purposes [Reddy et al. 1994]. After identifying 

equivalent schema components between local schemas, a federated schema is 



created and mapped to local schemas. These mappings are used to generate proper 

local queries. Our proposed approach also relies on semantic mediators and a 

common ontology specifically developed for semantic conflict resolution. Our 

method attempts to resolve semantic conflicts at the both data and schema levels by 

leveraging advantages of all interoperability strategies discussed in this chapter: 

mapping-directed, coordination-directed and query-directed interoperability. 
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CHAPTERS 

A SEMANTIC DATA MODEL FOR GEOGRAPHIC DATA 

In this chapter, we describe a formal semantic model that contains constructs of 

high-level abstractions to capture semantics of geographic objects and their 

relationships. We first introduce fimdamental concepts of basic geographic data 

types and their representation in computer-based systems. We then review two 

different views of modeling "space". In order to model complex spatial 

phenomena, we should understand the nature and structure of spatial objects, their 

relationships and operations. Thus, a comprehensive literature survey of this 

subject is presented. Finally, we present a novel approach for modeling data in 

geographic databases. Based on the description of the proposed semantic model, 

we attempt to answer the first two research questions in Section 1.3. 

3.1 Basic Geographic Data Types and Their Representation 

To understand the nature of geographic data, it is necessary to explain some basic 

concepts, such as points, lines and polygons, and dieir representations under two 

different systems, raster- and vector-based systems. A point might represent a 

single location in a coordinate system (e.g., {x,y}) such as a building or a city. A 

line consists of a series of points in which the two end points are in different 
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coordinates (e.g., {x\y\.x:!y2,...jc,^n\)- Rivers and roads can be represented by 

lines. A polygon also consists of a series of points, but the two end points are in 

the same location (e.g., [xi^-i, -tTyi,.... })• Examples of polygons may include 

states, lakes and ponds. A geographic data object, however, can be represented 

by more than one of these types. For example, a city can be portrayed by either a 

point or a polygon, depending on the purpose of the application or the different 

scales of the system. These data types are fiandamental elements of geographic 

data and can be stored and represented in either raster or vector format. Which 

format is better for geographic data may depend on the purpose of the application. 

Detailed surveys of these types are found in [Peuquet 1993]. Goodchild argued 

that neither raster- nor vector-based data types are suitable for modeling the 

complex real world [Goodchild 1992]. An altemative approach which combines 

both the raster and the vector types was proposed by [Peuquet 1994]. However, 

raster and vector types have been commonly used to represent geographic data in 

GISs and will continue to be used. 

In a raster-based system, the space is divided into regularly sized and shaped 

(usually square) cells. Each cell is called a grid. The geographic location of each 

cell is implied by its position in the cell matrix. Thus, the smallest addressable unit 

of surface is a cell. The finer the grid, the better the resolution of the information. 

Since locational information is based on its position in the cell matrix, the 

geographic coordinates of the cells need not to be stored. This type of system 



accommodates discrete areas (sucii as soil types) equally as well as continuous data 

(such as topography) and facilitates intermixing them. Since its emphasis is on 

space rather than objects, the raster-based data type is "location-based" [Peuquet 

1994]. 

In the raster-based data type, data is stored as a number representing the 

information contained in a specific cell. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

* 1' represents hardwood trees, while '2' represents softwood trees. The values 

inside the grids appear on the computer screen not as numbers but as. for example, 

points of different colors. 

In the vector-based data type, as shown in Figure 3.2, each bit of information 

is represented as a set of connected points in which the line segment between two 

points can be considered a vector. This type of data is based on mathematical 

topology and includes operations to determine the boundary of a given object. 

I 0 = Null Value ' 
I 1 = Hardwood Trees , 
' 2 = Sotlwood Trees | 

Figure 3.1: Simple Example of Raster Data Type 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 I I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 I I 1 I 2 2 2 2 0 0 

0 1 I 1 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 

0 1 I 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 

0 0 I 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 I I 1 

0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
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Spaiial Data 
ID o

 

•o
 

Coordinations 
1 polygon 'i*'. 
2 tine tuVi.-TiV; 
3 point 
4 polygon 

Son-Spattal Data 
Vegetation Table 
ID Name Area Perim Type Density 

1 Conanda 54 89 Hardwood 45 
4 Ventona 69 101 (irass 39 

River Table 
ID Name Length Volume 
2 Colorado 126 S6 

Building Table 
ID Name Address Class~ 
3 McClelland 25 Speedway Public 

Figure 3.2: Simple Example of Vector Data Type 

Since the data are not stored in the cell, the geographic locations must be explicitly 

defined. The basic addressable units of surface are "points," "lines." and 

"polygons." Geographic data objects such as forest types, roads and streams can 

be individually and effectively retrieved and processed because each object is 

stored as a point, a line, or a polygon. Thus, it is easier to associate a variety of 

descriptive non-spatial data with a single geographic feature. Another advantage of 

using a vector-based system is that the output of graphics and paper plots are of 

higher quality than the output from raster-based systems. Because of its emphasis 

on objects rather than space, the location information and attributes of an object are 

usually stored separately, but linked logically together. Thus, a vector-based 

system is "object-based" [Peuquet 1994]. The graphical output of an example will 

actually show a smoother connection between points. 
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3.2 Two DifTerent Views of Modeling Spatial Phenomena 

One of the purposes of the conceptual model design is "to describe the 

information content of the database, rather than the storage structures that will be 

required to manage this information" [Batini et al. 1992]. Worboys et al. provide 

a clear statement of the role of conceptual modeling [Worboys et al. 1990|: 

A data model provides a tool for specifying the structural and 

behavioral properties of a database and ideally should provide a 

language which allows the user and database designer to express 

their requirements in ways that they find appropriate, while being 

capable of transformation to structures suitable for implementation 

in a database management system. The purpose of data modeling is 

to bring about the design of a database which performs etTiciently; 

contains correct information (and which makes the entr\' of incorrect 

data as difficult as possible); whose logical structure is natural 

enough to be understood by users; and is as easy as possible to 

maintain and extend. 

The question then is how to model spatial complexity; how to capture and 

explicitly represent the semantic meanings of geographic data objects, their 

relationships and constraints; and how to integrate temporal aspects in space. To 

answer these questions, we should first understand the nature and structure of space 

and geographic data objects in order to model them appropriately. The modeling of 

spatial phenomena may depend on different perceptions of the real world because 

human beings may employ different methods to conceptualize space [Frank 1992]. 
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Several studies discuss these different views [Goodchild 1992; Madero 1992; 

Guting 1994; Peuquet 1994], They generally agree that there are two different 

approaches: one views the world as a set of ftilly definable, discrete objects; the 

other views the world as complex continua in space. The former represents the 

"object-based view" [Goodchild 1992; Madero 1992; Guting 1994; Peuquet 1994]. 

and the latter refers to either "field view" [Goodchild 1992; Medeiros and Fires 

1994] or "space-based view" [Guting 1994; Peuquet 1994]. We will use the terms 

object-based view and space-based view to describe the two views. Although 

another important aspect of modeling space is time, the temporal dimension of 

geographic data model is not fully addressed in this dissertation. 

Since the object-based view regards the world as a set of descriptive objects. 

each object consists of its name, attributes, relationships and rules. For example, a 

river has a name, for example, "the Colorado River," which runs through northern 

Arizona (a spatial relationship with the state of Arizona); any river cannot overlap 

highways and the Colorado River does not cross Tucson (rules or constraints). 

Since each object is independent, two objects can be overlapped in the same 

location. This view is usually represented by vector-data model structures so that 

the data is processed as points, lines, polygons or a combination of these. In the 

space-based view, the complex continua of space can be represented by discretized 

surfaces (layers). The space-based view can be represented by raster type data in 

which the data is described in a set of cells. Spatial object information is explicitly 
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Figure 3.3: DifTerences in Spatial Modeling 

recorded in the cells. Figure 3.3 provides a comprehensive diagram of these 

different views from conceptual modeling to implementation. 

33 Spatial Relationships and Operators 

To model complex spatial phenomena, we need, from the conceptual modeling 

point of view, a set of formally defined spatial data types, spatial relationships, 

spatial operators and integrity constraints. These constructs should be highly 

expressive. The conceptual model should provide a mechanism for the evolution 

of spatial objects and their relationships. This allows users to add to and change 
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the model as time passes. It also should provide additional constructs to capture 

the dynamic nature of spatial phenomena. To the best of our knowledge, there is 

no widely accepted set of spatial constructs, relationships and operators. This 

may be due to the fact that different types of applications require such different 

functions [Medeiros and Pires 1994]. 

Spatial relationships are important because most spatial queries are related to 

them. For example, if an ecologist wanted to obtain information about the possible 

habitat of the long-toothed bat, the query might be "retrieve all hardwood tree areas 

within 80 miles of Tucson and near ponds, which do not cover any human-built 

constructions." Spatial relationships can be categorized into tlve different types 

based on the their properties [Freeman 1975; Egenhofer and Herring 1990; Kainz 

1990; Egenhofer 1994a], and they are formally defined in Section 3.4.2: 

• Topological relationships describe relative location (in time and/or space). 

and are based on a topological property which is independent of the existence 

of a distance. Thus, they are invariant under topological transformations such 

as scaling and rotation of the referenced geographic objects [Egenhofer and 

Franzosa 1991]. Examples include covers, disjoint, equal, inside, touching 

and overlap. Topological relationships are relatively well defined in 

mathematical terms. A discussion of them can be found in [Egenhofer and 

Franzosa 1991]. 



Spatial order relationships are direction relationships based on the 

definition of order [Egenhofer 1994a]. Thus, in general, each relationship has 

a "semantic inverse" [Freeman 1975]. Hence, a binary relation may be 

coupled with a relation that is its semantic inverse; for example above ̂  

below, left right, behind <-> in Jront of near <-> far. inside <-> outside, etc. 

Metric relationships describe distances and directions between geographic 

objects. These relationships can be described by beyond, within, near, and 

far. An example query is: "List all public buildings within 3 miles from 

Speedway." In general, since spatial order relationships are based on order or 

direction and can be used for queries based on a distance matrix, these 

relationships may be regarded as a subset of metric relationships. 

Fuzzy relationships can be used if the direction and distance relationships 

between geographic objects are dependent on the perceptions of humans. For 

example, if one wants to know "all the public schools near the city hall," one 

might perceive "within 3 miles" as near, while another person thinks of 

"within 1 mile" as near. Some of the relationships that are associated with 

distance and direction might be perceived differently. Thus, a subset of 

spatial order relationships (i.e.. left, right, behind, in Jrontof) and metric 

relationships (i.e.. near, far) can be viewed as frizzy relationships. 
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• Motion relationships describe the motion of one geographic object with 

relation to another object [Lee and Chin 1995]. For example, "a fire spreads 

over a particular vegetation area." Since these relationships can depict the 

movement of a geographic object, it may be useful to describe some dynamic 

nature of an object (e.g., fire) with relation to other geographic objects. 

Even though some of the relationships, such as fuzzy and motion 

relationships, are not Randamental and overlap with other relationships, these 

relationships are useful from the semantic point of view. They may not be easily 

formalized; however, they allow the conceptual schema to capture more semantics 

from the relationships. The importance of the semantic aspects of spatial modeling 

is discussed in [Morehouse 1990]. 

Another classification can be based on the number of geographic objects 

involved in a relationship. For example, if "'the city hall is located between the 

football stadium and the police station." three objects are involved, i.e.. "city hall." 

"football stadium." and "police station." Therefore, the spatial relationship between 

is a ternary relationship. If only two objects are involved in the relationship, then 

the relationship is binary. Table 3.1 shows classification and examples of spatial 

relationships that appear in the literature [Freeman 1975; Egenhofer and Herring 

1990; Lee and Chin 1991; Egenhofer 1994a; Lee and Chin 1995]. 



Binary Ternary 
Topological Relationships covers, covered_by, disjoint, 

equal, inside, contains, meet, 
touching, overlap 

Spatial Order Relationships above, on, below, left, right, 
north, south, west, east, 
in front of, behind 

Metric Relationships spatial order relationships 

beyond, beside, next_to. 

within, near, far 

between 

Fuzzy Relationships left, right, in front of, behind, 
near, far 

Motion Relationships cross, through, spread 

Table 3.1: Classification of Spatial Relationships 

One of the most fundamental and important relationships is the topological 

relationship. Topological relationships are fundamental in the sense that these are a 

basic set of spatial relations. They are important because many other relationships 

can be derived from the composition of these relationships [Egenhofer 1991; 

Egenhofer 1994b; Sharma and Flewelling 1995], thus providing spatial constraints. 

Some intensive (but partial) work toward defining formal, mathematical concepts in 

topological relationships has been done and summarized below [Egenhofer 1989; 

Egenhofer 1990; Egenhofer and Herring 1990; Egenhofer 1991; Egenhofer and 

Franzosa 1991; Egenhofer 1993; Egenhofer 1994b]. 

Based on the concepts of set and topology in mathematics, a theory of 

topological relationships in the 2-dimensional plane has been developed. These 

relationships are defined in terms of the intersections of the boundaries (denoted as 

F°) and interiors (denoted as dY) of two point sets, where the boundaries and 
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interiors are either empty (0) or non-empty (-i0). Then, a topological relationship 

between Xand Ycan be described by four intersection sets {dVn 5K, .V° n dX 

n y°. n BY] resulting in sixteen different combinations (2* = 16). However, not 

all sixteen of the topological relationships exist between the two 2-dimensional 

spatial objects. Only eight topological relationships (disjoint, meet, equal, contains. 

inside, covers, covered hy and overlap) are valid (see Table 3.2 and Figure 3.4). 

Since two pairs of topological relationships ({co«to/m', inside] and [covers. 

covered by)) are converse [Egenhofer 1991], only six distinct topological 

relationships remain. 

The underlying assumption here is that relationships exist between 2-

dimensional objects (regions) in a 2-dimensionaI space (plane); that is, the 

relationships are dimension-dependent. The topological relationships between 1-

dimensional objects (lines) in a 2-dimensional space carmot be considered in this 

framework [Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991]. Thus, an additional intersection of the 

dXndY dXn Y° X 'rsdY 
X disjoint Y 0 0 0 0 
X meet Y ^0 0 0 0 
X equal Y ^0 ^0 0 0 
X inside Y 0 ^0 ^0 0 
X covered by Y -.0 ^0 ^0 0 
X contains Y 0 ^0 0 ^0 
X covers Y ^0 -10 0 ^0 
X overlap Y ^0 -.0 -.0 ^0 

Table 3.2: Specification of Eight Topological Relationships 
(adopted from [Egenhofer and Herring 1990]) 
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disjoint meet inside contains 

(g) 

equal overlap covered hy covers 

o (S> O 
Figure 3.4: Graphical Representation of Eight Topological Relationships 

point set, complement K"' is considered. Since the notions of boundary, interior 

and complement are mutually exclusive, the union of the three sets provides a 

complete partition of the universe [Egenhofer 19911. The intersections of these are 

described by nine intersection sets \dXn 0K, X° n 1'°. X'^ n V'K dXn 1^, dXn 

Y'\ n cY. X° n K"'. .V' n dY. n . Since relationships among the nine 

intersection sets are considered with respect to the embedding space, it is possible 

to determine whether an object is completely included in an another object part if 

the dimensions of object and space are different [Egenhofer 1991 ]. Using the nine 

intersections and transitive laws of sets, compositions of topological relationships 

can be der ived [Egenhofer  1991;  Egenhofer  1994b] .  For  example,  i f  A is  inside B 

and B meets C. then A is disjoint from C. An extended work combining topology 

and spatial order relationships was done by [Sharma and Flewelling 1995]. 

We previously mentioned that spatial relationships are important for spatial 

queries. However, the logical expressive power of a query language should be 
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based on formally defined algebra (e.g., relational algebra), and this algebra is 

expressed in terms of operators and predicates. For example, in relational 

databases, such operators are selection Join, projection, union, intersection. 

difference and product. Thus, in a geographic database, the query language should 

provide a set of well-defined spatial operators (e.g., geo-relational algebra [Giiting 

1988]). The geographic database should also provide extensibility in such a way 

that if the data structure is extended the operators could also be extended. 

Table 3.3 shows the comprehensive classification of spatial operators from 

the literature [Giiting 1988; Egenhofer 1990; Mainguenaud and M.A. 1990a; 

Mainguenaud and M.A. 1990b; Lee and Chin 1991; Egenhofer 1994a; Lee and 

Chin 1995]. Unary spatial operators are operations on a single spatial object. The 

classes of the other operators are, as their names imply, categorized based on their 

functional associations with the spatial relationships. For example, topological 

relationships can be derived based on the topological operators in queries. The first 

vertical table indicates the type of information returned. If the operator returns 

true/false, then the return information is "Boolean." If the operator returns some 

numeric value(s) such as the size of an object, then die return information is 

"Numeric value(s)." The operator also may return the information as textual 

description(s) (e.g.. the name of the city) or graphical representation(s) (e.g., point, 

assuming the city is coded as a point) of the object, depending on the 

implementation of the system. 
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Unary spatial 
operators 

Topological 
operators 

Spatial order 

operator 
Metric operators 

Boolean 

at connectcdjo, 

disjoim_tVom. 

inside, encloses, 

inclusion, 

isneighbourof 

Above, below, 

bcgins_at, ends_aL 

in_rront_of. behind, 

nonhof. southof. 

west of. east of. 

left of. right of. on 

adjacent to, crossing, 

in bct\vccn, 

in_or_crossing. 

intersects, near, far. 

outside, within 

numeric unit of 

Numeric 
value(s) 

Area, arca of. boundary, 

coordinatcsof. 

dimension, interior, 

length. length_or, 

perimeter, perimeter of. 

volume, xcoord, ycotird, 

/coord 

Direction distance, 

distance between. dist, 

mindist. maxdist 

Textual 
description / 
graphical 
representation 

begins al. bounds_of, 

hutTer, center. center oC. 

circular_range_scarch. 

elosest_object_search, 

reetangularrangescarch. 

clip, cursor, diameter, 

endsat. extension. 

lines ol". nodes of. 

points of, vertices 

overlay. difTerence. 

spatial_dilTercnce. 

intersection, 

spatialintersection, 

union, spatial union 

Adjacency, closest, 

convexhull, 

intersectionjjoint. 

line between, link, 

path, voronoi. 

Table 3.3: Classification of Spatial Operators 

3.4 USM* Constructs 

The purpose of data modeling is to create an isomorphic mapping between the 

intended real world semantics of a given universe and its symbolic representation 

on a machine [Sheth et al. 1993]. The geographic data modeling should include 

constructs of high-level abstractions, spatial objects, relationships, operators, and 

a quer>- language to provide rich concepts to efficiently and effectively handle 

spatial data. However, not enough attention has been paid to the conceptual 

modeling for geographic data. Therefore, in this section, we present a novel 

approach for modeling data in geographic databases. 
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The proposed formal semantic model incorporates new constructs to support 

spatial and temporal objects which, to the best of our knowledge, are not found in 

existing data models. The model captures the behavior of dynamic and process-

oriented spatiotemporal objects, such as fire, storm, flood, etc. For example, a fire 

is a process that not only affects vegetation composition and watershed response, 

but also changes relationships between spatial objects. While it may be argued that 

object-oriented data models can capture the dynamic behavior of spatial objects, 

this behavior is hidden in the methods associated with each object class. Our 

proposed semantic model, however, can explicitly capture and show these data, 

using a higher level of abstraction to explain their behavior. For example, our 

semantic model has constructs called "dynamic entity class" and "cause-effect 

relationship" which are not found in Object Oriented models. The latter do not 

distinguish between different types of classes and relationships. 

3.4.1 Background 

The Unifying Semantic Model (USM) provides a foundation for this research 

[Ram 1995]. The USM is an extended version of the Entity Relationsliip model. 

The USM uses high level abstractions found in traditional semantic models such 

as classification, association, generalization, and aggregation. Various constructs 

in the USM and its extensions are summarized in Table 3.4. Many of these 
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Con.stnicts in I'SM 
I S M  

Graphical Notation 

Object-
Oriented 
Modeling 

Terminolapv' 

Entity-Real world objects. 

Instance 

Entity Clas.s-A collection of entities for which common 

characteristics are to be modeled. Class 

Attribute-Characteristics or properties of members of entity 

clus.ses. cz::> .Attribute 

Property 

Relationships-Associations between or among members of 

entity classes. A.ssociation 

Domain-A set of values, all of the same type. It is a pool of 

values of the same type from which attributes draw their 
values. 

fype 

C>eneralization/Specialization-!n generalization, similar 

objects are abstracted to form a higher-order, generic class 

via an is-u relationship. Specialization is the inverse of 

generalization where the objects of a generic class are 

viewed as separate subclasses based on their differences. 
This is also called "Subclass-'superclass relationship." The 

entity w hich is a member of a subclass the attributes 

«f all its siipercla.sscs. 

<!> Cieneralization 

(superclass/ 

subclass) 

Grouping _A relationship that results in the definition of 
either a Group or an Aggregate entity class. A group or 

aggregate entity class is a class of entities whose members 

are physically or logically made up of members or sets of 

members from some other entity ciass(es). The Grouping 

concept is similar to the is-part-of relationship. 

• .'\ Group entity class consists of entities from the same 

class, hence, it is homogeneous. 

• An .'Vggregate class consists of members from ditTerent 

classes and. thus, is heterogeneous. An aggregate is 

defined to be a subset of the Cartesian product of its 
components. 

Group Aggrcisilc 

^ ^ ^ 
.Aggregation 

Compositc-A relationship that defines a new class which 

has other classes as its members. .A member of a Composite 

class is the set of members of some other class taken as a 

whole. There are two ty pes of Composite. 

• .Vttribute-defined-each member has the same tuple 

of values for the attributes in an "atribute-reterence-
list". Thus, it is necessarily homogeneous, that is. Its 

members arc all subclasses of a common superclass. 

• Enumerated composite-detlned by listing its member 

classes in the "named-entity-list". Hence, members of 

an enumerated comnosite class can heheternvenenus. 

Enumerated 
detmed 

^ S«l ^ ̂  Enum ^ 

No E.xplicit 

Construct 

* The ditTerence between Grouping and Composite is that members of Groupmg are not entity classes rather, they arc individual 
entities < instances), and ennties are related to other entities using \hctx-pan-<>t mechanism. In Composite. howcNer. members are 
cntit\ (.tiLixcy and entity classes are modeled collectively as higher level classes 

Table 3.4: The USM Constructs 
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constructs may also be found in Object Oriented Programming languages and 

models as shown in Table 3.4. 

All real world objects are referred to by the term Entity (or Instance). A 

collection of entities for which common characteristics are to be modeled is called 

an Entity Class. For example, "woodland" is an entity belonging to an entity class 

VEGETATION. Tlie basic constructs of the USM include Strong / Weak / 

Interaction Entity Classes, Subclasses. Attributes, and Domain Classes, as well as 

Property / Interaction Relationships. Members of a strong entity class can exist on 

their own, while members of a weak entity class depend on members of other 

class(es) for their existence. Characteristics of members (entities or instances) of 

Entity Classes are called Attributes. For example, "vegetation name", "age class" 

and "density" may be attributes of the entity class VEGETATION. A domain class 

is a set of values of the same type (e.g.. data types). This is the pool of values from 

which attributes draw their values. 

A Property Relationship relates an entity class to a domain class, and an 

Interaction Relationship associates members of one entity class to members of one 

or more other entity classes. An entity class may have one or more Subclasses. 

Subclasses iii turn may have their own subclasses. A member of a Subclass inherits 

the attributes of its superclass(es). Subclasses may be defined in one of three ways: 

attribute-defined, roster-defined or set-operation-defined. In addition, the USM 

provides explicit constructs to represent constraints on relationships between 
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Subclasses as well as between Attributes. It also formally defines complex objects. 

such as Groups / Aggregates and Composites, which can be used to capture a 

hierarchy of complex objects. Formal definitions and descriptions of the modeling 

constructs can be found in [Ram 1995]. 

The USM is extended to solve the problems of accessing divergent databases 

for GIS. Tlie extended USM for geographic databases, called USM*. serves as a 

formal specification mechanism for describing a Universe of Discourse (geographic 

data and model bases). It extends existing semantic model concepts [Hammer and 

McLeod 1981; Hull and King 1987; Ram 1995 ]. It incorporates new constructs to 

support multidimensional objects and other types of spatial and temporal objects 

typically found in data and model bases, which are relevant to GIS analysis. It also 

captures the behavior of dynamic and process-oriented spatial objects used for 

decision support using simulation. These constructs are typically not found in most 

object oriented models and programming languages. Examples of such objects 

include "cloud cover", "storm", "flood", and "forest fire" [Seller 1991]. For 

example, a fire is a process that not only affects vegetation composition and 

watershed response, but also changes relationships between geographic objects. 

Fire is a "contact process" in which the influence within a model is always from 

some current point or cell (also known as an "affector") to adjacent areas or cells 

(the place being affected). 



While it may be argued that object-oriented data models can capture the 

dynamic behavior of spatial objects, this behavior is hidden in the methods 

associated with each object class. The USM*. however, can explicitly capture and 

show this information about spatial objects, using a higher level of abstraction to 

explain their behavior. For example, the USM* has constructs called "dynamic 

entity class" and "cause-effect relationship" which are not found in Object Oriented 

models. The latter do not distinguish between different types of classes and 

relationships. This is described further in a later section. 

3.4.2 Formal Definitions of USM* Constructs 

In this dissertation, only the extensions of the USM are described. These new 

constructs are spatiotemporal entity classes, dynamic entity classes, 

spatiotemporal aggregate entity classes, spatiotemporal aggregate relationships, 

spatiotemporal interaction relationships, and cause-effect relationships. Each of 

these constructs is formally defined and e.xplained below. Graphical 

representations for each construct are shown in Figure 3.5. 

Entity Name Entity Name 

u) 
Spatiotemporal 

EntitN' Class 

(b) 
Dynamic 

Entity Class 

(c) 
Spatiotemporal 

Aggregate 
Entity Class 

i d )  
Spatiotemporal 

Aggregate 
Relationship 

le) 
Spatiotemporal 

InteriKtion 
Relationships 

(0 
Cause-EfTect 
Relationships 

Figure 3.5: Graphical Representation of USM* Constructs 
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We shall begin with an informal discussion of some basic mathematical 

notations of set theory. A set is a collection of distinguishable objects. Objects 

may be physical, like teachers, buildings or cities; or they may be conceptual, like 

numbers, definitions or concepts. They are called members or elements of a set. 

Sets are frequently denoted by enclosing symbols representing their members in 

braces (curly brackets) when it is possible to do so. For example, there is the set 

whose members are vowels of the English alphabet. This set has five elements 

denoted as [a, e. i. o. u|. The set of all natural numbers may be denoted as 11. 2, 3. 

...!. A second method of defining a set is to specify a property that is common to 

all its members and to its members only. For instance, the previous example 11. 2. 

3. indicating a set of all natural numbers, can be represented as | n | n is a 

natural number}. If a set has no elements, it is called an empty set. which is 

denoted by the symbol 0. Because we herein use uppercase letters to denote sets 

and lowercase letters to denote elements, we write "a e A" to say that a is an 

element (or a member) of A. and we write "a g A" to say that a is not an element of 

A. 

Now. we introduce the notion of set inclusion. Let.-l and B be sets. A is 

called a subset of B if and only if every member of ̂  is a member of B. To express 

formally the fact that A is a subset of B. we write "'/l c B". UA is a subset of 5. 

then B is called a superset of A. Obviously, every set is a subset (and a superset) of 

itself When AcB and A^B (that is, A cB and there exists a such that a e 5 and 
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a  e  A ) ,  we write "A c 5". which reads: ̂  is a proper subset of 5, or 5 is a proper 

superset of /I. 

A pair set { a , h }  can be considered as an unordered pair because [ a . h \  =  {A. 

. We thus need another set <a, h> that is an ordered pair consisting of two 

objects, a and h. taken in a certain order. The two objects a and b are called the 

first and second coordinates of <a. b>. respectively. In particular, we will demand 

that <«, b> ^ <h, a>. Now suppose that we have two sets A and B, such that /I = {1. 

2, 3 j and B= {a.h\. and we form ordered pairs <x,y> with .y e A andy e B. The 

collection of all such pairs is called the Cartesian product A x B of .1 and B. and 

given by .-1 X 5 = j < 1, a>. < 1, b>. <2. a>, <2. h>. <3, a>, <3, A> j. Note that some 

sets contain other sets; they are called sets of sets or family of sets. For example, A 

= {{a, b\, [A}, {e,fi J is a family of sets. A family of sets may be generally 

denoted as [-41, .4:, .^3,... |. A compact notation which is often used to designate 

A2, A3.... I is \A,\, e/ and the family of all such sets Aj is called an indexed 

family of sets and is indexed by the set /, where / is a subset of natural number N. 

We now present a very general definition of a Cartesian product of an arbitrary and 

possibly infinite family of sets. Now let S = {5/}/ be an indexed family of sets. 

The Cartesian product of the family S  to be the set |~[ 5 = { f \ f \ s  a function on I  

and f,&S, for all / e /). Other notations firequently used are f][ 5, or ]~[ 5, . In 
ie.1 

general, we use the former definition of Cartesian product for finite products and 
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the latter for infinite (or arbitrary) products. We may now proceed to generalize 

ordered pairs to ^-tuples. Essentially, an n-tuple is a flinction a from the index set / 

= {1.2..... nl. where « is a given, fixed positive number. We write a by listing its 

members in parentheses: a = (a\ .c/i,.... a„). Note that each member a, must be a 

member of a predefined set A\ for all / e I. We slightly abuse the above notation by 

writing \a\,02,.... a„\ when the order of its members within an «-tuple is not 

important. 

Definition 3.1 A spaliotemporal entity class (Figure 3.5a) is a set of 

spatiotemporal entities which have spatial (i.e.. location) and temporal information. 

E.\amples include "VEGETATION". "COUNTIES". "RIPARIAN ZONE". It is 

denoted as 5 = [ e/ j. where e, is an «-tupIe { a\, cti, .... a„. .v/, t \. and / = 1.2 m. 

Attributes a ,  ( i  =  1.2 n )  are non-spatiotemporal attributes, s ,  is a spatial index 

that describes locational information for e, and is defined as a subset of the 

Cartesian product of coordinate sets, ^ is a temporal index (e.g.. time 

stamp). If the value of any a, or s, changes, a new e, is added with a new value t. 

Note that the underlying data may be represented in either a raster-based or a 

vector-based system. 

Definition 3.2 A dynamic entity class (Figure 3.5b) is a roster-defined 

s u bclass o f  t h e  s p a t i o t e m p o r a l  e n t i t y  c l a s s ,  d e n o t e d  a s  D  =  { d i \ ,  w h e r e  d i  i s  a n  n -

tuple defined the same way as e?/. Examples are "FIRE" and "SOIL EROSION". It 

is roster-defined because the members of this entity class are determined only by 
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examining a list of members. It inherits ail spatial and temporal aspects of the 

spatiotemporal entity class. In addition, this entity class exhibits dynamic behavior 

and has a starting point and finite lifespan. The granularity of time interval for the 

birth-to-death state may vary for different dynamic entity classes because the 

occurrence of changes may differ depending on the properties of entity classes. For 

example, a dynamic entity class, "FIRE", may span a shorter time interval than a 

dynamic entity class. "SOIL EROSION". 

Definition 33 A spatiotemporal aggregate (Figure 3.5c) is an entity class 

whose members are physically or logically made up of members or sets of members 

from other spatiotemporal entity class(es). An example is "SOIL". It is defined by 

a spatiotemporal aggregate relationship (Figure 3.5d). A spatiotemporal aggregate 

is denoted by ST A = { sta, |, where each stai is defined as an n-tuple [ £", !, and E, is 

a spatiotemporal entity class. Each stai has a set of spatial indexes s, and a set of 

temporal intervals (/,, tj) associated with it. where i.J e { I. 2.....« | and / <j and 

s, is defined earlier. \ spatiotemporal aggregate relationship has three attribute-

defined subclasses, namely, a spatial aggregate relationship, a temporal aggregate 

relationship, and a simple spatiotemporal aggregate relationship. A spatial 

aggregate is a subclass of a spatiotemporal aggregate and has a constant time index. 

For example, entity class "STATES" is a spatial aggregate whose members are sets 

of cities, counties, rivers, etc. firom entity classes "CITY". "COUNTY", and 

"RIVER". Each state (member of the class "STATES"') is composed of a number 
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of cities, counties, rivers, etc. within a geographic boundary. A temporal aggregate 

is another subclass of a spatiotemporal aggregate with a constant spatial index. For 

example, Arizona "CLIMATE" is an aggregation of "WEATHER" in Arizona over 

time. A simple spatiotemporal aggregate is "WEATHER". 

Definition 3.4 Spatiotemporal interaction relationships (Figure 3.5e) are 

associations among spatiotemporal entity classes. Examples include "covered_by" 

and "adjacent". A spatiotemporal interaction relationship type 577 among n 

spatiotemporal entity classes, £|, Ei,..., £„, defines a set of associations among 

entities tirom each of these classes. Mathematically, STI = {slit}, where sd, 

associates n  entities (ei. e z , . . . .  e „ )  and each entity e, belongs to E,. 1 < / < «, where 

E, is a spatiotemporal entity class. There are five subclasses of spatiotemporal 

interaction relationship types, each depicted by type T where T = {[ Topological 

Relationships], [Spatial Order Relationships], [Metric Relationships]. [Fuzzy 

Relationships], [Motion Relationships]]. These subclasses are not mutually 

exclusive. For example, a member of the type metric relationships (e.g.. "near") 

can also be a member of the type fuzzy relationships. These relationships are well 

known in the literature as spatial relationships [Freeman 1975; Egenhofer and 

Franzosa 1991: Egenhofer 1994a; Lee and Chin 1995], and explained in detail in 

the Section 3.3 and summarized in Table 3.1. In our semantic model, however. 

these are defined as spatiotemporal interaction relationships because they could 
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capture a spatial relationship between entity classes at a particular point in time, or a 

temporal relationship [Allen 1983] for a given set of spatial coordinates. 

It is worth noting that the interaction between entity classes (or between 

instances of entity classes) may change over time as a result of an "event" caused 

by a dynamic entity class. For example, the structural composition of vegetation 

may be changed by fire or simply as a fionction of vegetation life cycles. A fire 

may bum through a grassland, changing the structural composition of the 

vegetation. An older vegetation pattern may be altered when new plants cover the 

area. This is known as "vegetation succession" and may also be observed occurring 

in undisturbed areas through natural processes. For example, a woodland area may 

invade a grassland over time, changing the structural composition in a natural order. 

Deflnition 3.5 .A. caiise-effect relationship (Figure 3.5f) relates a set of 

affectors (or affectees) to a set of affectees (or affectors). It is defined as CR -

ordered tuple < [E,], {E,} >. where {E, € D /\ E, e D) v {E, & D A E, € D) and D is 

the set of dynamic entity classes. Examples are "spreads", "impacts", "erodes" and 

"induces". A set of entities that changes the status of other entities, attributes, and 

relationships is called an affector, and entities, attributes and relationships being 

affected by the affectors are called an qffectee. The cause-effect relationship among 

entity classes is based on events that represent the occurrence of some change in the 

entity classes being affected. Events are normally based on intervals of time. 



Prepositional functions can be used to capture whether a particular cause-effect 

relationship is true or false. 
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A schema describes the structure of data, including entity classes and their 

relationships. The USM* is a 2-tuple ^ = (S, R), where S is the set of all 

spatiotemporal entity classes defined earlier and R is the set of all spatiotemporal 

relationships defined earlier. The schema above presents only the extended part 

of USM*. The complete USM* consists of all the constructs defined in the 

USM[Ram 1995] as well as the constructs defined above. Figure 3.6 depicts the 

USM* metamodel. 

Legends 

rw •• Vrun *1 I! W I •• M S(MNicnpanl . VBrt  ̂̂   ̂*_An Fatnv C 
Figure 3.6: The USM* Meta Model 
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CHAPTER 4 

A METHODOLOGY FOR 
CONFLICT DETECTION AND RESOLUTION 

The goal of this chapter is to provide our comprehensive methodology tor conflict 

detection and resolution. This chapter highlights various features of the proposed 

methodology. A classification framework of various semantic conflicts is first 

introduced. The classification framework has been developed based on real 

examples found in various real world geographic datasets. It is then used as an 

initial basis for ontology building and has been encoded into our common 

ontology called Semantic Confiict Resolution Ontology (SCROL). The SCROL 

is a mechanism for automatic detection of semantic conflicts. The formal 

structure of SCROL is described. We then introduce semantic mediators. The 

semantic mediators use SCROL to reason data semantics and to dynamically 

detect and resolve semantic conflicts. Both SCROL and semantic mediators are 

central to our methodology. Finally, we present a query processing technique that 

transforms a single global query to the several local queries. The query 

processing technique ensures that the local queries have correct query statements 

for individual local systems. 



4.1 Classification Framework of Semantic Conflicts 

In order to identify and resolve various degrees and levels of semantic conflicts, it 

is vital to provide a well-defined taxonomy of these conflicts, which serves as a 

basic principle of determining semantically related objects. This section presents 

a classification framework of semantic conflicts found in heterogeneous 

geographic databases. This framework has been developed to incorporate 

existing literature and field study. 

As mentioned previously (Section 1.4), current studies on this subject [Kim 

and Seo 1991; Ventrone and Heiler 1991; Naiman and Ouksel 1995; Kashyap and 

Sheth 1996] are limited to non-geographic databases; they do not address semantic 

conflicts in geographic data objects. Therefore, based on extensive field study and 

investigation of various real datasets (i.e., US Geological Survey data, vegetation 

data, land use data, etc.), we have identified additional types of semantic conflicts 

that have been chronically encountered in geographic databases. In this sense, this 

research extends previous studies to the area of geographic databases and attempts 

to provide a comprehensive taxonomy of semantic conflicts, which can be used as 

guidelines for both geographic and non-geographic databases. The proposed 

classification framework categorizes the different types of semantic conflicts at 

both data- and schema-level. In most instances, data-level conflicts are differences 

in data domain caused by the multiple representations and interpretations of the 

similar data, while schema-level conflicts are characterized by differences in logical 
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structure of the same data. A complete list of different kinds of semantic conflicts 

(i.e., initial classification) is encoded into our common ontology (Section 4.2. The 

remainder of this section introduces a taxonomy of semantic conflicts (as illustrated 

in Figure 4.1) in heterogeneous geographic databases. 

4.1.1 Data-Level Conflicts 

Data-level conflicts are due to different perceptions of the same concepts (or 

reality) by different individuals, and it is thus possible to have multiple views and 

interpretations of given data and application domain by different systems. In 

order to deal with multiple interpretations of data in different contexts, it is 

generally required to capture more metadata information about the modeled 

objects than is typically captured in a schema [Sheth et al. 1993J. Six distinct 

types of frequent data-level conflicts are identified and discussed below. 

4.1.1.1 Data Value Conflicts 

Data value conflicts refer to different interpretations of the "meaning" of data 

instance values. For example, in soil suitability analysis databases, the data value 

"suitable" in one database means that the soil in a particular area is suitable for 

road construction, while the same value in another database is intended to indicate 

that the soil is suitable for sewage disposal. Since conflicts of this kind are 
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Data Value Conflicts 

Data Representation Conflicts 

Data Unit Conflicts 

<Data Granularit)' 

Spatial Resolution 

Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts 

Data-Level Conflicts 

Spatial Domain Conflicts 

I lomonvms 

Synonyms 
Naming Conflicts 

Semantic Conflicts 
Homonvms 

Entitv 

Svnonvms 

Entitv Identifier ConflicLs 

Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 

Schema-Level Conflicts! 
Generalization Conflicts 

Aggregation Conflicts 
Data Value - Attribute 

Schematic Discrepancies Attribute-Emitv 

Entitv - Data Value 

Figure 4.1: A Proposed Taxonomy of Semantic Conflicts in 
Geographic Databases 

content-dependent and domain or application specific, they can be resolved by 

explicidy specifying the contextual description of the individual data values. This 

type of information needs to be explicitly stored during the development of 



individual databases so that it can be utilized during the integration of these 

databases. 
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4.1.1.2 Data Representation Conflicts 

Data representation conflicts arise when similar objects are described by different 

data types or data format representations. For example, dates can be represented 

as a 6-character string (e.g.. "050798") or as a Julian Date (e.g.. "7-May-98") — 

conflicts in data type. Also, telephone numbers may be stored as a 13-character 

string (e.g.. "(520) 621-2328") or as 12-character string (e.g.. "520-621-2328") — 

conflicts in data format. These conflicts are usually caused by arbitrary choices 

by different database designers or they could reflect that certain data types are not 

supported by particular systems. 

4.1.1.3 Data Unit Conflicts 

Data unit conflicts result from the use of different measurement units. These 

conflicts generally are caused by different practices or different cultural 

environments. For example, amount of rainfall may be represented as 

"centimeters" in one database and "inches" in another database. Also, the size of 

an area could be measured and stored in the form of "square meters" or "acres". 

Without meta-information about units of measurement being used in different 

databases, it is very difficult to notice that, for example, the values "^8" (in inch) in 
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one database and "20.32" (in centimeter) in another database are semantically 

equivalent. Conflicts of this kind can be easily resolved by unit conversion 

fiinctions. 

4.1.1.4 Data Precision Conflicts 

Data precision conflicts arise from implementation of different scales, different 

domain precisions, or different data granularities and resolutions. For e.xample. 

population size or currency value may be represented in different scale-factors. 

Assignment of building grades may be reported on different granularities (e.g.. a 

three-point scale with letter grades "excellent", "good", "poor", or four-point 

scale with "A". "B", "C" and "D"). These are classified as data granularity 

conflicts. 

Examples of data precision conflicts found in geographic databases are 

referred as spatial resolution conflicts. Some examples of this category includes 

spatial filature resolution conflicts, address-matching conflicts, and geo-coding 

conflicts. Spatial resolution conflicts arise when geographic objects in maps are 

represented in different dimensions (e.g., Tucson is stored as a point feature in one 

database but as a polygon in another database). Spatial Address-matching conflicts 

usually are caused by the use of different granularities of locational information to 

describe geographic objects. For instance, in one database, customer locations are 

recorded based on their postal codes, while they are stored as street addresses in 
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another database. The latter is described in finer granularity. In this case, typically. 

only one-way mapping (a many-to-one mapping) is possible; that is from more 

precise data scale (e.g., address) to the coarser scale (e.g.. postal code). Also, the 

locational information of geographic objects may be precisely recorded based on a 

map projection (e.g.. Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)) or stored as textual 

descriptions (e.g., "two miles from south of McClelland Hall"). 

Geo-coding conflicts may occur when code values describing locational 

information and geographic objects are assigned by different database designers (or 

researchers), based on some arbitrary coding conventions or assumptions. For 

example, in vegetation responses study, the geo-coding scheme may be determined 

by the combination of species name and its frequency in a certain area: that is 

••area.species.frequency". In addition, the information about a certain area and 

species is coded by 3- and 4-digit numbers, respectively. Then, a sample geo-code 

may look like "101.1258.45" (i.e., "101" indicates "Pima County", 1258 means 

"Aplopappus Laricifolius", and "45" is the frequency value of 1258 in 101). In 

another database, however, the geo-coding scheme for the same study may contain 

only species and frequency information, because the scope of the study is limited to 

a certain area. In this case, locational information is already known to or implicitly 

identified by local database users, resulting in the omission of the area code (e.g., 

"1258.45"). Most instances of data precision conflicts can be resolved by semantic 

transformation rules and domain mappings. 
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4.1.1.5 Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts 

Known data value reliability conflicts refer to the fact that data present in 

different databases may be subject to data reliability. Reliability of source data 

can be characterized by measurement of error, measuring instruments, precision 

of measurements, topological properties, and treatment of time dimension 

[Laurini and Thompson 1992], Conflicts of this type can be partially resolved if 

users can be informed of the information reliability of individual data sources and 

allowed to decide which source to retrieve. In our framework, experts determine 

the reliability of each information source based on the criteria discussed above. 

4.1.1.6 Spatial Domain Conflicts 

Spatial domain conflicts occurs when the specifications of geographic regions or 

objects are "differently" but "legally" defined by different people. Conflicts of 

this type are commonly found in land use databases. For example, the area .r may 

be defined as "commercial" in some databases or classified as "residential" in 

others. In addition, the same land parcel could be variously categorized. For 

example, the land use information of a certain region may be measured by RAC 

(Residence Per Acre) (i.e., "very low density residential", "low density 

residential", "medium density residential", "medium high density residential", 

"high density residential", "very high density residential", "commercial", 

"industrial", "park", "open-space park", "^open-space river") or dwelling uses (i.e.. 



"single family", "multi family", "public", "industry", "vacant"). These conflicts 

may occur because of the different needs of different application domains. Their 

being correctly categorized may be defended as legally defined. The only 

difference is the adoption of measures that have been based on different land use 

criteria. In such a case, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. it may not always be possible 

to specify mappings between one value to another because of many-to-many 

mappings in all contexts so that precise semantic transformation between the two 

may not be possible. 

4.1.2 Schema-Level Conflicts 

Schema-level conflicts are due to differences in logical structures and/or 

inconsistencies in metadata (i.e.. schemas) of the same application domain. 

Schema-level conflicts are categorized into seven distinct types. 

Vcr\- Low Density- Residential (VLDR) 

Low Density Residential (LDR) 

Vledium Density Residential (MDR) 

Medium High Density Residential (MHDR) 

High Density Residential (HDR) 

Very High Density Residential (VHDR) 

Commercial 

Industrial 

Park 

Open-Space Park 

Open-Space River 

Single Family |S) 

Multi-FamiW (VI) 

Industry (1) 

Public (P) 

Vacant (V) 

Semantic Mapping 

Figure 4.2: Spatial Domain Conflict Example 
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4.1.2.1 Naming Conflicts 

Naming conflicts arise when labels of schema elements (I.e., entity classes, 

relationships, and attributes) are somewhat arbitrarily assigned by different 

database designers. They consist of homonyms and synonyms. Homonyms use 

the same name for two different concepts. Synonyms occur when the same 

concept is labeled by different names. Homonyms at the attribute level are called 

"attribute homonyms", and those at the entity and relationship level are called 

"entity homonyms" (a relationship in a semantic model is considered an entity in 

this notation, because both entity and relationship are translated into relations in 

the relational database). Similarly, synonyms at the attribute level are called 

"attribute synonyms", and those at die entity and relationship level are called 

"entity synonyms". 

Example (Attribute Homonym): 

Plant-l (plant-id, name, season) 
Planc-2 (planc-id, name, season) 

An attribute season in Plant-l is "growing season" and season in Plant-2 is 
"grazing season". 

Example (Attribute Synonym): 

Precipitation-1 (date, time, station) 

Precipitation-2 (date, time, raingauge) 

Both station in Precipitation-1 and raingauge in Precipitation-2 
store the information about the amount of rainfall measured at a certain location. 



Example (Entity Homonym): 

Permit (p-id, permiC-issue-date, permit-end-date) 

Permit (p-id, permit-issue-date, permit-end-date) 

The first relation Permit is "building permit", while the second one is "parking 
permit" 

Example (Entity Synonym): 

Piiblication (authors, title, year) 

Paper (authors, title, year) 

Both Publication and Paper capture information about research papers 
published in journals. 

In most instances, homonyms and synonyms can be detected by external 

specification [Reddy et al. 1994], and resolved by providing mapping tables (or 

lookup tables) for translating from one value to another. The adoption of standard 

naming conventions is often usefiil to avoid naming conflicts in federated database 

systems. In our fi-amework. however, naming conflicts are automatically detected 

and resolved by mediators without mapping tables (see Section 4.2.3). 

4.1.2.2 Entity Identifier Conflicts 

Entity identifier conflicts are often caused by assigning different identifiers 

(primary keys) to the same concept in different databases. For example, the 

identifier of a concept "Author" is social security number in one database, while 

the name of the author is assigned as an identifier in another database. 
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Example: 

Author-l (ssn, address, phone, email) 

Author-2 (name, address, phone, email) 

Author-l.ssn and Author-2.name are not semantically different keys. 

Conflicts of this kind can be resolved by specifying mapping between 

identifiers. In our system, these conflicts are specified during mapping between a 

federated schema and local schemas, and dynamically resolved by a mediator 

through a lookup table. 

4.1.2.3 Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 

Schema isomorphism conflicts occur when the same concept (entity class) is 

described by a dissimilar set of attributes, i.e., the same concept is represented by 

a number of different attributes, or is not set operation compatible [Sheth and 

Kashyap 1992]. 

Example: 

Book-l (author, title, year) 

Book-2 (author, title, publisher, year) 

Example: 

Researcher-l (name, age, country-bom) 

Researcher-2 (name, position, city-bom) 
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Since conflicts are due to the same concept's being constructed differently by 

different database designers, one feasible solution is to define a more general entity 

class and establish mapping between these entity classes and the general entity 

class. 

4.1.2.4 Generalization Conflicts 

Generalization conflicts result from different design choices having been made in 

determining whether or not the different but related entity classes are modeled 

through subsumption. For instance, one database may have separate 

representations for "Surface Water" and "Ground Water", whereas another 

database may have a "Water" entity class to collectively represent the two 

different but related entity classes (i.e., "Surface Water" and "Ground Water"). 

Since the "Water" entity class in one database is correlated with two entity classes 

"Surface Water" and "Ground Water" in another database, it is required not only 

to map between two databases, but also to specify rules to identify which 

instances (in "Water") belong to "Surface Water" and which to "Ground Water". 

4.1.2.5 Aggregation Conflicts 

Aggregation conflicts arise when an aggregation is used in one database to 

identify a set of entities in another database [Sheth and Kashyap 1992]. 

Therefore, the properties and their values in one database may aggregate 
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corresponding properties and values of the set of entities of another database 

[Sheth and Kashyap 1992]. 

Example: 

Monthly-Weather (month, humidity, temperature) 

Daily-Weather (date, humidity, temperature) 

Attributes humidity and temperature of Monthly-Weather are average 
values of humidity and temperature of Daily-Weather. 

In this case, a value of Monthly-Weather is an aggregate of a set of 

Daily-Weather. Thus, only one way mapping, i.e.. many-to-one (from Daily-

Weather to Monthly-Weather) is possible, and the opposite direction cannot be 

e.xactly established. 

4.1.2.6 Schematic Discrepancies 

Schematic discrepancies can occur when the logical structure of a set of attributes 

and their values belonging to an entity class in one database are clustered to form 

a different structure in other database. Conflicts of this type are discussed in 

[Krishnamurthy et al. 1991; Lefebvre and Bemus 1992; Sheth and Kashyap 1992; 

Lakshmanan et al. 1996; Lakshmanan et al. 1997]. These conflicts can take place 

within the same data model and arise when data values in one database 

correspond to metadata of another database [Kashyap and Sheth 1996]. For 

example, consider the three different databases representing information about 
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taxes shown in Figure 4.3. All describe the sum of collected tax amounts (in 

thousands) of different taxes each year for a particular county. In Database A. 

there is one relation with one tuple per year per tax type with amount of tax paid. 

There is also one relation in Database B. but it contains one tuple per year, and 

one attribute for each tax type, where the value of the attribute is the tax amount 

paid. Database 3. in contrast, has one relation for each tax. named by the tax type, 

and each relation has one tuple per year with its tax amount paid. In our 

Database A 

relation TAX 

Year Tax-Type Amount 

1998 Property 250.34 
1998 Water 38.99 
1997 Propert}' 234.98 
1997 Water ' 59.05 

Database B 

relation TAX-AMOLTNT 

Year Property Water 

1998 
1997 

250.34 
234.98 

38.99 
59.05 

relation PROPERTY 

Year Amount 

1998 250.34 
1997 234.98 

Database C 

relation WATER 

Year Amount 

1998 38.99 
1997 59.05 

Figure 4 J: Schematic Discrepancy Example 
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framework, these conflicts can be resolved by creating mapping information 

between a federated schema and local schemas. 

4.2 Semantic Conflict Resolution Ontology (SCROL) 

Although semantic data models are commonly used in database design, the meta-

information captured during the design phase is not explicitly represented in the 

resulting database; hence, such information cannot be completely accessible to 

applications, queries or users [Ventrone and Heiler 1991 ]. Therefore, a semantic 

data model that provides means of capturing domain meta-information (i.e.. entity 

classes, relationships, constraints, cardinalities, etc.) alone is not enough to 

provide semantic interoperability among heterogeneous databases. While the 

different conceptual database schemas designed by a semantic data model provide 

logical descriptions and relationships of the information within the databases, a 

common ontology provides concepts that represent the domain knowledge 

[Dowell et al. 1998]. Consequently, a common approach to semantic 

interoperability is to adopt a common ontology as a basis for mutual 

understanding, in addition to the use of a semantic data model [Kahng and 

McLeod 1998]. Thus, we argue that using both a common ontology and a 

semantic data model provides a more complete understanding of the application 

domain. 
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The following sections explain the formal structure of SCROL. as well as the 

rationale and justification for using a common ontology in our framework. An 

illustrative example using very simple schemas is described in Section 4.2.3. 

4.2.1 Need for a Common Ontology 

In this section, we first examine the concept of "ontology" which is a term 

commonly used in the fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Knowledge 

Management (KM). We then argue that the design of a common ontology is 

needed to facilitate interoperability in multiple heterogeneous systems. The 

(common) ontology is defined by different researchers as: 

• The specification of a representational vocabulary for a shared domain of 

discourse which may include definitions of classes, relations, fimctions and 

other objects [Gruber 1993a]; 

• A concept system in which all concepts are defined. Concepts are interpreted 

in a declarative way. as standing for the sets of their instances. The concept 

system is limitative in the sense that concepts can only be used if they are 

defined in the ontology. Definitions of concepts are formal where possible 

and informal otherwise, [van der Vet and Mars 1998]; 

• A model of some portion of the world, which is described by defining a set of 

representational terms [Mahalingam and Huhns 1997]; 
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• A means of achieving consistent communication between agents in multi-

agent systems [Pazzaglia and Embury 1998]; or 

• A collection of concepts and interconnections to describe information units 

[Kahng and McLeod 1998]. 

It is obvious from the above definitions that a common ontology is a vocabulary of 

representational terms (concepts) with agreed-upon definitions in the form of 

human readable text and machine-enforceable, declarative constraints (agent 

readable format) on their well-formed use [Gruber 1991]. Such a common 

ontology represents the contextual knowledge of domain applications 

Semantic interoperability requires resolving various context-dependent 

incompatibilities, i.e.. semantic conflicts [Ouksel 1999]. The context refers to the 

knowledge that is required to reason about another system for the purpose of 

answering a specific query [Ouicsel and Naiman 1994]. Therefore, it is important to 

provide conte.xtual knowledge of domain applications in order to ensure semantic 

interoperability. Siegel et al. argue that the most basic requirement of the use of 

context for heterogeneous databases is the existence of common metadata 

vocabularies, and any system in the enterprise can use the common vocabulary to 

develop rules, i.e., context knowledge describing data semantics [Siegel et al. 

1994]. In this approach, terminology outside of this common vocabulary should be 

translated to the common vocabulary; otherwise the comparison of data semantics 
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will not be possible. Therefore, we believe that this approach is more practical than 

trying to agree on broad-based standards for databases. Moreover, it is important to 

have automatic ways of comparing and manipulating the common vocabulary in 

order for a context knowledge representation to be useful in semantic 

interoperability among heterogeneous databases [Kashyap and Sheth 1996]. 

Consequently, in our framework, the context knowledge represented in a 

common vocabulary is captured in the form of a common ontology, called 

Semantic Conflict Resolution Ontology (SCROL), which provides a systematic 

way of automatically detecting and dynamically resolving various semantic 

conflicts in both heterogeneous geographic databases and non-geographic 

databases. In addition, all schema components captured by USM* are mapped to 

SCROL. The use of SCROL into which all data objects have been mapped has 

several advantages: 

• It facilitates sharing and reuse [van der Vet and Mars 1998]. 

• Mappings can be associated with each database and application and can be 

applied by mediators (described in Section 4.3) [Huhns and Singh 1998]. 

• An administrator constructing or maintaining mappings needs to consider 

only his or her own data objects, not those in any other database or 

application program [Huhns and Singh 1998]. 
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Thus, a common ontology-based manipulation of complex and heterogeneous 

databases is one of the most desirable solutions for achieving semantic 

interoperability. There are. however, some issues that should be addressed. In 

working with a common ontology, Kahng and McLeod discus four of these [Kahng 

and McLeod 1998]: 

• First, the contents of the common ontology strongly depend on the kinds of 

semantic conflicts that are to be resolved (Contents). 

• Second, building a common ontology prior to any information sharing occurs 

is a challenging problem (Maintenance). 

• Third, the mapping process is typically the most labor-intensive and time-

consuming one, and is mostly carried out by domain e.xperts (Mapping). 

• Fourth, similarity and differences between two objects from different 

databases or relevance of retrieved information to a given request needs to be 

determined at some point of information sharing activities (Relevance). 

The first and second issues could be resolved by establishing agreement on 

the meaning of the terms used in the common ontology (ontological commitment) 

[Gruber 1993a]. In order to make the contents of the common ontology as general 

as possible, and thus usable in various different environments, we propose a 

comprehensive classification framework of semantic conflicts (Section 4.1). which 
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is used as a basis for providing a good set of terms and relationships to characterize 

application domains and gives clear guidelines for capturing semantic conflicts in 

various heterogeneous databases. The framework has been encoded into the 

common ontology. After its initial construction, we allow evolution of the common 

ontology. Since a semantic conflict taxonomy is possibly an approximation based 

on an agreement among participants, a system designed to solve the semantic 

conflicts is necessarily incremental and iterative [Ouksel 1999]. Therefore, our 

approach (i.e., initial comprehensive construction and then the adoption of 

incremental and iterative evolution of the common ontology) is preferred because it 

allows the system to fme-tune and accommodate more contents as the system 

grows, while allowing the participating systems that may have evolving schemas to 

remain autonomous. 

After the agreement has been reached, the next step is to establish mappings 

between information sources and the common ontology. Although establishment of 

a comprehensive taxonomy and mapping process may be difficult and time-

consuming. being sharable and reusable by multiple heterogeneous environments 

probably justifies a greater level of effort in its design. We approach the fourth 

issue by setting up mediation services between users and underlying heterogeneous 

databases, as well as the common ontology, so that various types of mediators can 

provide means to access and integrate data from multiple heterogeneous databases 
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and detect and resolve a variety of semantic conflicts, thus, facilitating 

interoperability among them. 

4.2.2 The Formal Structure of SCROL 

Gruber maintains that formal ontologies are viewed as designed artifacts. 

formulated for specific purposes and evaluated against object design criteria 

[Gruber 1993b|. He suggests five design criteria for ontologies whose purpose is 

knowledge sharing and interoperability among applications based on a shared 

conceptualization; (1) clarity (i.e., objective definitions), (2) coherence (i.e., 

logically consistent definitions), (3) extensibility (i.e., ability to define new terms 

based on the existing vocabulary without revisions of the existing definitions), (4) 

minimal encoding bias (i.e.. specification of the conceptualization at the 

knowledge level without depending on a particular symbol-level encoding), and 

(5) minimal ontological commitment (i.e., specifying the weakest theory and 

defining minimal terms that are essential to the communication of knowledge 

consistent with that theory) [Gruber 1993b]. 

It is not however, practically and theoretically possible to develop and 

maintain an ontology that strictly adhere to these design criteria in an environment 

of autonomous, dynamic and heterogeneous databases [Ouksel 1999], Moreover. 

most currently existing ontologies have been developed mainly for the purpose of 

representing domain knowledge [MacGregor 1991; Mahalingam and Huhns 1997; 



van der Vet and Mars 1998] and commonsense knowledge [Lenat et al. 1990; 

Collet et al. 1991; Storey et al. 1998], and do not identity and accurately classify 

semantic conflicts [Ouksel 1999]. Therefore, the main purpose of developing 

SCROL is to provide semantic interoperability among heterogeneous geographic 

databases. 

We formalized SCROL so that it can be used for automatic detection and 

dynamic resolution of various semantic conflicts, as well as for knowledge 

representation. Throughout this dissertation, we assume familiarity with the basic 

notions in set theory [Enderton 1977; Roitman 1990], logic [Enderton 1972; Hodel 

1995], and logic programming [Lloyd 1987; Doets 1994]. In addition to these, 

which are introduced in Section 3.4.2, we introduce several other notations in this 

section. They are "domain", "codomain". "definition domain" and "range". Before 

explaining these concepts, we first define a "relation". A relation /? is a true 

property of some ordered pairs. We write a Rb or R{a. b) to state that the ordered 

pair <a. h> has the property R. The set from which a is drawn is called the domain 

of R and is written Dom(/?). The set from which b is taken is called the codomain 

of R and is denoted as Cod(/?). The subset of the Cartesian product Dom(R) x 

Cod(R) is called the graph of R. from which we can derive a set of elements a such 

that there exists at least one b, making <a, b> e the graph of R. This set is called 

the definiiion domain of R and is written Def(/?). We may also derive a second set 

from the graph of R. This set is defined as the set of elements b such that there 
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exists at least one a, with <a, h> e the graph of R. This set is called the range of R 

and is written Ran(/?). We then define a function F as a relation whose graph must 

satisfy an additional condition, that is, for any a, there is at most one h such that <a, 

h> 6 the graph of F. Thus, a function F is a special type of relation, which has all 

the properties of a relation. We write "F: A -> to say that F is a function from a 

set A to a set B. We also use "iff' as shorthand for the phrase "if and only if. 

The structure of SCROL is basically a tree. A tree is a partially ordered set in 

which the predecessors (e.g., superconcepts) of each element are well-ordered; i.e.. 

if r= [.i-1 s < then each T is well-ordered [Roitman 1990]. Therefore, a tree can 

be used as a theoretical model of hierarchies, or sets over which a "parenthood" 

relation (also called a "vertical'* relation in our framework) is defined. We slightly 

extend and modify the basic definition of a tree to define so-called "horizontal" 

relations (i.e.. "sibling" relations and "domain value mapping" relations). Note that 

the formal model of SCROL in this dissertation does not seek to describe a single 

object but a whole class of objects and to define its formal structure, that is, to 

achieve logical organization. 

Definition 4.1 A Semantic Conflict Resolution Ontology (SCROL) is a tuple 

A = (OC, OL RP. RS. RM, «), where OC, OI, RP. RS, RM, and ii are as defined 

below and its basic structure is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
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Roof 

disjoint' 

part-of' disjoint-

part-of 

Figure 4.4: Basic Structure of SCROL 

Definitions 4.2 OC and 01 in A are two disjoint sets of concepts and 

instances, respectively. The oval shapes depicted in Figure 4.4 represent concepts 

and the rectangles represent instances. We also collectively call concepts and 

instances ontology components {or SCROL components). The elements of both OC 

and 0[ are called the nodes of A. Concepts and instances are represented as terms. 

A concept is a more generalized abstract term which may have several concrete 

instances. For e.xample, the term "Temperature" is a concept and "Fahrenheit" and 

"Celsius" are instances of "Temperature'. "Fahrenheit" and "Celsius" are two 

different specific e.xpressions of "Temperature". Concepts can have more than one 

child, but instances are childless. The parent of any instance is a concept. A 

concept that does not have any child is a leaf concept. A leaf concept is a concept 
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that has no instance (childless) or at least one instance. Both concepts and instances 

have properties. Such properties are defined as follows: 

• Name is a term that represents a concept or an instance. 

• Definition is an agreed description of a concept or an instance, which 

is written in plain human-readable text. 

• Siibconcept is a property that is present in all concepts. This property 

contains a list of subconcepts (children) belonging to the concept. All 

leaf concepts have null values in this property, because they do not 

have any subconcepts (but may have instances). 

• Siihconcept-of is a mandatory property of all concepts and is present 

only in concepts. It contains its parent concept (called 

"superconcept"). 

• Instance is a property for all concepts that have instances as children 

(i.e.. all concepts except leaf concepts). This property contains a list of 

instances belonging to the concept. 

• Instance-of is a mandatory property of all instances and is present 

only in instances. It contains its parent concept. 
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• Referenced-by is a property that is present only in childless concepts 

(i.e., leaf concepts) and instances. It is used to store mapping 

information about the underlying schema components (i.e.. entity 

classes, relationships, and attributes) that are mapped to the concepts 

or instances. This property is expressed as an ordered tuple < .v. o. /. 

/ > where s is a referring schema, o is a referring object id (aid), t is an 

object type (i.e., entity class, relationship or attribute), and / is a level 

of reference (i.e., by-type or by-value). The by-type means the object 

is referenced by its type and domain, while by-value refers to the data 

value itself 

Definition 43 RP in A is a binary relation and is called a parenthood 

relationship. The arrowhead lines depicted in Figure 4.4 represent parenthood 

relationships. RP has the following interpretation: For any two objects .r e OC.y e 

OC u O/, RP(x, y) means that .r is the parent ofy. Thus, for the ordered pair <x, v> 

€ RP (i.e., RP(x,y)), x is called the parent ofy mdy is called a child of.t. The 

(unordered) pairs (.r. v) 6 /?/• are called edges. Note that its domain Dom(RP) is 

equal to OC (i.e., Dom(/f/*) = OC) and its codomain Cod(/f/') is equal to the union 

of OC and OI (i.e., Cod{RP) = OC u OI), which means Dom(/?/') is a set of 

concepts and CodiRP) is a set of the union of concepts and instances. RP is subject 

to the following condition. 
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• For every other member _v e OC u OI,y has exactly one parent; that 

is, there is exactly one x e OC, such that RP{x,y). 

Definition 4.4 RS refers to a sibling relationship and is a binary relation on 

(K\ that is. Dom(/?5) and Cod(y?5) are equal to OC. Thus. RS can occur only 

between two concepts, but not between two instances. RS consists of a disjoint 

relationship, a peer relationship, a parf-o/'relationship. and an is-a relationship, that 

is, RS= {[disjoint], [peer], [part-oj], {is-a\]. The dotted vertical lines across 

parenthood relationships between concepts depicted in Figure 4.4 represent sibling 

relationships with proper labels indicating either disjoint, peer, part-of or is-a 

relationships. 

• The disjoint relationship between two concepts indicates that they are 

not semantically equivalent. For example, the concepts 'Distance' and 

"Temperature" have a disjoint relationship because they are not 

semantically equivalent. 

• The peer relationship is used when two concepts are semantically 

equivalent, that is, two concepts represent the same real world object. 

thus it is possible for the given two concepts to define one-to-one 

mapping between ail the instances of these two concepts. Therefore. 

instances belonging to the two concepts can be transformed into each 

other through semantic transformation rules. In this case, the domain 
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value mapping relationships (defined in the subsequent defmition) 

between all instances of such concepts are always one-to-one. For 

example, as illustrated in Figure 4.5, the subconcepts of a concept 

'Localized Time' have peer relationships. They are peers because all 

the instances of them can have one-to-one semantic mappings; thus, 

they can be transformed into each other in a given context. For 

instance, the transaction time of stock trades recorded in Seoul can be 

converted to the local time at Bombay. 

The p«rr-o/relationship is similar to an "aggregation" in semantic data 

models and object-oriented data models. For example, the concept 

"City* is a part-of'Urban Area" that is a part-of "County". The concept 

"County" is again a part-of a concept 'State/Providence" and so forth. 

Localized urn 

*^2:Q0 •1Z00 
•11:00 

•10:00 11:00 

gmt 
•6:00 

•9:00 

GMT-9:00 

•7:00 GMT-4:00 
GMT-8:00 

GMT-3:30 
GMr-7:00 GMT-5:00 

GMT-6:00 
•3:OIL^4iOO GMT-3:00 

GMT.1:00>C 2̂:0q Mounitun 
Time GMT-ZOO 

Figure 4.5: Peer Relationship Example 
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• The is-a relationship is the same as "generalization/specialization" in 

semantic data models and object-oriented data models. For instance, 

the concept "Water' can have several specialized concepts, such as 

'Ground Water' and 'Surface Water'. 

Note that we don't have "overlapping" relationship because overlapping 

relationships can be integrated and depicted through generalization, i.e.. is-a 

relationship. The disjoint and peer relationships are used by mediators to determine 

whether there exist semantic conflicts (particularly data-level conflicts), and if 

semantic conflicts exist, whether they are resolvable. The purpose of using part-of 

and is-a relationships is to allow mediators to detect schema-level conflicts between 

schemas. E.xamples are illustrated in Section 4.2.3. 

Definition 4.5 RM in A is a binary' relation on OI. thus Dom(y?iV/) and 

CodC/JvV/) are equal to OI. RM is called a domain value mapping relationship (or. 

briefly, a mapping relationship). The dotted vertical lines across parenthood 

relationships between instances depicted in Figure 4.4 represent mapping 

relationships. By definition. Rl^t can occur only between instances, but not between 

concepts. Another property of RM is that all instances belonging to a concept may 

be regarded as synonyms of theu: parent concept. This is the case where instances 

have different names for the same concept. Similarly, if two instances have the 

same name but belong to different concepts, they are homonyms. E.xamples are 

illustrated in Section 4.2.3. Note that all mapping relationships described below are 



derived from functional mappings in set theory. The mapping relationships are 

used by mediators to determine whether the actual data values that are mapped to 

instances can be transformed from one value to another and vice versa. RM 

consists of one-one, one-many, many-many, none. In addition, total and partial 

mappings are used in combination of one, one-many, and many-many relationships 

to indicate whether every value in one instance has the corresponding value in other 

instances. 

• One-one mapping relationship is defined when one value in an 

instance. /|, is associated with exactly one value on another instance, /t 

and vice versa. Thus, it is injective. Let Val: l\ /i be a mapping 

function from I\ to /i. Then, the condition of one-one mapping is 

formally expressed as follows: If a 6 Dom(Fa/), h e Dom(Fa/). and a 

^ h implies Val{a) ̂  Val(h), that Is.a^h^ Val{a) ̂  Val(h). 

• One-many mapping relationship is defined when one value in an 

instance, I\, is associated with more than one value in another instance. 

h, while one value in h is associated with exactly one value in Ij. The 

condition of one-many mapping from I\ to A is formally expressed as 

follows: Let Ran( Vat) be the range of a mapping fimction. Val: l\ —> 

h. There exists at least one value .r in Ran( Va[) which has more than 

one value in Dom( Val) which are mapped to the value x. In other 
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words, if a e Dom( Val). h e Dom( Val), then 3a, h {a ̂  h Val{a) = 

Val(h)). Note that it is surjective iff Ran( Val) = Cod( Val). 

• Many-many mapping relationship is defined when one value in an 

instance. I\, is associated with more than one value in another instance, 

Ij. and one value in A is associated with more than one value in /|. 

Many-many can be expressed as3a,h{a^h-> Val(a) = Val{h) A 

V a l ( a )  ̂  V a l ( b )  - > a  =  h ) .  

• None mapping relationship is defined as there being no mapping 

between two instances. 

• Total mapping relationship is defined when, for every value in one 

instance. I\. there exists at least one value in another instance. A. that 

is. Val\ l\ -»• h is total, iff for any a e l\. there exists at least one .r e 

h. Equivalently, let Def( Val) be the definition domain of V^al. then Val 

is total iffDef( Val) = Dom( Val). 

• Partial mapping relationship is defined when, for some value in one 

instance. l\. there exists no value in another instance, h. In other 

word. Val is partial iff Def(f^a/) ^ Dom(Ka/). 

The corresponding notation and description of each mapping relationship is 

presented in Table 4.1. 
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Mapping Relationship Notation 
total one-one X i—• y 
total one-many X <—H y 
total many-one X y 
total many-many X y 
partial one-one X 4—> y 
partial one-many X y 
partial many-one X y 
partial many-many X y 
None X ^ y 

Table 4.1: Notation of Mapping Relationships 

Definition 4.6 u is the root of A. The root ii has no parent: there is no x e 

OC such that RP{x. u). Therefore, there is exactly one u in A. 

4.2.3 Illustrative Example 

Let us consider two very simple subsets of heterogeneous schemas. "County 

Schema" and "City Schema" for census data used by counties and cities in the 

state of Arizona, respectively. The description and meta-information of each 

attribute of relations used by County Schema are presented in Table 4.2 and Table 

4.3. and those used by City Schema are presented in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. The 

mappings between the two schemas and SCROL is illustrated in Figure 4.6. Note 

that only a small portion of concepts and instances in SCROL are described in 

Figure 4.6. The dotted arrowhead lines depicted in Figure 4.6 indicate the 

mapping between each schema component and the corresponding ontology 

component. 
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Attribute Name Data Type Description 
Name string the name of county (identifier) 
Area real the total size of a county in square meters 
Image vector the county map 

Table 4.2: Description of a relation COUNTY-AREA in County Schema 

Attribute Name Data Type Description 
pop-id Integer the system generated unique identifier 
County string FK referencing 'name' in COUNTY-ARE A 
Size integer the total population of a county in thousands 
census-starting-date date the census starting date 
census-ending-date date the census ending date 

Table 4.3: Description of a relation POPULATION in County Schema 

Attribute Name Data Type Description 
name string the name of city (identifier) 
gross-size real the total size of a city in acres 
map TIFF the city map 

Table 4.4: Description of a relation CITY-SIZE in City Schema 

Attribute Name Data Type Description 
census-id integer The system generated unique identifier 
city string FK referencing "name' of CITY-SIZE 
population integer the total population of a city 
census-date stnng the census starting date 
duration integer the total days taken for the census of a city 

Table 4.5: Description of a relation CENSUS in City Schema 
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census'Uaic ituraiinn 
population imo^e. ccnsusnU 

Cuunty Schema City Schema 

^ mapping 

Figure 4.6; Ontology - Schema Mapping Example 

As shown in Figure 4.6, the attributes "name" in COUNTY-AREA, "name" in 

CITY-SIZE, "pop-id' in POPULATION and 'census-id" in CENSUS are not 

mapped to SCROL. In our framework, if there is no mapping between a schema 

component and SCROL. we assume that the local database designer does not want 

to share the information stored in the schema components (i.e.. entity class, 

relationship or attribute) with other databases, or the mapping is not needed because 

either the data semantics are obvious or semantic reconciliation is not necessary 

when the data is retrieved by users. In such cases, we do not provide mediation 

service (e.g., semantic transformation). The relation COUNTY-AREA and 
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POPULATION itself is mapped to a concept 'County' in SCROL and CITY-SIZE 

and CENSUS is mapped to a concept 'City'. Note that because 'City* is apcirt-of 

the 'County", an aggregation (e.g. a county) is used in COUNTY-AREA and 

POPULATION to identify a set of entities (e.g., cities) in CITY-SIZE and 

CENSUS, respectively. Moreover, the values of attribute 'size' in POPULATION 

are the sum of corresponding attribute values (i.e., 'population') of a set of entities 

(i.e., cities in a county) in CENSUS. This is an e.xample of aggregation conflict. 

The attribute 'size* in POPULATION is mapped to the instance ' 10"" of the 

concept "Scale', while the attribute 'population' in CENSUS is mapped to the 

instance ' lO"' of the concept 'Scale'. The mapping relationship between '10^' and 

• lO"' is total one-one because it is possible to convert all values in ' 10^" to ' lO"' by 

multiplying values in 'size' by 1,000 and vice versa (i.e.. by dividing values in 

'population' by 1.000). This is a data precision conflict. Another e.xample is a data 

representation conflict between 'census-starting-date' in POPULATION and 

'census-date' in CENSUS. The 'census-starting-date' is mapped to 'mm/dd/yy' 

that is an instance of a concept 'Julian Data Type', while 'census-date' is mapped to 

'Month Date, Year* that is an instance of a concept 'String Type'. Note that both 

'Julian Data Type' and 'String Type' are children of the concept "Date" and have a 

peer relationship. Thus, by definition, values from both attributes can be directly 

converted to each other, because they have a one-one mapping relationship. 
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The attributes "area' in COUNTY-AREA and "gross-size" in CITY-SIZE are 

mapped to "Square Meter" and "Acre", respectively. The mapping relationship 

between 'Square Meter' and "Acre" is a total one-one. Therefore, all values of 

"area" in COLfNTY-AREA can be transformed to those of "gross-size" in CITY-

SIZE. In addition, note that since the parent of the two instances, "Square Meter" 

and "Acre", is a concept "Area", it implies that that the two attributes, "area" and 

•gross-size", are synonyms. Remember that synonyms occur when the same 

concept is named by different names. Similarly, the attributes "image" in 

COUNTY-AREA and "map" in CITY-SIZE are synonyms and can be converted to 

each other by using proper image conversion software. 

4.3 Semantic Mediators 

The conflict detection and resolution methodology proposed in this research is 

based on the concept of ""mediator"' proposed by [Wiederhold 1992). The 

mediator is an artifact of agent technology. The espousal of the mediator (and 

agent technology in general) in our research framework can be justified by the 

three important characteristics of a rationale for adopting agent technology; (1) 

data, control, expertise, or resources are inherently distributed, (2) the system is 

naturally regarded as a society of autonomous cooperating components, or (3) the 

system contains legacy components, which may be made to interact with other. 
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possibly new software components [Jennings and Wooldridge 1998]. All three of 

the characteristics above are present in heterogeneous geographic databases. 

4.3.1 Semantic Mediation Service and Layer 

Among many features provided by agent technology, such as design autonomy, 

communication infrastructure, directory service, message protocol, mediation 

services, security services, remittance services, and operations support [Huhns 

and Singh 1998]. mediation services are the major goal of using mediators in our 

research. A mediator is a simplified agent that acts on behalf of a set of 

information resources and applications [Huhns and Singh 1998]. Wiederhold 

defined a mediator as a software module that exploits encoded knowledge about a 

particular dataset to bring the source information into a common form for a higher 

layer of applications [Wiederhold 1992]. Therefore, a mediator can provide 

value-added services (called "mediation" services), such as (1) accessing and 

retrieving relevant data from multiple heterogeneous resources and (2) abstracting 

and transforming retrieved data into common representation and semantics 

[Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997]. In our framework, since mediation services 

add value to the data by applying the knowledge of the expert who has created the 

mediator [Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997], mediators are maintained by domain 

experts (note that SCROL is maintained by both domain experts and authorized 
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users). This approach can ensure that mediators remain effective in a constantly 

changing world [Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997]. 

The effective construction of mediators requires some common 

representation of the meanings (i.e., a common ontology) of the resources and 

applications they connect [Huhns and Singh 1998]. The employment of a 

consistent ontology is useful because the users and administrators can have 

identical semantics for all terms: otherwise, the mediation service will be 

incomprehensible to users [Wiederhold and Genesereth 1997]. For that reason, in 

our framework, semantic mediators are required to use SCROL for conflict 

detection and resolution. 

Since the mediator is responsible for mapping the resources or applications to 

the rest of the world, the mediator shields the different components of a system 

from each other [Huhns and Singh 1998). The mediation service layer is illustrated 

in Figure 4.7. In our framework, die federated schema is a subset of union of all 

local schemas The relationships between the federated schema and local schemas 

are recognized through schema mappings. All components of the participating 

local schemas and federated schema are also mapped to the corresponding ontology 

components (i.e., concepts and instances) in SCROL. Therefore, the combination 

of schema mappings and ontology mappings can provide a complete mechanism of 

detecting and resolving both data- and schema-level semantic conflicts. Moreover. 
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Figure 4.7: Mediation Service Layer 

the federated schema is used to create a global query and the corresponding local 

queries are generated by a mediator based on the schema mapping information (see 

Section 4.4). 

Services in the mediation layer are specialized by breaking them up based on 

functionalities and domains. Partitioning a complex task into sub-tasks is desirable 

particularly in complex and heterogeneous environment. There are several 

advantages of this approach. First, by dividing a complex task into smaller ones, a 

mediator can perform a well-bounded small task (goal-orientedness). In addition, it 

is much easier to maintain and update a mediator as the environment evolves. The 
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approach can also provide a better means of conceptualizing and implementing a 

given domain expertise. 

4.3.2 Seven Types of Semantic Mediators 

In this research, we developed a set of semantic mediators. The term semantic 

mediator refers to mediator (or software agent) that is responsible for semantic 

reconciliation, i.e.. the identification and reconciliation process of semantic 

conflicts. They also provide services, such as query generation, directory service. 

security service and semantic transformation. We created seven distinct types of 

semantic mediators based on different functionalities and tasks, that is. semantic 

mediator = [coordinator, conflict detector, selector, {query generator]. data 

collector, [conflict resolver). message generator). Figure 4.8 illustrates 

interactions and message-passing among semantic mediators as well as major 

activities taken by them at the conceptual level. The following sections describe 

the main responsibilities of each type of semantic mediator. 

4.3.2.1 Coordinator 

The Coordinator is responsible for coordinating and monitoring all kinds of 

activities provided by each type of semantic mediator. It also combines and filters 

messages passed by each semantic mediator. In this sense, the Coordinator has 
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Figure 4.8: High Level Interaction Diagram of Semantic Mediators 

the global view of a problem. Strictly speaking, our mediation framework is neither 

purely a decentralized control system (i.e.. distributed multi-agent system) nor a 

centralized control system [Sikora and Shaw 1998]. It is not a purely distributed 

multi-agent system in the sense that ±e Coordinator controls message-passing 

between some mediators (e.g., message-passing between Conflict Detector and 

Selector). Neither is it a centralized control system, because mediators can 

communicate among themselves as well (e.g.. message-passing between Selector 

and Query Generator) and take actions based on the local state of each mediator 

(i.e., "distribution of control" [Jeimings and Wooldridge 1998]). 
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4.3.2.2 Conflict Detector 

The Conflict Detector is responsible for detecting various data- and schema-level 

semantic conflicts and determining whether such conflicts can be resolved by any 

Conflict Resolver. The Conflict Detector traverses SCROL and uses both 

SCROL relationships (i.e., parenthood relationship, sibling relationship, and 

mapping relationship) and schema mapping information to reason about semantic 

conflicts. The Conflict Detector first e.xamines the initial user query statement 

passed by the Coordinator. The initial user query, called "a global query 

statement", is generated in the form of standard SQL. The Conflict Detector then 

finds local schema components (e.g.. entities, attributes, relationships) that are 

required to answer the query. Note that local schemas and their components are 

already mapped to their federated schema and SCROL (see Figure 4.7 in page 

139). It then identifies all kinds of semantic conflicts associated with different 

local schema components, and reports the searching results to the Coordinator. If 

the Conflict Detector determines that semantic conflicts are not resolvable in the 

current state of the system, it expounds the result and reports the detail to the 

domain exerts, who develop new semantic resolution rules. Such rules are then 

encoded into Conflict Resolvers. 
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4.3.2.3 Selector 

The Selector is responsible for database directory service and RMI client calls. 

The Selector maintains the addresses (i.e., IP addresses) of all participating 

remote local databases, which are stored in Metadata Directory in the USM* 

Common Repository (see Section 6.1 and Appendix A). It also knows each 

system type (e.g.. Oracle Server. Sybase, DB2, test file system, etc.). Tlierefore, 

when it asks the Query Generator for local query generation, it passes information 

about the system type and its local schema components along with the global 

query. The local schema information is received from the Conflict Detector via 

the Coordinator. 

4.3.2.4 Query Generator 

The Query Generator is responsible for parsing the global query and generating 

correct query statements for tlie corresponding local databases. A detailed 

description of the query processing technique that transforms a single global 

query to a set of corresponding local queries are described in Section 4.4. 

4.3.2.5 Data Collector 

The Data Collector is a version of an RMI client. RMI is the abbreviation for 

Java's Remote Method Invocation. In the RMI model, servers (i.e., remote 
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systems in our framework) define objects that a client (i.e., the Data Collector) 

can use remotely. The Data Collector invokes methods of a remote object exactly 

as if it were a local object running in the same virtual machine as the Data 

Collector (i.e., client). Thus, RMI enables a Java programming running on one 

machine to invoke a method in an object on a completely different machine. Note 

that the programs in our prototype system have been entirely written in Java (see 

Chapter 6). The Data Collector calls a method (i.e., askQuery) of each 

corresponding remote system. In the remote system, the method invoked by the 

Data Collector actually executes a query statement that has been generated by the 

Query Generator and then returns the result sets. In other words, after obtaining 

individual local query statements from the Query Generator via the Selector, it 

submits each local query statement to the corresponding remote local system 

through an RMI client call. Then, each local system executes the query statement 

and returns the query result to the Data Collector. The resulting data sets 

collected from local systems are then passed to the Coordinator, which in turn 

passes them to suitable Conflict Resolvers. 

4.3.2.6 Conflict Resolver 

The Conflict Resolver is mainly responsible for semantic reconciliation. In our 

framework, there exist a number of specialized Conflict Resolvers. each of which 

can resolve a specific semantic conflict, based on semantic transformation rules. 



Thus, for each semantic conflict identified, there is a corresponding Conflict 

Resolver. For instance, assume that a concept 'Area' has two instances "Square 

Meter' and 'Acre", and the mapping relationship between the two instances is 

total one-one. Any value mapped to 'Square Meter' can be converted to the 

corresponding value in 'Acre' and vice versa. Then, we can create a Conflict 

Resolver, called "AreaResolver". 'AreaResolver' may contain two simple 

conversion rules, one converting values from square meter to acre and the other 

converting values from acre to square meter. Note that the combination of a 

concept name and a word 'Resolver' {Concept name + "Resolver") is adopted as 

the naming convention for labeling Conflict Resolvers in our framework. When a 

new instance (e.g.. "Square Feet") is added to the concept (e.g.. 'Area') later, the 

expert creates associated new semantic transformation rules and encodes such 

rules into the appropriate Conflict Resolver (e.g.. "AreaResolver"). 

4.3.2.7 Message Generator 

The Message Generator is an auxiliary mediator whose main responsibility is to 

generate message placeholders. A message placeholder is a message box in 

which each mediator can put and retrieve several different types of message 

information during communication. The message placeholder contains the query 

requested by the user, query-related federated schema components and local 

schema components (i.e.. schema mappings), corresponding ontology information 



(i.e., ontology-schema mappings), generated local query statements, query result 

sets retrieved from local databases, etc. 
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4.3.3 Communication Event Protocol 

According to [Wagner 1998], there are two different types of agent 

communication events: epislemic reactions and communicative reactions. In an 

epistemic reaction, the action taken by a mediator in response to an event consists 

only of an update of the information or knowledge state. .A.n epistemic reaction 

rule is defined as a triple of the form: 

ejf <— recvMsg(/w(c').7), cond 

where recvMsg(/w(c-),y) is the event condition that tests whether the event queue 

contains the message m{c) sent byy, cond is an epistemic condition that is a query 

formula referring to the knowledge state, and eff\s the epistemic effect that is an 

input formula to be incorporated into the system. 

In communicative reaction, the action taken by a mediator in response to an 

event consists of a communication act that is realized by sending a message and the 

associated update. A communicative reaction rule is defined as a 4-tupe of the 

form: 

sendMsg(/n'(c"'). ')•. <— recvMsg(/n(c),y). cond 
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where sendMsg(/w'(c'), i) is the specification of the communication act of sending 

the message m'{c') to /. If there is no epistemic effect, we can omit eff. Other 

components are the same as those of the epistemic reaction rule. 

Inspired by [Wagner 1998], we have 12 different message types of semantic 

mediator communication protocol for semantic and schematic mediation as well as 

query answering. They are ASK-ALL, ASK-IF, DELIVER, DETECT. 

GENERATE, LOCATE. RECONCILE. REPLY-ALL. REPLY-IF. REPORT. 

RESOLVE-IF. and TELL. The protocol is based on typed messages: thus, it 

contains message types for encapsulating all basic communication events. These 

high-level concepts of communication are summarized in Table 4.6. 

Communication Protocol Description 
ASK-ALL(^/£). Query) asking the collection of local queries 
ASK-lF(Ouery) asking if Query holds 
DELlVERiOueryResulls) reporting the query results 

DETECT (Query) 
traversing the SCROL to check semantic 
conflicts 

GEN ERATEC^/e/r) requesting local query generation 

LOCATEiQuery) 
requesting directory service to retrieve 
directory information 

RECONCILE( OueryResults) 
requesting semantic reconciliation for the 
query results 

REPLY-ALL(0/D. OueryResults) replying all the query results being asked 

REPLY-IF(C^t?AT. Answer) 
replying the Answer upon being asked if 
Query 

REPORT (QneryResults) reporting the query results 

RESOLVE-IF(^e/>-, Answer) 
reporting the Answer upon being asked if 
Query can be resolvable 

TEhLi^Query) notifying and updating the query request 

Table 4.6: Semantic Mediator Communication Protocol 
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The mediation service layer also provides several system predicates (Table 

4.7) and functions (Figure 4.8) to stipulate communication actions of the mediation 

service. In addition, it maintains several system tables (Table 4.9) that serve as 

buffers ('book-keeping') for communication actions and mediator tasks. 

Consequendy. the epistemic and communicadve reactions of our mediation services 

are determined by the semantic mediator communication protocol, system 

predicates, system functions and system tables defined here. A simple but 

comprehensive example of semantic mediation processes are well illustrated in 

Section 5.3. 

System Predicate Description 

d\\\dQ{Oiiery, YesO, NoO) 

decomposing the query into two parts; one 
that can be resolvable by the semantic 
mediator (i.e., YesO). and another one that 
has to be reported to the e.xtemal 
environment (i.e.. domain experts) 

inquiry(0/D. LoccilOuery. OueryResult) 
local system predicate answering the 
designated local query 

localize(Ouery, QID, LocalOuery) 
localizing the global query to the local 
database query identified by OID 

Table 4.7: System Predicates of Mediation Service 

System Function Description 

acldress(OID. Qiiery) 
Analyzing the global query and assigning an 
address for the OID 

newIDO 
Generating new query IDs used for identifying 
individual local queries 

Table 4.8: System Functions of Mediation Service 
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System Table Description 

answer(0/D, OueryResult) 
storing all query results of the corresponding 
local queries 

\\si{Ouery. User) recording unresolvable part of the query 
submitted by the user 

location(0/£). Address) 
recording the local address of each local 
database 

locale(0/Z). LocalOuery) 
recording the local query for each local 
database 

Table 4.9: System Tables used in Mediation Service 

4.4 Query Processing: Transformation of a Global Query to Local Queries 

The multidatabase system can be categorized into two different system 

approaches: tightly coupled federated system and loosely coupled federated 

system [Sheth and Larson 1990]. In a tightly coupled federated system, one or 

more federated schemas are constructed from the schemas of the participating 

local databases. In most cases, the schemas of the local databases (called 

"component databases") are heterogeneous. This approach provides uniform and 

integrated access to the underlying local databases, because the federated schema 

serves as a front-end system that supports a canonical data model (common 

model) and a single global query language on top of these local database systems. 

In a loosely coupled federated system, users can directly interact with local 

databases instead of being restricted to querying federated schemas. One of the 

main drawbacks of this approach is that it places too heavy a burden on users by 

requiring them to understand the underlying local databases and provides little or 
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no support for identifying semantic conflicts [Goh et al. 1994]. Consequently. 

users are responsible for semantic conflict resolution. 

Our approach to query processing is similar to the tightly coupled federated 

system approach. Thus, in our framework, users are allowed to interact with one or 

more federated schemas which mediate access to data stored in all local databases 

(see Figure 4.7 in page 139). Accordingly, the query processing and query 

answering services are accomplished through the mediation layer. The initial query 

requested by the user through a federated schema refers to a global query. The 

global query is then processed by a semantic mediator. Query Generator. The main 

advantage of this approach is that a single global query can be issued to access data 

from underlying multiple local databases in an integrated view without affecting 

any existing application program written on the basis of any local system [Yu and 

Meng 1998]. 

The query processing in our framework is accomplished in two steps and can 

be described as follows: 

• Query parsing and decomposition parses the global query and creates a query 

graph. If the query contains Join operation(s) (i.e., a query involving more 

than one relation), then it decomposes the query into several simple queries 

(one relation per query) and generates a query graph for each relation. A 

query graph is a tree consisting of several nodes that represent a relation. 



operations {projection, selection, join), attributes and selection conditions, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.9. 
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• Query modification modifies the relation and attribute names of the global 

query to the proper relation and attribute names of the corresponding local 

databases. During this phase, the Query Generator communicates with the 

Conflict Resolvers to modify the semantics of global query selection 

conditions (i.e.. WHERE clause) so that each generated local query contains a 

valid query statement before being executed at the local systems. The query 

modification is realized by inspecting mappings between the federated 

schema and local schemas. 

To illustrate the query processing technique, let us consider two local 

schemas and their federated schema. We use the example local schemas (Table 4.2. 

Table 4.3. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5) described in Section 4.2.3. We also create a 

relation 

selection projection join 

attribute • • • attribute condition • • • condition attribute attri 3ute • • • attn jute 

relation relation 

Figure 4.9: Query Graph Template 



federated schema and associated relations, as well as mappings between the 

federated schema and the two local schemas. All the relations for this example are 

illustrated in Figure 4.10, and schema mappings are shown in Figure 4.11. 

Relations of COUNTY Schema: 

COUNTY-AREA(name, area, image) 
POPULATION(pop-id, name, size, census-starting-date, census-ending-date) 

Relations of CITY Schema: 
CITY-SlZE(name, gross-size, map) 
CENSUS(census-id. name, population, census-date, duration) 

Relations of Federated Schema: 
REGION{name, area, map) 
CENSUS(id, region-name, population, starting-date, ending-date, duration) 

Figure 4.10: Relational Schemas in Query Processing Example 

County Schema Federal Schema City Schema 
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Figure 4.11: Schema Mappings in Query Processing Example 
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Let's assume that the user submits a query, ''Retrieve all region names, their 

sizes and population where census started after January 1, 1997 " and our Query-

By-Example (QBE) user interface generates the following global query. Note that 

the syntax of the global query is based on the federated schema: 

Example: 

SELECT region.name, region.area, census.population 

FROM region, census 

WHERE census.starting-date >= '1/1/97' 

AND census.region-name = region.name 

The Query Generator parses the global query and generates two query graphs 

because the query has two relations through a Join operation (Figure 4.12). It then 

checks the schema mapping information (shown in Figure 4.11) to generate 

appropriate relation and attribute names as well as correct selection conditions for 

each local system. The local query graphs are shown in Figure 4.13. Finally, the 

correct local query statements are generated from the local query graphs as follows: 

A Generated Query for County Schema: 

SELECT county-area.name, coxmty-area.area, 

population.size 

FROM county-area, population 

WHERE population.census-starting-date >= *1/1/97' 

AND coxinty-area.name = population.county 

A Generated Query for City Schema: 

SELECT city-size.name, city-size.gross-size, 

census.population 

FROM city-size, census 

WHERE census.census -date >= 'January 1, 1997' 
AND city-size.name = census.city 
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Figure 4.12: Query Graphs Created from the Global Query 
after Query Decomposition 
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Figure 4.13: Query Graphs Created for the Local Schemas 
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CHAPTER 5 

SEMANTIC AND SCHEMATIC MEDIATION FRAMEWORK: A 
REPRESENTATIONAL AND REASONING FORMALISM 

Set theory based on logic is a universal language in which all problems may be 

formulated and solved, and it is also very natural in the sense that it closely 

reflects any natural language [Scheurer 1994]. In particular, the concept of logic 

as a uniform language for data, programs, queries and integrity constraints has 

great theoretical and practical power [Lloyd 1987]. Accordingly, the purpose of 

this chapter is to present a formal description of a conflict detection and resolution 

methodology, which is called semantic and schematic mediation (SSM) 

framework. We first present the syntax and semantics of SSM language, a 

language that has a first-order syntax and semantics. The formal structure of the 

SSM framework is then defined. The SSM framework is a formal logic system in 

the sense that it uses mathematical logic as a way of representing our conflict 

detection and resolution methodology and as a uniform language for expressing 

its operations. Finally, we provide the intuition for the SSM firamework by 

demonstrating a simple example. 
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5.1 The Language of Semantic and Schematic Mediation Framewortc 

This section describes the syntax and semantics of SSM, which is a subset of 

a first-order predicate logic language. SSM language provides a well-designed 

framework for schema exploration that makes it possible to query the schema. In 

addition, SSM language may be used for schema and ontology mapping 

representations and query translations based on semantic mediator communication 

protocol. A motivating example of using the language in the SSM framework is 

described in Section 5.3. 

5.1.1 Syntax 

Definition 5.1 The alphabet of SSM language, consists of: 

• an infinite set of variables', 

• an infinite set of constant symbols; 

• a set offunction symbols; 

• a set predicate symbols {relation symbols); 

• a set of domain mapping relationship symbols, <—•. . 

• auxiliary symbols, such as (,),., : =; and 

• the usual logical connectives and quantifiers, v. A, V. 3, etc. 
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For any natural number n > 0, each function symbol has an arity. Symbols of arity 

0 are also called constants. Semantically, predicate symbols are used to represent 

n-ary relations on a given set (universe), and function symbols «-ary fianctions 

—> V. The alphabet is also called the signature. Given an alphabet, we can define 

terms. 

Definition 5.2 A term is defined as follows: 

• a variable is a term 

• a constant is a term. 

• if/is an w-ary ftmction symbol and t\ t„ are terms, then J{t\ t„) is 

a term. 

Ne.xt, we define formulae. For variables in formulae, we distinguish free and 

hound occurrences. 

Definition 53 An atomic formula (or, more simply, atom) of ^ is an expression 

of one of following statements: 

• ifp is an rt-ary predicate symbol and t\, ....t„ are terms, then 

p{t\ /^n) is a predicate atom. We say that the signature of predicate 

is /| X ... X 

• a component assertion of the form S.EA or EA, where S. E and A are 

terms of 
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• if := is an assignment symbol and /i, are terms, then := h is value 

assignment. 

An atomic formula is a formula, and all occurrences of variables in an atomic 

formula are free. The component assertion, S.EA, states that /I is an attribute of E 

belonging to the schema S and £ is an entity class or relationship. 

Definition 5.4 A well-formedformula (yvff) of is defined as usual in the same 

manner as in first-order languages: 

• every atom is a wff. 

• if 9 and (() are formulas, then -i<p. cp A (j). cp v (j) are wffs. 

• if (p is a wff and .v is a variable, then V.t(p and Ercp are wffs. 

Definition 5.5 A sentence (or dosedformula) of ^ is a formula containing no 

free variables. 

5.1.2 Semantics 

Given a meaning (semantic value) is to be assigned to each formula. The 

rules by which a meaning is specified for each formula form the semantics of 

Definition 5.6 An interpretation I of ^ consists of: 

• a non-empty set D. called the domain or universe. 
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• for each constant symbol c of there is an element c e D. 

• for each /j-ary ftmction symbol F of there is an w-ary operation F 

on D/, that is, a mapping F: IT ^ D. 

• for each /j-ary predicate symbol (relation symbol) P of there is an 

n-ary relation P on D, that is, a mapping P: IT ^ [f'aise, true}. 

Note that it is possible for a given language to have many different interpretations. 

Definition 5.7 If 9 is a set of sentences (closed formulas), we say that I satisfies 3 

(or I is model of 9). iff every sentence of 9 is true in I. 

Definition 5.8 We call a sentence q) a logical sequence of a set of sentences 9 

(9^9) iff every model of 9 is also a model of (p. In such a case, we also say that 

9 entails (p. 

Definition 5.9 A set of sentences 9 is called consistent or satisfiable if it has at 

least one model. 

Definition 5.10 A sentence cp is called a tautology (or valid sentence) if it is 

satisfied in all interpretations, that is ^ (p . 



5.2 The Semantic and Schematic Mediation Framework 

The use of an abstract mathematical framework is very useful, because it provides 

insights into how each component interacts with each of the others, and allows us 

to understand the overall behavior of the system apart from the details of actual 

implementation. The SSM framework builds on the conflict detection and 

resolution methodology described in Chapter 4. It serves as a representational 

and reasoning formalism for facilitating semantic interoperability among 

heterogeneous information sources. 

Definition 5.11 A SSM framework is an 8-tupie A = (T. Z, H, A. Q, O, *+*. 0) 

where 

• r is a set of local schemas considered for integration, and given by f = 

where y/ is a local schema and i identifies the local schema. Each y, is 

represented in the form of a predicate atom to describe the structure of each 

schema. 

• S is a federated schema that is an integration of F to represent a federated 

view off and given by S c f. 

• H is the schema mapping knowledge between the federated schema and 

participating local schemas. It is defined as a function firom Z to f and 

denoted as E c S x f. 
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• A is a semantic conflict resolution ontology (SCROL) as defined in Section 

4.2.2. 

• Q is the ontology relationship knowledge that is defined as a relation on ^ x a 

X CT where k e RSu RM in A and c 6 OC u 0/ in A. It is given by Q c X. x 

a X a. 

• O is the ontology-schema mapping knowledge and is a set of mappings 

between schemas (both federated and local schemas) and SCROL. The 

ontology-to-schema mapping function O is therefore described as a relation 

on A X (Z u n and given by n c A x (S u f)-

• 'i' is a set of semantic mediators as described in Section 4.3.2. 

• © is the communication event protocol of semantic mediators as defined in 

Section 4.3.3. 

5>3 Semantic and Schematic Mediation By Example 

This section presents an illustrative example of the above definition (Section 5.2). 

We use the SSM language to demonstrate how the scenario in Section 4.2.3 can 

be represented in a SSM framework. To illustrate the SSM framework, let us 

consider two local schemas. "County Schema" (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) and 

"City Schema" (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5), and their federated schema. The 
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figures in tJiis section (Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.5) present the formal 

representation and reasoning of semantic and schematic mediation. Each feature 

is briefly explicated below. 

Figure 5.1 shows the contents of the local schema set f and the federated 

schema S. F is simply a union of the participating local schemas shown in Table 

4.2, Table 4.3. Table 4.4 and Table 4.5. Z is an integrated view of the sharahle data 

from f; thus it could be equal to F or a subset of F if any local schema 

administrator decided not to share some portion of its schema components and 

associated data. In the current example, it happens that the federated schema is a 

union of both local schemas. The federated schema and local schemas are written 

in the form of predicate atoms as defined in SSM language Both federated and 

Local Schemas (F): 

71: countyArea( name. area, image) 
populanon(popId, county, size, censusStartingDate. censusEndingDate) 

'{2- citySize(name, grossSize, map) 
censusicensusid, city, population, census Date, duration) 

Federated Schema (S): 

region(name, area, map) 
censusdd, regionName, population. startingDate, endingDate, duration) 

Figure 5.1: Local Schemas and Federated Schema Examples 



local schema components are graphically depicted by the corresponding USM* 

constructors in our prototype system. 
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Figure 5.2 presents schema mapping knowledge H. The function r. is defined 

as a relation on Z xF. Thus, each component of the federated schema is mapped to 

Schema Mapping Knowledge(5): 

Let region and census be a federated schema/ coimtyArea and population be a 
local schema ("County Schema") yi, and citySize and census be a local schema 
("City Schema") yi. 

[ 3(f.region, y\.countyArea), 
"Eif.region, name, y i. county Area, name), 
"Eif.region, area, yi. countyArea. area), 

region, map, yi. countyArea. image), 
=.(/.region, y^.citySize), 
"Eif.region, name, yz citySize. name), 
S(f.region, area, yi. citySize.grossSize), 
S(f.region.map, y2.citySize.map), 
E(f.census, y[.population), 
Eif.census, id, y\.population.popId), 
Eif.census.regionName, y\.population.county), 
Eifcensus.population, y\.population.size), 
Eif.census.startingDate, y\.populationcensusStartingDate), 
E{f.census.endingDate, y\.population.censusEndingDate), 
Eif.census, yz-census), 
E(f.census.id, yi.census.censusid), 
E{f.census. regionName, yi- census, city), 
Eif.census.population, yj. census.population), 
Eif.census.startingDate, yz census, census Date), 
E(f.census.duration, yi.census.duration) } 

Figure 5.2: Schema Mapping Knowledge Example 
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the corresponding component off. The mappings are established by identifying 

semantically similar concepts (i.e., schema components). The schema mapping 

process cannot be completely automated by the prototype system because the 

development of schema mapping knowledge should be based on mutual agreement 

between knowledgeable system administrators from both the federated schema and 

local schemas. Consequently, human integrators are an essential part of schema 

analysis and mapping process. 

Figure 5.3 shows a partial codification of ontology relationship knowledge Q. 

The ontology relationship knowledge contains only two SCROL relationship types: 

the sibling relationship and the mapping relationship (recall that SCROL has 

another relationship type, parenthood relationship). The sibling relationship 

identifies a relationship between two concepts, which is fiirther defined as one of 

four different relationships (i.e., disjoint^ peer, part-of, is-a). The disjoint and peer 

relationships are used to determine whether two concepts are semantically 

equivalent, while the part-of and is-a relationships establish hierarchy between two 

concepts. The mapping relationship associates two distinct instances to determine 

whether the semantics of one instance can be completely transformed to the values 

of another instance, is a core part of the reasoning process for semantic 

reconciliation, and thus is used as an inference engine in SSM fhunework. 
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Ontology Relationship Knowledge (Q): 

{ Q( <—•. 'Square Meter', "Acre'), 
Q(<—•. "Month Day, Year", "mni/dd/yy'), 
Q( <—*, "String', "Cardinal Number'), 

"TIFF", "Vector'), 
Q(<—•,*10"', "10^'), 
Q( , "Month', "Day'), 
Q( , "Month', "Week'), 
Q(^, "Week', "Day'), 
Ci{pcirt-of "City", "Count>'"),... } 

Figure 5.3: Ontology Relationship Knowledge Example 

Figure 5.4 embodies the graphical illustration of ontology-schema mappings 

(see Figure 4.6 in page 134) in The ontology-schema mapping knowledge O 

defines a function from A to Z u f. This is the knowledge that identifies 

semantically related schema components through the ontology components in 

SCROL. Note that the federated schema components are always mapped to the 

parent of the instances (or concepts) to which the corresponding local schema 

components are mapped. For example, the federated schema component, 

/.census.population is mapped to the concept "Scale" because the corresponding 

local schema components y\.population.size and y2-cesus.population are mapped to 

the instances "10^' and " lO"' (i.e., instances of'Scale'), respectively. As mentioned 

earlier, SCROL provides instances and concepts which represent the domain 

knowledge, and thus serves as a basis for mutual understanding between semantic 

mediators. Thus, the use of both schema mapping knowledge (H) and ontology-
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Ontology-Schema Mapping Knowledge (O): 

{ (D('Axea\/reg/o«.area), 
0( • 1 mage', /region, map), 
0( 'ScalQ\f.censt4s.population), 
0('Date\ f.census.startingDate), 
OC Date\/c-f;m7o-. endingDate), 
Oi'Day'.f.census.duration), 
0( • Duration\/c-eA7.yM5. duration), 
OCSquare Meter, y\.comtyArea.area), 
<I>(' Acreyr citySize. grossSize), 
0(' Vector'. y i. countyArea. image), 
cDCTIFF', y2. citySize. map) 
(DC 10^\ •{{.population.size), 
(DC lO'''. yzcensiis.population), 
(D( • mm/dd/yy •. y i .population. censusStartingDale), 
(DCMonth Day. Year'. yycensus.censusDate), 
(D( • mm/dd/yy •. y 1 .population, census EndingDate). 
(DCCardinal Number', yz-census.dtiration). 
(DCDay", yxcensus.duration) [ 

Figure 5.4: Ontology-Schema Mapping Knowledge Example 

schema mapping knowledge ( (D) provides a more complete understanding of the 

application domain and interoperability among sharable information sources. 

Figure 5.5 shows the sequence of communication events among different 

semantic mediators. It demonstrates how the epistemic and communicative 

reactions of our mediation service and the communication protocol presented in 

Section 4.3.3 can be represented in an SSM framework A. It shows two important 

aspects of semantic and schematic mediation, step by step; (1) how the global query 
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Communication Protocol (0): 

Let C;= 3^1 ^^^^^^^^^^J/.popu/a//o«(.r,,X2,.r3,X4,.r5,X6),X4 >'1/1/97') 

m\: sendMsg(ASK-lF(0, coordinator) <- recvMsg(ASK-IF(0. user), Q 

nh: sendMsg(DETECT(0. detector) <— recvMsg(ASK-IF(0, coordinator) 

m%: sendMsg(RESOLVE-IF(^, yes), coordinator) <— recvMsg(DETECT(0, 
detector) 

m'f. sendMsg(RESOLVE-IF{^. no), coordinator) <- recvMsg(DETECT(0, 
detector) 

m'\: sendMsg(REPLY-IF(2. no), expert), list(A^o0 user) <— recvMsg(DETECT(0, 
detector), divide(0 YesO, NoQ) a NOQ ̂  0 a —>YesO. 

ni^: sendMsg(LOCATE(0. selector)«- recvMsg(ASK-IF(0. coordinator) 

MC \ocat\on{Q[D, A) <— recvMsg(TELL(0, selector), Q^0 A 
OID : = newID{) a ̂  : = address[QID, Q) 

ntf,: sendMsg(GENERATE(0, generator)«- recvMsg(ASK-IF(^). selector) 
( 

nii: Iocale(^/Z). L) <— recvMsg(TELL(0, selector), localize(0 QID, L) 
I 

m%: sendMsg(ASK-ALL(^/Z). L), collector) <- recvMsg(ASK-ALL(0/Z),Z.), 
selector), L^0 A Iocation{^/Z), A )  a locale(^/D. L )  

ntq: sendMsg(REPLY-ALL(^/Z), L), remote), <— recvMsg(ASK-ALL(2/D.i). 
collector) 

/«io; answer(g/D, QA) <— recvMsg(TELL(Z,), remote), inquiry(0/A L. QA) 

m\ 1: sendMsg(REC0NCILE(j3^), resolver) <— recvMsg(DELIVER(01), collector) 

m\i. sendMsg(REPORT(0<4), coordinator) <— recvMsg(REPORT(01), resolver) 

mu: sendMsg(REPORT(0^), user) <— recvMsg(REPORT(^/l). coordinator) 

Figure 5.5: Example of Semantic Mediator 
Communication Events 
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submitted by the user and the final query results are processed (see also Section 

4.4), and (2) how the communication events for semantic conflict detection and 

resolution process occur among semantic mediators. Tlie mediator communication 

protocol is the quintessence of semantic mediation service. Each communication 

event is described below: 

•  ( m i )  T h e  u s e r  a s k s  i f  t h e r e  e x i s t s  c e n s u s  i n f o r m a t i o n  w h e r e  a  c e n s u s  s t a r t e d  

after January 1, 1997. Recall that the query is generated from the federated 

schema, I. and is presented here in the form of conjunctive query language. 

Query-By-Example (QBE) in this motivating example. 

• (wi) The Coordinator then asks for a check of possible semantic conflicts in 

O. The Conflict Detector traverses the SCROL to identify any semantic 

conflicts. The epistemic condition, i.e.. O, can be omitted if O is an evaluable 

query formula. 

• (m3) If the Conflict Detector detects any semantic conflict and determines 

whether that is resolvable, then it confirms the query with detected conflicts. 

•  (/n 3 )  If the Conflict Detector does not detect any semantic conflicts, then it 

confirms the query without detected conflicts. 



(m"}) If the Conflict Detector detects any semantic conflict but cannot resolve 

it, it can deny the query and report the list of unresolvable conflicts to the 

domain experts. 

(^4) The Coordinator asks for directory services. 

(m,) The Selector collects addresses of individual databases in its table 

location. This is a recursive process until die Selector has retrieved all 

directory information. 

( n i f , )  The Selector then asks the Query Generator for localized queries. 

( m - j )  The Selector collects the localized queries for each database identified 

by OlD. The Selector stores the queries in its table locale. This is a recursive 

process until the Query Generator has generated all of the local queries and 

retumed them to the Selector. 

(ms) The Selector asks the Data Collector to call related remote local 

databases to ask the collected local queries. 

(OTq) The Data Collector then invokes RMI and submits local queries to 

receive query results from remote local databases. 

(mio) The Data Collector collects the query results in its table answer. 



(ffii i) The Data Collector reports the query results collected from local 

databases to the Conflict Resolvers for semantic conflict reconciliation. 

( m \ 2 )  T h e  C o n f l i c t  R e s o l v e r s  d e l i v e r  t h e  r e c o n c i l e d  q u e r y  r e s u l t s  t o  t h e  

Coordinator. 

(/ni3) Finally, the Coordinator displays the query results to the user who 

submitted the original query. 
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CHAPTER 6 

A PROTOTYPE SYSTEM FOR SEMANTIC INTEROPERABILITY 

In this chapter, we present the architecture and implementation of a prototype 

system designed to manage different database schemas and to facilitate semantic 

interoperability among heterogeneous and autonomous geographic databases and 

non-geographic databases. The proposed semantic model USM* (Chapter 3) and 

a conflict detection and resolution methodology (Chapters 4 and 5) are the basis 

for building a prototype software system. The prototype system was developed to 

test the methodology presented in this dissertation (dieory testing) and has been 

evaluated using various heterogeneous databases from different application 

domains. The results are presented in Chapter 7. We also demonstrate use of the 

prototype system by demonstrating major ftmctionalities of individual 

components using simple examples. 

6.1 Overview of the Prototype Architecture 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed prototype. We have 

implemented this architecture using the Java 2 platform (JDK 1.2). In other 

words, all components of die prototype system described below have been written 
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Figure 6.1: Conceptual Architecture of the Prototype System 

entirely in Java language. The prototype system is currently running on both a 

Pentium II 400 NT Workstation and a Sun Ultra Solaris Workstation. The metadata 

repository is implemented using an Oracle 8 Server. The prototype system can be 

accessed through web browsers or used as a stand-alone application. It has been 

integrated with the Internet to support broader access by various users. The 

implementation of the prototype consists of a set of Java-based tools: Schema 

Designer, Ontology Designer, Schema Mapper, Ontology-Schema Mapper, 

SCROL. Semantic Mediators, and Conunon Repository consisting of Mapping 
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Dictionary, Metadata Directory and Metadata Dictionary, as well as a unified 

graphical user interface window frame. Each tool is briefly described below. 

The Schema Designer allows database administrators and authorized users to 

create federated or local schemas. They can define various types of entity classes 

and their relationships using a graphical user interface with an intelligent dialog. 

During the schema design process, the user of the system essentially describes the 

data in the underlying database in terms of the USM* constructs defined in Section 

3.4.2. A built-in integrity checker prevents errors during schema design. The 

Schema Designer allows users to browse through the metadata and query the 

underlying data. The Ontology Designer is another tool that supports a graphical 

user interface in order to help domain experts define various concepts, instances 

and their relationships by describing and classifying different types of semantic 

conflicts in SCROL. Such concepts, instances and their relationships are stored in a 

set of tables owned by SCROL. A built-in integrity checker also prevents errors 

during the ontology design. 

The Schema Mapper assists database administrators and schema integrators 

in mapping between semantically similar schema components. The users of 

Schema Mapper simply click on a component in a federated schema and point to 

the corresponding local schema component using a graphical user interface. In 

addition, users can browse and update the mapping knowledge. Similarly, the 

Ontology-Schema Mapper allows users to establish mappings between SCROL 
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components and schema components. This is also a simple click-and-point process 

in which users can link a concept or an instance of a leaf concept to a conceptually 

matching schema component. This process is a core part of our approach to 

achieving interoperability because, without mappings between the ontology and 

schemas. the conflict detection and resolution process cannot be automated. 

Mapped information is also used by Query Generator to generate proper local 

queries from a single global query requested by a user. 

The Semantic Mediators contain domain knowledge (including semantic 

transformation rules) about semantic conflicts among databases and assist in 

formulating queries. The domain knowledge, communication protocol and 

semantic transformation rules are written in Java. Human experts are responsible 

for updating such domain knowledge and relevant semantic transformation rules as 

the environment changes. 

The Common Repository consists of three components. The Metadata 

Dictionary contains USM* Metadata Dictionary and Ontology Metadata 

Dictionary. The USM* Metadata Dictionary constitutes a set of relational tables 

that store database schemas defined by users with the help of the Schema Designer. 

The details of each entity class, relationship, attribute and constraint are stored in 

the tables and managed by the Schema Designer. The Ontology Metadata 

Dictionary captures concepts, instances and their relationships defined by users and 

stores such information in several relational tables. The Metadata Directory 
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contains the location of each data object to enable accessing such data. The 

Mapping Dictionary contains schema mapping knowledge and ontology-schema 

mapping knowledge. The schema mapping knowledge is mapping knowledge in 

which each component in the federated schema is mapped to r.he corresponding 

component in underlying local database schemas. It is created by database 

administrators or schema integrators with the help of Schema Mapper. In the 

ontology-schema mapping knowledge, each component in SCROL is mapped to 

the matching component in both federated and local schemas and is constructed by 

domain experts with the help of the Ontology-Schema Mapper. 

As depicted in Figure 6.2, for schema and ontology design activities as well 

as mapping and querying, our prototype system supports a uniform graphical user 

interface in a single window frame entirely written in Swing (Java Foundation 

Class 1.1). We now introduce brief descriptions of individual user interface 

components that compose a unified graphical user interface for the prototype 

system. The user interface frame of the prototype consists of four interface 

components: a menu bar. a menu tool bar, a tool tab set, and a canvas set. The 

menu bar is made up of a set of menus that can be used to create, modify and store 

projects. Note that each project contains exactly one database schema. The menu 

bar also provides various browsing functionalities such as zooming a schema, 

browsing only a portion of a schema by different types of relationships, showing 

and hiding 
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Figure 6.2: Graphical User Interface Frame of the Prototype (1) 

attributes, backing-up the entire USM* repository and so on. The menu tool bar 

simply consists of the most frequently used menu items in the menu bar. such as 

creating, retrieving, saving, printing, and mapping schemas and SCROL. as well as 

displaying a help menu. The menu tool bar can be positioned at any location in the 

user interface frame border or floated over the canvas (Figure 6.3). Depending on 

the system state, individual visual items in the menu bar and the menu tool bar are 

automatically enabled or disabled to prevent user errors. This behavior is 

determined by the prototype system tools. 
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Figure 6.3: Graphical User Interface Frame of the Prototype (2) 

The tool tab set consists of four different action modes: USM* Model tab. 

Ontology Design tab. Schema Mapping tab and Ontology Mapping tab. which are 

managed by Schema Designer. Ontology Designer, Schema Mapper and Ontology-

Schema Mapper, respectively. When the user first invokes our system, the tool tab 

set is initially disabled. It will be enabled when the user opens a database schema 

or SCROL. The canvas set is composed of two drawing areas: USM* View canvas 

and Ontology View canvas, each of which is handled by Schema Designer and 

Ontology Designer, respectively. The USM* View canvas is used for designing 
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individual database schema, browsing the schema, and accessing the underlying 

data through the conceptual user interface with the help of Query-By-Example 

facility supported by the semantic mediators. The Ontology View canvas is mainly 

for designing and browsing SCROL components. The following sections describe 

Geach tool with examples. 

6.2 Implementation of USM* and Schema Designer 

The prototype system supports a graphical user interface for defining and 

accessing database schemas using USM* constructs. The Schema Designer is 

responsible for this activity. The graphical user interface called USM* 1.2 acts as 

a front-end of the prototype system. The design rules and constraints are 

governed by Schema Designer. The initial login screen for the system is shown in 

Figure 6.4. We now describes some characteristics of the USM* user interface 

and Schema Designer. 

UsHr I OIMIOI) ni 

USM 
Umm 11) 

C.ISS'.VIM ll 

Figure 6.4: Initial Login Screen for USM* 
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The Schema Designer is responsible for managing USM* Model and USM* 

View interface components. The USM* Model tab contains a set of push buttons to 

define the different constructs in USM* and is used for constructing database 

schemas. Each push button represents one USM* construct. The constructs 

include defining strong and weak entity classes, complex classes such as 

composites, groupings and aggregates, and spatial classes such as spatiotemporal 

entity classes, dynamic entity classes and spatiotemporal aggregates, as well as 

constructs to define spatiotemporal interaction relationships, cause-effect 

relationships, interaction relationships, subclass relationships, attributes, and 

domains. 

The user initiates the schema design process by creating a new database 

schema. For example, let's assume that the user designs "County Schema" 

described in Section 4.2.3. The Schema Designer presents a new project dialog 

interface asking the necessary information for defining a new database schema 

(Figure 6.5). The user is asked to provide project name (i.e., schema name), its 

description and the address of the server. The user also tells the system whether the 

schema the user is creating is a federated or a local schema. The user then proceeds 

to defme a construct by selecting the appropriate push button from the USM* 

Model in the tool tab set. When the user defines a construct, a set of schema 

constructing user dialog interfaces that can capture the required information for 

creating the construct is displayed by the Schema Designer. For instance, when the 
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user defines a spatiotemporal entity class COUNTY_AREA, "Spatiotemporal 

Entity Declaration" user dialog interface guides the user for the definition of 

COUNTY AREA (Figure 6.6). This dialog interface asks the user to provide the 
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Figure 6.6: Defining a New Spatiotemporal Entity Class 
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required and optional information necessary for defining a new spatiotemporal 

entity class. The required information (e.g., spatial index and temporal index) is 

formally defined in our semantic model USM* (Section 4.3.2). Once a construct is 

defined, it is drawn in the drawing area, USM* View canvas. The user then may 

use mouse to change the position of the construct (e.g., entity class, relationship or 

attribute) by dragging and dropping it in a different position in the drawing area. 

The user then creates a domain of an attribute, a required step before creating 

any attribute. In this example, the user defines a domain called "name" that is a 

string type representing a set of county names (Figure 6.7). After defining the 

domain, the user can create attributes for an entity class. This process is achieved 

by two interactive steps guided by the Schema Designer. The user first selects an 

entity class to which the attribute belongs, and then defines the attribute's necessary 
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Figure 6.8: Defining an Attribute 

information (Figure 6.8). The "Attribute Definition" dialog interface contains the 

necessary information for defining an attribute. The formal definition of a construct 

Attribute can be found in [Ram 1995]. 
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After constructing entity classes for the schema, the user may defme 

relationships between entity classes. In this example, the user creates a new binary 

relationship between COUNTY_AREA and POPULATION (Figure 6.9). A set of 

relationship definition dialog interfaces contains data entry fields required for 

constructing each type of relationships that are formally defined in the USM*. For 
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Figure 6.9: Defining a New Binary Relationship 

example, the user is asked to provide information about the affector and ajfeclee 

when defining cause-effect relationship. The user should also specify minimum and 

maximum cardinalities. The Schema Designer has a built-in integrity checker that 

ensures the integrity and consistency of the database schema. For example, if the 

user attempts to delete an entity class that is associated with another entity class via 

a relationship, the Schema Designer does not allow the user to remove the entity 

class (Figure 6.10). The users should first delete the relationship. The conceptual 

local database schemas. "County Schema" and "City Schema", and their federated 

^"tnlity Deleliun fc rror 

•
raumustdel.tetl»nMian.Mptir.t 
where the «alBctB<leiilHyteconiigctBd to. 

OK 

Figure 6.10: Entity Deletion Error 
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schema have been developed using our prototype tools and are shown in Figure 

6.11, Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.13, respectively. These three schemas will be used 

as examples throughout this chapter. 

As illustrated in this section, the schema-constructing user dialog interfaces 

help the user provide the necessary information for defining components of a 

database schema. The information captured in user dialog interfaces is stored in the 

USM* Metadata Dictionary. The USM* Metadata Dictionary is a part of the 

Common Repository that resides in a relational database system. Oracle 8 Server. 

The USM* Metadata Dictionary consists of twenty-four relations. Each relation in 

USM* Metadata Dictionary corresponds to each construct in USM* or constraints 

Figure 6.11: COUNTY-SCHEMA Represented by USM* 
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between constructs. Detailed descriptions of all relations in the USM* Metadata 

Dictionary are in Appendix A. In addition, the Schema Designer manages a 

number of schema-constructing user dialog interfaces that contain the different data 

fields required for defining different types of USM* constructs and are guided by 

the Schema Designer with help from the built-in integrity checker in preventing 

errors during the schema design. Full descriptions of all dialog interfaces are 

summarized in Appendix B. Note that all dialog interfaces have been developed 

based on the formal definitions of USM* constructs. 

6.3 Implementation of SCROL and Ontology Designer 

The Ontology Designer supports a graphical user interface for detining and 

browsing SCROL components. The initial login process of SCROL is different 

from that of USM*. As shown in Figure 6.14, it requires either one or two steps 

a 

USM* Ontology 

Figure 6.14: Initial Login Screens for SCROL 
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to login, depending on who the user is. If the user clicks the "Log on" button, the 

Ontology Designer asks for a password to allow only authorized users to login. 

This is a necessary step because only authorized users (i.e., domain experts) have 

flill privileges in using the SCROL. They can create, edit and categorize the 

components of SCROL. They are also allowed to define and modify the sibling 

and domain value mapping relationships. On the other hand, the regular users may 

access the SCROL without needing to provide the password by clicking the "Read-

Only" button. Regular users are allowed only to browse the SCROL but are not 

permitted to modify or define the SCROL. 

The Ontology Designer is responsible for managing the Ontology Design and 

Ontology View interface components. The Ontology Design mode has five push 

buttons to define concepts, instances, sibling relationships between concepts, and 

mapping relationships between instances. It also allows the user to insert a new 

concept between its parent and child concepts. These activities are directed by 

several user dialog interfaces. Once an ontology concept or instance is defined, it is 

drawn in the drawing area, called the Ontology View canvas, that is capable of 

visualizing SCROL components. The Ontology View canvas also allows the user 

to reposition individual components. The Ontology Design mode and Ontology 

View canvas displaying the common ontology SCROL are shown in Figure 6.15. 

The canvas displays only a small portion of the SCROL. The prototype system 

maintains a single common ontology that is shared by many different users. Since 
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Figure 6.15: SCROL User Interface Window Frame 

it allows authorized users to define new concepts and instances as the system 

evolves, the size of the SCROL may become enormous. Thus, it is often useful to 

use the zoom functions provided by the prototype to quickly browse the SCROL. 

The zoom-out mode allows observation of the entire structure of the SCROL. 

Figure 6.16 illustrates the initial construction of the SCROL in zoom-out mode. 

The current construction of the SCROL represents our initial effort to build the 

ontology based on our investigation for this research. It is sufficient for testing the 

several cases of heterogeneous databases in different application domains presented 

in this dissertation (Chapter 7). 
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With the examples used previously, we now demonstrate several 

functionalities of the Ontology Designer and SCROL user interfaces. Let's assume 

that a domain expert tries to define a concept "Area" by clicking the "Concept" 

button in the Ontology Design tab. The concept 'Area' represents the size of a 

surface of a geographic object being measured. The Ontology Designer first asks 

the user to provide the properties of the concept such as the name and the texutal 

description of the concept as shown in Figure 6.17. Other properties described in 

Section 4.2.2 are automatically defined by the Ontology Designer. After creating 

the concept "Area', the user can define instances of'Area'. The instances of 
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Figure 6.17: Adding a Concept Figure 6.18: Adding an Instance 

"Area' describe specific measurement units for "Area". They may be "Square Meter'. 

"Square Feet'. "Acre', and so forth. When the user defines an instance, the Ontology 

Designer again guides the user, by means of a user interface dialog similar to that used in 

concept definition (Figure 6.18). 

After creating concepts and instances, the user may want to define SCROL 

relationships such as sibling and mapping relationships. Recall that sibling relationships, 

such as disjoint, peer, is-a andpart-of are defined between concepts, while mapping 

relationships are defined between instances. In this example, the user wants to create 

sibling relationships between the concept "Area' and its sibling concepts (e.g., "Distance". 

"Temperature', etc.), all of which are child concepts of the data unit conflicts (see Figure 

6.15). Figure 6.19 illustrates the user dialog interface for defining a sibling relationship. 

Recall that the sibling relationships are used by Conflict Detector to reason about semantic 

conflicts between die concepts associated with the sibling relationship. The user also needs 

to establish mapping relationships between instances of the concept "Area" in order to 
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complete the process. Figure 6.20 shows the mapping relationship definition dialog 

interface. In this figure, the user attempts to define one-to-one total mapping between 

"Square Meter' and "Acre*. The assertions of the instance mapping relationships constitute 

a very important step because they are used to determine which Conflict Resolver should 

be invoked (e.g., * AreaResolver' in this case) and whether the data values of the schema 

component (e.g., attribute) mapped to the instance can be transformed to data values in 

another instance. The Ontology Designer also provides the user with several user dialog 

interfaces, allowing the user to browse different SCROL relationships. For example, the 
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user can examine the different types of sibling relationships associated with 'Area' (Figure 

6.21) or mapping relationships associated with the instance 'Square Meter" (Figure 6.22) 

The information the user provided through the ontology-constructing user dialog interfaces 

is stored in the Ontology Metadata Dictionary. The Ontology Metadata Dictionary consists 

of three relations. A detail description of each relation and its attributes is included in 

Appendix A. A complete listing of descriptions of the user dialog interfaces managed by 

the Ontology Designer can be found in Appendix B. 

6.4 Implementation of Mappers 

The major job of the mappers is to help the user capture mapping knowledge between 

schemas as well as between SCROL and schemas. The mapping knowledge is then used 

by semantic mediators to process global queries and detect possible semantic conflicts 
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among heterogeneous information sources. There are two different mappers: Schema 

Mapper and Ontology-Schema Mapper. They are described in the following sections. 

6.4.1 Schema Mapper 

The Schema Mapper is responsible for assisting the user in mapping semantically 

equivalent schema components. It also interacts with Schema Mapping Dictionary which 

stores all kinds of schema mapping information. The Schema Mapping Dictionary 

consists of three relations: one that stores federated schema projects, another that captures 

local schemas associated with a federated schema, and the last that contains mapping 

information between federated schema components and the corresponding local schema 

components (Appendix A). The schema mapping is a two-step process. First, users (i.e.. 

database administrators or schema integrators) identify semantically equivalent schema 

components based on metadata provided. As discussed previously, this is a subjective 

activity relying heavily on the expertise of humans. In most cases, there is no automatic 

way to perform this activity. After analyzing schemas and metadata, the experts 

determine the attribute equivalence and entity/relationships equivalence based on their 

previous knowledge, application domain knowledge, intended use of the integrated 

schema, and so on. After schema analysis, they invoke Schema Mapper by selecting the 

Schema Mapping tab from the tool tab set. The Schema Mapper then helps them 

establish mappings between a federated schema and a selected local schema. The 

mapping process itself is a very simple click-and-point operation using a mouse. 
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For example, let's assume that the user wants to establish mappings between the 

federated schema (Figure 6.13) and local schema "County Schema" (Figure 6.11). The 

user first invokes the Schema Mapper by clicking the Schema Mapping tab in the graphical 

interface window frame. The initial screen is shown in Figure 6.23. The left window pane 

contains the federated schema of "County Schema" and "City Schema" and the right 

window pane shows the "County Schema". The mapping process is ver>' simple with the 

help of the Schema Mapper. The user simply clicks a federated schema component and 

then points to the corresponding local schema. Figure 6.24 illustrates the mapping 

assertion between the attribute "population' in entity class CENSUS from the federated 

schema and the attribute "size' in entity class POPULATION from "County Schema". The 

Schema Mapper then confirms a new schema mapping assertion that the user just created. 

The user can also establish schema mappings between any combination of schema 

components (i.e., from an entity class to an entity class, from an attribute to an entity class, 

from an attribute to a relationship, from an entity class to a relationship, from a relationship 

to a relationship, etc.) if the two schema components are semantically equivalent. After 

completing the mapping process, the user can browse mapping information for each 

schema component. Figure 6.25 shows mapping information of the attribute 'area' in 

entity class REGION from the federated schema. The user can also examine the same 

information from any local schema that has been mapped to the federated schema. 
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Figure 6.25: Browsing Schema Mapping Information 

6.4.2 Ontology-Schema Mapper 

The Ontology-Schema Mapper is responsible for managing user dialog interlaces that 

help users to create mappings between individual schema components and SCROL 

components. It also interacts with the Ontology-Schema Mapping Dictionary, which is a 

part of Mapping Dictionary in the Common Repository. The Ontology-Schema Mapping 

Dictionary consists of a single table that stores mapping information between ontology 

components (concepts and instances) and schema components (entity classes, 

relationships and attributes). A detailed description of the Ontology-Schema Mapping 

Dictionary can be found in Appendix A. The information stored in the Ontology-Schema 

Mappings Dictionary is accessed by semantic mediators during global query modification 

and semantic conflict detection and resolution. 
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The ontology-schema mapping process using our tool is very simple click-and-point 

operation similar to the schema mapping process demonstrated before. For instance, let's 

assume that the user wants to assert mappings between SCROL and the local schema 

"County Schema". This process will be started when the user brings up the Ontology 

Mapper by invoking the Ontology Mapping tab in the tool tab set. Figure 6.26 shows the 

initial screen after the user initiates the Ontology Mapping tab. The left window pane 

shows a tree consisting of all concepts and instances in SCROL while the right window 

pane contains the "County Schema". The user can expand the tree in the left window pane 
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Figure 6.26: Initial Ontology-Schema Mapping Screen 
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by clicking individual nodes (e.g., "Data Unit Conflict', 'Data Value Conflict', etc.). The 

SCROL is classified by different types of semantic conflicts. Note that some types of the 

semantic conflicts not shown in the SCROL tree (e.g., naming conflicts, schema 

isomorphic conflicts, etc.) are automatically identified by semantic mediators based on the 

schema mapping information. The user establishes ontology-schema mappings by simply 

clicking on a component (a concept or instance node) of the SCROL in the left window 

pane and pointing to the matching schema component in the right window pane. Figure 

6.27 illustrates the mapping between the instance "Square Meter" in SCROL and the 
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attribute "area' in entity class COUNTY_AREA. The user simply clicks on "area' from the 

right pane and points to 'Square Meter' in the left pane or vice versa. Note that there are 

two difference mapping levels as shown in Figure 6.27. The mapping "By-Value" is used 

to establishing mappings for schematic discrepancies. E.xamples related to schematic 

discrepancies are demonstrated in Chapter 7. The default value "By-Reference" is used for 

mappings other than schematic discrepancies. The built-in integrity checker prevents the 

user from asserting the same mapping information more than once (Figure 6.28). After 

completing mappings from SCROL and both federated and local schemas. the user can 

browse ontology-schema mapping information by each SCROL or schema component. 

Figure 6.29 shows an example in which the user wanted to check the mapping information 

for the attribute "area" in the entity class C01JNTY_AREA from the "County Schema". 
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6.5 Implementation of Semantic Mediators and Query Answering 

The major responsibilities of semantic mediators include generating correct local queries 

from a global query that is created through the Query-By-Example (QBE) user dialog 

interface and performing various tasks to identify different levels of semantic conflicts 

that have been captured during the schema mapping and ontology-schema mapping 

processes. The mapping information is stored in Schema Mapping Dictionary and 

Ontology-Schema Mapping Dictionary. The goal of this section is to demonstrate: 

• how the user-specified query is manipulated by different types of semantic mediators 

to generate correct local queries; 

• how the semantic conflicts related with the query are detected; and 

• how the query results retrieved from different local databases are semantically 

reconciled and delivered to the user. 

The internal mechanisms implemented in the prototype system also are explained, along 

with the example used in this section. 

In order to process a user-specified query and handle semantic conflicts among local 

databases, we adopt a message-based approach. In this approach, different types of 

message objects are generated, processed and updated by various semantic mediators to 

answer the user's request. At each task, new message information is added to a message 
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object by different semantic mediators. Message objects are used by various semantic 

mediators during the semantic mediation to answer the user-specified query. As explained 

before, users are allowed to interact only with federated schemas to submit queries. The 

federated schema serves as a front-end system that supports a single global query language 

on top of local database systems. There exist two different query types; .simple query and 

complex query. A simple query refers to a quer>' over a single entity class in a federated 

schema. Thus, it is also called an entity query. Since the query is performed on one entity 

class, the simple query is not involved in a join operation. On the other hand, a complex 

query refers to a query that has to be performed over more than one entity class. Since a 

complex query is initiated by a user's right-mouse-button click over a relationship in a 

federated schema, it is also called a relationship query. A complex query requires the 

Query Generator to perform additional join operation. 

Figure 6.30 illustrates the collaboration diagram of semantic mediators. It describes 

all the activities and tasks performed by semantic mediators to process a single user query. 

The numbers in the figure indicate a message-passing sequence between semantic 

mediators. In the following sections, we present an example of processing a query 

submitted by a user to demonstrate, at the logical level, how semantic mediators interact 

with each other to answer the user query and provide semantic reconciliation. 
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Figure 630: Semantic Mediator Collaboration Diagram 

6.5.1 Task 1: Initiating a Global Query 

The user can invoke the QBE dialog interface by right-clicking over an entity class or 

relationship in a federated schema. Let's assume that the user wants to retrieve 

information about the size of all cities and counties from the two local schemas "County 

Schema" and "City Schema" when the census started in 1997. The user initiates this 
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query by clicking on the binary relationship DETERMINES/DETERMINED BY in the 

federated schema using the right button of the mouse (Figure 6.31). The sequence 

numbers (or process numbers) [1-2] in Figure 6.30 represent this global query initiation 

process. 

6.5.2 Task 2: Generating Initial Query Message Objects 

The collaboration sequence numbers [3-17] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of task 

2. These sequence activities are the first task performed when the user activates a query 

dialog interface with the system. There are two different types of case scenarios; a simple 

nummmn 
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«Q4na^0 

Ski i i r rTM 

Figure 631: Initiating a Global Query 
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query (entity query) and a complex query (relationsiiip query). If the user submits a query 

by clicking an entity class in the federated schema, the system recognizes that a join 

operation is not required. Thus, processes [15-16] are skipped. During this task [3-17], a 

single combined query message object {CombinedQueryMessage object) and several single 

query message objects {SingleQiieryMessage objects) are generated and added to the 

message placeholder. The combined query message object contains the entity class 

(corresponding to a relation) the user selected. Each single query message object holds an 

attribute (corresponding to a column in the relation) belonging to the entity class. 

If the user initiates a query involving a relationship, the system knows that the join 

detection process needs to be activated to handle the join operation(s). The number of 

combined query message objects to be generated is the sum of the number of entity classes 

participating in the relationship and the relationship itself. For example, three combined 

query message objects are generated in a binary relationship and four combined query-

message objects are generated in a temary relationship. Several single query message 

objects associated with each combined query message object are created as well. In 

addition, a single join relationship message object {JoinRelationship object) is generated to 

link tv/o or more combined message objects. 

In this e.xample, since the user requested a global query over the relationship 

DETERMINES/DETERMINED_BY between two entity classes (i.e., REGION and 

CENSUS), three combined query message objects are generated. The query generator 

(QBE) dialog interface allows the user to select several attributes defined in each entity 
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class as illustrated in Figure 6.32. The user also can provide query conditions. Based on 

the user input through the dialog interface interaction, the Coordinator combines initial 

query message objects. The contents of the initial query message objects are summarized 

in Table 6.1. The table indicates that the join relationship message object links three 

combined query message objects, each of which contains two single query message objects. 

These messages are put into the message placeholder and then passed to the Coordinator 

that is responsible for managing all messages in the message placeholder throughout the 

query process. 

6.5.3 Task 3: Generating Local Query Message Objects for Local Query 

Statements 

The collaboration sequence numbers [18-31] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 
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Figure 632: Interacting with QBE Dialog Interface 
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Join Relationship Combined Message Single Message Conditions 

REGION 
name 

REGION 
area 

YES 
population 

YES 
CENSUS 

starting_date 
>= 1997-01-01 
<= 1997-12-31 

DETERMINES null 

Table 6.1: Initial Query Messages Generated by Coordinator 

task 3. The Message Generator derives all query messages based on the information 

contained in the initial query message objects. If the Coordinator passes the initial query 

message objects, the Message Generator investigates the federated-local schema 

mappings to find the corresponding schema components in the local schemas. Based on 

the schema mapping information, new messages for each local schema are generated. 

The new messages will be used for creating local query statements in a later stage. The 

Message Generator also identifies addresses of data sources and adds to the combined 

message objects. When the Message Generator completes its job, it passes all the 

messages generated back to the Coordinator. Table 6.2 shows message information 

generated by the Message Generator. Note that the join relationship message object is 

not created until the actual local query statements have been generated. 

6.5.4 Task 4: Detecting Semantic Conflicts 

The collaboration sequence numbers [32-38] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 4. During this stage, the Conflict Detector traverses SCROL to detect semantic 
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Data 
Source 
Address 

Combined 
Message 

Single 
Message 

Conditions 
Derived from 

schema mappings 

jpark.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

POPULATION 
size CENSUS.population 

jpark.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

POPULATION census_starting 
_date 

>= 1997-01-01 
<= 1997-12-31 

C ENS US .starting_date 

krishna.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

CENSUS 
population CENSUS.population 

krishna.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

CENSUS 
census_date 

>= 1997-01-01 
<= 1997-12-31 

CENSUS.starting_date 

jpark.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

COUNTY 
AREA 

name REGION.name jpark.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

COUNTY 
AREA area REGION.area 

krishna.bpa. 
arizona.edu 

CITY SIZE 
name REGION.name krishna.bpa. 

arizona.edu 
CITY SIZE 

gross_size REGION.area 

Table 6.2: Local Query Messages Generated by Message Generator 

conflicts for each single query message object. This is accomplished by accessing the 

ontology-schema mapping information stored in Ontology-Schema Metadata Dictionary 

The Conflict Detector keeps any semantic conflict found in each single message object. 

The Conflict Detector also identifies and maintains three new pieces of information that 

will be needed by Conflict Resolvers in a later stage. They are conflict-controlling 

ontology concept (called conflict controller), original ontology concept/instance (called 

original context) and destination ontology concept/instance (called target context). 

The conflict controller has child concepts and/or instances that represent multiple 

interpretations of semantically related objects. The original context is a concept or an 

instance that has been mapped to the local schema component to represent the semantic 

meaning of the local schema component. The target context represents the resulting 

context in which the user wants to transform the meanings of data values from local 
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databases. For example, as shown in Figure 6.33, the instance "Square Meter' is called 

original context of the attribute "area' In COUNTY-AREA because the attribute "area' is 

mapped to the instance "Square Meter'. Similarly, the instance "Acre' is called original 

context of the attribute "gross-size' in CITY-SIZE. Accordingly, the parent concept of 

"Square Meter' and "Acre' is referred to as a conflict controller. If the user retrieves data 

sources mapped to "Acre" and wants to convert their semantics to "Square Meter', the 

instance "Square Meter' is called the target context. By default, the original context and 

the target context are the same as if there were no semantic conflict until the user selects 

another ontology instance. 

The user dialog interface, as depicted in Figure 6.34, shows each attribute's 

corresponding conflict controller and asks the user to select a target context for each 

attribute. In this example, three attributes that have been mapped to the SCROL from the 

Context 

Square Meier 

Target Context 

.Conflict Controller 
Original Context 

name unage gross-size 

COUNTY-ARBV CITY-SIZE 

Figure 6.33: Conflict Controller, Original Context and Target Context 
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m 
1 Entitv 1 Attribute 1 Conflict Controlter 1 Taraet Context • 
{Region area Area Square Meter 1 

i Census population Scale 1 | 

Census starting_date ;Tennporai Format 

MMiMyy 

MMTttf/Vy 

MMVdir/vyyy 

imr-'dif.vy 

Mvy-iMnr-iM 

dcr-HMr-vy 

•u 
A 

Condnus Cancel 

MMiMyy 

MMTttf/Vy 

MMVdir/vyyy 

imr-'dif.vy 

Mvy-iMnr-iM 

dcr-HMr-vy -
Condnus Cancel 

Figure 6.34: Selecting Target Contexts 

Combined 
Message 

Single Message Conflict 
Controller 

Original 
Context 

Target Context 

POPULATION 
size Scale 1000 1 

POPULATION census_starting_ 
date 

Temporal 
Format 

MM/dd/yy yyyy-mm-dd 

CENSUS 
population Scale 1 1 

CENSUS 
census_date 

Temporal 
Format 

MM dd, yyyy yyyy-mm-dd 

COUNTY_.A.REA 
name None None None 

COUNTY_.A.REA 
area Area Square Feet Square Meter 

C1TY_SIZE 
name None None None 

C1TY_SIZE 
grosssize Area Acre Square Meter 

Table 6.3: Local Query Messages after Updating Target Contexts 

federated schema are presented to the user. When the user selects a target context from the 

combo box. the Conflict Detector updates it from the corresponding single query message 

object that is a part of the local query messages received after task 3. Table 6.3 shows the 

contents of local messages that have been updated by the Conflict Detector based on the 

user input provided through the user dialog interaction (Figure 6.34). Note that the column 

indicating data source address is not shown in this table but actually is contained in the 
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combined query message objects. In this example, a scale conflict on POPULATION.size, 

temporal format conflicts on POPULATION.census_starting_date and 

CENSUS.census_date, and area conflicts on County_Area.area and City Size.gross size 

are detected and their default target contexts are changed to the target contexts the user has 

selected. 

6.5.5 Task 5: Selecting Individual Local Query Message Objects 

The collaboration sequence numbers [39-41] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 5. The user may select or deselect individual single query message objects presented 

in the user dialog interface as shown in Figure 6.35. The meta-information on each 

message is visualized to help the user decide which data should be retrieved. The 

following meta-information is available for the user: 

^Select Quory Diuloq txl 
Initial Query: SELECT Region.name, Reglon.area, Census.populatlon, Ceij 

FROM Region, Census, determined_by ! 

WHERE (Census.starting_date »= 1997-01-01) AND (Census! 

Ui a 
Federal Entity 1 Federal Attribute Local Entity 1 Local Attribute lOriainal Cont.JSelected Cont.J Show^ Data Source 

Reaion J name County_Ar6a iname None None !E 'jparlcbpa.... 

Region area County_Area area Square Meter Square Meter IE iparitppa... 

Region name Cit»_Size name None None >2 knshna.bp... 

Region area Citv_Size gross_size Acre Square Meter iQ knshna.bp... 

Census population Population see. 1000 1 •3 iparicbpa. 

Census starting_date Population census_starting_date MMTddJVy wvy'-'mm-'dd yi ipariibpa... 

Census population Census population 1 1 ^ knshna.bp... 

Census starting_date Census census_date MM dd.yyyy wvy'-'mm-'dd 3 knshna.bp... 

Queiy Cancel 

Figure 635: Selecting Individual Query Message Objects 
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Entity classes and associated attributes from the federated schema. They are required 

to answer the user query. 

• The corresponding local schema entity classes and attributes that have been derived 

and generated by the Message Generator, based on the schema mapping information. 

• The original contexts to which the local schema components have been mapped. 

They represent the intended semantics of the local database schema components. 

• The target contexts for the schema components the user has selected. They represent 

the intended interpretation of the data from the user's contexts. By selecting a target 

context, the multiple interpretations of the semantically related data are unified into a 

single interpretation of the data that the user wants to understand. 

• The addresses of individual data sources. 

If the user deselects a message object from the dialog interface shown in Figure 6.35. 

the Coordinator removes it from the message placeholder so that no ftirther query 

processing occurs for the message. Since the user selects all messages in this example, no 

message object will be disposed of. 

6.5.6 Task 6: Generating Correct Local Query Statements 

The collaboration sequence numbers [42-59] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 6. When the Selector asks the Query Generator to generate a correct query statement 
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for each combined query message object, the Query Generator first examines the query 

conditions contained in single query messages from the initial global query. The Query 

Generator requests the Condition Generator to check the query conditions. Note that the 

Query Generator still does not consider any possible join operation at this point. The 

Condition Generator is responsible for converting the contexts of condition statements 

from the global query to the proper contexts for the local query statement. 

The Condition Generator first examines the condition statements contained in the 

single query message objects that were generated from the global query (see Table 6.1). It 

then checks the corresponding single query message objects from local query message 

objects generated by the Message Generator (see Table 6.2) to compare the query 

conditions that reflect target contexts of the global query with the query conditions of the 

local queries in their original contexts. The original conte.xts reflect the intended semantics 

of the local databases. This is a very important step because without proper semantic 

transformation from the global query conditions to the matching local query conditions, the 

local queries do not reflect the intended semantics of the local databases. The context of 

the query conditions should be the same if the original contexts and the target contexts are 

the same, or will have to be transformed to the original contexts if the original contexts and 

target contexts are different. For example, if the global query condition statement is 

"WHERE REGIQN.area >= 1000" and the target context of the attribute 'area' is "Square 

Meter", the context of the local query condition statement for "County Schema" is not 

required to be transformed because the original and target contexts are the same (i.e.. 



"Square Meter'). However, the context of the local query condition statement for "City 

Schema" must be transformed to reflect the original context in the "City Schema" database, 

because the original context (i.e., 'Acre') is different from the target context (i.e., "Square 

Meter). Therefore, the query condition should be changed to ""WHERE 

CITY_SlZE.gross_area >= 0.2471" because "1000' in target context ("Square Meter") is 

same as "0.2471' in original context ('Acre'). This semantic transformation is performed 

by the Conflict Resolver. Table 6.4 summarizes information contained in the local query 

message objects after the Condition Generator has assigned the correct context to the 

appropriate single query message objects in the local queries. 

The Query Generator can detect any Join operation if the user requests a query over a 

relationship; otherwise, it skips processes [50-58]. In order to handle joins correctly, the 

Query Generator needs to access the target local database. It accesses metadata of the 

Combined 
Message 

Single 
Message 

Original Condition Converted Condition 

POPULATION 

size null null 

POPULATION census_starting 
_date 

>= 1997-01-01 
(AND) 
<= 1997-12-31 

>= "01/01/97' 
(AND) 
<="12/31/97' 

CENSUS 

population null null 

CENSUS 
census_date 

>= 1997-01-01 
(AND) 
<= 1997-12-31 

>= "January 1. 1997' 
(AND) 
<= "December 31. 1997' 

COUNTY_AREA 
name null null 

COUNTY_AREA 
area null null 

CITY_SIZE 
name null null 

CITY_SIZE 
gross_size null null 

Table 6.4: Quety Conditions Updated by Condition Generator 
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target database through RMI client call. The RMI client (i.e.. Data Collector) perform 

meta-queries over the target remote servers to receive information about foreign keys and 

primary keys necessary for join operations. Based on the information obtained from the 

meta-queries. the Query Generator generates join conditions between combined query 

messages (Table 6.5). After completing this process, the Query Generator updates the local 

query message objects originally created by the Message Generator in order to generate the 

correct local query statements. The local query statements generated by the Query 

Generator are shown in Table 6.6. 

6.5.7 Task 7: Collecting Data 

The collaboration sequence numbers [60-67] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 7. After the Query Generator completes its job. the local query statements are 

handed over to the Selector, which asks the Data Collector for the RMI service rurming 

on each remote database server to execute and retrieve data by invoking the method it 

Combined 
Message 

Single 
Message 

Join 
Relationship 

Join Condition 

POPULATION 
size 

Yes 
COUNTY_AREA.name = 
POPULATION .county 

POPULATION census_starting 
_date Yes 

COUNTY_AREA.name = 
POPULATION .county 

COUNTY AREA 
name 

Yes 
COUNTY_AREA.name = 
POPULATION .county 

COUNTY AREA 
area 

Yes 
COUNTY_AREA.name = 
POPULATION .county 

CENSUS 
population 

Yes 
CITY SIZE.name = 
CENSUS.city 

CENSUS 
census_date 

Yes 
CITY SIZE.name = 
CENSUS.city 

CITY SIZE 
name 

Yes 
CITY SIZE.name = 
CENSUS.city 

CITY SIZE 
gross_size 

Yes 
CITY SIZE.name = 
CENSUS.city 

Table 6.5: Join Operations Performed by Query Generator 
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Local Query Statement Data Source Address 
SELECT Population.size, Population.census_starting_date, 
County_Area.name, County_Area.area 
FROM Population, County_Area 
WHERE (Population.census_starting_date >= *01/01/97' AND 
Population.census_starting_date <= ' 12/31/97') AND 
(County_Area.name = Population.county) 

jpark.bpa.arizona.edu 

SELECT Census.population. Census.census_date, 
City_Size.name. City_Size.gross_size 
FROM Census. City_Size 
WHERE (Census.census_date >= "January 1. 1997' AND 
Census.census_date <= "December 31, 1997') AND 
(CitySize.name = Census.city) 

krishna.bpa.arizona.edu 

Table 6.6: Local Query Statements generated by Query Generator 

employs.. The resulting data set retrieved from each local database server usually consists 

of multiple rows and columns. Since a single query message object is designed to hold 

data in a single column (attribute), the Data Collector needs to split the data set by column 

and assign each column data to the corresponding single message object. 

6.5.8 Task 8: Resolving Semantic Conflicts 

The collaboration sequence numbers [68-69] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 8. In order to accomplish this task, the Selector asks the Conflict Resolver to resolve 

semantic conflicts contained in each single query message object of the data collected. In 

order to perform semantic reconciliation, all single messages that hold the column data 

set must provide the Conflict Resolver with the following information: 

• the column data set that the single message holds; and 
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• semantic conflict information, such as the original context and target context. 

The Conflict Resolver then calls specialized conflict resolvers that are capable of 

applying semantic transformation rules and converting the data to the target context. After 

processing data from all single message objects, it returns them to the Selector. 

6.5.9 Task 9: Displaying Query Results 

The collaboration sequence numbers [70-71] in Figure 6.30 represent the activities of 

task 9. After the Selector completes task 8, it passes all message objects back to the 

Coordinator. The Coordinator then displays the query result datasets held in the message 

objects to the user as illustrated in Figure 6.36. If the user double-clicks a column 

header, the data in die column are sorted. The sorting may help the user browse the 

query results quickly. 

6.6 Summary 

This section summarizes from the Java implementation perspective the implementation of 

the prototype system discussed in the previous sections. As mentioned earlier in this 

chapter, the system has been written entirely in Java language (JDK 1.2) and runs on a 

Java 2 platform. The prototype system is made up of 13 Java class packages: "usm". 

"usm.gui". "usm.gui.event". "usm.gui.controller". "usm.persist". "usm.persist.ontology". 
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X 

Reaion.natne Realortarea 1 C8nsus.D0Dufatl0nlCensus.startf.J Data Source 1 
Aaulla J13092045 1234590 ! 1997-02-01 ... ;krishna.bpa.arizona... 4̂  

A|0 17519463 58764 1997-01-10 knshna.bpa.anzona 1 
Amado 23873253 97890 1997-01-01 knshna bpa.arizona 1 
Apache 124899483 42340000 1997-01-01 lparK.bpa arizona e 

Apache Junction 19721031 34834 1997-03-01 knshna.bpa.anzona % 
Arlington 23808501 398827 1997-05-09 knshna bpa.anzona. % 
Bagdad 23808501 19437 1997-11-13 . knshna bpaanzona. % 
Cochise 100485000 21000000 1997-01-10 ipark. bpa.arizona e p 
Coconino 904598343 69000000 1997-01-15 ipark.bpa anzona e 

Graham 158123456 41212500 1997-01-01 ipark.bpa.anzona e i 
Greenlee 45000000 87629800 1997-01-10 iparK bpa anzona e m 
La Paz 126495867 41521200 1997-01-07 . iparkbpa.anzona.e 

P 
Mancopa 442098909 24630000 1997-01-01 . ipark bpa.arizona e 

1 Mancopa 23691138 39887 1997-03-27 knshna bpa anzona 1 
Mohave 129098768 21632200 1997-01-15 . ipark bpa arizona e 1 
Mohave Valley 21619074 7987 1997-02-01 knshna.bpa.anzona. i 
Navaio 198098958 57000000 1997-01-08 Iparkbpa anzona.e 

i 
Payson 36026394 898827 1997-01-07 knshna.bpa anzona 

Pima 89090900 75312000 1997-01-01 ipark bpa arizona e '•r. 

iPima 32756418 139521 1997-10-18 knshna bpa arizona 
>7. 

i 
jPinal 147090900 61653300 1997-01-14 iparkbpa.arizona e 

>7. 

i iPrescolt 40036971 393827 1997-02-16 knshna.bpa.anzona. 

>7. 

i 
Isacaton 5633424 233388 1997-05-16 knshna bpa anzona 

i Sanders 27900018 90827 1997-03-01 knshna bpa anzona i 
.'5> [santa Cruz 321090900 65200000 1997-01-01 ipark.bpa arizona e 
i 
.'5> 

1 Solomon 32100804 998827 1997-05-18 knshna.bpa anzona 

iSpnngerville 13286301 398827 1997-12-12 .. knshna bpa anzona.. 

j Sun Valley 13290348 598827 1997-10-26 . knshna.bpa anzona 

Done 

Figure 6.36: Query Result Set presented to the User after 
Semantic Reconciliation 

"usm.mediator". "usm.mediator.resolver", "usm.database". "usm.database.broker". 

"usm.rmi". "usm.rmi .client", and "usm-util". A package is a collection of Java classes and 

serves as a library unit which may be accessed by the other packages or a program. Figure 

6.37 illustrates the package diagram of the prototype system. The arrow lines indicate 

package dependency. For example, the package "usm.gui" depends on "usm". In other 

words, classes on "usm" invoke classes in "usm.gui". The "usm.gui" and "usm.gui.event" 
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class packages depend on each other. Detailed descriptions of the Java class packages are 

found in [Kim 1999]. 

A system that includes a graphical user interface and database access is typically 

architecmrally designed in terms of several layers, such as presentation, application domain 

usm 

gui 

(from usm) 

event 

^ controller 

> (from gui) < 

71 

util 

(from gui) ^ > 'f™'" "S"'' < 

V 

V V 

persist 

(from usm) 

ontology 

(from persist) 

mediator 

(from usm) 

resolver 

> (from mediator) 

broker 

(from database)^ 

database 

(from usm) 

V 

client 

(from rml) 

rmi 

>. (from usm) 

Figure 637: Package Diagram of the Prototype System 
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logic, application service logic and storage [Larman 1998]. The presentation layer 

represents graphical user interfaces and widows. The application domain logic layer 

focuses on domain concept objects to achieve the system's requirements. The application 

service logic layer supports non-problem domain objects that support services such as 

interfacing with a database. The storage layer is a persistent storage mechanism such as a 

relational database. We also adopt several design patterns [Larman 1998]. In particular, 

controller and broker design patterns are of importance in our system. The controller 

pattern provides non-user interface objects responsible for handling system events and 

defining methods for system operation. The controller resides between the presentation 

and the application domain logic layers. The broker pattern supports objects responsible 

for materialization, dematerialization, database transactions and object caching. The 

brokers reside in the application service logic layer and provide database transactions for 

the application domain logic layer. The database transactions in our system include storing 

and retrieving metadata in the Common Repository and accessing remote local databases. 

A summary of the 13 packages and their corresponding layer is present in Table 6.7, and 

the 3-tier architecture of the prototype system is presented in Figure 6.38, based on the 

packages described in Table 6.7. 

The "usm.rmi.server" is another Java class package in our system that is distributed 

and used by remote local databases participating in a federation. Local database 

administrators who want to join the federation can simply install the Java 2 platform and 

the package "usm.rmi.server". The only required task for the local database administrators 



is to run the package classes in their systems. A class in "usm.rmi.client" invokes a method 

implemented in "usm.rmi.server" through Java RMI to execute a local query in the local 

database. Figure 6.39 shows the user dialog interface used by remote local database 

administrators. The local database is automatically registered in the federation when the 

local database administrator activates the RMI server. 

Package Description 
Architecture 

Layer 

usm 
This package runs the USM* as a stand-alone 
application or web applet. It accesses the 
usm.gui package. 

Presentation 

usm.gui 

This package owns graphical user interface 
components such as frame, canvas, menu, 
toolbar and dialogs. It directly interact with 
the user. 
1. It visualizes schema and ontology 

components, accessing the application 
logic layer through the usm.gui.controller 
package. 

2. It receives system events generated by 
user actions and passes them over to 
controllers. 

Presentation 

usm.guLevent 

This package handles the visualization-
oriented system events invoked by the 
usm.gui package: 
1. It invokes dialogs. 
2. It updates ontology and schema drawings 

on the canvas set. 
3. It places popup menus. 
In general, it collaborate with 
usm.gui.controller package to accomplish 
various system events. 

Controller 

Table 6.7: Summary of Java Class Packages Implemented in the Prototype System 
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Package Description 
Architecture 

Layer 

usm.gui.controller 

This package controls persistent system 
events: 
1. It provides all database services by 

invoking usm.database and 
usm.database.broker packages. 

2. It creates, deletes and updates ontology 
and schema objects when the user 
requests at the presentation layer. 

3. It manages mediators to response to query 
system events. 

Controller 

usm.mediator 

This package consists of a set of mediators. 
1. It is called by usm.gui.controller package 

to perform user queries. 
2. It invokes usm.mediator.resolver package 

to resolve detected semantic conflicts. 
3. It also calls usm.rmi.client package to 

collect data from remote local database 
servers. 

Application 
Domain 
Logic 

usm.mediator.resolver 

This package consists of conflict resolvers. 
1. It is called by usm.mediator package to 

resolve detected semantic conflicts. 
2. It invokes usm.gui.controller package to 

use a lookup service provided by the 
usm.database.broker package. 

Application 
Domain 
Logic 

usm.persist 

This package owns persistent USM* schema 
objects. Each object captures its own domain 
logic. The package requests database service 
(saving) through the usm.gui.controller 
package. 

Application 
Domain 
Logic 

usm.persist.ontology 

This package contains persistent USM* 
ontology objects. Each object captures its ovm 
domain logic. The package also requests 
database service (saving) through the 
usm.gui.controiler package. 

Application 
Domain 
Logic 

Table 6.7; Summary of Java Class Packages Implemented in the Prototype System 
(continued) 
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Package Description 
Architecture 

Layer 

usm.rmi.client 

This package provides the usm.mediator 
package with data collection service. 
1. The usm.mediator package requests it to 

collect data. 
2. It accesses the usm.rmi package to receive 

data from distributed database servers. 

Application 
Service Logic 

usm.rmi 
This package provides a stub to invoke 
methods of a remote object residing in each 
distributed database server. 

Application 
Service Logic 

usm.util 

This package provides useful methods to 
other packages: 
1. It provides ID generation service 

requested from usm.database.broker 
package. 

2. It manages system resources such as 
system messages and SQL statements. 

Application 
Service Logic 

usm.database 
This package is responsible for database 
connections. The usm.gui.contoller requests 
it to open/close the connections. 

Broker 

usm.database.broker 

This package is responsible for database 
transactions that are performed directly over 
database storage: 
1. It is requested by usm.gui.controller to 

retrieve data as a result of user action at 
the presentation layer. 

2. It accesses database by using SQL 
statements that the usm.util package 
manages and populates objects in the 
usm.persist and usm.persist.ontoIogy 
packages. 

3. It passes over the objects to the 
usm.gui.controller package. 

4. It provides a lookup service for the 
usm.mediator.resolver package via the 
usm.gui.controller package. 

Broker 

Table 6.7: Summary of Java Class Packages Implemented in the Prototype System 
(continued) 
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Schema Designer 
(usm guU 
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usm gui event) 
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Figure 6.38: Three-Tier Architecture of the Prototype System 
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^RMI Server v 1 0 0 - Univorsit  SHE3 

Host Name: lparicbpa.art^a^du 

Ussf Name: [county 

Passvirarii: |"" 

Message; 

Server has been activated. 

Quit 

Figure 6.39: RMI Server Interface Invoked by Local Database Administrators 
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CHAPTER 7 

EVALUATION OF THE METHODOLOGY AND THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

To evaluate the usefulness of the proposed methodology and the prototype tools in 

achieving semantic interoperability among distributed, heterogeneous and autonomous 

databases, both geographic and non-geographic, we tested databases in three different 

domains. The objective of this chapter is to answer the following research question 

related to the effectiveness of the methodology and performance of the system. 

• "How effective is the proposed methodology in achieving interoperability among 

heterogeneous and autonomous databases?" 

7.1 The Process of Registering a Local Database 

We shall begin with a brief summary of the entire process of having an autonomous local 

database registered in a federation to enable it to share its information with other 

participants in the federation, using our prototype system. The process requires a local 

database administrator to design a conceptual schema of a local database using USM*, to 

establish mappings between each local schema components (i.e.. entity classes, 

relationships and attributes) and the corresponding federated schema component, and 

finally to map each local schema component to the corresponding ontology component. 
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The first step is designing a conceptual schema that represents a particular local 

database. After identifying all the relations and associated attributes the administrator 

wants to share, he or she can access the system using any Java-enabled web browser. Note 

that the administrator should obtain a password to access the system. The purposes of 

designing a conceptual schema are twofold. As discussed in [Dowell et al. 1998j, some 

information presented in a relational model is implicit. For example, a foreign key (a 

relation in the case of a many-to-many relationship) implicitly represents a relationship 

between two entity classes. Consequently, a relational model provides limited semantics. 

To alleviate the semantic gaps between the relational model and the domain knowledge 

represented in the ontology, the implicit information from the relational model should be 

made explicit and captured in a semantically rich set of USM* constructs. In addition, the 

conceptual schema developed using a semantic model is independent of the physical 

implementation of the local database. The second reason for designing a local schema is to 

capture more complete structural information about a local database, which may not be 

captured in the ontology at the later stage of the process. Because the structural 

information is used during local query generation and semantic mediation processes, it is 

very important to create a conceptual schema that precisely represents the intended 

semantics of a local database. This step can be expedited if the system can provide reverse-

engineering facility. The current system does not provide such service, but reverse 

engineering will be implemented in a future version. 
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The second step is to establish mappings between the local schema just created and 

the federated schema. To facilitate the mapping process, it is necessary to recognize 

semantically equivalent schema components between the local schema and the federated 

schema. The semantic knowledge regarding all the federated schema components can be 

obtained by browsing meta-information, i.e., describing each schema component using the 

browsing facility provided by die system and/or by consulting the federated database 

administrator. If the federated schema does not have a matching schema component 

correctly representing a local schema component, the federated database administrator will 

create it. 

The next step requires the construction of the ontology-schema mapping knowledge. 

As described in Section 6.3. the local database administrator starts browsing the SCROL. 

Since the SCROL components (i.e.. concepts and instances) are used to characterize 

contextual descriptions of the underlying data and are classified based on different semantic 

conflict types, they help identify semantic conflicts and thus achieve semantic 

interoperability. The knowledge of ontology-schema mappings is important in 

understanding the meanings of underlying data that may have different assumptions. 

The three steps described above complete the process of registering a local schema. 

Note that the second step (the schema mapping process) and the third step (the ontology-

schema mapping process) are not necessarily completed in that sequence. Steps can be 

alternated or the ontology-schema mapping process can be completed before undertaking 

the schema mapping process. 
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We measured the time taken for completing the registration process in an experiment 

involving three local database administrators. However, since the time required to consult 

a federated database administrator or domain experts when some components have not 

been created in the federated schema or the SCROL varies and is very difficult to measure, 

we did not consider it. To simplify the experiment process, a federated database 

administrator previously had created a federated schema that represents three local schemas 

and all the components in SCROL required by the local schemas had been identified by 

domain experts. All subjects had comprehensive knowledge of their local databases and 

were well acquainted with the prototype system. 

As summarized in Table 7.1, the total registration process time taken for the first 

local schema, called Schema A was 12 hours and 11 minutes. Schema A consisted of 

twelve entity classes, seven relationships and thirty-seven attributes (fifty-six in total). The 

total time taken for the Schema B was 11 hours and 52 minutes. Schema B was made up of 

seventeen entity classes, eleven relationships and twenty-nine attributes (fifty-seven in 

total). Although the total number of components in Schema B was greater than that of 

Local 
Schema 
Name 

Total 
Time 

Schema 
Design 
Time 

Schema 
Mapping 

Time 

Ontology-
Schema 
Mapping 

Time 

The Total Number 
of Schema 

Components 
Constructed 

Schema A 731 mins 162 mins 248 mins 321 mins 56 
Schema B 712 mins 177 mins 223 mins 312 mins 57 
Schema C 751 mins 174 mins 254 mins 323 mins 58 
Average 732 mins 171 mins 242 mins 319 mins 57 

Table 7.1: Summary of the Experiment Measuring Time taken for 
Completing the Registration Process 
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Schema A, total registration time was less. This resulted partly from the fact that, although 

the total number of components in Schema B was greater tlian that of Schema A. Schema 

A contained more attributes, and required more time for the schema and ontology-schema 

mapping processes. Schema C comprised eighteen entity classes, ten relationships and 

thirty attributes (fifty-eight in total). The total process time for registering Schema C was 

12 hours and 31 minutes. For the three schemas. the average number of components was 

fifty-seven, consisting of sixteen entity classes, nine relationships and thirty-two attributes. 

The average of the total process time was 12 hours and 12 minutes, comprising 2 hours and 

51 minutes for schema design, 4 hours and 2 minutes for the schema mapping process, and 

5 hours and 19 minutes for the ontology-schema mapping process. Note that the local 

administrator may have taken longer to establish ontology-schema mappings for the first 

time, since SCROL had not yet been searched to identify the matching ontology 

components. However, familiarity with the entire components of the SCROL may reduce 

such time. As the local database administrator becomes acquainted with most of the 

components in the SCROL, the ontology-schema mapping time should be significantly 

reduced. This is partly because the common ontology is relatively static and the existing 

components are not modified fi-equently. On the other hand, there may be no significant 

learning effect on the schema mapping process. This is partly because different local 

schemas managed by the same database administrator usually have been developed for 

different applications; thus, each local schema may be mapped to a different federated 

schema. 



7.2 Evaluation Criteria 

In testing the system, we wished to examine how well it handles different types of 

semantic conflicts from various applications domains and to gain from the test results 

insights to guide our future research. Two evaluation criteria were used: 

• What types of semantic conflicts are automatically resolved by the system alone, and 

which cannot be resolved by the system, thus requiring human intervention? 

• Which types of semantic conflicts can be resolved by SCROL (and ontology-schema 

mapping knowledge) and which can be resolved by schema mapping knowledge? 

The purpose of using the first criterion is to learn what kinds of semantic conflicts 

can be automatically detected and resolved by the system without fiirther human 

intervention. One objective of this research has been to provide an automatic mechanism 

for detecting and resolving, with as little human intervention as possible, various semantic 

conflicts found in geographic and non-geographic databases. Building the ontology and 

mapping knowledge is a one-time task that should be performed by human experts. The 

incremental effort required from a small numbers of human experts to update domain 

knowledge is necessary, but the system should take care of the rest of the job. The user 

should be able to describe the underlying data in terms he or she understands, making it 

possible to access a large number of autonomous databases without prior knowledge of 

their information content, to manage large volume of heterogeneous information sources, 

automatically to transform semantic conflicts to target contexts, and to present the query 
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results in a meaningful way that the user can easily understand. Ideally, with the help of 

the semantic mediators, the system should be able to resolve all semantic conflicts that 

domain experts have identified. This will reduce the burden on end-users, already 

experiencing "information overload", to acquire extensive knowledge of the contents and 

structure of available information sources in order to obtain an answer for a particular 

query. However, since we have observed that the process of achieving semantic 

interoperability cannot be completely automated, our evaluation criteria will help us study: 

(1) to what extent can our methodology and the system automate (or semi-automate) the 

conflict resolution process; and (2) what kinds of actions should the system take to guide 

the user if it cannot resolve a certain type of semantic conflict? 

Many approaches to achieving semantic interoperability among autonomous and 

heterogeneous database systems have been proposed. For instance, some rely heavily on 

mapping knowledge while others tend to depend on mediators or agents to act on behalf of 

human experts. We recognize that no single method could provide a comprehensive 

solution and therefore have established the second criterion in order to study the limitations 

of each method. This will both broaden the realm of each method by overcoming its 

drawbacks and facilitating synergy effects and allow the knowledge acquired from the 

study to be used as a basis for future research. Ultimately, our research attempts to give a 

comprehensive solution to achieving interoperability by embracing die advantages of 

different methods and overcoming their limitations. 



We observed several potential pitfalls during the evaluation process. This research 

uses the formal model USM* as a canonical model for schema design and integration. 

Although the choice of the canonical model is important in the schema integration process 

[Sheth et al. 1993], there is no widely accepted formal guideline by which to evaluate its 

suitability in a particular situation. Most researchers tend to adopt their own data model or 

one of many known models (see [Hull and ICing 1987; Peckham and Maryanski 1988 ]). 

Only a few properties, such as support for semantic relativism, structural and behavioral 

expressiveness, and orthogonality of constructs [Salter et al. 1991; Sheth et al. 1993], have 

been used as evaluation criteria. The formal model suggested in the paper satisfies such 

requirements but, in addition, to the best of our knowledge, it is the only data model that 

allows us to model space and time. 

We adopted three different cases, each of which represents a different application 

area: 

(1) The first case involved three heterogeneous databases used in land-use applications. 

These datasets were developed to store information about buildings constructed on 

residential or commercial/industrial areas. 

(2) The second involved a set of databases used by ecologists. It consisted of three 

databases designed for different purposes. The first captured soil-related information. 

The second was designed for fire simulation, while the third was used to capture 

vegetation and different water types. 



(3) The third case involved two databases for publications, each of which was 

independently developed by researchers and librarians. 

The first two cases are categorized as being in the geographic database domain, while the 

third deals with non-geographic databases. We selected these from among many other 

databases because they together contained all the different types of semantic conflicts 

described in Section 4.1. enough to evaluate our methodology and the prototype system. 

73 Case 1: Land-Use Heterogeneous Databases 

The first case used to evaluate the proposed methodology and the prototype system 

involved a set of three heterogeneous databases used in land-use information systems. 

We adopted these heterogeneous database schemas originally described in [Nyerges 

1989], and then modified and expanded them to include as many semantic conflicts as 

possible in order to investigate the e.xtent to which the methodology and the system can 

handle different types of semantic conflicts and automate the semantic conflict resolution 

process. 

The first database schema was developed for the City of Seattle Office for Long-

range Planning (OLP) and is depicted in Figure 7.1. As shown in the figure, the OLP 

schema consists of nine entity classes and nine relationships. The BUILDING entity class 

in the OLP schema is described as a generalization over the R£S_BLIILDING and 
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Figure 7.1: OLP Schema (Local) 

CI BUILDING entity classes, which respectively describe buildings located in residential 

and commercial/industrial areas. The LAND PARCEL entity class, capturing land parcels 

and their usage information, is tracked by various census data stored in CENSUS_TRACT 

that describes census information gathered for different purposes. A land parcel may have 

several ZONEs. The schema also indicates that two different land-use taxes are imposed 

on the each land parcel. Such information is captured in the SURPACE_WATER_BILL 

and PROPERTY TAX entity classes. The PERMIT entity class is used for recording 

permits for building uses in a particular land parcel, and STREET SEGMENT provides 
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address ranges of each street block. This conceptual schema was implemented in a 

relational database consisting of sixteen relations and seventy-one attributes in total. 

Figure 7.2 illustrates the database schema of the City of Seattle Department of 

Construction and Land Use (DCLU). It is another database schema intended to capture 

land use information for Seattle. The DCLU schema is different from the OLP schema in 

several ways. For example, the DCLU schema has a single BUILDING entity class to 

capture building information in both residential and industrial/commercial areas, while the 

• l l l H I M I I I I i m U H B W I l l l l — 1 ^ — ^ — i — — —  
ffm Y|n» {oom dNttw \tamm  ̂

ij 

Figure 7.2: DCLU Schema (Local) 
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OLP schema clearly distinguishes two different subclasses, RES_BU1LDING and 

CI_BUILDING. The entity class PROPERTY in the DCLU schema is similar to 

LAND_PARCEL in the OLP schema. Unlike the OLP schema, the DCLU schema 

maintains finer levels of street addresses, and has two entity classes, STREET_SEGMENT 

and ADDRESS_RANGE. The DCUL has only one entity class. TAX_AMOUNT, to 

capture land-use related tax information. The DCLU schema consists of seven entity 

classes and five relationships. The actual implementation of this schema is made up of 

seven relations and fifty-four attributes, relatively fewer than those of OLP. 

The last database schema was developed for the King County Department of 

Assessments (DOA), which aims to capture land-use information not only in Seattle but 

also in surrounding areas. As shown in Figure 7.3. the DOA schema constitutes si.x entity 

classes and four relationships and has been implemented on a relational database consisting 

of six relations and forty-seven attributes. The DOA schema does not capture street 

segment and census tract information at all, and unlike the other two schemas described 

previously, its LAND PARCEL entity class is represented as a generalization over 

RES_LAND_PARCEL and CI_LAND_PARCEL, each of which corresponds to 

RES_BUILDING and CI_BUILDrNG, respectively. 

In order to represent these three schemas, the federated schema LAND-USE has been 

developed by a system integrator who has knowledge of this domain. The federated 
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Figure 73: DOA Schema (Local) 

schema is simply a union of the three local schemas and is depicted in Figure 7.4. It 

captures all the entity classes and relationships as well as attributes described in the local 

schemas. The metadata of these four schemas that have been implemented in relational 

components databases are described in Appendix C. All the semantically related schema 

were identified and mappings between them established. In addition, each schema 

component has been mapped to the corresponding SCROL component by domain experts. 
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Figure 7.4: LAND-USE Schema (Federated) 

7.3.1 Data-Level Conflicts 

Data Value Conflicts 

Two data value conflicts were identified in the Land-Use case. As shown in Table 7.2. 

the first of these involved conflicts in current building condition, building construction 

quality, and overall building quality. Current building condition indicates the current 

quality status of a building, while construction quality is indicated by grades assigned to 
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Data Value Conflicts 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Construction 
Quality 

(Figure 7.5a) 

DOA 

CI 
BUILDING 

construction_ 
quality 

EXCELLENT. 
POOR, GOOD 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Construction 
Quality 

(Figure 7.5a) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

grade 
AAABBBC. 
BBBACCC 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Construction 
Quality 

(Figure 7.5a) 
OLP 

BUILDING grade A. B. C. and D 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Construction 
Quality 

(Figure 7.5a) 
OLP 

CI 
BUILDING 

construction_ 
quality 

EXCELLENT, 
POOR 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Construction 
Quality 

(Figure 7.5a) 
OLP 

RES 
BUILDING 

condition_ 
code_rb 

AAABBBC, 
AAABBCC 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Land Parcel 
Suitability 

(Figure 7.5b) 

DOA 

CI LAND 
PARCEL 

suitability 
Very high. Low. 
Moderate 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Land Parcel 
Suitability 

(Figure 7.5b) 

DOA 
RES LAND 
PARCEL 

suitability 
Very high. Low. 
Moderate 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Land Parcel 
Suitability 

(Figure 7.5b) 
DCLU PROPERTY suitability 

Very high. Low. 
Moderate 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.2: Data Value Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

a building after it has been built. Construction quality is of two different types: 

commercial/industrial and residential. Different criteria can be applied to building 

construction quality, depending on whether a building is constructed in a commercial/ 

industrial area or a residential area. In addition, construction quality and current building 

condition may affect overall building quality. The DOA schema captured two different 

types of building quality. DOA.CI_BUILDING.construction_quality stored the 

construction quality of buildings constructed in commercial/industrial areas and 

DOA.RES_BUILDING.grade recorded the current building quality condition code for a 

given building in a residential area. DOA.RES_BUILDING.grade contained a 7-character 

string, each of which represented a grade for different building quality condition code. The 

actual data value stored in DOA.RES_BLnLDING.grade was 'AAABBBC. The first 
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character 'A" was a grade for roof condition, the second character "A" was a grade for 

electricity condition and so on. 

In the OLP schema, construction building quality was recorded in the attribute 

"construction_quality" in the CI_BUILDING that was semantically equivalent to the 

values stored in the attribute "construction_quality" in the CI BUlLDrNG from the DOA 

schema. In addition, OLP.RES_BLnLDING.condition_code_RB stored building quality 

condition code for buildings in a residential area in a 7-character string. Unlike the 

DOA.RES BUILDING.grade, however, it recorded individual quality condition in 

different order. For example, the first character indicated a grade for electricity condition 

and the second character indicated roof condition. Moreover, the OLP schema stored 

additional building quality information, i.e., overall building quality, that was not captured 

in the DAO schema. The overall building quality grade such as "A*. "B". "C" or "D* was 

recorded in the superclass BUILDING and was derived from the weighted average of the 

current building conditions and construction quality. 

Figure 7.5a illustrates the ontology-schema mappings of the local schemas. It also 

shows the mappings between the ontology and the federated schema. Its mapping 

information is required because, since the user always initiates a query from the federated 

schema, the corresponding component of the federated schema should be mapped by the 

conflict controller. During the conflict resolution process, the conflict resolver associated 

with die conflict controller concept, i.e., 'ConstructionQuaiityResolver'. has knowledge 
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Figure 7.5: Data Value Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

about the sequence order vvithin each current building condition quality code for each 

schema as well as about the calculation rules for generating the overall quality grade. 

Hence, the resolver correctly transforms the data values in DOA schema to the matching 

semantics of the data values in the OLP schema or vice versa. 
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The second example of data value conflict, summarized in Table 7.2, is related to 

different semantic meanings of the same data value when determining land parcel 

suitability. The example contained two different types of land parcel suitability: those for 

constructing residential buildings or for building commercial/industrial buildings. As 

indicated in the table, the DOA schema clearly splits land parcel suitability measures into 

two different types: suitability for commercial/residential land use or for residential use. 

Thus, DOA.Cl_LAND_PARCEL.suitability captured only the results of the suitability test 

over commercial/industrial areas and DOA.RES_LAND_PARCEL.suitability stored land 

use suitability for residential purposes. The suitability of a particular land parcel was rated 

as "Very High". "High". "Moderate", "Low", or "Very Low". Accordingly, as indicated in 

Figure 7.5b. The DOA.Cl_LAND_PARCEL.suitability was mapped to "Commercial" in 

the SCROL and DOA.RES_LAND_PARCEL.suitability was mapped to "Residential'. 

However, in the DCLLf schema, the results of the suitability measures of both types 

were stored in a single attribute. DCLU.PROPERTY.suitability. Thus, unlike DOA, no 

way is provided to recognize which data value is for residential area simply by examining 

the attribute because the attribute contains two different types of land parcel suitability. In 

this case, we identified referral to the information captured in the associated entity class 

DCLU.PERMIT entity (see Figure 7.2) as the only way to distinguish the semantic 

meanings (i.e., residential or commercial/industrial) of data values stored in the attribute. 

The DCLU.PERMIT entity contained land-use information (i.e., residential or commercial/ 

industrial) of a particular land parcel. Theretbre, if we know the data value of 
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DCLU.PROPERTY as referred to in DCLU.PERMIT. we can identify the type of land 

parcel suitability associated with that data value. Since DCLU.PROPERTY.suitability 

contained both commercial/industrial and residential land parcel suitability, it was mapped 

to the concept "Parcel Suitability'. The resolver containing the domain specific knowledge 

about this situation can determine the semantic meaning of each data value in the 

DCLU.PROPERTY.suitability by referring to the above ontology mapping and the 

DCLU.PERMIT entity with a given primary key in DCLU.PROPERTY. 

Note that, as shovm in Table 7.2. the first column in the table labels the conflict name 

and indicates its figure number in the ontology-schema mapping actually being constructed 

for the conflict in the SCROL. The last column titled "Resolvable" is used to specify 

whether the conflict was resolved by the semantic mediators ("Yes" if it is resolved by the 

semantic mediators; otherwise "No") and to point out that, if the conflict was resolved, 

whether it was resolved using the ontology (and ontology-schema mapping knowledge) or 

schema-mapping knowledge or both ("Ontology" if the semantic mediators used the 

ontology; "Schema" if they used schema mapping knowledge during the semantic 

mediation). We will use this convention for all tables summarizing each t>-pe of conflict 

found dviring the evaluation phase. 

Data Representation Conflicts 

Two cases identified as data representation conflicts in the Land-Use databases are 

summarized in Table 7.3. The first of these was related to different date formats in two 
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Data Representation Conflicts 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Date 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.6a) 

DCLU 
PERMIT 

date_pennit_ 
issued 

•01-JAN-1997' 
(Date) Yes 

(Ontology) 

Date 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.6a) OLP PERMIT 
permit_ 
issue_date 

'01 01, 1997' 
(String) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Address 
Prefix 

Conflict 
(Figure 7.6b) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

street_name_ 
prefix 

4811 E. 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Address 
Prefix 

Conflict 
(Figure 7.6b) 

DCLU BLriLDING 

street_number 4811 Yes 
(Ontology) 

Address 
Prefix 

Conflict 
(Figure 7.6b) 

DCLU BLriLDING 
street_ 
direction_ 
prefix 

E 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.3: Data Representation Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

local schemas. As indicated in the table, the DCLU schema has an attribute in the 

PERMIT entity class that stored permit issue date as Julian date data type, while the data 

type tor PERMIT.permit_issue_date in the OLP schema was detined as a string with the 

"mm dd, yyyy" format. Both attributes were mapped to the corresponding ontology 

instance as illustrated in Figure 7.6a. This is a case in which different data sources use 

different data types for the same information. During the semantic resolution process, a 

specialized conflict resolver performs the format conversion between the data values from 

two different formats. For example, if the user wants to see the all date formats in the form 

of "dd-mmm-yy" as a target context, the conflict resolver will transform the data values in 

OLP.PERMIT.permit_issue_date from "mm dd, yyyy" to "dd-mmm-yy" format. 

The second example of data representation conflict was a conflicting address format, 

specifically the street name prefLx. In general, a street name prefix consists of a street 

number and a street direction prefix. The street direction prefix identifies the direction of 
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Figure 7.6: Data Representation Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

the street (e.g.. north ('N'), south ('S'), etc.). As shown in the table, the entity class 

RES BUILDING in DOA schema has an attribute "street_name_prefix" that stored data 

values in the form of a combination of street number and the street direction prefixes (e.g.. 

"4811 E.*). On the other hand, in the DCLU schema, the entity class BUILDING has two 

attributes "street_number" and "street_direcdon_prefix". The combination of the two 
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attributes reflects the same representation of the data values stored in the 

DOA.RES_BUILDING.street_name_prefix. This type of conflict can also be resolved by 

a specialized conflict resolver that deals with address format conflicts either by combining 

segments of the street or by splitting the address into the requested format, using the 

ontology. The corresponding ontology-schema mapping is depicted in Figure 7.6b. 

Data Unit Conflicts 

The Land-Use databases contained four different data unit conflicts. The first involved 

different measurement units for the size of surface area. As shown in Table 7.4. the 

attributes in the DOA.CI_BUIILDING and the OLP.RES_BUILDING recorded the 

surface area of the buildings and its measurement unit is "acre". On the other hand, the 

attributes in the DOA.RES_BUILDrNG and the OLP.CI BUILDFNG stored the data 

vales of the surface area of the buildings in "square feet". In addition, in the DOA 

schema. LAND_PARCEL.area_size used its measurement unit as "acre". Thus, as 

illustrated in Figure 7.7a, the attributes in 0LP.RES_BU1LDING. DOA.CI BUILDING. 

DOA.LAND_PARCEL were mapped to the instance of concept "Area" called "Acre", but 

the attributes in DOA.RES_BUILDING and OLP.CI_BUILDING were mapped to 

"Square Feet*. In such a situation, if the user wants to retrieve information about the 

surface area sizes for all buildings constructed in the residential areas in square meters 

but not in acres or square feet, a conflict resolver will transform the data values stored in 

DOA.RES_BUILDING.area_in_square_feet by multiplying them by 0.0929 (i.e.. from 
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Data Unit Conflicts 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Area 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7a) 

DOA 

CI 
BUILDING 

gross_area 
10 
(acre) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Area 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7a) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

area_in_ 
square_feet 

2000 
(square feet) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Area 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7a) 

DOA 

LAND 
PARCEL 

area_size 
200 
(acre) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Area 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7a) 

OLP 

CI 
BUILDING 

gross_area_ci 
2000 
(square feet) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Area 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7a) 

OLP 
RES 
BUILDING 

total_housing_ 
unit area 
RB 

0.02 
(acre) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Currency 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7b) 

DOA 
REAL 
PROPERTY 

tax_bill 
100 
(US dollar) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Currency 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7b) 

DCLU 
TAX 
AMOUNT 

property_tax 
100 
(US dollar) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Currency 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7b) 

DCLU 
TAX 
AMOUNT surface water 

bill 
100 
(US dollar) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Currency 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7b) 

OLP 

PROPERTY 
TAX 

amount 
100 
(US dollar) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Currency 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.7b) 

OLP SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

amount 
100 
(US dollar) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Temperature 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.8a) 

DCLU PROPERTY temperature 
12 
(Celsius) Yes 

(Ontology) 

Temperature 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.8a) OLP 
LAND 
PARCEL 

avg_ 
temperature 

53.60 
(Fahrenheit) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Duration 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.8b) 

DCLU 
CENSUS 
TRACT 

duration 
3 
(weeks) Yes 

(Ontology) 

Duration 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.8b) OLP 
CENSUS_ 
TRACT 

census_durati 
on 

21 
(days) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.4: Data Unit Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

square feet to square meters). Similarly, the data values captured in the RES_BUILDING 

attribute in the OLP schema will be multiplied by 4047 to convert the values in acres to the 

corresponding values in square meters. 
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Figure 7.7: Data Unit Conflicts in Land-Use Databases (1) 

The second example was associated with conflicts in currency units. For instance, as 

indicated in Table 7.4. DOA.REAL_PROPERTY.tax_bill captured tax amount for each tax 

type and used US dollar as its currency data value unit. Similarly, two attributes in 
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DCLU.TAX_AMOUNT recorded tax amount information for property tax and surface 

water tax in US dollar. In addition, both PROPERTY_TAX.amount and 

SURFACE WATER BlLL.amount in the OLP schema captured the same information in 

US dollar. Since all the attributes in this example used US dollar as their currency, all of 

them were mapped to the 'US Dollar' ontology instance, while the attributes in the 

federated schema were mapped to its conflict controller "Currency' as shown in Figure 

7.7b. In this case, therefore, no attributes had any conflict in currency units. However, if a 

user had wanted to retrieve all the tax amounts from the three databases in Canadian 

dollars, the conflict resolver called "CurrencyResolver" would have transformed the data 

values stored in these attributes to values specified in the target context 'Canadian Dollar". 

As seen in this case, our system not only resolves semantic conflicts among participating 

databases, but also transforms any semantic meanings to any type of target context 

semantics that the user wants to see, as long as they are mapped to any child of the conflict 

controller. This example also contained schematic discrepancies which will be discussed in 

the next section. 

The third example involved conflicts in two different temperature units. For 

instance, DCLU.PROPERTY.temperature recorded average temperature in "Celsius", 

while OLP.LAND PARCEL.avg temperature stored temperamre data in "Fahrenheit". 

Thus, as illustrated in Figure 7.8a, the former was mapped to "Celsius' and the latter was 

mapped to "Fahrenheit'. If the user wanted to see the query results in "Celsius' temperature 

unit as a target context, the conflict resolver would have transformed the data values stored 
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Temperature ^ 

Celsius.' Fahrenheit 

LAND PARCEL 

\ 
j; ^ ^avg iemperature^ 

CL 
LAND PARCEL 

RES 
LAND_PARCEL 

Land-l'se 
(Federal Schema) 

ayg_tOTperaturel' 

LAND PARCEL 

(a) 

Duration 

OLP 

temperature iperatu 

T 
PROPERTY 

DCLli 

Week Dav 

' duration ~ 

CENSUS 
TR/\Cr 

Land-L'se 
(Federal Schema) 

duration 

CENSUS 
TRvVCT 

DCLl" 

_census duration. 

CENSUS. 
TR^XCr 

OLP 

(b) 

Figure 7.8: Data Unit Conflicts in Land-Use Databases (2) 

in OLP.LAND_PARCEL.avg_temperatiire from "Fahrenheit' to "Celsius" by subtracting 

32. multiplying the result by 5. and then dividing by 9. The conversion formula is encoded 

in the "TemperatureResolver'. 

The last example in data unit conflicts was related to differences in time duration. As 

summarized in Table 7.4. the attributes from the CENSUS TRACT in the DCLU schema 
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and the CENSUS TRACT in the OLP schema recorded the duration of time taken for 

completing the census of a given tract. Although both descriptions have the same semantic 

meaning, they use different duration units. In this example, the data values recorded in the 

attribute "duration" in the DCLU schema were based on "week", while those stored in the 

attribute "census_duration" in the OLP schema were based on "day". The ontology-

schema mapping for this case is illustrated in Figure 7.8b. When the user wants to retrieve 

census duration in days, the resolver will transform the data values stored in the DCLU 

schema from 'Week' to "Day' by multiplying the original data values by 7. 

Data Precision Conflicts 

Three e.xamples in the Land-Use databases were identified as data precision conflicts. 

The first was an example of geo-coding conflicts. The three schemas maintain land 

parcel numbers, each of which is a unique identification number for each land parcel. In 

this example, as shown in Table 7.5. parcel numbers consist of 10-digit characters. The 

first 6 digits in a parcel number are considered a major number that identifies the sector 

to which the land parcel belongs, while the last 4 digits comprise a minor number used to 

indicate a particular land parcel. As shown in this case, the entity class LAND PARCEL 

in the DOA schema and the entity class PROPERTY in the DCLU schema used both the 

major and minor descriptors in a single attribute that stored each land parcel number as a 

lO-digit character string. However, OLP.LAND PARCEL captured the major and minor 

numbers in two distinct attributes that are •'assessor_major_number" and 
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Data Precision Conflicts 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Parcel 
Coding 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9a) 

DOA 
LAND 
PARCEL 

parcel_number 1234560111 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Parcel 
Coding 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9a) 

DCLU PROPERTY 
assessor_ 
parcel_number 

1234560111 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Parcel 
Coding 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9a) 
OLP 

LAND 
PARCLE 

assessor_ 
major_number 

123456 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Parcel 
Coding 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9a) 
OLP 

LAND 
PARCLE assessor_ 

minor_number 
0111 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Scale 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9b) 

DOA 
CI 
BUILDING 

gross_area 1000 (1 scale) 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Scale 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9b) OLP 
CI 
BUILDING 

gross_area_ci 1 (1000 scale) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

street_name_ 
prefix 

4811 E. 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

street_name Grant 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

street_type Road 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

zip_code 82211 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 
DCLU BUILDING 

street_number 4811 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 
DCLU BUILDING 

street_ 
direction_ 
prefix 

E 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 
DCLU BUILDING 

street_name Grant 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Descriptive 
Location 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.9c) 
DCLU BUILDING 

street_type Road 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.5: Data Precision Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

••assessor_minor_number"\ respectively. The corresponding ontology-schema mapping is 

depicted in Figure 7.9a. As illustrated in this example, it is obvious that, without 

combining the major and minor numbers, the user cannot requests a query on OLP local 

schema because the data values range over two different attributes. However, the conflict 

resolvers in our prototype system can handle various kinds of geo-coding conflicts, based 

on geo-coding transformation rules. 
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Figure 7.9: Data Precision Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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The second example of data precision conflict involved the use of different scale 

factors. As seen in Table 7.5. the data valued stored in DOA.Cl BUILDING.gross area 

was based as a scale factor of 1. On the other hand. OLP.Cl_BUILDlNG.gross_area_ci 

used a scale factor of 1.000 to record similar information. In such a situation, if the user 

wants to access the data using a scale factor of 1. the "ScaleResolver" will transform the 

numeric values stored in OLP.CI_BUILDING.gross_area_ci from a lOOO-scale unit to a 1-

scale unit by multiplying them by 1000. Their ontology-schema mappings are depicted in 

Figure 7.9b. 

The third was an example spatial resolution conflicts involving missing zip code 

values. As can be seen in Table 7.5. the RES BUILDING in the DOA schema had 

attributes for capturing both street address and zip code information. However, the 

BUILDING in the DCLU schema contained attributes for street information but did not 

maintain zip codes for all buildings. Their ontology-schema mappings are illustrated in 

Figure 7.9c. In this idnd of situation, the conflict controller, called 'Descriptive Location 

Resolver". maintains a lookup table that contains mapping information about the addresses 

and corresponding zip codes. If the resolver knows the street address, then it can derive 

the matching zip code value from the lookup table. However, since the instance mapping 

relationship between 'Street Address' and "Zip Code' is many-to-one. when the user 

provides a zip code value and wants to retrieve data in address format, the resolver may 

retum a set of addresses that belong to the zip code. In addition, to perform the lookup 
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process, the street number and street direction prefix in the DCLU schema must be 

combined into one street name prefix. This combining process has already been explained. 

Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts 

In Land-Use databases, three examples were identified as known data value reliability 

conflicts. As explained in Section 4.1.1.5. the reliability of source data is usually 

determined by measurement of error, measuring instruments, precision of measurements, 

and treatment of the time dimension. As summarized in Table 7.6, the first example 

shows that the reliability of data stored in DOA.REAL_PROPERTY was assigned a 

value of "Low", and the data recorded in OLP.SURFACE_WATER_BILL, 

OLP.PROPERTY TAX and DCLU.TAX_AMOLrNT were regarded as "highly reliable". 

Similar interpretations may be applied to the other two examples. Conflicts of this type 

Known Data Value Reliability Conflict 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Reliability Resolvable 

Tax Value 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10a) 

DOA REAL PROPERTY Low 

No 
Tax Value 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10a) 

DCLU TAX_AMOUNT High 
No 

Tax Value 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10a) OLP 
PROPERTY_TAX High No 

Tax Value 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10a) OLP SURFACE 
WATER_BILL 

High 

No 

Land Parcel 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10b) 

DOA LAND PARCEL High 
No 

Land Parcel 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10b) 
DCLU PROPERTY Low No 

Land Parcel 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10b) OLP LAND_PARCEL High 
No 

Building 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10c) 

DOA 
CI BUILDING Moderate 

No 
Building 

Reliability 
(Figure 7.10c) 

DOA 
RES BUILDING Moderate 

No 
Building 

Reliability 
(Figure 7.10c) 

DCLU BUILDING Moderate 
No 

Building 
Reliability 

(Figure 7.10c) 
OLP BUILDING Low 

No 

Table 7.6: Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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cannot be resolved because there is no way to apply any semantic transformation rule. 

Therefore, the conflict resoiver simply informs the user of the reliability of each data source 

that the user wants to retrieve, based on the mapping information shown in Figure 7.10. 

The user is responsible for choosing which data sources to retrieve. 

Spatial Domain Conflicts 

Spatial domain conflicts are defined as the differences in specifications of geographic 

regions or objects. However, since these conflicts occur when different application 

domains require different specifications, each classification may be defended as correctly 

categorized. Because their definitions are legal, the conflict resoiver cannot resolve the 

differences in their semantic meanings. One example is summarized in Table 7.7. Based 

on the mappings shovsoi in Figure 7.11, the conflict resoiver will simply warn the user 

that different data sources have different specifications for defining residential area and 

commercial/industrial areas. 

Data-Level Conflict Summary 

Table 7.8 summarizes the results of analysis of the data-level conflicts found in Land-Use 

databases. In the Land-Use database case, of the fifteen conflicts identified, eleven were 

resolved by semantic mediators. The SCROL played a critical role in semantic 

reconciliation at the data-level conflicts, because, as indicated in the summary table. 
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Figure 7.10: Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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Spatial Domain Conflicts 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Spatial Domain Resolvable 

Land Usage 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.11) 

DOA 
LAND P.ARCEL 

No 
Land Usage 

Conflict 
(Figure 7.11) 

DOA RES LAND PARCEL Residential 
No 

Land Usage 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.11) 

DOA 
CI LAND PARCEL C/I No 

Land Usage 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.11) DCLU PROPERTY Residential, C/1 
No 

Land Usage 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.11) 
OLP LAND PARCEL Residential, C/I 

No 

Table 7.7: Spatial Domain Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

Landusc 

Public 

Commercial Residential 

LAND PARCEL 

s V 
LAND_PARCEL 

RES 

LAND_P7\RCEL LAND_PA"RCEL 

OLP 

DOA 

Figure 7.11: Spatial Domain Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

except for known data value reliability and spatial domain conflicts, all the examples found 

were resolved based on the ontology and ontology-schema mapping knowledge. As 

explained before, since known data value reliability conflicts are differences in data 

reliability between different information sources, the semantic mediators cannot 

Commercial/ r. •. • • 
, , w Residential 
Industry 

PROPERTY 

DCLL 
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Conflict Type 
Number of 
Conflicts 

Found 

Number of 
Conflicts 
Resolved 

Resolved based on 

Data Value 2 2 Ontology 

Data Representation 2 2 Ontology 

Data Unit 4 4 Ontology 

Data Data Granularity 1 I Ontology 
Precision Spatial Resolution 2 2 Ontology 

Known Data Value Reliability J 0 N/A 

Spatial Domain 1 0 N/A 

Table 7.8: Summary of Data-Level Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

reconcile conflicts in data reliability among different information sources. Similarly, the 

semantic mediators cannot resolve conflicts in different spatial domain specifications 

because in some sense the spatial domains are legally defined by different application 

domains. In such a situation, the semantic mediators notify the user that potential conflicts 

in spatial domains exist. 

7.3.2 Schema-Level Conflicts 

Naming Conflicts 

Among three local schemas in the Land-Use databases, twelve attribute synonyms and 

one attribute homonym were identified, as summarized in Table 7.9. Attribute synonym 

conflicts occur when two different attributes that have different attribute names represent 

the same concept. Attribute homonym conflicts arise when two different attributes that 

have the same attribute name represent different concepts. In addition, two examples 

were identified as entity naming conflicts: one-entity synonyms and one-entity 
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Attribute Naming Conflicts 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

DCLU BUILDING building_id 11121 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP BUILDING building_number 11121 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DOA 
LAND 
PARCEL 

parcei_number 1234560111 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) DCLU PROPERTY 

assessor_parcel_ 
number 

1234560111 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DOA 
RES 
BUILDING 

total housing 
unit area RB 

10000 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP 

RES 
BUILDING 

area_in_square_ 
feet 

10000 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DCLU PERMIT 
permitj3roject_ 
id_number 

15 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP PERMIT 

DCLU_project_ 
number 

15 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute 
Synonyms 

DCLU PERMIT 
date_permit_ 
issued 

•01-10-
1996' 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute 
Synonyms OLP PERMIT 

permit_issue_ 
date 

•01-10-
1996" 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DCLU PERMIT 
date_permit_ 
finalized 

•30-10-
1998' 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP PERMIT permit_end_date 

•30-10-
1998" 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DOA 
REAL 
PROPERTY 

id pro 111 
Yes 

DCLU TAX TYPE taxid pro 111 (Ontology) 

OLP 
TAX 
AMOUNT 

taxid pro 111 
(Schema) 

DOA 
REAL 
PROPERTY 

tax_bill 123.08 
Yes 

(Ontology) 
OLP TAX TYPE amount 123.08 (Schema) 

DCLU 
LAND 
PARCEL 

temperature 12 (Celsius) Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP 

LAND 
PARCEL 

avg temperature 
53.60 
(Fahrenheit) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.9: Attribute Naming Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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Attribute Naming Conflicts 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

DOA 
CI BUILDI 
NG 

grossarea 10 Acre Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP 

CI BUILDI 
NG 

gross_area_ci 
2300 Square 
Feet 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute 
Synonyms 
(continued) 

DOA 
CI BUILDI 
NG 

effective_year 
•01-11-
1998' (Date) Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute 
Synonyms 
(continued) OLP 

CI BUILDI 
NG 

efFective_year_ci 
•01-11-
1998' (Date) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

DOA 
CI BUILDI 
NG 

construction_ 
quality 

•EXCELLE 
NT' Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Schema) OLP 

CI BUILDI 
NG 

construction_ 
quality _ci 

•EXCELLE 
NT" 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute 
DOA 

RES 
BUILDING 

grade AAABBC Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Homonyms 
OLP 

CI BUILDI 
NG 

grade A 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.8: Attribute Naming Conflicts in Land-Use Databases (continued) 

homonym. Entity naming conflicts are summarized in Table 7.10. Entity synonym 

conflicts occur when two different entity classes that have different entity name have the 

same semantic meaning. Entity homonym conflicts arise when two different entity classes 

that have the same entity name have different semantic meanings. Naming conflicts are 

discovered by the conflict detector, based on either the ontology or schema mapping 

knowledge. For instance, if two different schema components are mapped to instances (or 

concepts) in which their parent concepts (i.e.. conflict controllers) have disjoint 

relationships, the two schema components represent different concepts and thus they are 

homonyms if they have a same name. The conflict detector also recognizes naming 

conflicts by examining schema mappings. For example, if the entity classes having 
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Entity Naming Conflicts 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Resolvable 

Synonyms 
Conflict 

DCLU PROPERTY Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Synonyms 
Conflict OLP LAND_PARCEL 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Homonyms 
Conflict 

DCLU PERMIT Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Homonyms 
Conflict OLP PERMIT 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.10: Entity Naming Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

different entity names from two different local schemas are mapped to the same entity class 

in a federated schema, they are synonyms. 

Entity Identifier Conflicts 

One example of entity identifier conflict was found in the Land-Use databases. Table 

7.11 shows that DOA.REAL PROPERTY.owner, DCLU.TAX_AMOUNT.owner. and 

OLP.TAX TYPE.owner are the primary key attributes. Each data value in DOA.REAL_ 

PROPERTY.owner and DCLU.TAX_AMOUNT.owner was stored as an 11-digit 

character string representing a social security number. However, the TAX TYPE.owner 

in the OLP schema had a data type of string and recorded owner names. As shown in 

Figure 7.12. the concept "Person' maintains different identifiers that describe individual 

persons. In this case, the conflict resolver uses a lookup table that contains mappings 

between instances (i.e.. "Social Security Number' and "Name') of the concept 'Person' in 

order to match a given social security number and the corresponding person's name. 

Since the same name (but different individuals) may be mapped to several social security 
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Entity Identifier Conflicts 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

SSN-
Name 

Conflict 

DOA 
REAL 
PROPERTY 

owner 111-22-3333 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

SSN-
Name 

Conflict 
DCLU 

TAX 
AMOUNT 

owner 111-22-3333 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

SSN-
Name 

Conflict 
OLP TAX TYPE owner Paul Gray 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.11: Entity Identifier Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

Person 

Social Sccuritv Number w, Name 

owner 

11 
REAL_ 

PROPERTY 

Land-L'se 

(Federal Schema) 

owner owner 

REAL_ 

PROPERTY 

TAX_ 

AMOUNT 

DOA 

owner 

I 
DCLU 

TAX_TYPE 

OLP 

Figure 7.12: Entity Identifier Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

numbers (one-io-many). if the user retrieves data based on a person's name, the conflict 

resolver tells the user that it cannot exactly extract the matching social security number. 

Note that if the mapping relationship is one-to-many, only one way conversion, i.e., from a 

social security number to an owner name, is possible. 
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Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 

Schema isomorphism conflicts occur when the same entity class is described by a 

dissimilar set of attributes. In schema isomorphism conflicts, we cannot rely on the 

ontology. The query is answered based on the mappings between federated and local 

schemas and handled by Query Generator. In Land-Use databases, five schema 

isomorphism conflicts were found, as summarized in Table 7.12. 

Generalization Conflicts 

Generalization conflicts arise when different but related entity classes are modeled 

through subsumption. In the Land-Use databases, two generalization conflicts were 

found. As shown in Table 7.13, the first example was a conflict between the DOA local 

schema and the OLP local schema. The DOA schema has two entity classes to capture 

two different land parcel types, while the OLP local schema has one entity class to 

describe them in a single concept. The second example was a similar case of conflict 

between the DCLU schema that has one entity class for buildings and the OLP schema 

that has two entity classes to describe two different types of buildings. Generalization 

conflicts are usually detected firom the schema mapping knowledge and resolved during 

the query processing by the Query Generator. 
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Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 
Schema Entity Attribute Resolvable 

assessor_parcel_number 
property_name 

DCLU PROPERTY 
street_direction_prefix 

DCLU PROPERTY 
street_number 
street_name 
street_type 
id 
assessor_major_number Yes 
assessor minor number (Schema) 
land_assessed_value 

OLP LAND PARCEL 
improved_assessed_vaIue 

OLP LAND PARCEL 
usable_percentage 
topography 
last_sale_date 
parking_status 
lot_coverage 
street_segmeni_id 
low_street_number 
iiighstreetnumber 

OLP STREET_SEGMENT direction_prefix 
street_name 
streettype 
DIME_file_record_number Yes 
street_segment_id (Schema) 

low_street_number 
high_street_number 

DCLU STREET_SEGMENT segnient_direction_prefix 
segment_street_name 
segment_street_type 
DIME_file_record_number 

Table 7.12: Schema Isomorphism Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 
Schema Entity Attribute Resolvable 

permit_number 
DC LU_proj ect_number 

OLP PERMIT permit_issue_date 
permit_application_date 
permit_end_date 
permit_proj ect_id_number 
building_id Yes 
project_description (Schema) 

date_permit_issued 
DCLU PERMIT date_permit_finalized 

existing_use 
zoning 
property _street_number 
property_street_type 
building_unit_id 
building_type 
house number 
zip_code 
streetnamejrefix 

DOA RES BUILDING street_name 
street_type 

Yes 
(Schema) 

stories 
Yes 

(Schema) 
number_o f_bedrooms 

Yes 
(Schema) 

grade 
area_in_square_feet 
building number 

OLP RES_BUILDING 
grade 

OLP RES_BUILDING 
total housing unit area rb 
condition_code_rb 

Table 7.12: Schema Isomorphism Conflicts in Land-Use Databases (continued) 
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Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 
Schema Entity Attribute Resolvable 

DOA CI_BUILDING 

building_number 

Yes 
(Schema) 

DOA CI_BUILDING 
gross_area 

Yes 
(Schema) 

DOA CI_BUILDING effective_year 

Yes 
(Schema) 

DOA CI_BUILDING 
construction_quality 

Yes 
(Schema) 

DOA CI_BUILDING 

year_built 
Yes 

(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 

building_number 
Yes 

(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 

grade 

Yes 
(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 
gross_area_ci 

Yes 
(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 
effective_year_ci 

Yes 
(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 

construction_quaIity_ci 

Yes 
(Schema) 

OLP CI BUILDING 

year_built 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Table 7.12: Schema Isomorphism Conflicts in Land-Use Databases (continued) 

Generalization Conflicts 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Resolvable 

Land Parcel 
DOA 

CI LAND PARCEL 
Yes 

(Schema) 
Generalization 

DOA 
RES LAND_PARCEL 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Conflict OLP LAND_PARCEL 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Building DCLU BUILDING 
Yes 

(Schema) 
Generalization 

OLP 
CI BUILDING 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Conflict 
OLP 

RES BUILDING 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Table 7.13: Generalization Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 

Schematic Discrepancies 

Three examples were identified as schematic discrepancies in the Land-Use databases. 

We have made the following observations concerning the Land-Use databases: 
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• Each local schema has only two types of tax related to property: "property tax" and 

"surface water bill". 

• "Property" refers to either land or building or both. 

• Each tax type is collected every fiscal year. 

The first example shown in Table 7.14 typifies a data value-attribute schematic 

discrepancy. The DOA schema has one attribute, "tax_type". that uses a string data type to 

store two different tax types, i.e., "property_tax" and "surface_water_biH". On the other 

hand, the DCLU schema contains two attributes; "property_tax" storing property tax 

amount in US dollar and "surface_water_biir recording surface water bill tax amount in 

US dollar. Thus, the REAL PROPERTY in the DOA schema has one tuple per year per 

tax type depicting the tax amount, while the TAX_AMOUNT in the DCLU schema has 

one tuple per year and one attribute for each tax type storing the tax amount. Note that, as 

illustrated in Figure 7.13. the ontology-schema mapping for the attribute in die DOA 

schema is defined as mapping-by-value because each tuple value indicates the tax type; 

others are mapping-by-reference (by-type). During semantic reconciliation, the conflict 

resolver determines the tax type in the DOA schema by looking at each data value stored in 

the REAL_PROPERTY.tax_type and then assigns each data value captured in the 

REAL_PROPERTY.tax_amount into the corresponding attribute in the federated schema. 

Note that the resolver does not take any semantic transformation action on the entity class 

in the DCLU schema because the federated schema and DCLU schema are the same. 
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Schematic Discrepancies 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

id pro 1111 
owner •444-88-1 lir 

DOA 
REAL tax bill 123.50 (US$) 

DOA 
PROPERTY 

tax_type 
property tax, 
surface water bill 

Data value year 1997 
- Attribute tax id pro 1111 Yes 

(Figure year 1997 (Ontology) 
7.13) 

DCLU 
TAX 

property_ 
tax 

123.50(US$) 
DCLU 

AMOUNT surface_ 
water 
bill 

68.23(US$) 

owner 333441111 

SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

taxid surl111 
SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

amount 87.23(US$) SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

year 1997 

OLP 

SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

owner Paul Gray 
OLP 

tax id prol111 

Entity - PROPERTY amount I23.50(US$) 
Data Value TAX year 1997 Yes 

(Figure owner Paul Gray (Ontology) 
7.13) id prol111 

owner •444-88-11 ir 

DOA 
REAL tax_bill 123.50 (US$) 

DOA 
PROPERTY 

taxtype 
property_tax. 
surface water bill 

year 1997 

Table 7.14: Schematic Discrepancies in Land-Use Databases 
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Schematic Discrepancies 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

tax_id pro 1111 
year 1997 

DCLU 
TAX 

property_ 
tax 

123.50(US$) 
DCLU 

AMOUNT surface_ 
water 68.23(US$) 

Attribute - bill 
Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Entity owner 333441111 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

(Figure 
SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

tax id surl 111 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

7.13) 
SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

amount 87.23(US$) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) SURFACE 

WATER 
BILL 

year 1997 

OLP 

SURFACE 
WATER 
BILL 

owner Paul Gray 
OLP 

tax_id prol 111 
PROPERTY amount 123.50(US$) 
TAX year 1997 

owner Paul Gray 

Table 7.14: Schematic Discrepancies in Land-Use Databases (continued) 

Tax Type 

r 

^ Property Tax - < Surl"ace_Water Bill 

Bv Value 

surface u^ler bill 

property lax 

REAL 
PROPERTY 

Land-l'sc 
(Federal Schema) 

lax type 

REAL_ 
PROPERTY 

DOA 

surface water bill 

property Jxx 

DCLU 

VMOUNT 
SURFACE 

WATER BILL 
PROPERTY 

TAX 

OLP 

Figure 7.13: Schematic Discrepancies in Land-Use Databases 
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The second example demonstrates an entity-data value schematic discrepancy. The 

OLP local schema has two entity classes for two different tax types. In this case, the name 

of each tax type is the name of an entity class. Therefore, each tuple value stored in 

DOA.REAL_PROPERTY.tax_type corresponds to one of the entity class names in the 

OLP schema, i.e., PROPERTY_TAX and SURFACE_WATER_BILL. The data values in 

the OLP.PROPERTY_TAX.amount and OLP.SURFACE WATER BILL.amount were 

recorded in US dollar. During the ontology-schema mapping process, 

OLP.SURFACE_WATER_BILL.amount was mapped to •Surface_Water_Biir in the 

ontology and similarly, OLP.PROPERTY_TAX.amount was mapped to * Property_Tax' in 

the ontology. 

The third example shows an attribute-entity schematic discrepancy that arose when 

the name of attribute in one schema corresponded to the name of the entity class in another 

schema. In such a situation, the attribute names in DCLU (i.e.. "property_tax" and 

"surface water bill") correspond to the entity class names in OLP (i.e., PROPETY_TAX 

and SURFACE_WATER_BILL). As indicated in Figure 7.13. since the ontology instance 

•Property_Tax' was mapped by DCLU.TAX_AMOUNT.property_tax and 

OLP.PROPERTY_TAX.amount and the ontology instance •Surface_Water_Biir was 

mapped by DCLLf.TAX_AMOUNT.surface_water_bill and OLP.SURFACE_WATER. 

amount, the conflict resolver can correctly identity the corresponding data sources and their 

data values and perform semantic transformations among the underlying local databases. 
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Schema-Level Conflict Summary 

The analysis results of the schema-level conflicts found in Land-Use databases are 

summarized in Table 7.15. As indicated in the table, twenty-six conflicts were found and 

all of them were resolved by semantic mediators. Unlike data-level conflicts, semantic 

conflicts that occur at the schema-level cannot be resolved simply by having the ontology 

assist the semantic mediators. In particular, the structure of SCROL in the current system 

cannot capture schema isomorphism conflicts. However, generalization contlicts can be 

resolved with the help of ontology-schema mapping knowledge, although in this 

particular case, the conflicts were resolved by schema-mapping knowledge. Aggregation 

conflicts were not found in this case, but will be introduced in the next case. 

Conflict Type 
Number of 
Conflicts 

Found 

Number of 
Conflicts 
Resolved 

Resolved 
based on 

Attribute Synonyms 12 12 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Attribute Homonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Entity Synonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Entity Homonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Entity Identifier 1 1 Ontology 

Schema Isomorphism 5 5 Schema 

Generalization 2 2 Schema 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Data Value-Attribute I 1 Ontology 
Schematic 

Discrepancies 
Attribute-Entity 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Entit>'-Data Value 1 1 Ontology 

Table 7.15: Summary of Schema-Level Conflicts in Land-Use Databases 
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7.4 Case 2: Ecology Heterogeneous Databases 

The ecology heterogeneous database environment consisted of three databases and one 

federated schema. The first database schema describes information that related to soils. 

As illustrated in Figure 7.14, the SOIL schema consists of eleven entity classes and six 

relationships. This schema captures relationships between the SOIL and GEOLOGY 

entity classes, as well as COLTNTIES and VEGETATION. VEGETATION covers over 

SOIL and SOIL is eroded by TERRAIN and ANNUAL_WEATER via the dynamic 

entity class SOIL_EROSION. SOIL also has relationships with the CHANNEL and 

Figure 7.14: SOIL Schema (Local) 
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OVERLAND_FLOW spatiotemporal entity classes. The actual implementation of this 

schema consisted of a total of sixteen relations and fifty-three attributes. 

Another local schema, FIRE, was developed by fire analysts to study the impacts of 

fire on vegetation, as depicted In Figure 7.15. Unlike the SOIL schema, weather 

information is classified into several independent spatiotemporal entity classes, such as 

WIND, HUMIDITY, TEMPERATURE, SUNSHINE and RAINFALL. The schema also 

describes causality between VEGETATION and FIRE by associating the two with a cause-

effect relationship, SPREADS. In addition, the SOIL_LAYERs are associated with 

Figure 7.15: FIRE Schema (Local) 
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different geology types. The schema has seventeen entity classes and ten relationships. 

The FIRE schema had been translated into a relational database schema constituting 

twenty-seven relations and fifty-six attributes. 

Figure 7.16 describes a local schema that captures detailed relationships between 

different types of water as well as their relationships with other spatiotemporal entity 

classes. The spatiotemporal entity class WATER has three subclasses 

GROUND_WATER. SURFACE_WATER and SUBSURFACE_WATER. 

SURFACE_WATER is a super class of POND and STREAM. 

eto tm {mi • ya* 

DicOBiaa ® 

Figure 7.16: WATER Schema (Local) 
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SURSUBSURFACE_WATER is a union of SUBSURFACE_WATER and 

SURFACE_WATER, which is located near R1PARIAN_Z0NE. In addition. SOIL is 

described by GEOLOGY TYPE and is a spatiotemporal aggregate of SOIL_LAYER. 

This schema was implemented with twenty-one relations and sixty-eight attributes. 

The three schemas described above have been integrated into a federated schema 

called the ECOLOGY schema. The ECOLOGY schema illustrated in Figure 7.17 was 

developed by system integrators with the help of the local database administrators. The 

metadata of the federated schema and these local schemas are described in Appendix D. 

EBDSI 

ililBBi 

C m 

I ! 

Figure 7.17: ECOLOGY Schema (Federated) 
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The schema and ontology-schema mapping knowledge have been captured in the common 

repository. 

7.4.1 Data-Levei Conflicts 

Data Unit Conflict 

In the Ecology databases, only one type of data-level conflict was identified, i.e., a data 

unit conflict. As shown in Table 7.16, the first example of data unit contlict was 

differences in temperature units. SOIL.DAfLY_WEATHER.temperature captured daily 

temperature in "Celsius", while FIRE.TEMPERATURE.temperature stored daily 

temperature in "Fahrenheit". Consequently, as illustrated in Figure 7.18a, 

SOIL.DAILY_WEATHER.temperature was mapped to the ontology instance "Celsius' in 

SCROL and FIRE.TEMPERATURE.temperature was mapped to the ontology instance 

"Fahrenheit'. The second example of the conflict was the use of different units for 

measuring rainfall amount. SOIL.DAILY_WEATHER.rainfall_amount was used to 

store daily rainfall amount in "'centimeters", but FIRE.RAINFALL.rainfall_amount was 

used to record the same information in "inches". These schema components were also 

mapped to the corresponding ontology components as shown in Figure 7.18b. In both 

cases, the conflict resolvers, 'TemperatureResoIver' and 'AmountResolver', contain 

proper semantic transformation rules, and correctly perform semantic reconciliation. 
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Data Unit Conflicts 

Conflict Name Schem 
a 

Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Temperature 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.18a) 

SOIL 
DAILY 
WEATHER 

temperature 
12 
(Celsius) Yes 

(Ontology) 

Temperature 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.18a) FIRE TEMPERATURE temperature 
53.60 
(Fahrenheit) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Rainfall 
Amount 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.18b) 

SOIL 
DAILY 
WEATHER 

rainfall_ 
amount 

2.54 (cm) 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Rainfall 
Amount 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.18b) 
FIRE RAINFALL 

rainfall_ 
amount 

1 (inch) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.16: Data Unit Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

Temperature , 

Celsius- Fahrenheit 

"lempcralurc^ 

DAILY^ 

i WEATHER i 

DAILY 

WEATHER! 

^temperature^ 

TEMPERA 
TURE 

Ecology 
(Federal Schema) | Soil 

(a) 
Fire 

Amount 

Inch.-* Centimeter 

i cCjamfall ^amounT^ 

' j DAILY, 1 I 
: ! WEATHER 1 I 

Ecology I 
(Federal Schema) 

I CC^nfall amounCs i 
I i 
I \ 1 

DAILY, 
WEATHER 

CTramfall amount. 

RAINFALL : 

Soil I 1 Fire 

(b) 

Figure 7.18: Data Unit Conflicts in Ecology Databases 
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Number of Number of 
Conflict Type Conflicts Conflicts Resolved based on 

Found Resolved 

Data Unit 2 2 Ontology 

Table 7.17: Summary of Data-Level Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

Data-Level Conflict Summary 

The analysis results of the data-level conflicts are summarized in Table 7.17. In our 

Ecology database case, only two data unit conflicts were found and these were resolved 

by the semantic mediators. 

7.4.2 Schema-Level Conflicts 

Naming Conflicts 

Two naming conflicts were found in the Ecology databases. The first, as shown in Table 

7.18, represented attribute homonyms. In this example, SOIL.COUNTIES.id stored 

county ID numbers, while WATER.WATER.id recorded water ID number. Although 

these two attributes have the same attribute name, they describe different concepts firom 

the real world. Another example is attribute synonyms. The two attributes firom the 

SOIL schema and the FIRE schema stored daily wind speed information. Although these 

two attributes used different attribute names, both reflect the same concept (i.e., daily 

wind speed). 
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Attribute Naming Conflicts 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Homonyms 
Conflicts 

SOIL 
COUNTIE 
S 

ID 1 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Homonyms 
Conflicts 

WATER WATER ID I 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Synonyms 
Conflicts 

SOIL 
DAILY W 
EATHER 

wind_speed 8 mile/sec 
Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Synonyms 
Conflicts 

FIRE WIND rate_of_speed 9 mile/sec 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.18: Attribute Naming Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

Aggregation Conflicts 

In our Ecology databases, five conflicts were classified as aggregation conflicts. 

Aggregation conflicts arise when an aggregation is used in one database to identify a set 

of entities in another database. Table 7.19 summarizes aggregation conflicts found in the 

ecology databases. In the first example, the SOIL.ANNUAL_WEATHER.wind_speed 

stored data values for armual average wind speed, while the FIRE.WIND.rate_of_speed 

captured daily wind speed. In this instance, if the user initiated the query from 

ANNUAL_WEATHER entity class in the federated schema and the corresponding 

conflict resolver attempted to derive the armual average wind speed value fi^om the 

FIRE. WIND.rate_of_speed attribute using a semantic transformation rule that contains 

average fiinction. The second example was related to average humidity. The attribute in 

the SOIL schema recorded annual average humidity, while the attribute in the FIRE 

schema captured daily humidity values. Similarly, the diird case exemplified an average 

temperature function conflict; the attribute in the SOIL schema recorded annual average 
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Aggregation Conflicts 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

SOIL 
ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

wind_speed 8 mile/sec 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

FIRE WIND rate_of_speed 
9.5 
mile/sec 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

SOIL 
ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

humidity 22.3 Yes 
(Ontology) Average 

Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

FIRE HUMIDITY humidity 24.03 

Yes 
(Ontology) Average 

Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 
SOIL 

ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

temperature 
18 
(Celsius) Yes 

(Ontology) 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

FIRE 
TEMPERA 
TURE 

temperature 
19.0 
(Celsius) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

SOIL 
ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

rainfall_ 
amount 

23.91 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Average 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19a) 

FIRE RAINFALL 
rainfall_ 
amount 

22.23 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Count 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19b) 

SOIL 
ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

number_of_ 
sunshine 

144 days 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Count 
Function 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.19b) 
FIRE SUNSHINE sunshine 

CLR, PC, 
CLD 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.19: Aggregation Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

temperatures and the attribute in the FIRE schema stored daily temperatures. The fourth 

example involved an average rainfall function conflict in which data values stored in the 

SOIL.ANNUAL_WEATHER.rainfall_amount represented annual average rainfall 

amounts, while the FIRE.RAINFALL.rainfall_amount described daily rainfall amount 

values. The ontology-schema mappings for the above four examples are illustrated in 

Figure 7.19a. 

The fifth example, shown in Table 7.19 was related by means of the aggregation 

function "count". The SOIL.ANNUAL_WEATHER.number_of_sunshine represented the 
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Average 

Daily Wind Speed 

Annual Wind Spccdx^ "" • -. 

~^aily 

Annual Rainfall Amount 

Daily Rainfall Atnount ^ 

aily Humidity' Annual Temperatui;o'i 
S ^ * 

'•A Annual Kumidrty-;'] Daily Tempo'iitarel!— 

/ \  ' " t  V ,  

V rate of speed". 
iempmturc,,<^ — 

humiditv 

^ i: WEA1 

iditv^ y " L 

ANNUAL 
WEATHER 

'rainfall_amounL_,-' 

Ecology 

(Federal Schema) 

TraiTrfaH"!* 
; wiod spca^ -

ANNUAL; 
WEATHER 

temperature 
Tiumi^t^ 

Soil 

(a) 

Count 

,rate Dt'speed". Humidit^ . 
7^ 

WIND • HUMIDITY 

JOTperatujx'J rainfaJI anunint^ 

lEMPERA 

TURE 
RAINFALL 

Fire 

Daily Sunshine ^ Annual Sunshine Days 

sunshine 

ANNUAL, 
WEATHER 

Ecology 

(Federal Schema) | 

jumber of sunshinC^ 

r̂rz: 
] ANNUAL_ ; I 

WEATHER M 

Soil 

sunshine^ 

SUNSHINE 

Fire ; 

(b) 

Figure 7.19: Aggregation Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

total number of clear sunshine days. On the other hand, FIRE.SUNSHINE.sunshine 

described the degrees of simshine in a descriptive format. Data values stored in the 

FIRE.SUNSHINE.sunshine were one of the following: 'CLR' for clear, "PC for partly 

cloudy, and 'CLD' for cloudy. In this example, as depicted in Figure 7.19b, the 

SOIL.ANNUAL_WEATHERjiumber_of_simshine was mapped to the ontology instance 
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"Annual Sunshine Days' in SCROL and the FIRE.SUNSHINE.sunshine was mapped to the 

ontology instance "Daily Sunshine'. When a user wanted to retrieve information about 

annual weather by clicking on the ANNUAL_WEATHER entity class in the federated 

schema, the conflict resolver derived the total number of sunshine day values from the data 

stored in the FIRE.SUNSHINE.sunshine attribute by using a semantic transformation rule 

that knows the semantics of the string data values stored in the attribute and counts days for 

clear sky. 

One special case of aggregation conflicts is a spatial aggregation conflict. In the 

Ecology databases, one spatial aggregation conflict was found. Understanding the terms 

used and their relationships requires an understanding of different soil groups and soil 

layers. As summarized in Table 7.20, each soil group consists of several soil layers. In the 

Ecology databases, the names of soil groups were limited to: Brown Great, Black Great, 

Dark Gray Great, Gray Luvisolic Great, Dark Brown Great, Folisol Great, and Fibrisol 

Soil Group Soil layer 

Brown Great Group 
Brown Chemozemic 

Brown Great Group 
Dark Brown Chemozemic 

Black Great Group 
Black Solonetzic 

Black Great Group 
Black Chemozemic 

Dark Gray Great Group 
Dark Gray Luvisolic 

Dark Gray Great Group 
Dark Gray Chemozemic 

Gray Luvisolic great Group 
Gray Brown Luvisolic 

Gray Luvisolic great Group 
Gray Luvisolic 

Dark brown great Group 
Dark Brown Solonetzic 

Dark brown great Group 
Dark Brown Solodized Solonetzic 

Folisol great Group Folisol 
Fibrisol great Group Fibrisol 

Table 7 JO: Summary of Soil Group and Soil Layer 



Great. In addition, each soil group was classified according to color, one of several ways to 

classify soil groups. As indicated in Table 7.21, the SOIL.soil group in the WATER 

schema stored the names of soil groups that consisted of several soil layers, while the 

SOIL.soil_layer in the WATER schema represented each soil layer that was a component 

of a soil group. Note that, as shown in Figure 7.20, the federated schema is the same as the 

WATER local schema. The WATER.SOIL_LAYER was mapped to "Soil Layer' and 

Spatial Aggregation Conflicts 
Conflict Name Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Soil-Group/ 
Soil-Layer 

Aggregation 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.20) 

WATER 
SOIL soil_group 

Brown great 
group 

Yes 
(ontology) 

Soil-Group/ 
Soil-Layer 

Aggregation 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.20) 

WATER 
SOIL_LAYER soil_layer 

Brown 
Cheronozemic 

Yes 
(ontology) 

Soil-Group/ 
Soil-Layer 

Aggregation 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.20) FIRE SOIL_LAYER soil_layer 
Brown 
Cheronozemic 

Yes 
(ontology) 

Table 7.21: Spatial Aggregation Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

,-^S^ial AggregatiorT" 

Conflicts -

SOIL 

:x: 
<STAGG; 

S01L_ I .. 
LAYER !• 

^ Soil Group^_^>».. 

Ecology I 
(Federal Schema)| 

SOIL 

Soil 

Soil Layer 

S01L_ 
LAYER ! ! 

Fire 

SOIL 

:STAGG: 
X— 

SOIL_ 
LAYER 

Water 

Figure 7.20: Spatial Aggregation Conflicts in Ecology Databases 
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WATER.SOIL was mapped to "Soil Group'. However, the FIRE local schema does not 

contain an entity class that can capture soil groups. In addition, the relationship cardinality 

between soil layer and soil group is a one-to-many relationship, as implied by Table 7.20. 

Therefore, only one way semantic transformation can be achieved without loss of any 

semantic meaning. In this particular situation, the conflict resolver used a lookup table to 

derive soil group names that matched the corresponding soil layers. Consequently, the 

conflict resolver determined the soil group for the FIRE local schema based on a set of 

given soil layers. 

Schematic Discrepancies 

The Ecology databases contained schematic discrepancies between data values and 

metadata that constituted conflicts in geology. Six geology types are used, each of which 

consists of several sub groups as defined in Table 7.22. The schematic discrepancies are 

Geology Type Geology Subgroup Name 
Glaciers glaciers 

Marine 
Marine Mud 

Marine 
Marine Sand 

Colluvial 

Colluvial Rubble 

Colluvial 
Colluvial Fines 

Colluvial 
Colluvial Sand 

Colluvial 

Colluvial Blocks 

Glacio 
Coarse Grained Lacustrine 

Glacio Lag Marine Glacio 
Fine Grained Marine 

Till 
Till Veneer 

Till 
Till Blanket 

Lacustrine Lacustrine Mud 

Table 1J2'. Summary of Geology Type and Its Subgroup 
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summarized in Table 7.23. and the corresponding ontology-schema mappings are 

illustrated in Figure 7.21. The first represented a data value-attribute schematic 

discrepancy. For example, SOIL.GEOLOGY.geology_type stored string values of 

different geology types such as "glaciers", "marine", "colluvial". "glacio", "till", and 

"lacustrine", and SOIL.GEOLOGY.geology_name captured string values of individual 

geology subgroup names for each geology type. Based on the information from the both 

attributes, the conflict resolver can determine which data item stored in the 

SOIL.GEOLOGY.geology_name corresponds to a certain geology type. On the other 

Schematic Discrepancies 
Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

id 1 

SOIL GEOLOGY 
geology_ 
type 

glaciers, marine, 
till, and lacustrine 

geology_na 
me 

marine mud, 
marine sand.... 

geologyjd 1 
glaciers glaciers 

Data Value -
Attribute 

marine 
Marine Mud, 
Marine Sand 

Data Value -
Attribute lacustrine Lacustrine Mud Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Figure 7.21) 

WATER 
GEOLOGY 
TYPE 

colluvial 

Colluvial Rubble, 
Colluvial Fines, 
Colluvial Sand, 
Colluvial Blocks 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

glacio 

Coarse Grained 
Lacustrine, Lag 
Marine, Fine 
Grained Marine 

till 
Till Veneer, Till 
Blanket 

Table 7.23: Schematic Discrepancies in Ecology Databases 



hand, the WATER.GEOLOGY_TYPE entity class has six attributes that captured the six 

different geology types described in Table 7.22. In this example, the 

WATER.GEOLOGY_TYPE.glaciers stored glaciers as a geology subgroup name, the 

WATER.GEOLOGY_TYPE.marine represented subgroup names for marine geology, and 

so on. During semantic reconciliation, the conflict resolver determines geology type based 

on data values stored in the attribute "geology_type" in the SOIL schema and assigns each 

data value corresponding to that recorded in the attribute "geology name"' in the SOIL 

schema to the matching attribute name in the federated schema. 

Schematic Discrepancies 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

GLACIERS type glaciers 

MARINE type 
Marine Mud. 
Marine Sand 

LACUSTRINE type Lacustrine Mud 

FIRE 
COLLUVIAL type 

Colluvial Rubble. 
Colluvial Fines. 
Colluvial Sand, 
Colluvial Blocks 

Entity -
Data Value 

(Figure 7.21) 
GLACIO type 

Coarse Grained 
Lacustrine, Lag 
Marine, Fine 
Grained Marine 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

TILL type 
Till Veneer, Till 
Blanket 

id 1 

SOIL GEOLOGY 

geology 

type 

glaciers, marine, 
colluvial, glacio 
till, and lacustrine 

geology 
_name 

marine mud, 
marine sand,... 

Table 7.23: Schematic Discrepancies in Ecology Databases (continued) 
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Schematic Discrepancies 
Conflict 
Name Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

GLACIERS type glaciers 

MARINE type 
Marine Mud, 
Marine Sand 

LACUSTRINE type Lacustrine Mud 

FIRE 
COLLUVIAL type 

Colluvial Rubble, 
Colluvial Fines, 
Colluvial Sand, 
Colluvial Blocks 

GLACIO type 

Coarse Grained 
Lacustrine, Lag 
Marine, Fine 
Grained Marine 

Attribute -
Entity 

(Figure 7.21) 

TILL type 
Till Veneer, Till 
Blanket 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute -
Entity 

(Figure 7.21) 

geoIogy_ 
id 

1 
Yes 

(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Attribute -
Entity 

(Figure 7.21) 
glaciers glaciers 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

marine 
Marine Mud, 
Marine Sand 

lacustrine Lacustrine Mud 

WATER 
GEOLOGY 
TYPE 

colluvial 

Colluvial Rubble, 
Colluvial Fines, 
Colluvial Sand, 
Colluvial Blocks 

glacio 

Coarse Grained 
Lacustrine, Lag 
Marine, Fine 
Grained Marine 

till 
Till Veneer, Till 
Blanket 

Table 7.23: Schematic Discrepancies in Ecology Databases (continued) 
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Figure 7.21: Schematic Discrepancies in Ecology Databases 

A second type of conflict was related to an entity-data value schematic discrepancy. 

For example, the FIRE schema contained an entity class for each geology type, which was 

used as its entity class name. Recall that there were six geology types and that each entity 

class had an attribute type that stored a geology subgroup. On the other hand, the 

GEOLOGY entity class in the SOIL schema had two attributes to represent each geology 

type and geology subgroup, as explained before. A third example was an attribute-entity 

schematic discrepancy already described in the previous section. 

Schema-Level Conflict Summary 

In our ecology heterogeneous databases, eleven schema-level conflicts were identified 

and resolved by semantic mediators using schema mapping knowledge and ontology-

schema mapping knowledge as well as the ontology. Table 7.24 summarizes the analysis 

results. 
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Number of Number of 
Resolved based 

on 
Conflict Type Conflicts 

Found 
Conflicts 
Resolved 

Resolved based 
on 

Naming 
Attribute Synonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Attribute Homonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Aggregation 6 6 Ontology 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Data Value-Attribute 1 1 Ontology 
Schematic 

Discrepancies 
Attribute-Entity 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Entity-Data Value 1 1 Ontology 

Table 7.24: Summary of Schema-Level Conflicts in Ecology Databases 

7.5 Case 3: Publication Heterogeneous Databases 

The third and last case was from outside the geographic database domain. It contained 

two different databases that reflected two dissimilar views of publications from librarians 

and researchers. The two database schemas were originally used in [Batini and Lenzerini 

1984] to demonstrate schema integration methodology. We modified and extended the 

two schemas to evaluate and demonstrate the performance of our system. Figure 7.22 

depicts the relationships between PUBLICATION and AUTHORS of the publication as 

well as RESEARCHERS who are interested in the publication. AUTHORS have their 

own research TOPICs and are affiliated with s RESEARCH_GROUP. The 

RESEARCHERS are also interested in BOOBCs. This simple schema consists of seven 

entity classes and eight relationships. It has been implemented in a relational database 

that is made up of fifteen relations and thirty-six attributes. 
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Another schema that reflects the librarians' view is illustrated in Figure 7.23. This 

schema is named LIBRARIAN. Unlike the Researcher schema, it describes 

PUBLICATION in detail. For example, three subclasses are derived from 

PUBLICATION. They are JOURNAL, PROCEEDINGS and BOOKS. PAPERs belong 

to either JOURNAL or PROCEEDINGS. AUTHORS write PAPERs and/or BOOKS. 

PUBLICATIONS are bought by RESEARCHERS and classified based on 

CLASSIFICATION. This schema consists of nine entity classes and nine relationships. 
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Figure 7.23: Librarian Schema (Local) 

It was implemented in a relational database constituting fifteen relations and forty-nine 

attributes. 

We created a federated schema that reflects both views. The federated schema is 

illustrated in Figure 7.24 and contains ail local schema components to capture all the 

relationships described in the two local schemas. The federated schema consists of eleven 

entity classes and fourteen relationships. We also populated datasets for each local schema. 
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Figure 7.24: Publication Schema (Federated) 

The metadata of the two local schemas and the federated schema are described in great 

detail in Appendix E. As in the two cases described in the previous sections, all local 

schema components were mapped to the corresponding federated schema. Ontology-

schema mappings also were established. The following sections describe each identified 

conflict in detail. 
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7.5.1 Data-Level Conflicts 

Data Representation Conflicts 

Three examples identified as data representation conflicts were found in the Publication 

databases. As shown in Table 7.25, the first represented conflicts in social security 

formats. The attribute in the RESEARCHER schema stored social security numbers as 

11-digit character strings, while the attribute in the LIBRARIAN schema used 9-digit 

strings to record the same information. These two semantically equivalent attributes 

were mapped to the corresponding ontology instances depicted in Figure 7.25a, which 

Data Representation Conflicts 
Conflict 

Name 
Schema Entity Attribute Data Value Resolvable 

Social 
Security 

RESEARCHER AUTHOR ssn 
xxx-xx-

•KXXX 

Format 
Conflict 
(Figure 
7.25a) 

LIBRARIAN AUTHOR ssn xxxxxxxxx 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Format 
Conflict 
(Figure 
7.25a) 

Year 
Data 

RESEARCHER 
PUBLICATION year 

1999 
(string) 

Type 
Conflict 

RESEARCHER 
BOOK year 

1999 
(string) 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

(Figure 
7.25b) LIBRARIAN PAPER year 

1999 
(number) 

Ratio 
Conflict 

RESEARCHER TOPIC occurrence 0.67 
Yes 

(Figure 
7.25c) 

LIBRARIAN TOPIC frequency 67 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.25: Data Representation Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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^ Social Security Number , 

xxx-xx-xxxx 

>r 

xxxxxxxxx 

>r 

AUTHOR 

Researcher and 

Librarian 
(Federal Schema)! 

AUTHOR AUTHOR 

Researcher Librarian 

(a) 

.w" Year 

PUBLICATION 

V 

String y Number -y 

PUBLICATION_ 
WITH AUTHOR 

V 

COLLECTIVE_ 

PUBLICATION : year 

in 

year 

BOOK PAPER 

Researcher and 

Librarian 
(Federal Schema) 

PUBLICATION BOOK 

Researcher 

(b) 

Percent j Decimal 

frequencv 

TOPC 

Researcher and 
Librarian 

(Federal Schema) 

TOPIC 

year 

PAPER 

Librarian 

Irequencv' 

ropic 

Rescarchcr i | Librarian 

(c) 

Figure 7.25: Data Representation Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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were referenced by semantic mediators during semantic reconciliation. Since the data type 

of the RESEARCHER. AUTHOR.ssn was defined by 11-digits, it was mapped to the 

ontology instance 'XXX-XX-XXXX', while the LIBRARIAN.AUTHOR.ssn was mapped 

to the ontology instance "XXXXXXXX'. This kind of a format conversion is a simple task 

in our system. For example, if the user specifies the social security number in a condition 

statement, the conflict resolver determines its format type by traversing the ontology and 

then customizes the query condition for each local schema. In addition, when the user 

wants to retrieve the data with the target context as 'XXX-XX-XXXX', the resolver 

transforms the format of the data values stored in the LIBRARIAN.AUTHOR.ssn from 

•XXXXXXXX' to XXX-XX-XXXX'. 

A second example involved differences in "year" data formats. The attributes in the 

RESEARCHER schema used s 4-digit character string for year data. However, the 

attribute in the LIBRARIAN schema stored the year value in integers. Their corresponding 

ontology-schema mapping is shown in Figure 7.25b. A third example was associated v^dth 

ratio conflict. The attribute "occurrence" in the RESEARCHER schema represented the 

number of occurrences of the topic in decimal points (out of one), while the attribute 

''frequency" in the LIBRARIAN schema used percentage to describe frequencies of the 

topics. If the user asked the semantic mediator to display the query result of the topic 

frequency in percentage, it transformed the data values stored in the attribute ''occurrence" 

in the RESEARCHER schema by multiplying them by 100. 
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Data Precision Conflicts 

The Publication databases had one data precision conflict, i.e.. a spatial resolution 

conflict. As shown in Table 7.26. the data values recorded in the attribute "country" in 

the RESEARCHER schema contained the name of the country where a researcher was 

bom, whereas the "city" attribute in the LIBRARIAN schema stored a city name. Note 

that, as illustrated in Figure 7.26, the concept "City' is a part of'Country', thus creating a 

part-of relationship between them. Thus, the semantic mediator knows that one data 

source describes a specific piece of information on a finer geographic scale. When 

performing a global query, the conflict resolver uses a lookup table that contains the part-

of relationship between countries and cities so that it can correctly transform from one to 

the other. However, since the mapping between city and country is many-to-one (i.e., a 

country has many cities), only the transformation from city to country is accurate, not 

vice versa. For example, the semantic mediator can transform "Tucson" to "USA" but 

cannot transform "USA" to a particular city, since "USA" has many cities in addition to 

"Tucson". 

Data Precision Conflict 

Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute 
Data 
Value 

Resolvable 

Region 
Conflict 
(Figure 
7.26) 

RESEARCHER RESEARCHER country USA 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

Region 
Conflict 
(Figure 
7.26) 

LfflRARIAN RESEARCHER city Tucson 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 7.26: Data Precision Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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Region 

Country 
" >. 

Citv 

name 

REGION 

Researcher and 
Librarian 

(Federal Schema) | 

country 

RESEARCHER 

Researcher 

city 

RESEARCHER 

Librarian 

Figure 7.26: Data Precision Conflicts in Publication Databases 

Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts 

In the Publication databases, three known data value reliability conflicts were found. 

Table 7.27 summarizes these conflicts indicating the source reliability of each data. 

Figure 7.27 illustrates the ontology-schema mappings. For example, data stored in 

PUBLICATIONS, JOURNAL, PROCEEDINGS, BOOKS, CLASSIFICATIONS from 

the LIBRARIAN schema are more acciorate than corresponding data recorded in the 

RESEARCHER schema. As discussed before, the semantic mediators do not perform 

any semantic reconciliation in this case; rather they inform the user of the reliability of 

each data source and let the user choose which data to retrieve. 
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Known Data Value Reliability Conflict 

Conflict Name Schema Entity Reliability Resolvable 

Publication 
Value 

Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27a) 

RESEARCHER PUBLICATION Low 

No 

Publication 
Value 

Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27a) 

LIBRARIAN 

PUBLICATION High 
No 

Publication 
Value 

Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27a) 

LIBRARIAN 
JOURNAL High No 

Publication 
Value 

Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27a) 

LIBRARIAN 
PROCEEDING High 

No 

Publication 
Value 

Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27a) 

LIBRARIAN 

BOOKS High 

No 

Author Value 
Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27b) 

RESEARCHER AUTHOR High 
No 

Author Value 
Reliability 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.27b) 
LIBRARIAN AUTHOR Moderate 

No 

Keyword 
Value 

Reliability 
(Figure 7.27c) 

RESEARCHER KEYWORD Low 
No 

Keyword 
Value 

Reliability 
(Figure 7.27c) 

LIBRARIAN CLASSIFICATION High 
No 

Table 7.27: Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts in Publication Databases 

Data-Level Conflict Summary 

In the Publication databases, as summarized in Table 7.28, seven examples were 

identified as data-level conflicts. Among them three conflicts were in data representation 

and one involved differences in spatial domain resolution. These conflicts were resolved 

Number of Number of 
Conflict Type Conflicts Conflicts Resolved based on 

Found Resolved 

Data Representation 3 3 Ontology 

Data 
Precision 

Data Granularity 0 0 N/A Data 
Precision Spatial Resolution 1 I Ontology 

Known Data Value Reliability 3 0 N/A 

Table 7.28: Summary of Data-Level Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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Figure IJlli Known Data Value Reliability Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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by semantic mediators with the help of SCROL and ontology-schema mapping knowledge. 

For the other three conflicts that are known data value reliability conflicts, the semantic 

mediators did not apply any transformation rule. 

7.5.2 Schema-Level Conflicts 

Naming Conflicts 

In the Publication databases, one conflict was identified as arising from attribute 

synonyms. As shown in Table 7.29, both RESEARCHER.TOPIC.occurrence and 

LIBRARIAN.TOPIC.frequency captured frequency of the topic. In addition to the 

attribute synonyms, there were two examples of entity synonyms as summarized in Table 

7.30. The first shows that both RESEARCHER.PUBLICATION and 

LIBRARIAN.PAPER stored a list of publications or papers. In addition, the entity 

classes, RESEARCHER.KEYWORD and LIBRARJAN.CLASSIFICATION represented 

the same information, i.e., keywords used to categorize research areas. All the naming 

conflicts were resolved by the semantic mediators. 

Attribute Naming Conflicts 

Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute 
Data 

Value 
Resolvable 

Synonyms 
Conflict 

RESEARCHER TOPIC occurrence 0.67 Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Synonyms 
Conflict LIBRARIAN TOPIC frequency 67 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.29: Attribute Naming Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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Entity Naming Conflicts 

Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Resolvable 

Synonyms 
Conflict 

RESEARCHER PUBLICATION Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) Synonyms 

Conflict 

LIBRARIAN PAPER 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) Synonyms 

Conflict RESEARCHER KEYWORD Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Synonyms 
Conflict 

LIBRARIAN CLASSIFICATION 

Yes 
(Ontology) 
(Schema) 

Table 7.30: Entity Naming Conflicts in Publication Databases 

Entity Identifier Conflicts 

There was one entity identifier conflict in the Publication databases, as shown in Table 

7.31. The attribute "name" in the RESEARCHER schema and the attribute "ssn" in the 

LIBRARIAN schema are the primary key attributes in each entity. As a result, in the 

RESEARCHER schema, RESEARCHERS are identified by names, while the 

RESEARCHERS in LIBRARIAN schema are distinguished by social security numbers. 

Accordingly, the ontology-schema mappings in Figure 7.28 show that the attribute in the 

RESEARCHER schema was mapped to the instance "Name' and the attribute in the 

Entity Identifier Conflict 

Conflict 
Name 

Schema Entity Attribute 
Data 

Value 
Resolvable 

SSN-Name 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.28) 

RESEARCHER RESEARCHER name Paul Gray 
Yes 

(Ontology) 

SSN-Name 
Conflict 

(Figure 7.28) LIBRARIAN RESEARCHER ssn xxxxxxxx 

Yes 
(Ontology) 

Table 731: Entity Identifier Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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Person 

Name ^ Social Security Number 
>r 

ssn 
name name ssn 

RESEARCHER 
RESEARCHER RESEARCHER 

Researcher and 
Librarian 

(Federal Schema) i 
Researcher Librarian 

Figure 7.28: Entity Identifler Conflicts in Publication Databases 

LIBRARIAN schema was mapped to "Social Security Number. In order to answer a user 

query, the specialized conflict resolver, called "PersonResolver' uses a lookup table to 

identify a particular researcher, using either researcher name or social security number. 

Nevertheless, since the mappings between social security numbers and names are many-to-

one (i.e., the same name can represent several people), the resolver correctly transformed 

data values stored in the LIBRARIAN.RESEARCHER.ssn to the corresponding values 

recorded in the RESEARCHER.RESEARCHER.name. If the target context were 'Name', 

the resolver would not have extracted the corresponding researcher, but would have 

retrieved several researchers whose names were identical. 
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Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 

Two examples were identified as schema isomorphism conflicts (Table 7.32). Since the 

ontology does not capture this conflict, the semantic mediators relied on schema mapping 

knowledge during the global query processing. Managing conflicts of this type is similar 

to the examples described in the Section 7.3.2. 

Generalization Conflicts 

One generalization conflict was found in the Publication databases. As summarized in 

Table 7.33, the LIBRAEUAN local schema has three entity classes, each of which 

describes three different types of publication. On the other hand, the RESEARCHER 

schema has one entity class that stores books, but does not have entity classes to capture 

Schema Isomorphism Conflicts 

Schema Entity Attribute 
Data 

Value 
Resolvable 

RESEARCHER PUBLICATION 
title "Agent Theory' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

RESEARCHER PUBLICATION 
year 1997 

Yes 
(Schema) 

LIBRARIAN PAPER 

title 'Schema evolution' 
Yes 

(Schema) 
LIBRARIAN PAPER abstract string type 

Yes 
(Schema) 

LIBRARIAN PAPER 
year 1997 

Yes 
(Schema) 

RESEARCHER RESEARCHER 
name •Robert Joe' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

RESEARCHER RESEARCHER age 47 

Yes 
(Schema) 

RESEARCHER RESEARCHER 
county USA 

Yes 
(Schema) 

LIBRARIAN RESEARCHER 

ssn 222330011 
Yes 

(Schema) 
LIBRARIAN RESEARCHER 

siimame 'Joe' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

LIBRARIAN RESEARCHER 
position 'OP' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

LIBRARIAN RESEARCHER 

city 'NYC 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Table 732: Schema Isomorphism Conflicts in Publication Databases 
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Generalization Conflict 

Conflict Name Schema Entity 
Attribut 
e 

Data 
Value 

Resolvable 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

RESEARCHER BOOK 

num 1 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

RESEARCHER BOOK title 
"Agent 
Theory' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

RESEARCHER BOOK 

year 1997 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

LIBRARIAN PUBLICATION 

no 1 
Yes 

(Schema) 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

LIBRARIAN PUBLICATION title 
"Agent 
Theory' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Publication 
Generalization 

Conflict 

LIBRARIAN PUBLICATION 

type "book' 

Yes 
(Schema) 

Table 7.33: Generalization Conflicts in Publication Databases 

journals and proceedings. In this example, the entity class BOOK in the RESEARCHER 

schema and the entity class PUBLICATION in the LIBRARIAN schema were described at 

different levels of generalization. Generalization conflicts can be resolved by either 

ontology or schema mappings. In this case, we used schema mapping knowledge to 

resolve the conflict. Since every local schema has to be mapped to the federated schema, in 

some cases without ontology, we can resolve semantic conflicts. 

Schema-Level Conflict Summary 

Table 7.34 shows the results of analysis of schema-level conflicts found in the 

Publication databases. A total of seven schema-level conflicts were found and resolved 

by the system. The next section will summarize the results of evaluation and analysis of 

each type of conflict discussed in the previous sections. 
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Number of Number of 
Resolved based 

on 
Conflict Type Conflicts Conflicts 

Resolved based 

on 
Found Resolved 

Resolved based 

on 

Naming 
Attribute Synonyms 1 1 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Entity Synonyms 2 2 Ontology/Schema 

Entity Identifier I 1 Ontology 
Schema Isomorphism 2 2 Schema 
Generalization 1 1 Schema 

Table 7.34: Summary of Schema-Level Conflicts in Publication Databases 

7.6 Summary of the Evaluation Results 

The three cases we have discussed consist of 123 relations and 434 attributes, which have 

been implemented and tested during the evaluation process. Among a total of the 557 

database components (i.e., the sum of 123 relations and 434 attributes) used during the 

evaluation phase, 201 components involved semantic conflicts. The 201 heterogeneous 

components caused sixty-eight conflicts: twenty-four data-level conflicts and forty-four 

schema-level conflicts. Table 7.35 shows a summary of the results obtained from the 

three cases discussed in this chapter. 

All the conflicts found at the data level except for known data value reliability and 

spatial domain conflicts were resolved by the semantic mediators using the ontology and 

ontology-schema mapping knowledge. As discussed earlier, known data value reliability 

conflicts cannot be resolved semantically since they are not the cause of multiple 

interpretations of the same data, i.e., semantic heterogeneity. The differences in data 

source reliability are generally due to the use of different measxiring instruments that affect 
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Number Number 

Conflict Type 
of 

Conflicts 
of 

Conflict 
Resolved by 

Found Resolved 

Data Value 2 2 Ontology 

Data Representation 5 5 Ontology 

Data Unit 6 6 Ontology 

Data Precision 
Data Granularity 1 1 Ontology 

Data Precision 
Spatial Resolution 3 3 Ontology 

Known Data Value Reliability 6 0 N/A 

Spatial Domain 1 0 N/A 
Attribute Synonyms 14 14 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Attribute Homonyms 2 2 Ontology/Schema 

Naming 
Entity Synonyms 3 3 Ontology/Schema 
Entity Homonyms i 1 Ontology/Schema 

Entity Identifier 2 2 Ontology 

Schema Isomorphism 7 7 Schema 

Generalization 3 J Schema 

Aggregation 6 6 Ontology 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Data Value-Attribute 2 2 Ontology 
Schematic 

Discrepancies 
Attribute-Entity 2 2 Ontology/Schema 

Schematic 
Discrepancies 

Entity-Data Value 2 2 Ontology 

Table 7.35: Summary of Semantic Conflicts Resulted from the Three Cases 

the precision and accuracy of data being collected. Spatial domain conflicts are also not 

easily resolved by the semantic mediators, since differences in spatial domain 

specifications are legally defined by different people who have different needs in different 

application domains. However, as long as source database schemas are properly mapped to 

the matching ontology components and these conflicts can be classified in the ontology, the 

semantic mediators can automatically detect differences between them and provide a partial 

solution by notifying the user which information sources have conflicts. 
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Unlike data-level semantic conflicts, some schema-level conflicts cannot be resolved 

by the semantic mediators without schema mapping knowledge. This is partly because the 

current ontology structure is not capable of capturing differences in data structure (e.g., 

schema isomorphism). On the other hand, schema-mapping knowledge contains all details 

about local schema structures. We also demonstrate that both schema knowledge and 

ontology-schema knowledge play important roles as knowledge sources for semantic 

mediators during global query processing. 

Substantial costs are associated with designing conceptual schemas using the 

canonical data model USM* and constructing schema and ontology-schema mapping 

knowledge to participate in an interoperable environment. The schema design and 

mapping processes are labor-intensive and time-consuming endeavors. However, such 

undertakings are a one-time cost. As revealed by the result of our experiments (Section 

7.1), the cost associated with these activities are not immense compared with potential 

benefits to the participating system. Based on the experiment described in Section 7.1, we 

can speculate that designing a small or moderate size of a database (20-50 relations) and 

constructing the schema and ontology-schema mapping knowledge may take 1-2 days. 

The extra effort required for updating the schema and mapping knowledge as the database 

evolves is incremental and marginal. Therefore, making the database sharable and reusable 

by many disparate information sources could easily justify the initial cost. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

Semantic interoperability is defined as the ability of participating system domains to 

understand the meaning and use of terminology from different domains and to map 

between agreed concepts in order to make a semantically compatible information 

environment. It is particularly important in an autonomous and heterogeneous database 

environment because the environment should allow existing systems to join without 

requiring any changes of the participating systems, thereby preserving the autonomy. It 

therefore is important to provide the capability to resolve semantic conflicts in data 

meanings and their structures. For this dissertation we have developed a formal semantic 

model, a comprehensive methodology, and prototype tools to deal with multiple 

interpretations of data by different users and systems in different contexts. The results of 

this research provide a semi-automated solution for managing various levels of semantic 

conflicts and thus facilitating semantic interoperability among autonomous and 

heterogeneous geographic and non-geographic database systems. The following sections 

summarize the contributions of this research and suggest fiiture research directions. 
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8.1 Summary of Contributions 

In this research, we have made several important contributions to management of 

semantic conflicts among heterogeneous systems. We had three objectives. First, we 

aimed to develop a formal semantic model that helps database designers capture the 

semantics of geographic data objects and their relationships to allow for constructing a 

high level description of the real world. Second, we attempted to provide a 

comprehensive methodology for managing various levels of semantic conflicts in 

heterogeneous geographic database systems. Third, we intended to provide a mechanism 

to assist in retrieving information relevant to an end-user by accessing a large number of 

autonomous databases through a conceptual interface without requiring the user to have 

prior knowledge of their information content. 

As many organizations adopt GIS technology, business people increasingly need to 

manipulate geographic data. However, because of the complex nature of geographic data, 

it is a daunting task to manage them without formal constructs of high level abstractions 

±at describe the semantics of geographic data objects and their relationships. A semantic 

model provides rich abstract concepts to describe objects from the real world efficiently 

and effectively. We have proposed a formal semantic model that incorporates new 

constructs to capture the semantics of geographic objects. The new constructs also support 

explicit modeling of complex real world relationships such as spatiotemporal interaction 

relationships, spatiotemporal aggregates and cause-effect relationships. None of these is 

supported by existing data models. In addition, the proposed semantic model captures 
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dynamic behavior of geographic objects such as fire, storm and flood, which may changes 

relationships between geographic objects. The model is also used as a canonical data 

model during schema design and mapping to explicitly address the issue of modeling 

geographic databases in heterogeneous environment. 

We have defined a comprehensive taxonomy of semantic conflicts in geographic 

databases. This taxonomy is based on the different types of semantic conflicts (i.e., data 

value, data representation, data unit, data precision, known data value reliability, spatial 

domain, naming, entity identifier, schema isomorphism, generalization, aggregation, and 

schematic discrepancies) and on the different levels of semantic conflicts (i.e., data and 

schema levels). We have rigorously examined various real geographic datasets to discover 

new semantic conflicts often encountered in geographic databases as well as new types of 

semantic conflicts that have not been found and described in non-geographic database 

literature. This classification framework helps us identify various semantic conflicts 

encountered in different geographic databases. Moreover, the concrete examples of 

semantic conflicts discovered during the evaluation phase gave us better understanding of 

the nature of semantic heterogeneity of geographic databases. We believe that this is the 

first attempt at classifying semantic conflicts in a geographic database domain. 

We have developed a theoretical firamework for automatically detecting and 

dynamically resolving semantic conflict problems in geographic databases, resulting in a 

conflict detection and resolution methodology. An extensive literature review reveals that, 

although various approaches have been proposed to achieve semantic interoperability, no 
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attempts have been made to deal with semantic conflicts in geographic databases. Prior 

studies in this area provide a substantial understanding of the problem domain, however. 

We have learned the limitations and advantages of different approaches, which allows us to 

e.xtend and integrate these researches. The theoretical framework is based on semantic 

mediators that provide various domain specific services to facilitate semantic 

interoperability among heterogeneous geographic and non-geographic databases, while 

preserving the autonomy of individual databases. A mapping scheme that can be used to 

map a schema component to the corresponding ontology component representing the 

intended context of the data objects captured in the schema component has been developed. 

Mappings between semantically equivalent federated and local schema also have been 

established. Both schema mapping and ontology-schema mapping knowledge is used as a 

basis for detecting semantic conflicts between semantically equivalent objects. The 

semantic mediators apply the ontology-schema mapping knowledge to selecting 

appropriate semantic transformation rules that convert the original context to the target 

context. Our theoretical framework provides a comprehensive solution for achieving 

interoperability among disparate information sources. 

We have developed a mechanism for handling multidatabase queries using semantic 

query processing technique managed by semantic mediators. Our query interface provides 

uniform and integrated access to the large number of underlying heterogeneous databases, 

based on a conceptual user interface that assists the user in formulating queries without 

imposing the burden of acquiring familiarity with local databases. 



We also employ set theory and first order predicate logic to formalize the conflict 

detection and resolution methodology. The formal characterization of our methodology 

called semantic and schematic mediation provides a unified view of the underlying 

representational and reasoning operations of semantic mediation process. 

We dien propose an architecture for a system that can manage semantic conflicts and 

achieve interoperability among heterogeneous information sources. The proposed three-

tier architecture supports various levels of user activities in managing the interoperable 

environment. The top tier is the presentation layer that supports conceptual schema design, 

ontology design, schema mappings, and ontology-schema mappings. All these activities 

are supported by a uniform graphical user interface with a built-in integrity checker and 

intelligent dialogs. The middle tier represents the application logic layer that provides 

various services such as semantic mediation, data access, and persistent access to a 

common repository. The bottom tier consists of a set of autonomous and heterogeneous 

databases and the common repository. Given that most business systems are made up of 

heterogeneous databases (both geographic and non-geographic), the proposed architecture 

based on the conflict detection and resolution methodology will assist in managing 

distributed and heterogeneous environments effectively and efficiently, thus facilitating 

interoperability. 

The feasibility and features of our proposed methodology have been demonstrated in 

a prototype system implementation. We have described and implemented a usable 

prototype system based on a three-tier architecture in order to demonstrate the practicality 
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and performance of our methodology. The prototype system is made up of a set of 

specialized tools written in Java language. Thanks to the interoperable nature of the Java 

platform, the system can be installed and run on most operating systems. We have 

successfully installed and tested the entire system on both Windows NT and Unix-based 

workstations without any modification on the system. The prototype system has been 

integrated with the Internet and can be accessed through any Java-enabled web browser. 

The system can also be installed as a stand-alone application at an individual workstation. 

The metadata for conceptual schemas, SCROL and mapping knowledge are stored in a 

common repository which serves as a central access point for various users. The common 

repository is currently implemented using a relational database system, Oracle 8 Server. 

Domain knowledge and semantic transformation rules have been developed using Java 

language, with SQL statements for interacting vWth the common repository. Local queries 

generated through semantic mediation are expressed as standard SQL statements and 

executed over JDBC. Consistent user interface, the fimctionalities of each tool and its 

performance guided the design and development of the prototype system. 

We have shown, to a certain degree, the usefulness of our approach by developing 

and evaluating the prototype system. We used three different cases in this evaluation. The 

first study was performed using a set of heterogeneous databases in the land-use application 

domain used by government agencies. The second evaluation was conducted using a set of 

ecology databases designed for different purposes used by fire analysts, hydrologists and 

ecologists. The third case was tested using two non-geographic databases in order to 
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demonstrate the applicability of our methodology in both geographic and non-geographic 

databases. Based on the results of our evaluation, we have learned that correct 

identification and construction of both schema and ontology-schema mapping knowledge 

play very important roles in achieving interoperability at the both data and schema levels. 

The mapping process is not an easy task since it requires labor-intensive and time-

consuming activities. It is, however, a one-time cost with our prototype system. The 

additional effort for updating the system knowledge is incremental and marginal. Given 

the advantages of achieving an interoperable environment for distributed and 

heterogeneous databases, the initial effort can be justified by the advantages. 

8.2 Future Research Directions 

There are several interesting extensions, which we are just starting to explore. The 

research presented in this dissertation assumes that the underlying information sources 

are structured data that may reside in the structurally organized text files or database 

systems. However, the unprecedented growth of Internet technologies has made vast 

amount of resources instantly accessible to various users via the World Wide Web 

(WWW). The majority of data available on the Internet are semi-structured or 

unstructured, consisting of audio and video files as well as textual documents and images. 

A common ontology and mediator-based approach nevertheless continues to appear to be 

a promising approach. However, the current prototype system relies on SQL (Structured 

Query Language) to deal with the structured data only. In order to query and access large 
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information spaces consisting of structured, semi-structured and unstructured information 

sources, the system should adopt additional standard languages such as agent 

communication language K.QML. In addition, the mediation architecture must be 

expanded to support distributed multi-agent environments. These would allow the 

semantic mediators to interact with local agents that shield the complex structure of their 

data sources. It is the individual local agents that have specific knowledge of their local 

environments. 

A digital library is a networked system environment where individual components 

interact to allow users to submit and access digital content. Among many issues and 

research directions in digital libraries identified in [Ram et al. 1999], ensuring 

interoperability and knowledge based information sharing is the one of the key aspects of 

successftil implementation of digital libraries. At the same dme, an effective and 

intelligent search mechanism for semantic-based information retrieval is very important to 

alleviating the "'information overload" problem. As the number of Internet users increases 

and more information sources are made available on the Internet, it is already getting very 

difficult to find information that is relevant to the user. Another problem associated with 

information overloading is information quality. It is apparent that, without value-added 

services such as semantic mediation, information filtering and translation, Internet users 

may face higher risks in terms of information quality. In such an environment, a well-

developed searching mechanism can play a key role in providing high quality digital 

information to users. 
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Mediator/agent-based business transactions on the Internet (i.e.. electronic 

commerce, or EC) is another interesting extension of the current research. Lee et al. 

identified several deficiencies in the current infrastructure of EC, which may lead to a 

significant bottleneck complicating doing business on the Internet [Lee et al. 1998]. One 

key problem is related to quality discovery. The information on product quality can be 

collected from a description in words, sounds or pictures. Some attributes can be 

determined by physically inspecting the product. Finally, in some cases, product quality 

can only be determined by experience, by using the product. It is apparent that these three 

different information sources have different perceived risks because each seller provides 

different information through different media. Unless a product is well-known or well 

standardized, consumers may have higher risks in terms of quality discovery when they 

cannot examine or experience it. In order to lower such risk, a mechanism should be 

developed to insure against the disappointment caused by the unavailability of product 

inspection. We can extend our current search to provide such a mechanism to link product 

suppliers and consumers. For example, broker agents could mediate between buyer agents 

and seller agents in the trading of products. These agents could also offer quality 

information through use of a specific ontology. 

In conclusion, the research in mediator/agent-based information access or electronic 

commerce m a heterogeneous and dynamically changing environment requires a thorough 

investigation demanding interdisciplinary study. We propose to extenc' these issues as an 

important direction for extending the research described in this dissertation. • 
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APPENDIX A: 

METADATA DESCRIPTIONS OF COMMON REPOSITORY 

1. Metadata Directory 

contains directory information (remote database server URL) of each project registered in 
the USM* repository. 

Attribute Name Description 

DD_ID stores a data directory ID used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

HOSTNAME contains a URL information of a project. 

2. Mapping Dictionary 

2.1 Schema Mapping Dictionary 

FKI)  S(  MIMAS 
stores federated schema projects to associate with local schema projects in the 
LOC_SCHEMAS table. Each federated project could have multiple local schema projects. 

Attribute Name Description 

RS_ID stores a federated schema ID used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

FED_PJT_ID contains a federated schema project ID, referring to one of the 
values in the PROJECT table. 
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l.(K SC IH iMAS 
stores local schema projects to associate with federated schema projects in the 
FED_SCHEMAS table. Each local project must have only one federated schema projects. 

Attribute Name Description 

RS ID stores a local schema ID used as a foreign key in this table. 
LOC_PJT_ID contains a local schema project ID, referring to one of the 

values in the PROJECT table. It is used as a primary key in 
this table. Null value is not allowed. 

stores mapping information between a component (entity, attribute, or relationship) in a 
local schema and another component (entity, attribute, or relationship) in a federated 
schema. 

Attribute Name Description 

REFERENCEJD stores a mapping ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

FED_PJT_ID contains a federated schema project ID, referring to one of the 
values in the PROJECT table. 

FED_OBJECT_ID captures an identifier of a schema component in a federated 
schema, referring to a value in one of the ENTITY CLASS, 
ATTRIBUTE, and RELATIONSHIP tables. 

FED_OBJECT_TYPE stores one of the three types of a schema component in a 
federated schema (entity, attribute, or relationship). 

LOC_PJT_ID contains a local schema project ID, referring to one of the 
values in the PROJECT table. 

LOC_OBJECT_ID captures an identifier of a schema component in a local 
schema, referring to a value in one of the ENTITY CLASS, 
ATTRIBUTE, and RELATIONSHIP tables. 

LOC_OBJECT_TYPE stores one of the three types of a schema component in a local 
schema (entity, attribute, or relationship). 
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2.2 Ontology- Schema Mapping Dictionary 

stores mapping information between a schema component (entity, attribute, or relationsiiip) 
and ontology component (instance or concept) in the ontology repository. 
Attribute Name Description 

REFERENCEJD stores a mapping ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

PROJECT_ID contains a schema project ID, referring to one of the values in 
the PROJECT table. 

REFERENCED_ID captures an identifier of a schema component in a schema, 
referring to a value in one of the ENTITY CLASS, 
ATTRIBUTE, and RELATIONSHIP tables. 

REFERENCE OBJECT 
TYPE 

stores one of the three types of a schema component in a local 
schema (entity, attribute, or relationship). 

REFERENCE_LEVEL stores an indicator determining whether a schema component is 
mapped by either value or reference. 

INSTANCEJD captures an identifier of an instance component in the ontology 
repository, referring to a value in the 
ONTOLOGY INSTANCE table. 

LEAF_CONCEPT_ID captures an identifier of a concept component in the ontology 
repository, referring to a value in the 
ONTOLOGY CONCEPT table. 
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3. Metadata Dictionary 

3.1 USM* Metadata Dictionary 

contains details of each schema project created. Every project is either federated or local. 

Attribute Name Description 

PJT_1D stores a project ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

PJT NAME captures a schema project title. 
PJT DESC contains a project description. 
FEDERATED stores an indicator determining whether a project is either 

federated or local. 
DD_1D contains a data directory ID, referring to a value in the 

DATA_DIRECTORY table. It is used as a foreign key in this 
table. 

contains internal codes of all types defined in the USM* repository. It provides a lookup 
service for other tables. 
Attribute Name Description 

CODE captures an intemal code for a certain type defined in the 
USM* repository. 

CODE DESC stores a description of the code. 

stores information on the domains defined in the projects. Every attribute is based on a 
domain stored in this table. 
Attribute Name Description 

DOM_NAME captures a domain name used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

DOM_TYPE stores a domain type: INTEGER, COUNT, MEASURE, 
CURRENCY, REAL, SCALED, BOOLEAN, 
ENUMERATED, NAME, TEXT, DATE TIME, 
BIT_STRrNG, BYTE_STRING, SPATIAL_INDEX, 
TEMPORAL INDEX, MAP, or IMAGE. It is a foreign key 
referring to the LOOKUP table. 

DOM DESC contains a domain description. 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the PROJECT 

table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
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contains a list of all attributes defined in each project. Also records all the properties 
defined on an attribute. 
Attribute Name Description 

PJT_1D captures a project ID, referring to a value in the PROJECT 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

ATT_ID stores an attribute ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

ATT NAME contains an attribute name. 
ENT_NAME captures a name of the entity that an attribute belongs to, 

referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
DOM_NAME stores a name of the domain that an attribute is based on, 

referring to the DOMAIN table. 
KEYS contains an indicator determining whether an attribute is a 

primary key or not. 
MANDATORY contains an indicator determining whether an attribute is 

mandatory or not. 
CHANGEABLE contains an indicator determining whether an attribute is 

changeable or not. 
CARDINALITY_TYPE stores a type of attribute cardinality: 

SINGLE VALUED UNIQUE, 
SINGLE VALUED NON UNIQUE. 
MULTIVALUED UNIQUE, or 
MULTIVALUED NON UNIQUE. 

MIN CARD captures a minimum cardinality of an attribute. 
MAX CARD captures a maximum cardinality of an attribute. 
ORDERING_TYPE stores an ordering type of attribute: BAG, SET. 

LIST UNIQUE, or LIST NON UNIQUE. 
DERIVED contains derivation rule if this is a derived attribute. 
COMPOSED contains simple atomic attribute associated with this attribute. 
INTER ATT CONST stores inter-attribute constraints. 
POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of an attribute in an 

application canvas. 
POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of an attribute in an 

application canvas. 



stores the details of constraints defined in an attribute stored in the ATTRIBUTE table. 
The constraint type can be one of IMPLICATION, EQUIVALENCE, EXCLUSION, 
INCLUSION, ALTERNATE, and JOINT UNIQUENESS. 
Attribute Name Description 

PJT_1D captures a project ID, referring to a value in the PROJECT 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

ATT_ID stores an attribute ID used as a primary key in this table, 
referring to the ATTRIBUTE table. Null value is not allowed. 

ENT_NAME captures a name of the entity that an attribute belongs to, 
referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary 
key in this table. 

IMPLICATION contains an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
an implication or not. 

EQUIVALENCE contains an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
equivalence or not. 

EXCLUSION contains an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
exclusion or not. 

INCLUSION contains an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
inclusion or not. 

ALTERNATION contziins an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
alternation or not. 

JOINT_UNIQUENESS contains an indicator determining whether a constraint type is 
joint-uniqueness or not. 

POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of an attribute in an 
application canvas. 

POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of an attribute in an 
application canvas. 
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contains a list of all entities defined in each project. Every entity Is stored regardless of its 
type. 
Attribute Name Description 

PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the PROJECT 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

NAME stores an entity name used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

DESCRIPTION contains an entity description. 
FUNCTION captures functional description of an entity. 
KIND stores an entity kind: STRONG or WEAK. It is a foreign key 

referring to the LOOKUP table. 
TYPE contains an entity type: SIMPLE, INTERACTION. 

GROUPING, AGGREGATE. SELECTED COMPOSITE. 
ENUMERATED COMPOSITE, SPATIOTEMPORAL, 
SIMPLE SPATIOTEMPORAL, DYNAMIC. 
SIMPLE SPATIOTEMPORAL AGGREGATE, 
SPATIAL AGGREGATE, TEMPORAL AGGREGATE, 
ST_INTERACTION, or DYNAMIC_INTERACTION. It is 
used as a foreign key referring to the LOOKUP table. 

POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of an entity in an 
application canvas. 

POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of an entity in an 
application canvas. 

stores details of spatiotemporal entities defined in each project. Every entity listed in this 
table is corresponding to one of the entities in the ENTITY CLASS table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

NAME stores an entity name, referring to a value in the 
ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

SPATIAL INDEX contains a spatial index of an entity. 
TIME INDEX contains a temporal index of an entity. 
PERM captures a perimeter of an entity. 
AREA captures an area size of an entity. 
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stores details of dynamic entities defined in each project. Every entity listed in this table is 
corresponding to one of the entities in the ENTITY CLASS table. 
Attribute Name Description 

PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 
ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

NAME stores an entity name, referring to a value in the 
ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

SPATIAL INDEX contains a spatial index of an entity. 
TIME INDEX contains a temporal inde.x of an entity. 
PERIM captures a perimeter of an entity. 
AREA captures an area size of an entity. 
START TIME stores date/time of the starting point. 
END TIME stores date/time of the ending point. 

stores details of the interaction-relationships defined in each project. The relationship 
types stored in this table are BINARY, TERNARY, and QUATERNARY. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 

PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. It is used as a primary key in this table. 

NAME captures a relationship name. 
ENT_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship, 

referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
MIN CARD contains a minimum cardinality. 
MAX CARD contains a maximum cardinality. 
RECURSION contains an indicator determining whether a relationship is 

recursive or not. 
INTENT_NAME stores a name of the interaction-entity participating in a 

relationship, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
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contains a list of all the relationships defined in each project. Every relationship is stored 
in this table regardless of its type. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the PROJECT 

table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
REL_ID stores a relationship ID used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
TYPE contains a relationship type: BINARY. TERNARY. 

QUARTERNARY. SELECTED COMPOSITE REL, 
ENUMERATED COMPOSITE REL, GROUP REL. 
AGGREGATE REL, 
ATTRIBUTE DEFINED SUBCLASS REL, 
SET INTERSECTION SUBCLASS REL, 
SET DIFFERENCE SUBCLASS REL, 
SET UNION SUBCLASS REL, 
ROSTER DEFINED SUBCLASS REL, WEAK REL, 
SPATIOTEMPORAL BINARY. 
SPATIOTEMPORAL TERNARY, 
SPATIOTEMPORAL QUARTERNARY. CAUSE EFFECT, 
SIMPLE SPATIOTEMPORAL AGGREGATE REL, 
SPATIAL AGGREGATE REL, 
TEMPORAL AGGREGATE REL, INTERACTION REL, 
ST WEAK REL, DYNAMIC WEAK REL, 
ST INTERACTION REL, or 
DYNAMIC_INTERACTION_REL. It is a foreign key 
referring to the LOOKUP table. 

POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of a relationship in an 
application canvas. 

POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of a relationship in an 
application canvas. 
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ST RF.l.ATIONSHIl' 
stores details of the spatiotemporal-interaction-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship types stored in this table are SPATIOTEMPORAL BINARY, 
SPATIOTEMPORAL_TERNARY, and SPATIOTEMPORAL_QUATERNARY. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID. referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. It is used as a primary key in this table. 

NAME captures a relationship name. 
SUB_TYPE contains a spatiotemporal relationship type: TOPOLOGICAL. 

SPATIAL_ORDER, MATRIC, MOTION, or FUZZY. It is a 
foreign key referring to the LOOKUP table. 

ENT_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship, 
referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

MIN CARD contains a minimum cardinality. 
MAX CARD contains a maximum cardinality. 
RECURSION contains an indicator determining whether a relationship is 

recursive or not. 
SPATIAL INDEX contains a spatial index of a relationship. 
TIME INDEX contains a temporal index of a relationship. 
INTENT NAME stores a name of the interaction-entity participating in a 

relationship, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
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contains details on cause-effect relationship defined in each project.. The relationship type 
stored in this table is CAUSE_EFFECT. Every relationship listed in this table is 
corresponding to one of the relationships in the RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJTJD captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

NAME captures a relationship name. 
AFFECTOR stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as an 

affector, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

AFFECTEE stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as an 
afFectee, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

EVENT captures and stores events between the affector and affectee. 
TOR_TEE_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the affector to the 

afFectee. 
TOR_TEE_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the affector to the 

affectee. 
TEE_TOR_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the affectee to the 

affector. 
TEE_TOR_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the affectee to the 

affector. 
RECURSION contains an indicator determining whether a relationship is 

recursive or not. 
SPATIAL INDEX contains a spatial index of a relationship. 
TIME INDEX contains a temporal index of a relationship. 
INTENT_NAME stores a name of the interaction-entity participating in a 

relationship, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
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stores details of the attribute-defmed-subclass-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is ATTRIBUTE DEFINED SUBCLASS REL. 
Every relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationshipID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and 
foreign key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships 
collaboratively working. 

SUB_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship 
as a subclass, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It 
is used as a primary key in this table. 

SUPER_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship 
as a superclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

SUPER_ATT_ID captures an attribute ID that belongs to the subclass and 
used for defining a relationship, referring to a value in the 
ATTRIBUTE table. 

ATT CONDITIONS stores attribute-defined conditions. 
CONSTRAINT_AMONG contains a type of constraint among subclasses: EQUAL, 

MUTUALLY_EXCLUSIVE, OVERLAPPING, or 
NONE. It is used as a foreign key referring to the 
LOOKUP table. 

CONSTRAINT_BETWEEN contains a type of constraint between subclass and 
superclass: TOTALLY EXHAUSTIVE or 
NOT_TOTALLY_EXHAUSTIVEEQUAL. It is used as 
a foreign key referring to the LOOKUP table. 
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stores details of the roster-defined-subclass-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is ROSTER_DEFrNED_SUBCLASS_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationshipID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and 
foreign key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships 
collaboratively working. 

SUB_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship 
as a subclass, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It 
is used as a primary key in this table. 

SUPER_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship 
as a superclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

MEM ROSTER contains members of a relationship. 
CONSTRAINT_AMONG contains a type of constraint among subclasses: EQUAL, 

MUTUALLY_EXCLUSrVE, OVERLAPPING, or 
NONE. It is used as a foreign key referring to the 
LOOKUP table. 

CONSTRAINT_BETWEEN contains a type of constraint between subclass and 
superclass: TOTALLY EXHAUSTIVE or 
NOT_TOTALLY_EXHAUSTrVEEQUAL. It is used as 
a foreign key referring to the LOOKUP table. 
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stores details of the set-union-subclass-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is SET_LJN10N_SUBCLASS_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationshipID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

SUB_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
subclass, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

SUPER_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
superclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

stores details of the set-intersection-subclass-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is SET_INTERSECTION_SUBCLASS_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ED, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationshipID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

SUB_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
subclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

SUPER_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
superclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
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stores details of the set-difference-subclass-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is SET_DIFFERENCE_SUBCLASS_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

REL_ID stores a relationshipID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

SUB_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
subclass, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

SUPER_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
superclass, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

LEFT_ENT_NAME stores a name of the entity from which a subclass is subtracted, 
referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 
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stores details of the spatiotemporal-aggregate-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship types stored in this table are SPATIAL AGGREGATE REL and 
TEMORAL_AGGREGATE_REL. Every relationship listed in this table is corresponding 
to one of the relationships in the RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_1D captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

REL_1D stores a relationshiplD, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_0WN_1D contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

ST_BASE_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
base, referring to die ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

ST_AGG_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as an 
aggregate, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

ST AGG DESC contains an aggregate description. 
ST AGG FUNCTION stores an aggregate ftinction. 
SPATIAL INDEX contains a spatial index of a relationship. 
TIME INDEX contains a temporal index of a relationship. 
CLS RESTRICT DEF captures a definition for the restriction. 
CLS RESTRICT VAL stores a value for the restriction. 
AGG BASE MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the aggregate to the base. 
AGG BASE MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the aggregate to the base. 
BASE AGG MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the base to the aggregate. 
BASE AGG MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the base to the aggregate. 
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stores details of the grouping-aggregate-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship types stored in this table are GROUP_REL and AGGREGATE_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships collaboratively 
working. 

BASE_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
base, referring to the ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

GRPAGG_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a relationship as a 
grouping/aggregate, referring to the ENTITY CLASS table. 

GRPAGG DESC contains a grouping/aggregate description. 
GRPAGG FUNCTION stores a grouping/aggregate function. 
CLS RESTRICT DEF captures a definition for the restriction. 
CLS RESTRICT VAL stores a value for the restriction. 
GRPAGG_BASE_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the grouping/aggregate to 

the base. 
GRPAGG_BASE_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the grouping/aggregate 

to the base. 
BASE_GRPAGG_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the base to the 

grouping/aggregate. 
BASE_GRPAGG_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the base to the 

grouping/aggregate. 
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stores details of the selected-composite-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship t>pe stored in this table is SELECTED_COMPOSITE_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP and ATTRIBUTE table. It is used 
as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

REL_1D stores a relationship ID. referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key 
and foreign key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships 
collaboratively working. 

BASE_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a 
relationship as a base, referring to the 
ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary key 
in this table. 

COM_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a 
relationship as a composite, referring to the 
ENTITY CLASS table. 

SEL_ATT_ID captures an attribute ID that belongs to the base 
entity and used for defining a relationship, referring 
to a value in the ATTRIBUTE table. It is used as a 
foreign key in this table. 

SEL COMPOSITE DESC contains a selected composite description. 
SEL COMPOSITE FUNCTION stores a composite function. 
CLS RESTRICT DEF captures a definition for the restriction. 
CLS RESTRICT VAL stores a value for the restriction. 
COM_BASE_MIN contains a minimum cardinality firom the composite 

to the base. 
COM_BASE_MAX contains a maximum cardinality fi:om the composite 

to the base. 
BASE_COM_MIN contains a minimum cardinality fi*om the base to the 

composite. 
BASE_COM_MAX contains a maximum cardinality fi*om the base to the 

composite. 
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stores details of members in the grouping-aggregate-relationships. 

Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID. referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and 
foreign key in this table. 

MEM NAME contains a member name used as a primary key in this table. 
MEM MIN captures a minimum cardinality of the member. 
MEM MAX captures a maximum cardinality of the member. 

stores details of members in the selected-composite-relationships. 

Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

REL_ID stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and 
foreign key in this table. 

MEM NAME contains a member name used as a primary key in this table. 
SEL MEM CLS NAME stores member name. 
MEM CLS MIN captures a minimum cardinality of the member. 
MEM CLS MAX captures a maximum cardinality of the member. 
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stores details of the enumerated-composite-relationships defined in each project. The 
relationship type stored in this table is ENUMERATED_COMPOSITE_REL. Every 
relationship listed in this table is corresponding to one of the relationships in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. 
Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID. referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary 
and foreign key in this table. 

REL_1D stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary 
key and foreign key in this table. 

REL_OWN_ID contains a same value for a set of relationships 
collaboratively working. 

BASE_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a 
relationship as a base, referring to the 
ENTITY_CLASS table. It is used as a primary key 
in this table. 

COM_NAME stores a name of the entity participating in a 
relationship as a composite, referring to the 
ENTITY CLASS table. 

ENUM COMPOSITE DESC contains a selected composite description. 
ENUM COMPOSITE FUNCTION stores a composite function. 
CLS RESTRICT DEF captures a definition for the restriction. 
CLS RESTRICT VAL stores a value for the restriction. 
COM_BASE_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the 

composite to the base. 
COM_BASE_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the 

composite to the base. 
BASE_COM_MIN contains a minimum cardinality from the base to 

the composite. 
BASE_COM_MAX contains a maximum cardinality from the base to 

the composite. 
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stores details of members in the enumerated-composite-relationships. 

Attribute Name Description 
PJT_ID captures a project ID, referring to a value in the 

RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

RELJD stores a relationship ID, referring to a value in the 
RELATIONSHIP table. It is used as a primary key and 
foreign key in this table. 

MEM_NAME contains a member name used as a primary key in this 
table. 

ENUM MEM CLS NAME stores member name. 
MEM CLS ROSTER contains a list of members of a relationship. 
MEM CLS MIN captures a minimum cardinality of the member. 
MEM CLS MAX captures a maximum cardinality of the member. 
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3.2 Ontology Metadata Dictionary 

contains a list of all ontology concepts defined in the ontology repository. 

Attribute Name Description 
CONCEPT_ID stores a concept ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
NAME captures a concept name. 
DEFINITION contains a concept definition. 
IS LEAF CONCEPT stores an indicator determining whether a concept is leaf or not. 
SUPER_C0NCEPT_1D contains an ID of parent concept, referring to a value in this 

table. 
POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of a concept in an 

application canvas. 
POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of a concept in an 

application canvas. 

contains a list of all ontology instances defined in the ontology repository. 

Attribute Name Description 
INSTANCE_ID stores an instance ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
NAME captures an instance name. 
DEFINITION contains an instance definition. 
CONCEPTJD contains an ID of parent concept (leaf concept), referring to a 

value in the ONTOLOGY CONCEPT table. 
POS_X captures physical location (coordinate X) of an mstance in an 

application canvas. 
POS_Y captures physical location (coordinate Y) of an instance in an 

application canvas. 
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contains a list of all the relationships between ontology concepts. 

Attribute Name Description 
SIBLrNGJD stores a relationship ID used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
SIBLING_R£L_TYPE captures a relationship type: DISJOINT, PEER, 

IS A, or PART OF. 
UPPER_LEFT_CONCEPT_ID contains an ID of concept participating in the 

relationship as a upper/left concept, referring to a 
value in the ONTOLOGY CONCEPT table. 

LOWER_RIGHT_CONCEPT_ID contains an ID of concept participating in the 
relationship as a lower/right concept, referring to a 
value in the ONTOLOGY CONCEPT table. 

contains a list of all the relationships between ontology instances. 

Attribute Name Description 
MAPPING_ID stores a relationship ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
FROM_INSTANCE_ID contains an ID of instance participating in the relationship as a 

from instance, referring to a value in the 
ONTOLOGY INSTANCE table. 

TO_INSTANCE_ID contains an ID of instance participating in the relationship as a 
to instance, referring to a value in the 
ONTOLOGY INSTANCE table. 

MAPPING CARDINAL 
ITY 

captures a cardinality type of relationship: NONE, 
ONE TO ONE, ONE TO MANY, or MANY TO MANY. 

IS TOTAL stores an indicator determining whether a relationship is totally 
mapped or not. 
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APPENDIX B: 

USER DIALOG INTERFACES OF THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

1. Schema Designer 

1.1 Project 

Creating a Project 
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(F) Ecnoiogy Process Model 

(F) Land and Buildings 

(F) Researcher and UCranan 

City_Popuiatlon 

The user selects an option to create a new project by 
either clicking on a new project menu item on the file 
menu or a new project button on the tool bar. 

The user must input a new project name and can also 
provide a project description for reference purpose. A 
project is created for either a local schema or a 
federated schema. If the user selects a local schema 
mode, the database server address must be provided; 
the default value is the address of local machine the 
system is currently running on. In the federated 
schema mode, the address is blank and cannot be 
edited. 

A list of existing projects is also provided. 
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Opening a Project 
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The user selects an option to open an existing project 
by either clicking on an open project menu item on 
the file menu or an open project button on the tool 
bar. 

The user selects a project from the list of existing 
projects. The project properties are updated as the 
user changes the selection from the list. The user is 
not allowed to edit or update the displayed property 
values. 

Exiting a Project 

( ^ ( i n l i r r n  « : h a n q » > ' .  ml 

SlMtlMClMnowr 

This dialog pops up when the user makes changes on a 
project and then attempts to exit the project without 
saving the changes. The user can save the changes and 
exit the project, exit the project without saving the 
changes, or cancel the exiting process. 
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1.2 Spatiotemporai Entity 

Creating a Strong Spatiotemporai Entity 
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The user creates a new spatiotemporai entity in the 
canvas area. This dialog is used mainly for defining a 
new spatiotemporai entity. 

The user must provide a unique entity name; a list of 
entities already defined in the project is displayed for 
reference purpose. The spatial index and temporal 
index properties are required; other properties, such as 
function, description, perimeter, and area, are optional. 

Editing a Strong Spatiotemporai Entity 
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The user selects a strong spatiotemporai entity and 
clicks one the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is used to browse and update the properties of 
selected entity. 

All the properties of selected entity are displayed in 
this dialog. The entity name is not editable; other 
properties, such as function, description, spatial index, 
temporal index, perimeter, and area, can be modified. 

A list of existing entities is provided for reference 
purpose. 
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1.3 Strong Dynamic Entity 

Create a Strong Dynamic Entity 
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The user creates a new dynamic entity in the canvas 
area. This dialog is used for defining a new dynamic 
entity. 

The user must provide a unique entity name; a list of 
entities already defined in the project is displayed for 
reference purpose. The spatial index and temporal 
index are required and other properties, such as 
function, description, perimeter, area, and birth-to-
death state are optional. 

Editing a Strong Dynamic Entity 
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The user selects a strong dynamic entity and clicks on 
the view/edit properties menu item. This dialog is 
used to browse and update the properties of selected 
entity. 

All the properties of selected entity are displayed in 
this dialog. The entity name is not editable; other 
properties, such as function, description, spatial index, 
temporal index, perimeter, area, and birth-to-death 
state, can be modified. 

A list of existing entities is provided for reference 
purpose. 

Soil Erosion 
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1.4 Spatiotemporal Relationship 

Selecting a Relationship Type 

[31 When the user begins creating a spatiotemporal 
relationship, the degree (binary, ternary, or 
quaternary) of new relationship is defined in this 
dialog. 
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Binary Spatiotemporal Relationship 

Creating a Binary Spatiotemporal Relationship 
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When the user selects a binary degree of relationship 
from the relationship type dialog, this dialog pops up to 
the user. This dialog is mainly used for defining a new 
binary spatiotemporal relationship, allowing the user to 
select an entity from each combo box. Relationship 
names spatial indices and temporal indices are 
mandatory; the rest of properties, such as. and 
cardinalities, are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Extending a Binary Spatiotemporal Relationship to Ternary Relationship 
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The user extends an existing binary spatiotemporal 
relationship to ternary by adding an additional entity to 
the relationship. 

The relationship name can be modified in Lhis dialog. 
The first and second entities, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only 
the third entity from the combo box. The relationship 
name spatial index and temporal index are mandatory; 
the other properties are optional. 

Adiaceni 

Adjacent 
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Editing a Binary Spatiotemporal Relationship 
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The user selects a binary spatiotemporal relationship 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. 
This dialog is used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship names and entities are not editable; 
other properties, such as spatial index, temporal index, 
cardinalities, and spatial relationship type, can be 
modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Ternary Spatiotemporal Relationship 

Creating a Ternary Spatiotemporal Relationship 
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When the user selects a ternary degree of relationship 
from the relationship type dialog, this dialog pops up to 
the user. This dialog is mainly used for defining a new 
ternary spatiotemporal relationship, letting the user select 
an entity from each combo box. The relationship name, 
spatial index and temporal index are mandatory; the 
other properties are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Extending a Ternary Relationship to Quaternary Relationship 
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m The user can extend an existing ternary spatiotemporal 
relationship to quaternary by adding an additional 
entity to the relationship. 

The relationship name can be modified in this dialog. 
The first, second, and third entities, already involved in 
the relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects 
only the fourth entity firom the combo box. The 
relationship name spatial index and temporal index are 
mandatory; the others are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Ternary Spatiotemporai Relationship 
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The user selects a ternary spatiotemporai relationship 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is used to browse and update the properties of 
selected reladonship. 

The reladonship name and entities are not editable; 
other properties, such as spatial index, temporal index, 
cardinalities, and spatial reladonship type, can be 
modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Quaternary Spatiotemporai Relationship 

Creating a Quaternary Spatiotemporai Relationship 
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When the user selects a quaternary degree of 
relationship from the relationship type dialog, this 
dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used 
for defining a new quaternary spatiotemporai 
relationship, allowing the user to select an entity from 
each combo box. The relationship name, spatial index 
and temporal index are mandatory; the other properties 
are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Quaternary Spatiotemporal Relationship 
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m The user selects a quaternary spatiotemporal 
relationship and clicks on the view/edit properties 
menu item. This dialog is used to browse and update 
the properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship name and entities are not editable; 
other properties, such as spatial inde.x, temporal index, 
cardinalities, and spatial relationship type, can be 
modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 
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1.5 Cause and EfTect Relationship 

Creating a Cause and Effect Relationship 
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When the user begins creating a cause and effect 
relationship, this dialog pops up to the user. This 
dialog is mainly used for defining a new cause and 
effect relationship. 

The user must select affectee and affector from the 
combo boxes provided in this dialog. The relationship 
name is mandatory; the rest of properties, such as 
spatial index, temporal index, cardinalities and event, 
are optional. 

Extending a Cause and Effect Relationship 
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The user can extend an existing cause and effect 
relationship by adding an additional affector to the 
relationship. 

The relationship name cannot be modified in this 
dialog. The affectee, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user can select 
only the affector from the combo box. The spatial index 
and temporal index are mandatory; the other properties 
are optional. 
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Editing a Cause and Effect Relationship 

Selecting a Cause and Ejfect Relationship 

This is the first dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing cause and effect relationship. This dialog 
allows the user to select one of the relationships based 
on the same affectee entity. 
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Editing a Cause and Effect Relationship 
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After selecting a relationship, the user browses and 
edits the properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship name, and both affetor and affectee 
are not editable; other properties, such as spatial index, 
temporal index, cardinalities, and event, can be 
modified. 
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1.6 Spatiotemporal Aggregate Relationship 

Creating a Spatiotemporal Aggresate Relationship 
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When the user begins creating a spatiotemporal 
aggregate relationship, this dialog pops up to the user. 
This dialog is mainly used to define a new 
spatiotemporal aggregate relationship. 

The user must select a base entity and provide a unique 
name for a new spatiotemporal aggregate entity. The 
spatial index and temporal index are required, and the 
other, properties are optional. 

A list of spatiotemporal aggregate entities defined in 
the project is provided for reference purpose. 

Extending a Spatiotemporal Aggregate Relationship 
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The user can extend an existing spatiotemporal 
aggregate relationship by adding an additional base 
entity to the relationship. 

The spatiotemporal aggregate entity, already involved 
in the relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects 
only an additional base entity from the combo box. 
The rest of properties, such as cardinalities and 
restriction, are optional. 

A list of spatiotemporal aggregate entities defined in 
the project is provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Spatiotemporai Aggregate Relationship 

Selecting a Spatiotemporai Aggregate Relationship 

This is the First dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing spatiotemporai aggregate relationship. This 
dialog allows the user to select one of the relationships 
based on the same spatiotemporai aggregate entity. 
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Editing a Spatiotemporai Aggregate Relationship 
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m After selecting a relationship, the user browses and 
edits the properties of selected relationship. 

The base and spatiotemporai aggregate entities are not 
editable; other properties, such as cardinalities and 
restriction, can be modified. 

A list of spatiotemporai aggregate entities defined in 
the project is provided for reference purpose. 
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1.7 Domain 

Selecting Operation Type 

Select ma TVpe or Opetattan 

<•> MIneaNewOfinnin. 
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Cancel Done 

This dialog provides two options of operation: 
defining a new domain and updating an existing 
domain. 

Defining a Domain 

New Uomain UecUuiition 

Domain Name: 

DescilpUoiK 

Domain Type: [IntBoar 

List at Existing Domain 
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Dam 

m 

Cancel 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the 
operation of defining a new domain from the 
operation type dialog. This dialog is mainly used 
for defining a new domain. 

The user must provide a domain name and type; 
the description field is optional. 

A list of domains defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Domain 

Selecting a Domain 

Select a Domain 
i Pomain_for_Echokigy 

1 Dona I Cancsl 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the operation of 
modifying an existing domain from the operation type dialog. 
This dialog allows the user to select a domain from the entire 
domains already defined in the project. 

Editing a Domain 

Chanqo Property of Soloclcd Uomain |x|j 
Domain Name: Oomaln_ror_Echalogy 

Descflption: 

Domain Type: |Ta»(t 

List of Existing Domain 
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After selecting a domain, the user browses and 
edits the properties of selected domain. 

The domain name is not editable; the description 
and domain type can be updated. 

A list of domains defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 
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1.8 Strong Entity 

Creating a Strong Entity 
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The user creates a new entity in the canvas area. 
This dialog is mainly for defining a new entity. 

The user must provide a unique entity name; a list 
of entities already defined in the project is 
displayed for reference purpose. Other properties, 
such as function and description, are optional. 

Editing a Strong Entity 
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The user selects a strong entity and clicks on the 
view/edit properties menu item. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected entity. 

All the properties of selected entity are displayed in 
this dialog. The entity name is not editable; other 
properties, such as fiinction and description, can be 
modified. 

A list of existing entities is provided for reference 
purpose. 
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1.9 Weak Entity Relationship 

Selecting a Type of Weak Entity 
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This dialog lets the user select one of two types of weak 
entity: simple and interaction. 

Simple Weak Entity Relationship 

Selecting a Simple Weak Entity Relationship Type 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a simple 
weak entity relationship type from the type of weak 
entity dialog. This dialog provides the user with three 
types of relationship: simple, spatiotemporal, and 
dynamic. 

Creating a Simple Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a simple 
weak relationship type from the type of weak 
relationship dialog. The user defines a new simple 
weak entity relationship in this dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of weak entity as 
well as relationship names. In addition, an entity 
should be selected from the combo box. Cardinalities 
are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 
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Editing a Simple Weak Relationship 
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The user selects a simple weak relationship and clicks 
on the view/edit properties menu item. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected relationship. 

All the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship names and entities are 
not editable; cardinalities can be modified. 

A list of existing simple weak relationships is provided 
for reference purpose. 

Creating a Spatiotemporal Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a 
spatiotemporal weak relationship type from the type of 
weak relationship dialog. The user defines a new 
spatiotemporal weak entity relationship in this dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of weak entit>" as 
well as relationship names. In addition, an entity 
should be selected from the combo box. Other 
properties, such as spatial index, temporal index, 
perimeter, area, and cardinalities are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 

Li«ofiuiam»uwitiBTOKPtiiiwt 

jAnnual.Weattier 
Cnannel 
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Editing a Spatiotemporal Weak Relationship 
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The user selects a spatiotemporal weak relationship 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

All the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship names and entities are 
not editable; other properties, such as spatial index, 
temporal index, type, and cardinalities can be 
modified. 

A list of existing spatiotemporal weak relationships is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Creating a Dynamic Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a dynamic 
weak relationship type from the type of weak 
relationship dialog. The user defines a new dynamic 
weak entity relationship in this dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of weak entity as 
well as relationship names. In addition, an entity 
should be selected from the combo box. Other 
properties, such as perimeter, area, birth-to-death state, 
and cardinalities are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 
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Editing a Dynamic Weak Entity Relationship 
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The user selects a dynamic weak relationship and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

All the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship names and entities are 
not editable; other properties, such as spatial index, 
temporal index, type, and cardinalities can be 
modified. 

A list of existing dynamic weak relationships is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 

Selecting a Interaction Weak Entity Relationship Type 
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m This dialog pops up when the user selects an interaction 
weak entity relationship type fi-om the type of weak 
entity dialog. This dialog provides the user with three 
types of relationship: simple, spatiotemporal, and 
dynamic. 

Selecting a Target Relationship 
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This dialog lets the user select a relationship graphic 
object on the canvas to define an interaction weak 
entity relationship. 
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Creating a Simple Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a simple 
interaction relationship type from the type of interaction 
relationship dialog and then chooses a target 
relationship on the canvas. The user defines a new 
simple interaction weak entity relationship in this 
dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of interaction 
entity. Other properties, such as cardinalities, function, 
and description, are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 

Editing a Simple Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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The user selects a simple interaction entity and clicks 
on the view/edit properties menu item. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected interaction relationship. 

All the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship name and entity are not 
editable; other properties, such as cardmalities, 
function, and description, can be modified. 
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Creating a Spatiotemporal Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a 
spatiotemporal interaction relationship type from the 
type of interaction relationship dialog and then chooses 
a target relationship on the canvas. The user defines a 
new spatiotemporal interaction weak entity relationship 
in this dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of interaction 
entity. Other properties, such as cardinalities, function, 
description, spatial index, temporal index, perimeter, 
and area, are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 

Editing a Spatiotemporal Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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The user selects a spatiotemporal interaction entity and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected interaction relationship. 

Ail the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship name and entity are not 
editable; other properties, such as cardinalities, 
function, description, type, spatial and temporal 
indexes, perimeter, and area, can be modified. 
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Creating a Dynamic Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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This dialog pops up when the user selects a dynamic 
interaction relationship type from the type of interaction 
relationship dialog. The user defines a new dynamic 
interaction weak entity relationship in this dialog. 

The user must provide a unique name of interaction 
entity. Other properties, such as spatial index, area, 
birth-to-death state, and cardinalities are optional. 

A list of entities defined in the project is provided for 
reference purpose. 

Editing a Dynamic Interaction Weak Entity Relationship 
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The user selects a dynamic interaction entity and clicks 
on the view/edit properties menu item. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected interaction relationship. 

All the properties of selected relationship are displayed 
in this dialog. The relationship name and entity are not 
editable; other properties, such as cardinalities, 
function, description, type, spatial and temporal 
indexes, birth-to-death state, perimeter, and area, can be 
modified. 
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1.10 Interaction Relationship 

Selecting a Relationship Type 
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Ell When the user begins creating an interaction 
relationship, the degree (binary, ternary, or 
quaternary) of new relationship is defined in this 
dialog. 

Binary Interaction Relationship 

Creating a Binary Interaction Relationship 
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When the user selects a binary degree of relationship 
from the relationship type dialog, this dialog pops up to 
the user. This dialog is mainly used for defining a new 
binary interaction relationship, letting the user select an 
entity from each combo box. The both relationship 
names are mandatory; cardinalities are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Extending a Binary Relationship to Ternary Relationship 

r ^ ' m i i r y  O o h n i h i i n  m 
Relationshiii; |Conlains| 

First EntNy: | Counlln 
Mm. CdiilmaMy; | 
Max. CatdliuMy; 

Sacond ErUty. IVegBHOoo 
Mn. CardiMMy; | 
Max. CmHiwillly: I 

rtwdEnMy; tSSESSySSSSiSL, 
Mln. OtftNndWyT | 
Max. CatdlnalHv: I 

Dona Cancal 

The List of mieractlon RolatlonsMpt: 
Contains 

Conlains 

Oescnbes 

QaaamJUM— 

The user extends an existing binary interaction 
relationsiiip to ternary by adding an additional entity to 
the relationship. 

The relationship name can be modified in this dialog. 
The first and second entities, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only 
the third entity fi-om the combo box. The relationship 
name is mandatory; cardinalities are optional. A list of 
relationships already defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 

Editing a Binary Interaction Relationship 

r  ( i i t  {  x i s t i n i ^  l i i n d r y  

ReladoiBlilii 1: Contains 
First Ennty; 
MbLCatiiniiMy; 
Max. CHitniiM  ̂

CnaiOas 

V̂ uatoUwi 
RalattoianpZ: Conttlna 
acimit Entity: 
KSn. CmSneWy* 
UaxCaninaMy: 

Don* Cancal 

List or Blnaiy RBlBltoiiiMps 
|CQntains 

jContains 

|Descn&es 

The user selects a binary interaction relationship and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship names and entities are not editable; 
cardinalities can be modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 
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Creating a Ternary Interaction Relationship 

N o w  I  i . ' r n n r y  l U H n l i o n s h i p  [ ) t . > l i n i t i o n  m 
RsMlonslilp: 

First EiKily; 
Mill. CarUtaMUy: 
Max Catiiiwilly: 

S»coinl BilMy; 
UMi. CaiiliiHitty: 
Max. CuiinaMy; 

nwd Entity: 
Mill. CarUkuiMy: 
Max. CatdknHy: 

AmHUiJMMiwr 

AimnlJNtadnr 

Annual JMnOMr 

Done Cancai 

The tat at Interaction Ratollonstiips: 
Contains 

Conlains 

Descnties 
rU>«*.*nKA«% 

When the user selects a ternary degree of relationship 
from the relationship type dialog, this dialog pops up to 
the user. This dialog is mainly used for defining a new 
ternary interaction relationship, allowing the user to 
select an entity from each combo box. The relationship 
name is mandatory; cardinalities are optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose 

Extending a Ternary Relationship to Quaternary Relationship 

( } u ( i r t i > r n n r v  M i H u l m s h i p  D t . ' l i n i t i n n  m 
Relationslap; llnflHralesI 

RrstEnMy; 
Mm. CardkiaMy: 
Max. Carimallty; 

Second Entity: 
MIn. Cardlratly; 
Max. Cariliiany: 

TMtilEnUly: 
Min.Canllna«y: 
MaxCartMHy; 

FDuittiEtMy: 
MkLCviinaMv; 
MaxCariinaMy 

Soi 

Cmcal 

thaUstnttiHractliinRladoiaWpc 
iContains 
Icontains 
joescnues Jil 

The user extends an existing ternary interaction 
relationship to quaternary by adding an additional 
entity to the relationship. 

The relationship name can be modified in this dialog. 
The first, second, and third entities, already involved in 
the relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects 
only the fourth entity firom the combo box. The 
relationship name is mandatory; cardinalities are 
optional. 

A list of relationships already defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Ternary Interaction Relationship 

r  i j j l  ^  I  e r n n r y  R o l n l t o n s h i p  

RsMnnsMp: Intlltrates 

m 

First EntMy: 
MIn. CardltuUKy: 
Max. C r̂cftnaAty; 

RainM 

SttcomJ Etrtiiy; jSoM 
MiiL CardtnaOty; | 
Ma*. CaftftnaWy; I 

riittil&iucy: iRunorr 
Mil. Carittnaftty: ( 
Max. Cartinally: [ 

Cancel 

rtw list of mtwadton RrtammshipK 
Contains 

Contains 

Descnbes 

ruvf w*uwfi 

The user selects a ternary- interaction relationship and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship name and entities are not editable; 
cardinalities can be modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 

Creating a Quaternary Interaction Relationship 

Ni! w ( J i j o r t i ' m i i r v  M i ' I n h o n ' . h t p  D i ' l i n i t i i i n  m 
RatanonsMp: 

FirsiaiW  ̂
Mm. Carilnatly: 

CarmnaMy: 

Annual MMher 

SacondEnUty: I iUmalJUtelhT 
Mn-CatHnaMy: | 

TMtdEnWy: 
IMn.C«dinaWy: 
HtacCardkaMy: 

F«»1hEnMy: 
MtLCardkaWy: 
Mdx. CwdkaWy: 

Dona Cincri 

TheLHtotlWeractliioRBlalliiialilpa: 
!Contains 

jContains 

iDescnbes 5 

When the user selects a quaternary degree of 
relationship from the relationship type dialog, this 
dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used 
for defining a new quaternary interaction relationship, 
letting die user select an entity firom each combo box. 
The relationship name is mandatory; cardinalities are 
optional. 

A list of relationships ahready defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Quaternary Interaction Relationship 

t: dit (: xHilinq C )u(ut(>rnMry I U H o h o n s h i p  

RstaiiotislNii: tnftltralas 

m 

FustEiilMy; [RaM  ̂
Mdi. CaiiliMiny; ( 
Max CMilliMlty; | 

Seconit EnlKv; 
Mill. Cat dtaMiMv; 
Max. CuiikMlilv; 

Ihvd Entity: 
Mln. Cardinallly: 
Max Cardlnaity; 

Foiinh Eiiiity; 
Mln. CardmaHly: 
Max. CacdmaMy; I 

Sua 

Runoff 

AmualJIMnOiar 

CancH 

riw I.ha Iff migracnon RnlaimniiWps: 
Contains 

Contains 
Descnbes 

a 

The user selects a quaternary interaction relationship 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu item. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse and update the 
properties of selected relationship. 

The relationship name and entities are not editable; 
cardinalities can be modified. 

A list of relationships defined in the project is provided 
for reference purpose. 
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1.11 Subclass Relationship 

Selecting a Relationship Type 

Selecl the Type or Subclass RelaUonsMp 

'•) mrlî lMlned Subclass 
O RpstirOanna)! Subclass 

Sat Oelbiad Subclass -

C QWaranca 

m 

C'lMm 

Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user begins creating a 
subclass relationship. This dialog provides the user 
with five types of relationship: attribute-defined, roster-
defined, set-difference, set-intersection, and set-union. 

Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

Selecting a Superclass Entity of Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

Select a Superclass 

m 

Done Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects an attribute-defined 
subclass relationship from the subclass relationship type dialog. 
This dialog lets the user determine the superclass entity of a new 
relationship. 

Creating an Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

h J c w  M u t i i  I n s - ;  [ ) < > t i n i h o n  

Superclass; Annual.WtaOisr 

Atirllwtesroc Superclass jyear 

SutadBSs: lOiawial ~ 

Attrtmte CandHian: 

RaaHonsWix among Si<icla«s«» 

RalaUonsftip ttatwoen Superettss-aal Subdassjes) 
|MQtToni»BdWlHl« 

When the user chooses the attribute-defined subclass 
option from the relationship type dialog and then 
selects a superclass entity firom the dialog above, this 
dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used 
for defining a new attribute-defined subclass 
relationship, letting the user select a subclass entity and 
attribute of superclass entity and specify relationship 
types. Attribute condition is optional. 
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Extending an Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

A < J i 1  f i  t i )  t i n  A t l n b u t i *  D t . ' t i n t M j  ! - > u  

Superclas: Minusl.Weather 

AtTrilHKes for Superclass liWf 

Subclass: !Ciiunlla« ~ 

AttrilMitB ConiWton: 

Rsladoiisliliis aiiioiio Suttctasses 

Rtriattottslriii Iwmeen Suimclass ami SutKlass(<o) 
MOTimiyBdMKaUw 

Caned 

The user extends an existing attribute-defined subclass 
relationship by adding an additional subclass entity to 
the relationship. 

The superclass entity, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only a 
subclass entity and attribute of the superclass and 
specifies relationship types. Attribute condition is 
optional. 

Selecting an Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

A t t r i b u t e  [ ^ i > l a t i i i n s h i p  m 
Suparclass: 

Subclass: 

AnnuaLWatttier 

CMnnal 

Cancil 

This is the first dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing attribute-defined subclass relationship. This 
dialog lets the user select one of the relationships based 
on the same superclass entity. 

Editing an Attribute-defined Subclass Relationship 

f ( l i t  I  x i ' . i i r i i ]  A l t r i t > ( j t « >  O i . ' t i n i u i  l l u b r l f i - ; - :  m 
Supociass; Aiinual_W«alli«r 

AraaHKesfac Superclass |ynr_ 

Subclass I] 

AmtwieCindidDic 

RataUonsWp* among Smidaw* 

RBlatlcnstil|>bittiimiSup«clas»anitSubc>»iic«) 

When the user selects a relationship from the dialog 
above, this dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected relationship. 

Attribute conditions and relationship types are editable. 
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Roster-deFined Subclass Relationship 

Selecting a Superclass Entity of Roster-defined Subclass Relationship 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a roster-defined 
subclass relationship from the subclass relationship type dialog. 
This dialog lets the user determine the superclass entity of a new 
relationship. 

S i ' h M . t  l i o p e f i  I n - . ' .  m 
Sel»cl a Superclass 

AmuiiJMBaaier 

flmiA 

Creating a Roster-defined Subclass Relationship 

t 4 ( ? w  ( { ( ) • . h f r  D t M i n t ' i j  l i t j h c  I n - ; * .  ( ) r l i n i l i i ) f )  m 
Supmclats: Aî al_WeMw 

Select SutsclasK lOmwrt 

MmnlMr Roster 

RalatloniiWpt among Siiticlai»a« 

RatMloinMp banmm Supvclass »id SiiiKlan<m) 
iWKTfltt̂ Emnumiw 

Canal 

When the user chooses the roster-defined subclass 
option from the relationship type dialog and then 
selects a superclass entity from the selecting a 
superclass dialog, this dialog pops up to the user. This 
dialog is mainly used for defining a new roster-defined 
subclass relationship, letting the user select a subclass 
entity and specify relationship types. Member roster is 
optional. 

Extending a Roster-defined Subclass Relationship 

BBBlDODBDBBDDĵ B^DBDQ 

Superdau: wmualJIVealtwr 

Satect Subclass: ICounMt 

MembttRostsr 

RelallonsWps. among SutocUaiss 

RdallonrtipbgtwaanSnwnitaisawtSuhilftwCiBs  ̂

The user extends an existing roster-defined subclass 
relationship by adding an additional subclass entity to 
the relationship. 

The superclass entity, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only a 
subclass entity and specifies relationship types. 
Member roster is optional. 
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Selecting a Roster-defined Subclass Relationship 

D o t i n i M i  r i . H i i t i o n s h i p  m 
SupeccMss; 

Subclass: 

AnnualJMaather 

Clianml 

Done Cancal 

This is the first dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing roster-defined subclass relationship. This 
dialog lets the user select one of the relationships based 
on the same superclass entity. 

Editing a Roster-defined Subclass Relationship 

I . ( l i t  [  x r . h n r j  D i f l i n o i i  ! I u b i ; l a ' - i s  M » ' l  m 
Suparciass: Annual_Waather 

SsiectSutxJssx: lOannat 

Member Roster 

Rckiikimstilps <Jrmmq Suiichissss 

ReMlonsMp balMmn Suparciass and Siil)class(es) 
iNntTnta f̂Exliaiiitliw 

Cancal 

When the user selects a relationship from the dialog 
above, this dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is 
mainly used to browse and update the properties of 
selected relationship. 

Member roster and relationship types are editable. 
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Set Difference Subclass Relationship 

Creaiing a Set Difference Subclass Relationship 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a set difference 
subclass relationship from the subclass relationship type dialog. 
This dialog is mainly used for defining a new set difference 
subclass relationship, letting the user select a super and sub class 
entities. 

IncluileiKnfm) Suporclasn 

i »miualJW*«lhf  ̂

Subclasg 

iMinmlJIUfcallif 

Extending a Set Difference Subclass Relationship 

A d d  M  ! " . u p i * r i  l a s  

InclMliMMflriO Supwctaw 

Smwrctas* 

ICharawl 

Dm Cancai 

The user extends an existing set difference subclass relationship 
by adding an additional superclass entity to the relationship. 

The first superclass and subclass entities, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only a 
superclass entity. 

Browsing a Set Difference Subclass Relationship 

irt Diffrtrnt:*' JJubclir.-. (Ml ri! 

mctadadatM) Sî mclaci 

Sidiclass 

SupMclass HaitiKO 
AnnuaLWeather 

OK 

When the user selects a set difference relationship and clicks on 
the view/edit properties menu, this dialog pops up to the user. 
This dialog is mainly used to browse die properties of selected 
relationship. 
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Creating a Set Union Subclass Relationship 

l i t  U n i o n  1  ) t > t i n i t i ( ) n  

Sii|»fclacs 

m 
AnnualJMtallwr 

Siiliclafts 

Dona Cancel 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a set union subclass 
relationship from the subclass relationship type dialog. This 
dialog is mainly used for defining a new set union subclass 
relationship, letting the user select a super and sub class entities. 

Extending a Set Union Subclass Relationship 

AcJ«i ij !̂ ub(:lns-; 

Suparcbns 

•U 

Channal 

Subctsss 
Xoundas 

Dont 

The user extends an existing set union subclass relationship by 
adding an additional subclass entity to the relationship. 

The superclass, already involved in the relationship, cannot be 
changed; the user selects only a subclass entity. 

Browsing a Set Union Subclass Relationship 

n n l y )  13 i 

Supsf class 
Annual W^bWiui 

SubctanNanwO) 
Countias 

OK 

When the user selects a set union relationship and clicks the 
view/edit properties menu, this dialog pops up to the user. This 
dialog is mainly used to browse the properties of selected 
relationship. 
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Creating a Set Intersection Subclass Relationship 

S e l  I n t i f f s e c t i o n  i > u t ) ( : l a ' . s  ( ) « ' !  

SupairclASS 

Ql 

AmualJWtaUMr 

Subcl̂ s 
AnnualJWtaUiar 

Done Canal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a set intersection 
subclass relationship from the subclass relationship type dialog. 
This dialog is mainly used for defining a new set intersection 
subclass relationship, letting the user select a super and sub class 
entities. 

Extending a Set Intersection Subclass Relationship 

A d d  t j  S u b i r l i r . ; ; ;  

Superclass 

m 
Onnral 

Subcldss 
IFM 

CancM 

The user extends an existing set intersection subclass 
relationship by adding an additional subclass entity to the 
relationship. 

The superclass, already involved in the relationship, cannot be 
changed; the user selects only a subclass entity. 

Browsing a Set Intersection Subclass Relationship 

l i o n  !  t u t x  I I I - . ' . ( I  •  E 3  

Subclaw 
Countlts 

Superclass Name(8) 
Annual.Weather 

Channel 

at 

When the user selects a set intersection relationship and clicks 
on the view/edit properties menu, this dialog pops up to the user. 
This dialog is mainly used to browse the properties of selected 
relationship. 
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1.12 Composite Relationship 

Selecting a Composite Relationship Type 

f y p i ?  ( ) t  ( ' n m p o r i i l t v  

Sirittci n» Ririanotaiui) to denm 

f; Mkia a Naw saieclid Camiioita 

O SBlBctod Cwnportte Matnbw 

O Define a NawEnumaraladConiiiasXa 

O EnuHMralwICaniposjtsManriMf 

Don* CancM 

m This dialog pops up when the user begins creating 
a composite relationship. This dialog provides the 
user with two types of relationship: selected 
composite and enumerated composite, in addition, 
it provides a member option for each type. 
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Selected Composite Relationship 

Selecting a Base Entity for a Selected Composite Relationship 

£ i «lBO d  B i t S O  Endiv 

Annual JWBadiar 

Don* Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the selected composite 
from the relationship type dialog. In this dialog, the user selects 
a base entity of selected composite relationship. 

Creating a Selected Composite Relationship 

SiH im.'IimI C i D m p o M l c  O i ' t i n i l n i n  

Elasa aass: Annual_Wealh«r 
AttrtbuliHi (or BasK lyaar 

m 

Dcnnilhin of ComposllB anas: 
Composite Entity: 
Funi:tliHC i 

OescriiKlan: I 
Base » Compoaitc CampmilB » Basa 
Mtn-Cafdlnamy: I Mki. CarilnaKy; | 
Max. CariViMlly; I Max. CarikiaMy; P" 

Rastnction OaflnMimE 

Restriction ValuK 

Don* Cancal 

LUt at Exist mg Select ed CompoaHas 

When the user chooses the selected composite option 
from the relationship type dialog and then selects a base 
entity from the selecting a base entity dialog, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used for 
defining a new selected composite relationship, letting 
the user define a composite entity and select an attribute 
of the base entity. 

The user must provide a unique composite entity name; 
other properties, such as function, description, 
cardinalities, and restriction, are optional. 

A list of selected composite entities defined in the 
project is provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Selected Composite Relationship 

f i d i t  f  x i ' i t i r m  l ^ » ? h i l i o n  

Base Class: AnnualJ/VUttier 
AnrilHries for Base; [year 

ml 

DefinrtJon of Composite Class: 
Composite EnOty; Water 
Base » Compostfe Composffe » Base 
MiiuCafiftnattty: i| , Mbi. Carcfinaflty [ 
Max OKianaMy; | Max. CardlnaiKy; ( 

Restrtctton DoflnMon: 
RsstrtcOon VakiK 

Dona Caneai 

List ot E)i«aiiiii Selected ConnxMrtliis 
Water 

When the user selects a selected composite relationship 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used to 
browse and update the properties of selected 
relationship. 

Cardinalities and restriction are editable. 

A list of selected composite entities defined in the 
project is provided for reference purpose. 

Enumerated Composite Relationship 

Creating an Enumerated Composite Relationship 

I  n u f n i ? r n l i ' i j  L ) » f l i f i i l u ) n  m 
Bass Class: H>nnu«UW>*»Mr 

DefMUon of CDmpoMs t̂aK 
ComposHe EnlHy: | 
Funoiaa: 
OesctipilaR: I 
Bam » Cotnposas 
Mki-Cafitnally: [H 
Max. CardkMHyc 

Compoite » Basa 
iMkLCamnalty: 
; Max.Carilnallyc 

ReaWlcdon DeflnWon: 
Restrtctkm VakaB 

LUtofExUdngEnutnaraleilCaiinuiiaw 

When the user chooses the enumerated composite 
option firom the relationship type dialog, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used for 
defining a new enumerated composite relationship, 
letting the user select a base entity and define a 
composite entity. 

The user must provide a unique composite entity name; 
other properties, such as function, description, 
cardinalities, and restriction, are optional. 

A list of enumerated composite entities defined in the 
project is provided for reference purpose. 
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Extending an Enumerated Composite Relationship 

A i J t i  ( I  ( . I t i - ' . s  t o  ( i n  x i s l m i j  K  n u m f j f i i t  m 
Bdse Class; AimuaiJMntlMr 

ciT Composite Cbns: 
C(im|io«t(eEnO(y: Fuel 

B42MS» Compottito 

b&aCdrdlinMy; ] 

Mdx. Ciirdbiattve f 

Restriction Oeflnflion: 
Restrictian VaiuK 

Coitvostftt » OatMi 

MIL C t̂HMflfy; 

Max. CarcUfMllty; 

OOM Canm 

List Of Existinq Enumefateti Compos<es 
Fuel 

The user can extend an existing enumerated composite 
relationship by adding an additional base entity to the 
relationship. 

The composite entity, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only a 
base entity. Other properties are optional. 

A list of enumerated composite entities defined in die 
project is provided for reference purpose. 

Selecting an Enumerated Composite Relationship 

n u n u ' r u l i H i  ( ^ o m p o M l o  r t ' l a h n n s h i p  [xH 

CotnpasNe Endly; 

Select a Bass aac 

Full 

Cancal 

This is the first dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing enumerated composite relationship. This 
dialog lets the user select one of the relationships based 
on the same composite entity. 

Editing an Enumerated Composite Relationship 

L  n u r n « > r ( i t t M i  ( ' o r n p i i s i t r  p r i i p i ' r t i l i i "  

BOM Clan: 

Daflnitlon o( CommMa 
CoinpaalteEndly: Fual 

Ba*a » Compostte 
Min.Catdkiaai«c j 

Max.Canft)rtlicl 

Coni|i<»M*»8ara 
j Mln.Canfna««c 
j Maic-CafifnaiQe 

RHtilctlan OafMUoic 
RaitficdonVMua: 

UitatEiaiUnaEnuiiiMialBdCDmiottw 

When the user selects an enumerated composite 
relationship from the selecting a relationship dialog, 
this dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly 
used to browse and update the properties of selected 
relationship. 

Cardinalities and restriction are editable. 

A list of enumerated composite entities defined in the 
project is provided for reference purpose. 

Fuel 
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Selected Composite Member 

Selecting Operation Type 

Soh'ct ()p«!rijlinn Iyp»? 

Sated the rw>e or Operation 

'#! 

OyhwHMntars 

O gmoaPropMlta 

Dora 

m This dialog provides three options of operation: 
defining a new member, displaying existing 
members, and modifying an existing member. 

Selecting a Composite Entity 

SalactaCiiiiipoiaaEiimyClaM 

Caneal I 

This dialog pops up when the user selects one of the three options 
available fi-om the operation type dialog. The user identifies a 
target relationship in this dialog. 

Defining a Selected Composite Member 

( ) » * h r n '  h J » ' w  M i ' f n h i ' f  

SetactHt CompoMa BiO^c .WMtr 

'Ainu>l_W>im»r 

MaintoerNaRM: 

MhkCacdtaKtc C I MBi.Cafilnaayc[ 

Uti arAlkHnilMn in 1M> RriaUandiiK 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the define a 
member option firom the operation type dialog and then 
chooses a composite entity firom the selecting a 
composite entity dialog. This dialog is mainly used for 
defining a new selected composite member. 

The user must provide a member name; cardinalities 
are optional. 

A list of selected composite members defined in the 
relationship is provided for reference purpose. 
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Viewing Selected Composite Members 

Vkjw MI 'mkM'RS  

Composiie EnWy: Water 

Memlwr Cbss: Annual.Waattier 

LwtofMlillenilwfsliiTliisRelallonihip: 
Water 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the view 
members option from the operation type dialog and 
then chooses a composite entity from the selecting a 
composite entity dialog. This dialog is mainly used for 
browsing a list of selected composite members. 

OK 

Selecting a Selected Composite Member 

Composita EnUly: 

MefliMrClasK 

Member Name: 

wwr 

Annual.waathtr 

Caneai 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from the operation type dialog and 
then chooses a composite entity from the selecting a 
composite entity dialog. The user selects a member in 
this dialog. 

Editing a Selected Composite Member 

SiriactM ComimaM EnOltc V(Mr 

MarabarOau; AimualJWaaltier 
MambarManM: .\̂ r 

MkLCardinaMy; P !MaK.cariinaMy:l 

UltotoaiilamiiaralnTlilsnallfcMiililii' 
iwater 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from the operation type dialog and 
then identifies a member. This dialog is mainly used 
for updating a selected composite member. 

The user can update only cardinalities. 

A list of selected composite members defined in the 
relationship is provided for reference purpose. 
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Enumerated Composite Member 

Selecting Operation Type 

( ) p « » r a i i i ) n  I  y p » '  

Swkfct ttw lypd o f  Op«r<rtKjn 

Mint • Haw MMntar 

O Vhw Mamtf • 

O OianstPrapMlIn 

Done Cancel 

•II This dialog provides three options of operation: 
defining a new member, displaying existing 
members, and modifying an existing member. 

Selecting ci Composite Entity 

muiiiiin.iii]imjiiiuiniii..i.iwxi| 

Sfltect a Compottla Enwy Cbts 

Dona Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects one of the three options 
available from the operation type dialog. The user identifies a 
composite entity in this dialog. 

Selecting a Base Entity 

CommsteEnilly; Fuji 

SaimrtaBueaasK |V»qatallBa 

I > 
Don> I I CWCTI 

To identify a target enumerated composite relationship, 
the user must specify one of the base entities after 
selecting a composite entity from the selecting a 
composite entity dialog. This dialog lets the user select 
one of the relationships based on the same composite 
entity. 
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Defining an Enumerated Composite Member 

n»>fino N»>w Mumtuff 

Enumerated CompositK Fuel 

Memlwr dais: Vepetatlon 
Memlier P4dme: | 
Memlief Clacs Roster 

M)n.C<irdliKiMy: |~ Max. CMcmaMy; [ 

Dona Cannl 

List al Ml Mniibar* m Ihis RoMionstiip: 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the define a 
member option from the operation type dialog and then 
identifies a target composite relationship. This dialog is 
mainly used for defining a new enumerated composite 
member. 

The user must provide a member name; other 
properties, such as cardinalities and roster, are optional. 

A list of enumerated composite members defined in the 
relationship is provided for reference purpose. 

Viewing Enumerated Composite Members 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the view 
canipo«i(aEiiiKy; Fu*L 71 T I members option from the operation type dialog and 
Mamlier Oats: VtgtHllon then identifies a target composite relationship. This 
u«otMM«ii»ii«t»iniiii«Haiaiiiioiii»! dialog is mainly used for browsing a list of enumerated 

composite members. 
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Selecting an Enumerated Composite Member 

Comiiotlle EnUly: 

Memlwt Class: 

MomliBf Hama: 

Fuel 

VegataUon 

Dons Cmcal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from the operation type dialog and 
then identifies a target composite relationship. The user 
selects a member in this dialog. 

Editing a Enumerated Composite Member 

C^horn}»; PrnjM'ftii" 

EnumarolBdCoiiimtaK Full 

Mtonlisi Clats: VigitsNlon 
Momim Nanc WMtr 
Membet OsssRoStr 

MiikCdfittiaMy; j lilax.Cafiina«y;|~ 

Oom Caikat 

LlstofOIIMBinligralnTliBRBMloinHtp; 
[Wilier 

m This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from die operation type dialog and 
then identifies a member. This dialog is mainly used 
for updating an enumerated composite member. 

The user can update cardinalities and roster. 

A list of enumerated composite members defined in the 
relationship is provided for reference purpose. 
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1.13 Grouping/Aggregate Relationship 

Selecting a Reiationsliip Type 

l y p o  ( j t  ( j r n u p i r u )  o r  f \ t > l M t i ( ) n ' ; h i p  

Solsct tho RatalntnWp lo iMitie 

Mlna a Nn> Gruuiilna RMMnsMp 

O GrouplnallBmhar 

C DaflMaNMnAggragXaRiMlomMp 

Done Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user begins creating a 
grouping/aggregate relationship. This didog 
provides the user with two types of relationship: 
grouping and aggregate. In addition, it provides a 
member option for grouping relationships. 

Grouping Relationship 

Creating a Grouping Relationship 

L j r o u p i n i ]  D o t i n i h u n  

BaMdns { 

Giaupkia EiMkic [ 
Fundhm: | 
DescnpOon: | 
Basa » Group 
MIn. CardAHMy: [ 
tdfOL CwdaaMy; | 

GriMi|i»Basa 
] MkkCatdinally. [ 
, Max.Caci«raWyc | 

R«s( i i c l l a n D f i f l n l l l a t E  ]  

RosolcUun VakME [" 

Cancal 

LM or Grouping 

When the user chooses the grouping relationship option 
from the relationship type dialog, this dialog pops up to 
the user. This dialog is mainly used for defining a new 
grouping relationship, letting the user define a grouping 
entity and select a base entity. 

The user must provide a unique grouping entity name; 
other properties, such as function, description, 
cardinalities, and restriction, are optional. 

A list of grouping entities defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Editing a Grouping Relationship 

r  ( J i l  i  x i : . t i n i ]  ( W o u p i r i c ]  m 
BaM Class: !Caolll» 

Giaupina EnOty; Topolooy 

Bass » Cf oup Gcoup » Base 

Min. CardUviMy • Mm. CardhiaMy; f 

Max CacdboMy; Max. CadlraMv; [ 

Rntricllon Doflnflian: j 

ReslricUon Vanw L 

Dona Cancal 

List of Grousina 
Topology 

When the user selects a grouping relationship and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used to 
browse and update the properties of selected 
relationship. 

Cardinalities and restriction are editable. 

A list of grouping entities defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Aggregate Relationship 

Creating an Aggregate Relationship 

OMwClasa; 

Hiwrnoata Enlilytl 
Funcllan: I 
Osscimtion: I 
Ban» Agoragaui 
MbLCatdkiaMy; Q 
Max. cardnaMy: 

Rastiicaan OannWan: 
RastrictianVaiUK 

LtetafOgprBBlBB 

A(nreaala» Basa 
I Mn-CatdkiaWy: 
! Max.CanllnaMy;| 

When the user chooses the aggregate relationship 
option from the relationship type dialog, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used for 
defining a new aggregate relationship, letting the user 
define an aggregate entity and select a base entity. 

The user must provide a unique aggregate entity name; 
other properties, such as function, description, 
cardinalities, and restriction, are optional. 

A list of aggregate entities defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Extending an Aggregate Relationship 

A(J(i n Hdsi/ io (in rxistini] Ai^ijriM^nl m 
Base Class: 

Aquregaie EnWy; Topology 

B.i»« ^ > AuqrendlH A4iati!t|itB » Baso 

MIn. CATdtinMy; | 

fclfl*. CdrOltnMy: [ Max. Cif dkuHtv: 

RosoidHin OoflMlon: 

Rflso let ion Value: 

Cancal 

Lhil at Aqiffwaates 
Topology 

The user extends an existing aggregate relationship by 
adding an additional base entity to the relationship. 

The aggregate entity, already involved in the 
relationship, cannot be changed; the user selects only a 
base entity. Other properties are optional. 

A list of aggregate entities defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 

Selecting an Aggregate Relationship 

ri*lnlion',hip m 
BdseClan: 

Aogf egaiv EnWy: Topology 

igwuoar 

Cancal 

This is the first dialog when the user selects the 
view/edit properties menu item to edit the properties of 
an existing aggregate relationship. This dialog lets the 
user select one of the relationships based on the same 
aggregate entity. 

Editing an Aggregate Relationship 

fircipi.ttitiiv 

Bm> Class: rcwildgy 

A-loregate EMNy; Topology 

B4s«»A||gre||al« Matratfole » Bass 

MikCdrdOaMyc i MM.CwdkuV^; t 

MacCariMiHav:!" i Max.Caf(Snaliy: 

Rasoldlan OaflnWon: 

ResoictianVMua: 

Dona 

IM ii AmrmtitBa 
jTopology 

When the user selects an aggregate relationship from 
the selecting a relationship dialog, this dialog pops up 
to the user. This dialog is mainly used to browse and 
update the properties of selected relationship. 

Cardinalities and restriction are editable. 

A list of aggregate entities defined in the project is 
provided for reference purpose. 
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Grouping Member 

Selecting Operation Type 

opj'futinn l ypi! 

Salecl die lyp« at Operoilon 

'.•> Mkw a New Meinbar 

OytowMmUMfs 

O OangiPropartlas 

This dialog provides three options of operation: 
defining a new member, displaying existing 
members, and modifying an existing member. 

Selecting a Grouping Entity 

sifu'ct (jfc)upinc| 

Solaci a CfDuptns EnMy Class 

m 

Done Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects one of the three options 
available from the operation type dialog. The user identifies a 
target relationship in this dialog. 

Defining a Grouping Member 

GroiipinaEnittyNaine: Location 

Memtier Name: | 

MtkCariinaHy; f" Max.Canara«)c[ 

Cancal 

UM DC AaMendwis kilMs GfoUDfeialMadnniMpe 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the define a 
member option from the operation type dialog and then 
chooses a grouping entity from the selecting a grouping 
entity dialog. This dialog is mainly used for defining a 
new grouping member. The user must provide a 
member name; cardinalities are optional. 

A list of selected composite members defined in the 
relationship is provided for reference purpose. 
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Viewing a Grouping Members 

vujw m»>vnl)l*r'i 

niouptnqEnaiyName; Locadon 

Lisi ot All Memliets in Tha CiouplnB Rata kinship: 
Map 

ml This dialog pops up when the user selects the view 
members option from the operation type dialog and 
then chooses a grouping entity from the selecting a 
grouping entity dialog. This dialog is mainly used for 
browsing a list of grouping members. 

OK 

Selecting a Grouping Member 

GrouiittittEniifyHaine: Location 

Membsr Mainr. Imp 

Dona Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from the operation type dialog and 
then chooses a grouping entity from the selecting a 
grouping entity dialog. The user selects a member in 
this dialog. 

Editing a Grouping Member 

Grouping EnWy Hame; Locallon 

Mofninr Namsi Map 

MkLCardtaalQfC I MaicCantnalty;! 

I Cancal 

UstofMMBinliutalnnKgGtPuplnaRalalloMWp: 

Dam 

This dialog pops up when the user selects the change 
properties option from the operadon type dialog and 
dien identifies a member. This dialog is mainly used 
for updating a grouping member. 

The user can update only cardinalities. 

A list of grouping members defined in the relationship 
is provided for reference purpose. 
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1.14 Attribute 

Creating an Attribute 

Selecting an Entity 

E  n l i t y  l o r  A ) 1 n b u t i >  O t H t n i h u n  

S<i(ect ail «nWy; 

DOIMI Cmtat 

This is the first dialog to define a new attribute for a 
certain entity. The user selects a specific entity where a 
new attribute will be defined. 

Creating an Attribute 

A t t n b i j t i *  O f . ' l i n i h o n  

rotquteilEiifliyc Anglt 

Allrlbultt: | 

Ooirayn: 

m 

DomainJorJcftoloay 

-CSckrapiilicalile-

QKayMUbula 

lnMr.JtttriiUaCanitraMs i 

• l 

• ! 
• Exckaton 
• I 

: 
i • JatntUMqunna 

-Cvdbiatty 

O 9naki.VM«dUM|ua O Stngto-VMuMNQiMnfeiM j 
O MuMMlttWl O MulttMilUid nqmmaiuv 
VMuMlMyueffc MbiCarctl ' MaxCvifc 

OrdsrtnQ 

OBas OSat OUftUMqia OLWHoiMniqiM 

ifCHHlwil-Oescriplliin: | 
If Composed - DcasilpUan: [ 

The dialog lets the user define a new attribute for the 
selected entity from the selecting an entity dialog. 

The user must provide an attribute name and domain 
of the attribute. Other properties, such as key, 
mandatory, changeable, constraints, cardinalities, 
ordering, and descriptions, are optional. 

A list of attributes defined in the entity is provided 
for reference purpose. 

List a( AiifliMte Manes 
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Editing an Attribute 

r iiii attiibuti-

Fafoeted Entny: Flu 

AnrUMAa: 

noriMiii: 

Are name 

Domain JOfJdiolOBf 

CUck tf aiipucaliie 

KayAltnbula 

T- MamMoy 

Inlat'Attribute Cmnitriunts 

• 
• 1 

fj Excknton 
• Muilan 
• AKaraadon 
n JtMIMquanas* 

CafdhwWy 

O Skigto-MluidUiikiiM O 
O MuMwIueilUnlqm O 
HMulllwaliMtt: MkiConfer Max Cant 

Ordefing 

'Bag Osat OUttUnkiMa OUitNoiMnkiw 

ir Oerkntl • Description: { 

If Compossii • Description: 

Done Caneal 

List of Attrlliiite Nanies 

When the user selects an attribute from the canvas 
and clicks on the view/edit properties menu item, this 
dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly 
used to browse and update the properties of selected 
attribute. 

If the selected attribute is used for defining a selected 
composite relationship or an attribute-defined 
subclass relationship, the attribute name cannot be 
modified; otherwise, the user can update the name. 
Other properties, such as domain, key, mandatory, 
changeable, constraints, cardinalities, ordering, and 
descriptions, are editable. 

A list of attribute defined in the entity is provided for 
reference purpose. 
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2. Ontology Designer 

The dialogs provided by the Ontology Designer are available only to the user who has a 
privilege of logging on to the ontology repository. 

2.1 Ontology Repository 

Resetting the Repository 

[[!^(^)fitirrn onloloijy D 

IP ExMkigoMolawwfllMlofL 
Doyouwanttokaaptiweidsdnaoiiiiiiiw? 

This dialog pops up when the user attempts to start a 
new repository. The user can clear all existing ontology 
components to rebuild a repository or cancel the request. 
Only the user who has a privilege of logging on to the 
ontology repository can reset the repository. 

Exiting the Repository 

pcjdontirni sovinq 

Ciffrant ontolofly pnilKllns IMMI dmowL 
SMttadiingnT 

Yks No 

This dialog pops up when the user makes changes on the 
ontology repository and then attempts to exit it without 
saving the changes. The user can save the changes and 
exit the repository, exit the repository without saving the 
changes, or cancel the exiting process. 
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2.2 Ontology Concept 

Creating an Ontology Concept 

Selecting Concepts/Instances 

StHecl cuiiceptOlof iMtmaHsK 

jAmounl 
Area 

Currency 

Distance 

;2 

Cancel 

This dialog lets the user select a list of concepts or 
instances that will be children of new concept. If the 
user creates a leaf concept, this dialog is skipped. 

Creating an Ontology Concept 

O n l ( ) l ( ) i ] v  C o n c i ' p l  I J i H i n i t i o n  

Name |[[ 

DnUiilian: 

Siilicanciiil.ot Data Unit CotM 

Cancel 

The dialog allows the user to define a new ontology 
concept. Only the user who has a privilege of logging 
on to the ontology repository can create a concept. 

The user must provide a concept name. Definition is 
optional. A parent concept name is provided for 
reference purpose. 
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Editing an Ontology Concept 

Onlolfujv (;jinc;i?pl 

Nania lOaa Unit Conllicj 

DennMnn: 

Sulicancsirt'itf Root Concept 

Done CancM 

m 

Data unit Conflict Resoivino Ontoigy 

When the user selects a concept from the canvas and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used to 
browse and update the properties of selected concept. 
Only the user who has a privilege of logging on to the 
ontology repository can update a concept. 

The user can modify the name and definition. A parent 
concept name is provided for reference purpose. 
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2.3 Ontology Instance 

Creating an Ontology Instance 

0 n t ( j l i ) n v  l ) » ? l i n j l i ( j n  

Name {[_ 

Oeflndkjn; 

Subconcfttrt nt Distance 

Cancal 

The dialog lets the user define a new ontology instance. 
Only the user who has a privilege of logging on to the 
ontology repository can create an instance. 

The user must provide an instance name. Definition is 
optional. 

A parent concept name is provided for reference purpose. 

Editing an Ontology Instance 

O n l o l o c j v  l n * i t n n t : » '  

Katne iMelait 

OefMnon: 
A data unit mat measures distance in meter 

Sulicoiicapt-of Distance 

When the user selects an instance from the canvas and 
clicks on the view/edit properties menu item, this dialog 
pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly used to 
browse and update the properties of selected instance. 
Only the user who has a privilege of logging on to the 
ontology repository can update an instance. 

The user can modify the name and definition. A parent 
concept name is provided for reference purpose. 
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2.4 Sibling Relationship 

Creating Sibling Relationships 

( ^ o n c o p l  S i h h n i )  F ^ i H i i l i o n s h i p s  

S<i<ec(miCmrt:ap( Distance 

Df c(mc0|ils 10 «dtJln<i rotaootisliiti 

m 

Weight 

(latlzamdl RslaaoinlMii - Vetllcal RaMionsMp -

'KMtiaM Oil a 

•.'••pmt' C-Pvtat 

Dam Cancat 

The dialog lets the user define new sibling 
relationships among concepts. Only the user who has a 
privilege of logging on to the ontology repository can 
create these relationships. 

In the case of horizontal type of relationship, the user 
can select multiple concepts from the list; the user 
selects one concept if the relationship type is vertical. 

Deleting Sibling Relationships 

iMloint 
ConoDt I TVPt 

|8pall«lDoin«ln- IDHIoInt 
Spatial Domain Dlsioint 
Spatial Domain Disiouit 
Spatial Domain . Disioint 
Spatial Domain . Olsioint 

Conetot 
Data Piacltlon. 
Data unit Conltlct 
En^ldentnierC. 
Data Value Ccntl 
Schematic Oiscr... 

OK 

When the user selects a concept from the canvas and 
clicks on the view/edit/delete relationships menu item, 
this didog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly 
used to browse a list of relationships that the concept 
contains and delete selected relationships. Only the 
user who has a privilege of logging on to the ontology 
repository can delete relationships. 
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2.5 Instance Mapping Relationship 

Creating Instance Mapping Relationships 

tnstMnci? Mtippini] Mitliitinn-.hips 

bistdncs Metar 

List or fetstdnces ca imko nwmNiifj reWiflwmtiip 

m 

r^atipiRQ CwdlnaiHy 

•; nona: 

OiwtoOna 

Mhiptnna Status 
G IsTottMyManMil 

O Ota to Maty 

O Many to Many 

CancM 

The dialog allows the user to derme new instance 
mapping relationships among instances. Only die user 
who has a privilege of logging on to the ontology 
repository can create these relationships. 

The user can select multiple instances from the list. 
The user also sets relationship cardinality and status in 
this dialog. 

Editing/Deleting Instance Mapping Relationships 

i : . l  ( i t  M i i p p i n i }  R i ' l i s l u i n - . h i p - .  m 

From To 
US Dollar Korean Won 
Korean Won Pound 
Korean Won Yen 
Canadian Dollar Korean Won 

I t>Totaii»M<pD<d 

1 

£ 

OKi 

When the user selects an instance from the canvas and 
clicks on the view/edit/delete relationships menu item, 
this dialog pops up to the user. This dialog is mainly 
used to browse a list of relationships that the instance 
contains and update/delete selected relationships. Only 
the user who has a privilege of logging on to the 
ontology repository can update/delete relationships. 
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3. Schema Mapper 

3.1 Schema Reference Mapping 

Creating a Schema Reference Mapping 

Sc;hi;nui Mdppini) ql 

Sclmna maisiilna ratarmca «• be craatad balwMn MieGtad Qbltcls. 

antt Cancai 

This dialog pops up when the user selects 
a schema component from each federated 
and local schema project and clicks the 
mapping reference menu item. 

Deleting Schema Reference Mappings 

Mappintj 

Fgdttal I Type locel 
Building.Ouil^ng. ATTRIBUTE 

tvb* 
Building.&uildmg... ATTRIBUTE 

OK 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a 
schema component and clicks on the 
view/delete schema reference menu item. 
This dialog is mainly used to browse a list of 
reference mappings that the schema 
component contains and delete selected 
mappings. 
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4. Ontology Mapper 

4.1 Ontology Reference Mapping 

Creating an OntoloRy Reference Mapping 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a schema 
component from a schema project and an ontology 
component from the ontology repository and then 
clicks on the mapping reference menu item. 

The name and description of selected ontology 
component are provided for reference purpose. The 
mapping level can be selected if the user maps an 
ontology component to an attribute component; 
otherwise, the level is set as hy reference. 

Editing/Deleting Ontology Reference Mappings 

Editing/Deleting from the Ontology Repository 

This dialog pops up when the user selects an ontology 
component and clicks the view/edit/delete model 
reference menu item. This dialog is mainly used to 
browse a list of reference mappings that the ontology 
component contains and delete selected mappings. In 
the case where attributes are mapped, the user can 
update mapping level of each mapping. 

R t ' l o r o n c i r  M n p p m t ]  

S<il«i:teil OtilDloqy; Surface Wattr BUI 

D«)flnitlan: 

m 

MCtnmtce KhipiMiu Loviil 
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Cancal 

( i l  M i n l t ' l  M i i p p i r n j  C  

ProjactNantt: Land and Bulldlngd 

i Adriaiila I Domain I EnllV iManprt by V.. 
Isurfacejwa.. id Real_Ptope.. H 
; suitace.wa. Intaaer Ta»_Aniqunt Z 
i amount Date Sui^ce.W. ~ 
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Editing/Deleting from a Schema 

ot O n l o l o i ^ y  Miippini) 

Model Concept Instance i Mapped by Value 
gross.area 
gross.area 

Area 
Scale 

This dialog pops up when the user selects a 
schema component and clicks the 
view/edit/delete ontology reference menu 
item. This dialog is mainly used to browse 
a list ot" reference mappings that the 
component contains and delete selected 
mappings. In the case where attributes are 
mapped, the user can update mapping level 
of each mapping. 

OK 
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5. Mediator 

5.1 Query Generation 

Generating a Query on a Federated Schema 

^nt'lntn)n';hip Ouery 

AtWbute OR 
U 

SELECT SUeet.SegmentstreeLsegment.id. Street.Segmentdime.fllejecora. S 
FROM STreet.Segment. Address.Range. Comcides.with 

qimiy Cancti 

This dialog pops up when the user selects 
an entity or relationship component from a 
federated schema project and then clicks 
the query menu item. 

The user selects multiple attributes with 
conditions to compose a query statement. 
The user-composed query statement is 
updated every time when the user changes 
the selections. 

The default query statement is selecting all 
attributes without condition. 

Selecting Ontology Components 

O n l c i l n i j y  l i t H j - r t i o n  

EnllV 
!Addr»«$_Range 
jAddress.Range 
iAddress.Range 
!AddiBss_Range 
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Slreet_Segment 

; Street_Segment 
|Street_Segmem 
i Slreet_Segment 
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range_illrecllon_ 

range.slreet.na... 

range_sIrB9l_na. 
tange_slreat_i»pe 
range_slreet_type 
low_sl7eel_num. 
low_sIre8t_num... 
nign_sireet_num. 
hig(i_slr8el_nuin, 
dlrectonjirelix 
dtractlonj)reflx 
straet.name 
streetname 

_Pi«llx 
Oaograsnic Loca. 
Preftx 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
PreKx 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
Street Name 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
Street IVpe 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
PreAx 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
Prefix 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
Prefix 
Oeograpnic Loca. 
Street Name 
Oeograpnic Loca.. 

stammrnbar 
Street Address 
Street Numosr 
Street Address 
•Irectton Prefix 
Street Address 
Street Name 
Street Address 
Street TVpe 
Street Address 
Street NumOer 
StreetAddress 
Street NumOer 
StreetAddress 
Direction Prefix 
StreetAddress 
Street Name 
StreetAddress 

This dialog pops up when the user 
generates a query from a federated schema 
project and then invokes the query 
process. 

In this dialog, the user can select one of 
the provided ontology components. 
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Selecting Query 

^out-'ry sjjhm.imn 

IrutlAl Query: 
m 

SELECT Address.Range adress.range jd. Address.Range 
FROM Address.Range, StreeLSegment, Coincides.wim 
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Address 
Address 
Address 
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Address 
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Address 
Address 
Address 
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iow.str 
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hign.str 
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rartge.s 
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Address 
Address 
Address 
Address 
Address 
Address 
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Street A 
Street T 
Street A. 
None 
None 

None 
Street N 
Street A. 
Street N 
Street A. 
OirecQo 
Street A. 
SUeet N 
Street A. 
Street! 
Street A. 
None 
None 

knshna... 
knsnna 
knsnna. 

^ knshna 
knshna 

^ knshna 
« knshna 

knshna 
knshna 
knshna 
knshna 

^ knshna 
knshna. 

Qoiiy Cancel 

This dialog pops up when the user selects 
ontology components from the ontology 
component selection dialog. 

The user may select/deselect individual 
queries generated by the mediator. For 
each query, information on schema 
components from federated and local 
schema projects, selected ontology 
components, and data source is displayed 
to help the user's decision. 

The initial query statement generated by 
the user is shown for reference purpose. 

5.2 Query Results 

Browsing Query Results 

i
l
 

.|Str«.. 

n  JIO 4321 4330 i E  |Orant;Road!tl ;4321 !432S IE Grant Road kns... I 
^ 1 

11 t o  4321 4330 E  Grant Read 12 4326 4330 E  Grant Road kns . M 
12 t o  4331 4340 N Cra.. Road 21 4331 4335 N Cra... Road kns.. 
13 " t o  4331 "4340 N "era Road 22 4336 4340 N Cra, Road kns s 
b  10 4341 4350 N Swan Road 31 4341 4345 N Swan Road kns 
13 " t o  4341 '4350 N Swan Road 32 4346 4350 N Swan Road kns.. 1 
j4 t o  4351 4360 "w 0ro Road 41 4351 4355 W Bro.. Road kns. M 
:4 t o  4351 4360 w Bro Road 42 4356 4360 W Bro Road kns . 
15 t o  4351 4360 E ,22nd Street 51 4351 4355 E "22nd Street kns . m 
15 t o  4351 4360 E '22nd Street 52 4356 4360 'E 22nd Street kns . 

t o  4351 4360 E 5th Street 61 4351 4355 E 5th Street kns M 
16 t o  4351 4360 E '5th Street'62 4356 4360 E 5th Street kns 1 
\7 t o  4351 4360 W Ole.. Street 71 4351 4355 W Gle... Street kns. t 

i; 10 4351 4360 w Q'8 Street 72 4356 4360 w Gle Street kns 
i s  t o  *4351 4360 E Pnn.. Road 81 *4351 4355 E  Pnn.. Road kns... 
ia t o  4351 4360 E  Pnn.. Road 62 4356 4360 'E Pnn. Road kns.. 
jg 10 4351 4360 S Ros... "BW St *4351 4355 s  Ros.. Road kns. 
19 'lO 4351 *4360 S Ros... BM *92 4356 >360 J Ros.. Road kns 
ILQ—• tn ••"i-agt _JU _ki L/.tK 

This dialog provides the user with 
data set from each remote 
database servers whose schema is 
involved in the query. The values 
shown in this dialog may have 
been changed by the mediator 
during the process if necessary 
and possible. 

Dons 
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6. Miscellaneous Dialogs 

6.1 Database Backup 

^Oulpul Script f ilo 

# OUputnaNmK 

OK Cancal 

This dialog pops up when the user clicks the ontolo^ 
backup or USM backup menu item. The user must provide 
a file name to be created. 

6.2 Customized Zoom 

sihoct /ooni m 

/auii Ratio i 

This dialog pops up when the user clicks the customized zoom 
menu item. The user must provide a zoom ratio. 

I Dona CancM 
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APPENDIX C: 

SCHEMA DESCRIPTIONS OF LAND USE DATABASES 

1. OLP Schema (Local) 

stores a list of land parcel information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a parcel ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
ASSESSOR MAJOR 
NUMBER 

captures a major part of assessor parcel number. 

ASSESSOR MINOR 
NUMBER 

captures a minor part of assessor parcel number. 

LAND ASSESSED 
VALUE 

current land assessed dollar amount 

IMPROVED 
ASSESSED VALUE 

depicts the current updated land assessed dollar amount 

USE depicts the land use such as commercial/industrial or 
residential 

USABLE 
PERCENTAGE 

land parcel usage percentage which value is derived from 
building usage and current dwelling unit numbers. 

TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. 
LAST SALE DATE last sale processing date 
PARKING STATUS status for parking 
LOT COVERAGE area size of lot coverage 
AVG TEMPERATURE stores an average temperature of a land parcel. 

stores a list of census tract information. 

Attribute Name Description 
CENSUS_TRACT_ 
NUMBER 

captures a tract number used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

CENSUS 
DISCRIPTION 

Each census may have different purpose. It captures the 
special considerations for each census. 

DURATION captures a duration of tract. 
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1 stores a list of street segment information. 

Attribute Name Description 
STREET SEGMENT 
ID 

captures a street segment ID used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

DIME FILE RECORD Image file format for give area. 
LOW STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the lowest street number in a segment. 

HIGH STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the highest street number in a segment. 

DIRECTION PREFIX contains a direction prefix of a segment. 
STREET NAME contains a street name of a segment. 
STREET TYPE contains a street type of a segment: road, street, blvd., etc. 

stores a list of zone information. | 

Attribute Name Description 
ZONE_NUMBER captures a zone number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
CENSUS BLOCK 
NUMBER 

captures census block numbers 

BLOCK GROUP 
NUMBER 

each block number contains sub-group. It capture the sub 
block group number. 

CENSUS TRACT 
NUMBER 

capture a census tract number used as a foreign key in this 
table, referring to a value in the CENSUS TRACT table. 

ZONING CODE contains a zoning code of a zone. 

stores a list of building information. | 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILDING_NUMBER captures a building ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
GRADE captures a overall grade of building 
ZIP CODE stores a zip code of the building. 
ID capture a parcel ID used as a foreign key in this table, referring 

to a value in the LAND PARCEL table. 
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stores a list of commercial/industrial building information. 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILDrNG_NUMBER captures a building ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
CONSTRUCTION 
QUALITY CI 

depicts construction quality after construction process. It may 
affect the overall grade of a give building. 

GROSS AREA CI captures a gross area size of the building. 
YEAR BUILT stores a year the building was built. 
GRADE captures overall grade of a given building 
ZIP CODE stores a zip code of the building. 

stores a list of residential building information. 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILDING_NUMBER captures a building ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
TOTAL HOUSING 
UNIT AREA RB 

captures total housing unit area size. It may affect the total 
using area size for the related land parcel. 

CONDITION CODE 
RB 

captures the current condition for a give residential building. 
The value contains 

GRADE capture the overall grade of the building 
ZIP CODE stores a zip code of the building. 

stores a list of permit information. 

Attribute Name Description 
PERMIT_NUMBER captures a permit number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
DCLU PROJECT 
NUMBER 

captures a project number of Department of Construction and 
Land Use 

PERMIT ISSUE DATE stores a permit issued date. 
PERMIT 
APPLICATION DATE 

captures a date of permit application submission date. 

PERMIT END DATE stores a permit finalized date. 
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I'kOlM RrV lAX 

stores a list of property tax information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TAX_1D captures a tax ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
AMOUNT stores the amount of property tax billed. 
LAND_ID capture a parcel ID used as a foreign key in this table, referring 

to a value in the LAND PARCEL table. 
OWNER contains an owner's full name used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
YEAR contains a tax year used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
PAID stores the amount paid by an owner. 

stores a list of street segment information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TAX_ID captures a tax ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
AMOUNT stores the amount of surface water bill billed to an owner. 
LAND_ID capture a parcel ID used as a foreign key in this table, referring 

to a value in the LAND PARCEL table. 
OWNER contains an owner's full name used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
YEAR contains a tax year used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
PAID stores the amount paid by an ovmer. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the PERMIT table and the BUILDING table. 

Attribute Name Description 
PERMIT_NUMBER captures a permit number, referring to a value in the PERMIT 

table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
BUILDING_NUMBER captures a building number, referring to a value in the 

BUILDING table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in 
this table. 
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im rmiti: lam) pakc i.l, 

stores a n-n relationship information between the PERMIT table and the LAND_PARCEL 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a parcel ID, referring to a value in the 

LAND_PARCEL table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

PERMIT_NUMBER captures a permit number, referring to a value in the PERMIT 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the STREET SEGMENT table and the 
LAND PARCEL table. 
Attribute Name Description 
STREET SEGMENT 
ID 

captures a segment ID, referring to a value in the 
STREET_SEGMENT_ID table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

ID captures a parcel ID, referring to a value in the 
LAND_PARCEL table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the CENSUS TRACT table and the 
LAND PARCEL table. 
Attribute Name Description 
CENSUS_TRACT_ 
NUMBER 

captures a tract number, referring to a value in the 
CENSUS_TRACT table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

ID captures a parcel ID, referring to a value in the 
LAND_PARCEL table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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stores a n-n relationship information between the CENSUS TRACT table and the ZONE 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 
ZONE_NUMBER captures a zone number, referring to a value in the ZONE table. 

It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
CENSUS TRACT 
NUMBER 

captures a tract number, referring to a value in the 
CENSUS_TRACT table. It is used as a primary and foreign 
key in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the LAND PARCEL table and the ZONE 
table. 

Attribute Name Description 
ZONE_NUMBER captures a zone number, referring to a value in the ZONE table. 

It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
ID captures a parcel ID, referring to a value in the 

LAND_PARCEL table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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2. DCLU Schema (Local) 

stores a list of street segment information. 

Attribute Name Description 
STREET SEGMENT 
ID 

captures a street segment ID used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

LOW STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the lowest street number in a segment. 

HIGH STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the highest street number in a segment. 

SEGMENT 
DIRECTION PREFIX 

contains a direction prefix of a segment. 

SEGMENT STREET 
NAME 

contains a street name of a segment. 

SEGMENT STREET 
TYPE 

contains a street type of a segment: road, street, blvd., etc. 

DIME FILE RECORD 
NUMBER 

Image file format for give area. 

SEGMENT ZIP CODE captures a zip code of a segment. 

stores a list of address range information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ADDRESS_RANGE_ID captures an address range ID used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
LOW STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the lowest street number in an address range. 

HIGH STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the highest street number in an address range. 

RANGE DIRECTION 
PREFIX 

contains a direction prefix of a segment. 

RANGE STREET 
NAME 

contains a street name of a range. 

RANGE STREET 
TYPE 

contains a street type of a range: road, street, blvd., etc. 

STREET SEGMENT 
ID 

capture a street segment ID used as a foreign key in this table, 
referring to a value in the STREET SEGMENT table. 
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stores a list of land property information. | 

Attribute Name Description 
ASSESSOR PARCEL 
NUMBER 

captures a assessor parcel number used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

PROPERTY NAME stores a name of property. 
STREET NUMBER stores a street number of a property. 
STREET DIRECTION 
PREFIX 

contains a direction prefix of a property. 

STREET NAME contains a street name of a property. 
STREET TYPE contains a street type of a property: road, street, blvd., etc. 
ADDRESS_RANGE_ID capture an address range ID used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the ADDRESS RANGE table. 
SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for commercial and residential 

land parcel. 
TEMPERATURE stores an average temperature of a property. 

stores a list of building information. 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILDING_ID captures a building ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
STREET NUMBER stores a street number of a building. 
STREET DIRECTION 
PREFIX 

contains a direction prefix of a building. 

STREET NAME contains a street name of a building. 
STREET TYPE contains a street type of a building: road, street, blvd., etc. 
NUMBER OF 
STONES 

number of basic stone for each building. It can be an indicator 
for building size. 

EXISTING DWELLING 
UNIT COUNT 

number of dwelling unit for a given building. It may affect 
building usage and overall land usage percentage. 

ASSESSOR_PARCEL_ 
NUMBER 

capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 
referring to a value in the PROPERTY table. 
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stores a list of census tract information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TRACT_NUMBER captures a tract number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
CENSUS 
DISCRIPTION 

Each census may have different purpose. It captures the 
special considerations for each census. 

DURATION captures a duration of tract. 
PARCEL_NUMBER capture a land parcel number used as a primary and foreign key 

in diis table, referring to a value in the PROPERTY table. 

stores a list of building permit information. 

Attribute Name Description 
PERMIT PROJECT ID 
NUMBER 

captures a permit project ID used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

PROPERTY STREET 
NUMBER 

stores a street number of a permitted building. 

PROPERTY 
DIRECTION PREFIX 

contains a direction prefix of a permitted building. 

PROPERTY STREET 
NAME 

contains a street name of a permitted building. 

PROPERTY_STREET 
TYPE 

contains a street type of a permitted building: road, street, 
blvd., etc. 

BUILDING ID captures a building ID. 
PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION 

stores a description of permit project. 

DATE PERMIT 
ISSUED 

stores a permit issued date. 

DATE PERMIT 
FINALIZED 

stores a permit finalized date. 

EXISTING USE contains a building use type: commercial or residential. 
ZONING captures zoning code for land parcel. A zoning code contains 

several construction restrictions. Thus, city area has more 
complicated zoning code than county area. 

ASSESSOR PARCEL 
NUMBER 

capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 
referring to a value in the PROPERTY table. 
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stores a list of tax amount information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TAX_ID captures a tax ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
PARCELJD capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the PROPERTY table. 
PROPERTY TAX captures the amount of property tax. 
SURFACE WATER 
BILL 

captures the amount of surface water bill. 

YEAR stores a tax year used as a primary key in this table. Null value 
is not allowed. 

OWNER stores an owners social security number used as a primary key 
in diis table. Null value is not allowed. 
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3. DOA Schema (Local) 

stores a list of land parcel information. 

Attribute Name Description 
PARCEL NUMBER captures a parcel number used as a primary key in this table. 
ZONE CODE stores a zone code. 
AREA SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. 
TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. 
SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for commercial and residential 

land parcel. 

stores a list of residential land parcel information. 

Attribute Name Description 
PARCEL_NUMBER captures a parcel number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
LAND_USE_CODE given code for Land usage. It can depict the status of 

development/usage for a given residential land parcel area. 
JURISDICTION reference value for District jurisdiction of Local government 
ZONE CODE stores a zone code. 
AREA SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. 
OPEN SPACE depicts a give land parcel's site status 
TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. 
ACRE SQUARE 
FEET 

stores a measuring unit for area size: acre or square feet. 

SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for residential land parcel. 

stores a list of commercial/industrial land parcel information. 

Attribute Name Description 
PARCEL_NUMBER captures a parcel number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
UN1T_0F_MEASURE captures a unit of measvire for area_size such as square feet and 

acre. 
LOT COVERAGE area size of lot coverage 
ZONE CODE stores a zone code. 
AREA SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. 
TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. 
SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for commercial land parcel. 
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stores a list of commercial/industrial building information. 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILD[NG_NUMBER captures a building number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
CONSTRUCTION 
QUALITY 

depicts construction quality after construction process. It may 
affect the overall grade of a give building. 

GROSS AREA captures a gross area size of the building. 
YEAR BUILT stores a year the building was built. 
EFFECTIVE_YEAR effective year for the consturction_quality value. After the 

effective year, the athorized personal must check the current 
status of residential building and update the 
consturction quality. 

CI PARCEL 
NUMBER 

capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 
referring to a value in the CI LAND PARCEL table and 
LAND PARCEL table. 

ZIP CODE stores a zip code of the building. 

stores a list of residential building information. 

Attribute Name Description 
BUILDING_UNIT_ID captures a building number used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
HOUSE NUMBER apartment house number. 
BUILDING_TYPE captures a type of residential building such as town house, 

apartment, or house. 
ZIP CODE stores a zip code of the building. 
STREET NAME PREF 
IX 

contains a street name prefix: street number with direction. 

STREET NAME contains a street name. 
STREET TYPE contains a street type: road, blvd., street, etc. 
STORIES captures the number of stories of a building. 
NUMBER OF BEDRO 
OMS 

captures the number of bedrooms of a building. 

GRADE captures the current condition for a give residential building. 
The value contains 

AREA IN SQUARE F 
EET 

captures an area size of the building in square feet. 

RES PARCEL NUMB 
ER 

capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 
referring to a value in the RES LAND PARCEL table and 
LAND PARCEL table. 
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stores a list of real property tax information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a real property tax ID used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
OWNER stores an owner's social security number used as a primary key 

in this table. Null value is not allowed. 
TAX BILL captures the amount of tax billed to the owner. 
TAX PAID captures the amount of tax paid by the owner. 
TAX TYPE contains a tax type: property tax or surface water bill. 
YEAR stores a tax year used as a primary key in this table. Null value 

is not allowed. 
PARCEL_NUMBER capture a land parcel number used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the LAND PARCEL table. 
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4. Land-Use Schema (Federated) 

captures a list of building information. 

Entity Mapping: CI BUILDING (DOA), RES BUILDING (DOA), BUILDING (DCLU), 
BUILDING (OLP) 
Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
BUILDINGJD captures a building ID used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• CI_BUILDING.building_ 

number (DOA) 
• RES_BUILDING.building_unit 

Jd (DOA) 
*• BUILDING.building id 

(DCLU) 
• BUILDING.building number 

(OLP) 
NUMBER OF 
STONES 

number of basic stone for each 
building. It can be an indicator 
for building size. 

• BUILDING.number of stones 
(DCLU) 

STREET_NAME contains a street name of a 
building. 

• RES BUILDING.street_name 
(DOA) 

• BUILDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET NAME 
_PREFIX 

contains a street name prefix of 
a building. 

• RES_BUILDING.street_name_ 
prefix (DOA) 

• BUILDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

• BUILD ING.direction_prefix 
(DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of a 
building: road, street, blvd., etc. 

• RES BUILDING.street type 
(DOA) 

• BUILDING.street type 
(DCLU) 

OVERALL 
GRADE 

captures a overall grade of 
building 

• CI_BUILDING.construction_ 
quality (DOA) 

• RES_BUILDING.grade (DOA) 
• BUILDING.grade (OLP) 

ZIP_CODE captures a zip code. • BUILDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

• BUILDING.direction_prefbc 
(DCLU) 
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Bl ILDINC; 
• BUlLDlNG.street type 

(DCLU) 
• CI_BUILD[NG.zip_code 

(DOA) 
• RES BUlLDING.zip code 

(DOA) 
• BUlLD[NG.zip code (OLP) 

captures a list of commercial building information. 

Entity Mapping: C1_BUILDING (DOA), CI_BUILDING (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
BUILDING 
ID 

captures a building ID used as a 
primary key in this table. 

• CI_BUILDING.building_ 
number (DOA) 

• RES_BUILDING.building_ 
unit_id (DOA) 

• BUlLDING.building id 
(DCLU) 

• BUlLDING.building number 
(OLP) 

NUMBER OF 
STONES 

number of basic stone for each 
building. It can be an indicator 
for building size. 

• BUILDING.number of stone 
s (DCLU) 

STREET_NAME contains a street name of a 
building. 

• RES BUlLDING.street name 
(DOA) 

• BUlLDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET NAME 
PREFIX 

contains a street name prefix of 
a building. 

• RES_BUILDING.street_name 
_prefix (DOA) 

• BUlLDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

• BUILDING.direction_prefix 
(DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of a 
building: road, street, blvd., etc. 

• RES BUlLDING.street type 
(DOA) 

• BUlLDING.street type 
(DCLU) 

OVERALL 
GRADE 

captures a overall grade of 
building 

• CI_BUILDING.construction_ 
quality (DOA) 
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(  I  lU  ILDlNC;  

• RES BUILDING.grade 
(DOA) 

• BUILDING.Hrade (OLP) 
ZIP_CODE stores a zip code of the 

building. 
• BUILDING.street name 

(DCLU) 
• BUILDrNG.direction_prefix 

(DCLU) 

• BUILDING.street type 
(DCLU) 

• CI BUILDING.zip code 
(DOA) 

• RES BUILDING.zip code 
(DOA) 

• BUILDING.zip code (OLP) 
GROSS_AREA captures a gross area size of the 

building. 
• CI BUILDING.gross area 

(DOA) 
• CI BUILDING.gross area ci 

(OLP) 
YEAR_BUILT contains a year the building was 

built. 
• CI BUILDING.year built 

(DOA) 
• CI BUILDING.year built 

(OLP) 
CONSTRUCTION 
_QUALITY 

depicts construction quality 
after construction process. It 
may affect the overall grade of 
a give building. 

• CI_BUILDING.contruction_ 
quality (DOA) 

• CI_BUILDING.construction_ 
quality ci (OLP) 

EFFECTIVE 
YEAR 

effective year for the 
consturction_quality value. 
After the effective year, the 
athorized personal must check 
the current status of residential 
building and update the 
consturction quality. 

• CI BUILDING.effective_year 
(DOA) 

• CI BUILDING.effective_year 
_ci (OLP) 
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UI S B11L1)IN(; 
captures a list of residential building information. 

Entity Mapping: RES_BUILDING (DOA), RES_BUILDING (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mappins 
BUILDINGJD captures a building ID used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• CI_BUILDING.building_ 

number (DOA) 
• RES_BUILDING.buildin 

g_unit_id (DOA) 
• BUILDING.building id 

(DCLU) 
• BUILDING.building, 

number (OLP) 
NUMBER OF 
STONES 

number of basic stone for each 
building. It can be an indicator for 
building size. 

• BUILDING.number_of_ 
stones (DCLU) 

STREET_NAME contains a street name of a building. • RES_BUILDING.street_ 
name (DOA) 

• BUILDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET NAME 
_PREFIX 

contains a street name prefix of a 
building. 

• RES_BUILDrNG.street_ 
namejprefix (DOA) 

• BUILDING.street name 
(DCLU) 

• BUILDING.direction_ 
prefix (DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of a building: 
road, street, blvd., etc. 

• RES_BUILDING.street_ 
type (DOA) 

• BUILDING.street type 
(DCLU) 

OVERALL 
GRADE 

captures a overall grade of building • CI_BUILDING. 
construction quality 
(DOA) 

• RES BUILDING.grade 
(DOA) 

• BUILDING.grade (OLP) 
ZIP_CODE captures a zip code. • BUILDING.street name 

(DCLU) 
• BUILDING.direction_ 

prefix (DCLU) 
• BUILDING-street type 
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(DCLU) 
• CI BUILDENG.zip code 

(DOA) 
• RES_BUILDING.zip_ 

code (DOA) 
• BUILDING.zip code 

(OLP) 
AREA IN 
SQUARE_FEET 

captures an area size of the building 
in square feet. 

• RES_BUILDrNG.area_in 
_square_feet (DOA) 

• RES_BUlLDING.total_ 
housing unit area (OLP) 

NUMBER OF 
BEDROOMS 

captures the number of bedrooms of 
a building. 

• RES_BUILDING.number 
of bedrooms (DOA) 

BUILDING_ 
TYPE 

captures a type of residential building 
such as town house, apartment, or 
house. 

• RES_BUILD[NG. 
building_type (DOA) 

STORIES captures the number of stories of a 
building. 

• RES BUILDING.stories 
(DOA) 

GRADE captures the current condition for a 
give residential building. 

• RES BUILDING.grade 
(DOA) 

• RES_BUILDING. 
condition code rb (OLP) 
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captures a list of land parcel information. 

Entity Mapping: LA 
(0 

ND PARCEL (DOA), PROPERTY (DCLU), LAND PARCEL 
LP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ID captures a parcel coding used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• LAND_PARCEL.parcel_ 

number (DOA) 
• PROPERTY.assess_ 

parcel number (DCLU) 
• LAND_PARCEL. 

assessor major number 
(OLP) 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
assessor minor number 
(OLP) 

AREA_SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL.area_ 
size (DOA) 

ZONE_CODE stores a zone code. • LAND_PARCEL.zone_ 
code (DOA) 

TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL. 
topography (DOA) 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
topography (OLP) 

STREET 
NUMBER 

contains a street number of land 
parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
number (DCLU) 

SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for 
commercial and residential land 
parcel. 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
suitability (DOA) 

• PROPERTY.suitability 
(DCLU) 

STREET 
DIRECTION 
PREFDC 

contains a street direction prefix of 
land parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
direction_prefix (DCLU) 

AVG_ 
TEMPERATURE 

captures average temperatiu-e of land 
parcel. 

• LAND_PARCEL.avg_ 
temperature (OLP) 

• PROPERTY.temperature 
(DCLU) 

STREEET 
NAME 

contains a street name of land parcel. • PROPERTY.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of land parcel. • PROPERTY-street type 
(DCLU) 
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captures a list of commercial land parcel information. 

Entity Mapping: CI_LAND_PARCEL (DOA). LAND_PARCEL (OLP), 
LAND PARCEL.use (OLP) 
Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ID captures a parcel coding used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• LAND_PARCEL.parceI_ 

number (DOA) 
• PROPERTY.assess_ 

parcelnumber (DCLU) 
• LANDPARCEL.assesso 

r_major_number (OLP) 
• LANDPARCEL.assesso 

r minor number (OLP) 
AREA_SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL.area_ 

size (DOA) 
ZONE_CODE stores a zone code. • LAND_PARCEL.zone_ 

code (DOA) 
TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL. 

topography (DOA) 
• LAND_PARCEL. 

topography (OLP) 
STREET 
NUMBER 

contains a street number of land 
parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
number (DCLU) 

SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for 
commercial land parcel. 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
suitability (DOA) 

• PROPERTY.suitability 
(DCLU) 

STREET DIREC 
TION PREFIX 

contains a street direction prefix of 
land parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
direction prefix (DCLU) 

AVG TEMPERA 
TURE 

captures average temperature of land 
parcel. 

• LAND_PARCEL.avg_ 
temperature (OLP) 

• PROPERTY.temperature 
(DCLU) 

STREEET 
NAME 

contains a street name of land parcel. • PROPERTY.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of land parcel. • PROPERTY.street type 
(DCLU) 

UNIT OF 
MEASURE 

captures a unit of measure for 
area_size, i.e., square feet and acre. 

• CI_LAND_PARCEL.unit 
of measure (DOA) 

LOT 
COVERAGE 

area size of lot coverage. • CI_LAND_PARCEL.Iot_ 
coverage (DOA) 
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captures a list of residential land parcel information. 

Entity Mapping: RES LAND PARCEL (DOA), LAND PARCEL (OLP), 
LAND PARCEL.use (OLP) 
Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ID captures a parcel coding used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• LAND_PARCEL.parcel_ 

number (DOA) 
• PROPERTY.assess_ 

parcel_number (DCLU) 
• LAND_PARCEL. 

assessor major number 
(OLP) 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
assessor minor number 
(OLP) 

AREA_SIZE captures an area size of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL.area_ 
size (DOA) 

ZONE_CODE stores a zone code. • LAND_PARCEL.zone_ 
code (DOA) 

TOPOGRAPHY contains a topography of land parcel. • LAND_PARCEL. 
topography (DOA) 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
topography (OLP) 

STREET 
NUMBER 

contains a street number of land 
parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
number (DCLU) 

SUITABILITY captures a land use suitability for 
residential land parcel. 

• LAND_PARCEL. 
suitability (DOA) 

• PROPERTY.suitability 
(DCLU) 

STREET DIREC 
TION PREFDC 

contains a street direction prefix of 
land parcel. 

• PROPERTY.street_ 
direction prefix (DCLU) 

AVG 
TEMPERATURE 

captures average temperature of land 
parcel. 

• LANDPARCEL.avg^ 
temperature (OLP) 

• PROPERTY.temperature 
(DCLU) 

STREEET 
NAME 

contains a street name of land parcel. • PROPERTY.street name 
(DCLU) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of land parcel. • PROPERTY.street type 
(DCLU) 

ACRE_SQUARE stores a measuring unit for area size: • RES LAND PARCEL. 
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FEET acre or square feet. acre square feet (DOA) 
LAND USE CO 
DE 

given code for Land usage. It can 
depict the status of 
development/usage for a given 
residential land parcel area. 

• RES_LAND_PARCEL. 
land_use_code (DOA) 

JURISDICTION reference value for District 
jurisdiction of Local government. 

• RES_LAND_PARCEL. 
jurisdiction (DOA) 

captures a list of address range information. 

Entity Mapping: ADDRESS_RANGE (DCLU) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ADDRESS 
RANGE_ID 

captures an address range ID used as 
a primary key in this table. 

• ADDRESS_RANGE. 
address range id 
(DCLU) 

LOW STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the lowest street number in 
range. 

• ADDRESS_RANGE.Iow 
streetnumber (DCLU) 

HIGH STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the highest street number in 
range. 

• ADDRESS_RANGE. 
high street number 
(DCLU) 

RANGE 
DIRECTION PR 
EFIX 

contains a street direction prefix of 
range. 

• ADDRESS_RANGE. 
range direction prefix 
(DCLU) 

RANGE 
STREET_NAME 

contains a street name of range. • ADDRESS_RANGE. 
range street name 
(DCLU) 

RANGE_ 
STREET_TYPE 

contains a street type of range. • ADDRESS_RANGE. 
range street type 
(DCLU) 
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captures a list of street segment information. 

Entity Mapping: STREET_SEGMENT (DCLU), STREET_SEGMENT (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
STREET 
SEGMENT_ID 

captures a street segment ID used as 
a primary key in this table. 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
street segment id 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
street segment id (OLP) 

DIME FILE 
RECORD 

Image file format for given area. • STREET_SEGMENT. 
dime file record number 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
dime file record (OLP) 

LOW STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the lowest street number in a 
segment. 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
low street number 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
low street number (OLP) 

HIGH STREET 
NUMBER 

stores the highest street number in a 
segment. 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
high street number 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
high street number 
(OLP) 

DIRECTION 
PREFIX 

contains a street direction prefix of 
segment. 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
segment direction_prefix 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
direction prefix (OLP) 

STREET_NAME contains a street name of segment. • STREET_SEGMENT. 
segment street name 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
street name (OLP) 

STREET_TYPE contains a street type of segment. • STREET_SEGMENT. 
segment street type 
(DCLU) 

• STREET_SEGMENT. 
street type (OLP) 
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captures a list of permit information. 

Entity Mapping: PERMIT (DCLU), PERMIT (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
PERMIT_ID captures a permit ID used as a 

primary key m this table. 
• PERMIT.permitj)roject_ 

idnumber (DCLU) 
• PERMIT.permit number 

(OLP) 
PROJECT_ID captures a project number of 

Department of Construction and 
Land Use. 

• PERMIT.dcluj)roject_ 
number (OLP) 

APPLY_DATE capUires a date of permit application 
submission date. 

• PERMIT.permit_ 
application date (OLP) 

EXISTING_USE contains a building use type: 
commercial or residential. 

• PERMIT.existing use 
(DCLU) 

DATE PERMIT 
ISSUED 

stores a permit issued date. • PERMIT.date_permit_ 
issued (DCLU) 

• PERMIT.permit_issue_ 
date (OLP) 

DATE PERMIT 
FINALIZED 

stores a permit finalized date. • PERMIT.date_permit_ 
finalized (DCLU) 

• PERMIT.permit_end_ 
date (OLP) 

PROJECT 
DESCRIPTION 

stores a description of permit project. • PERM[T.project_ 
descrition (DCLU) 

BUILDING_ID captures a building ID. • PERMIT.building id 
(DCLU) 

PROPERTY, 
STREET 
NUMBER 

stores a street number of permitted 
property. 

• PERMIT.property_street_ 
number (DCLU) 

PROPERTY 
DIRECTION 
PREFIX 

contains a street direction prefix of 
permitted property. 

• PERMIT.property_ 
direction_prefix (DCLU) 

PROPERTY 
STREET NAME 

contains a street name of property. • PERMIT.property_street_ 
name (DCLU) 

PROPERTY, 
STREET TYPE 

contains a street type of property. • PERMIT.property_street_ 
type (DCLU) 
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captures a list of real property information. 

Entity Mapping: REAL PROPERTY (DOA), REAL PROPERTY .tax type (DOA), 
TAX AMOUNT (DCLU), SURFACE WATER BILL (OLP), 
PROPERTY TAX (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ID captures an ID used as a primary key 

in this table. 
• REAL PROPERTY.id 

(DOA) 
• TAX AMOUNT.tax id 

(DCLU) 
• SURFACE_WATER_ 

BILL.tax id (OLP) 
• PROPERTY TAX.tax id 

(OLP) 
OWNER contains an owner of property. It is 

used as a primary key in this table. 
• REAL_PROPERTY.own 

er (DOA) 
• TAX AMOUNT, owner 

(DCLU) 
• SURFACE_WATER_ 

BILL, owner (OLP) 
• PROPERTY_TAX. 

owner (OLP) 
PROPERTY 
TAX 

contains the amount of property tax 
billed. 

• REAL_PROPERTY.tax_ 
bill (DOA) 

• TAX_AMOUNT. 
property_tax (DCLU) 

• PROPERTY_TAX. 
amount (OLP) 

SURFACE 
WATER_BILL 

contains the amount of surface water 
bill. 

• REAL PROPERTY.tax 
bill (DOA) 

• TAX_AMOUNT. 
surface water bill 
(DCLU) 

• SURFACE_WATER_ 
BILL, amount (OLP) 

YEAR captures a tax year. It is used as a 
primary key in this table. 

• REAL PROPERTY.year 
(DOA) 

• TAX AMOUNT, year 
(DCLU) 

• SURFACE WATER 
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BILL, year (OLP) 
• PROPERTY_TAX. year 

(OLP) 

captures a list of census tract information. 

Entity Mapping: CENSUS_TRACT (DCLU), CENSUS_TRACT (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
CENSUS_ 
TRACT 
NUMBER 

captures a tract number used as a 
primary key in this table. 

• CENSUS_TRACT. 
tract_number (DCLU) 

• CENSUS_TRACT. 
census Uract number 
(OLP) 

DESCRIPTION Each census may have different 
purpose. It captures the special 
considerations for each census. 

• CENSUS_TRACT.censu 
s_discription (DCLU) 

• CENSUS_TRACT.censu 
s discription (OLP) 

DURATION captures a duration of tract. • CENSUS_TRACT. 
duration (DCLU) 

• CENSUS_TRACT. 
census duration (OLP) 

captures a list of zone information. 

Entity Mapping: ZONE (OLP) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
ZONE_NUMBER captures a zone number used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• ZONE.zone number 

(OLP) 
CENSUS 
BLOCK_ 
NUMBER 

captures census block number. • ZONE.censvis_block_ 
number (OLP) 

BLOCK GROUP 
_NUMBER 

each block number contains sub
group. It capture the sub block group 
number. 

• ZONE.block_group_ 
number (OLP) 

CENSUS_ 
TRACT 
NUMBER 

capture a census tract number. • ZONE.census_tract_ 
number (OLP) 

ZONING CODE contains a zoning code of a zone. • ZONE.zoning code 
(OLP) 
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captures the n-n relationship between the CENSUS_TRACT table and LAND_PARCEL 
table. 
Relationship Mapping: AGGREGATE 1 (OLP) 

captures the n-n relationship between the ZONE table and LAND_PARCEL table. 

Relationship Mapping: AGGREGATE3 (OLP) 

captures the n-n relationship between the LAND_PARCEL table and 
STREET SEGMENT table. 
Relationship Mapping: ALONG (OLP) 

A(;(;RI:(.ATI:3 

PI-RMITIOIN TO C NA.\(;I: 
captures the n-n relationship between the LAND_PARCEL table and PERMIT table. 

Relationship Mapping: PERMIT_LAND_PARCEL (OLP) 

1M.RMH HriLi) iN(;  
captures the n-n relationship between the BUILDING table and PERMIT table. 

Relationship Mapping: PERMIT_BUILDING (OLP) 
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APPENDIX D: 

SCHEMA DESCRIPTIONS OF ECOLOGY DATABASES 

1. Soil Schema (Local) 

stores a list of county information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a county ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
COUNTY NAME contains a county' name. 
POPULATION captures a county's population size. 

stores a list of vegetation information. 

Attribute Name Description 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
DESCRIPTION captures a description of vegetation. 

stores a list of soil information. 

Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group, which consists of several soil layer. It is 

used as a primary key in this table. Null value is not allowed. 

stores a list of geology information. 

Attribute Name Description 
GEOLOGY_ID captures a geology ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
GEOLOGY TYPE stores a geology type. 
GEOLOGY NAME stores a geology name. 
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stores a list of terrain information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TERRAINJD captures a terrain ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
ASPECT captures an aspect of terrain. 
SLOPE stores a slope of terrain. 
ELEVATION capture an elevation of terrain. 

stores a list of daily weather information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value id not allowed. 
RAINFALL AMOUNT contains the amount of rainfall. 
TEMPERATURE stores temperature. 
HUMIDITY stores humidity. 
WIND SPEED stores wind speed. 
WIND DIRECTION captures vrad direction. 
SUNSHINE captures a sunshine degree for daily weather condition. 

stores a list of annual weather information. 

Attribute Name Description 
YEAR captures a year of weather used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value id not allowed. 
RAINFALL AMOUNT contains the amount of rainfall. 
TEMPERATURE stores temperature. 
HUMIDITY stores humidity. 
WIND SPEED stores wind speed. 
WIND_DIRECTION captures wind direction. 

NUMBER OF SUNSHI 
NE DATE 

stores number of clear sunshine days in a give year period. 
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stores a list of channel Information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a channel ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
AMOUNT captures water flow amount. 
DEPTH stores depth of the channel. 
WIDTH stores width of the charmel. 

stores a list of overland flow information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a overland flow ID used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
AMOUNT stores water flow amount. 
SPREAD AREA stores spread area of water. 

stores a list of soil erosion information. 

Attribute Name Description 
EROSION_ID captures an erosion ID used as a primary key in is table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
YEAR stores a year of soil erosion. 
AMOUNT stores the amount of soil erosion. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the COUNTIES table and the 
VEGETATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a county ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
COUNTIES table. 

VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
VEGETATION table. 
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stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL table and the VEGETATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
VEGETATION table. 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name used as primary key in this table. 
It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is not 
allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL table and the GEOLOGY table. 

Attribute Name Description 
GEOLOGY_ID captures a geology ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GEOLOGY table. 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name used as primary key in this table. It 
is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is not 
allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

stores a n-n relationship information among the SOIL table, CHANNEL table, 
OVERLAND FLOW table, and DAILY WEATHER table. 
Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name used as primary key in this table. It 

is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is not 
allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

CHANNEL captures a channel CD. It is a foreign key from the CHANNEL 
table. 

OVERLAND_FLOW captures a overland flow ID. It is a foreign key from the 
OVERLAND FLOW table. 

WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
SOIL table. 

INFILTRATION 
AMOUNT 

stores the amount of infiltration used as a primary key in this 
table. 
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stores a n-n relationship in 
table, SOIL EROSION tal 

formation among the TERRRAIN table. ANNUAL WEATHER 
Die. 

Attribute Name Description 
TERRAIN_ID captures a terrain ID, referring to a value in the TERRAIN 

table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
ERROSIONJD captures an erosion ID, referring to a value in the 

SOIL_EROSION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

WEATHER_YEAR captures a weather year, referring to a value in the 
ANNUAL_WEATHER table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL_EROSION table and SOIL table. 

Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name used as primary key in this table. It 

is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is not 
allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

ERROSIONJD captures an erosion ID, referring to a value in the 
SOIL_EROSION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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2. Fire Schema (Local) 

stores a list of county information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a county ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
COUNTY NAME contains a county name. 
POPULATION captures a county's population size. 

stores a list of vegetation information. 

Attribute Name Description 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
DESCRIPTION captures a description of vegetation. 

stores a list of soil layer information. 

Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 

group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. 

stores a list of glacier information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE contains a glacier type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 

stores a list of marine information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE contains a marine type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
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stores a list of lacustrine information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE stores a lacustrine type used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 

stores a list of colluvial information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE stores a colluvial type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 

stores a list of glacio information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE stores a glacio type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 

stores a list of till information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE stores a till type used as a primary key in this table. Null value 

is not allowed. 

stores a list of daily wind information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value id not allowed. 
RATE OF SPEED stores wind speed. 
DIRECTION captures wind direction. 
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stores a list of daily humidity information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value id not allowed. 
HUMIDITY stores humidity. 

stores a list of daily temperature information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
TEMPERATURE stores temperature. 

stores a list of daily sunshine information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
SUNSHINE contains number of sunshine degree such as 'CLR' for clear, 

•PC for partly cloud, and so on. 

stores a list of daily rainfall information. 

Attribute Name Description 
WEATHER_DATE captures a street segment ID used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
RAINFALL AMOUNT contains the amount of rainfall. 

stores a list of fuel information. 

Attribute Name Description 
FUEL_NAME contains a fiiel name used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
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stores a list of fire information. 

Attribute Name Description 
FIRE_NAME contains a fire name used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 

stores a list of terrain information. 

Attribute Name Description 
TERRAIN_ID captures a terrain ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
ASPECT captures an aspect of terrain. 
SLOPE stores a slope of terrain. 
ELEVATION captures an elevation of terrain. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the COUNTIES table and the 
VEGETATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a county ID referring to a value from the COLTNTIES 

table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name referring to a value fi*om the 

VEGETATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL LAYER table and the 
VEGETATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name referring to a value from the 

VEGETATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key fi*om the SOIL LAYER 
table. 
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stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL_LAYER table and the GLACIERS 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 
TYPE captures a glacier type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GLACIERS table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL_LAYER 
table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL_LAYER table and the MARINE 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 
TYPE captures a marine type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GLACIERS table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL_LAYER 
table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL LAYER table and the 
LACUSTRINE table. 
Attribute Name Description 
TYPE 

i 
1 

captures a lacustrine type used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GLACIERS table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL LAYER 
table. 
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stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL LAYER table and the 
COLLUVIAL table. 
Attribute Name Description 
TYPE captures a colluvial type used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GLACIERS table. 

S01L_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL_LAYER 
table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL_LAYER table and the GLACIO 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 
TYPE captures a glacio type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GLACIERS table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL_LAYER 
table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL_LAYER table and the TILL table. 

Attribute Name Description 
TYPE captures a till type used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the TILL 
table. 

SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer information, which is a component of soil 
group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL_LAYER 
table. 
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stores a n-n relationship in 
HUMIDITY. TEMPERA! 

formation among the FIRE table, FUEL. TERRAIN, WIND, 
'URE, SUNSHINE, and RAINFALL table. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures an ID of the relationship used as a primary key in this 

table. 
FIRE_NAME captures a fire name, referring to a value in the FIRE table. It 

is used as a foreign key in this table. 
FUEL_NAME captures a fijel name, referring to a value in the FUEL table. It 

is used as a foreign key in this table. 
TERRAINJD captures a terrain ID. referring to a value in the TERRAIN 

table. It is used as a foreign key in this table. 
WIND_DATE contains a wind date, referring to a value in the WIND table. It 

is used as a foreign key in this table. 
HUMIDITY_DATE contains a humidity date, referring to a value in the 

HUMIDITY table. It is used as a foreign key in this table. 
TEMPERATURE 
DATE 

contains a temperature date, referring to a value in the 
TEMPERATURE table. It is used as a foreign key in this 
table. 

SUNSHINE_DATE contains a sunshine date, referring to a value in the 
SUNSHINE table. It is used as a foreign key in this table. 

RAINFALL_DATE contains a rainfall date, referring to a value in the RAINFALL 
table. It is used as a foreign key in this table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the FIRE table and the VEGETATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 
FIRE_NAME captures a fire name, referring to a value in the FIRE table. It 

is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key firom the 
VEGETATION table. 
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stores a list of water information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a water ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 

stores a list of ground water information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a ground water ID used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 

stores a list of subsurface water information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a subsurface water ID used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 
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stores a list of pond information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a pond ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 

stores a list of stream information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a stream ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 

stores a list of riparian zone information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ZONE_ID captures a zone ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 

value is not allowed. 
LEFT WIDE stores a left wide land area. 
RIGHT WIDE stores a right wide land area. 
LEFT FLOOD PLAIN 
USE 

captures a left plain land usage such as 'Agriculture'. 

RIGHT FLOOD PLAI 
N USE 

captures a right plain land usage such as 'Agriculture'. 
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stores a list of sursubsurface water information. 

Attribute Name Description 
ID captures a sursubsurface water ID used as a primary key in this 

table. Null value is not allowed. 
VOLUME contains volume of water. 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION captures a description of water type. 
ZONE ID captures a zone ID used as a foreign key from RIPARIAN 

ZONE in this table. 

stores a list of vegetation information. 

Attribute Name Description 
VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 

Null value is not allowed. 
DESCRIPTION captures a description of vegetation. 

stores a list of soil information. 

Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, which consists of several soil 

layers. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. 

stores a list of soil layer information. 

Attribute Name Description 
SOIL_LAYER captures a soil layer name, which is a component of the soil 

group. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, which consists of several soil 
layers. It is used as a foreign key in this table, referring to a 
value from the SOIL table.. 
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stores a list of geology type information. 

Attribute Name Description 

GEOLOGYJD captures a geology ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

GLACIERS stores glaciers geology sub-group name. 
MARINE stores marine geology sub-group name. 
LACUSTRINE stores lacustrine geology sub-group name. 
COLLUVIAL stores colluvial geology sub-group name. 
GLACIO stores glacio geology sub-group name. 
TILL stores till geology sub-group name. 

stores a list of county information. 

Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a county ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

COUNTY NAME contains a county name. 
POPULATION captures a county's population size. 

stores a list of runoff information. 

Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a runoff ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

AMOUNT contains the amount of runoff. 

stores a list of overland flow information. 

Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a overland flow ID used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed 

AMOUNT stores water flow amount. 
SPREAD AREA stores spread area of water. 
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stores a list of channel information. 

Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a channel ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value id not allowed. 

AMOUNT captures water flow amount. 
DEPTH stores depth of the channel. 
WIDTH stores width of the channel. 

stores a list of daily rainfall information. 

Attribute Name Description 

WEATHER_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

RAINFALL AMOUNT contains the amount of rainfall. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the VEGETATION table and the 
RIPARIAN ZONE table. 
Attribute Name Description 

ZONE_ID captures a zone ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
RIPARIAN ZONE table. 

VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
VEGETATION table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL table and the VEGETATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 

VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
VEGETATION table. 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, which consists of several soil 
layers. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 
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stores a n-n relationship information between the SOIL table and the GEOLOGY TYPE 
table. 
Attribute Name Description 

GEOLOGY_ID captures a geology ID used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
GEOLOGY TYPE table. 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, which consists of several soil 
layers. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

stores a n-n relationship information between the COUNTIES table and the 
VEGETATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a county ID used as a primary key in diis table. Null 
value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
COUNTIES table. 

VEGETATION_NAME captures a vegetation name used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the 
VEGETATION table. 

stores a n-n relationship information among the SOIL table, RUNOFF table, and 
RAINFALL table. 
Attribute Name Description 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, which consists of several soil 
layers. It is used as a primary key in this table. Null value is 
not allowed. It is also a foreign key from the SOIL table. 

RUN_OFF captures a runoff ID used as a primary key in this table. It is a 
foreign key from the RUNOFF table. 

RAINFALL_DATE captures a weather date used as a primary key in this table. It is 
also a foreign key from the RAINFALL table. 

INFILTRATION 
AMOUNT 

stores the amount of infiltration used as a primary key in this 
table. 
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captures a list of county information. 

Entity Mapping: COUNTIES (Soil), COUNTIES (Fire), COUNTIES (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a county ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• COUNTIES.id (Soil) 
• COUNTIES.id (Fire) 
• COUNTIES.id (Water) 

COUNTY 
NAME 

contains a county name. • COUNTIES.county name 
(Soil) 

• COUNTIES.county_name 
(Fire) 

• COUNTIES.county_name 
(Water) 

POPULATION captures a county's population 
size. 

• COUNTIES.population (Soil) 
• COUNTIES.population (Fire) 
• COUNTIES.population 

(Water) 

captures a list of vegetation information. 

Entity Mapping: VEGETATION (Soil), VEGETATION (Fire), VEGETATION (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

VEGETATION 
NAME 

captures a vegetation name 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 
allowed. 

• VEGETATION. vegetation_ 
name (Soil) 

• VEGETATION.vegetation_ 
name (Fire) 

• VEGETATION.vegetation_ 
name (Water) 

DESCRIPTION captures a description of 
vegetation. 

• VEGETATION.description 
(Soil) 

• VEGETATION.description 
(Fire) 

• VEGETATION.description 
(Water) 
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captures a list of fire information. 

Entity Mapping: FIRE (Fire) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

FIRE_NAME captures a finre name used as a • FIRE.firename (Fire) 
primary key in this table. 

captures a list of terrain information. 

Entity Mapping: TERRAIN (Soil), TERRAIN (Fire) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a terrain ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• TERRAIN.terrain_id (Soil) 
• TERRAIN.id (Fire) 

ASPECT captures an aspect of terrain. • TERRAIN.aspect (Soil) 
• TERRAIN.aspect (Fire) 

SLOPE stores a slope of terrain. • TERRAIN.slope (Soil) 
• TERRAIN.slope (Fire) 

ELEVATION captures an elevation of terrain. • TERRAIN.elevation (Soil) 
• TERRAIN.elevation (Fire) 

captures a list of fuel information. 

Entity Mapping: FUEL (Fire) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

FUEL_NAME contams a fuel name used as a • FUEL.fuel_name (Fire) 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

D A I l . N  W F A H I F R  

captures a list of daily weather information. 

Entity Mapping: DAILY_WEATHER (SoU), WIND (Fire), HUMIDITY (Fire), 
TEMPERATURE (Fire), SUNSHINE (Fire), RAINFALL (Fire). 
RAINFALL (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
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WEATHER DAT 
E 

captures a weather date used as 
a primary key in this table. 
Null value id not allowed. 

• DAILY_WEATHER.weather_ 
date (Soil) 

• WIND.weather_date (Fire) 
• RAINFALL.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• HUMIDITY.weatherdate 

(Fire) 
• TEMPERATURE.weather_ 

date (Fire) 
• SUNSHINE.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• RAINFALL.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• RAINFALL. weather_date 

(Water) 
RAINFALL 
AMOUNT 

contains the amount of rainfall. • DAILY_WEATHER.rainfall_ 
amount (Soil) 

• RAINFALL.rainfall_amount 
(Fire) 

• RAINFALL.amount (Water) 
TEMPERATURE stores temperature. • DAILY_WEATHER. 

temperature (Soil) 
• TEMPERATURE.temperature 

(Fire) 
HUMIDITY stores humidity. • DAILY WEATHER.humidity 

(Soil) 
• HUMIDITY.huminity (Fire) 

RATE OF 
SPEED 

stores wind speed. • DAILY_WEATHER.wind_ 
speed (Soil) 

• WIND.rate of speed (Fire) 
DIRECTION captures wind direction. • DAILY_WEATHER.wind_ 

direction (Soil) 
• WIND.direction (Fire) 

SUNSHINE stores daily sunshine degree. • DAILY WEATHER.sunshine 
(Soil) 

• SUNSHINE.sunshine (Fire) 
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captures a list of annual weather information. 

Entity Mapping: ANNUAL WEATHER (Soil), WIN! 
TEMPERATURE (Fire), SUNSHINl 

D (Fire), HUMIDITY (Fire), 
I (Fire), RAINFALL (Fire) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

YEAR captures a year of weather used 
as a primary key in this table. 
Null value id not allowed. 

• ANNUAL WEATHER.year 
(Soil) 

• DAILY_WEATHER.weather_ 
date (Soil) 

• WIND.weather_date (Fire) 
• RAINFALL.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• HUMIDITY.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• TEMPERATURE.weather_ 

date (Fire) 
• SUNSHINE.weather_date 

(Fire) 
• RAINFALL.weather_date 

(Fire) 
RAINFALL 
AMOUNT 

contains the amount of rainfall. • ANNUAL_WEATHER.rainfall 
_amount (Soil) 

• RAlNFALL.rainfall_amount 
(Fire) 

TEMPERATURE stores temperature. • ANNUAL_WEATHER. 
temperature (Soil) 

• TEMPERATURE.temperature 
(Fire) 

HUMIDITY stores humidity. • ANNUAL_WEATHER. 
humidity (Soil) 

• HUMIDITY.huminity (Fire) 
WIND_SPEED stores wind speed. • ANNUAL_WEATHER.wind_ 

speed (Soil) 
• WIND.rate of speed (Fire) 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

captures wind direction. • ANNUAL_WEATHER.wind_ 
direction (Soil) 

• WIND.direction (Fire) 
SUNSHINE stores number of sunshine days 

in a give year period. 
• ANNUAL_WEATHER.numbe 

rofsunshinedate (Soil) 
• SUNSHINE.sunshine (Fire) 
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captures a list of soil erosion information. 

Entity Mapping: SOIL_EROSION (Soil) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

EROSION_ID captures an erosion ID used as 
a primary key in is table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• SOIL EROSION.erosion id 
(Soil) 

YEAR stores a year of soil erosion. • SOIL EROSION.year(Soil) 
AMOLfNT stores the amount of soil 

erosion. 
• SOIL EROSION.amount 

(Soil) 

captures a list of soil information. 

Entity Mapping: SOIL (Soil), SOIL_LAYER (Fire), SOIL (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

SOIL_GROUP captures a soil group name, 
which consists of several soil 

• SOIL.soil_group (Soil) 
• SOIL_LAYER.soil_layer (Fire) 

layers. 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 

• SOIL.soilgroup (Water) 

allowed. 

captures a list of soil layer information. 

Entity Mapping: SOIL_LAYER (Fire), SOIL LAYER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

SOIL LAYER captures a name of soil layer. • SOIL_LAYER.soil_layer (Fire) 
NAME • SOIL_LAYER.soil_layer 

(Water) 
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captures a list of geology information. 

Entity Mapping: GEOLOGY (Soil), GEOLOGY.geology type (Soil), GLACIERS (Fire), 
MARINE (Fire), LACUSTRINE (Fire). COLLUVIAL (Fire), TILL (Fire), GLACIO 
(Fire), GEOLOGY TYPE (Water) 
Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

GEOLOGY_ID captures a geology ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• GEOLOGY.geology _id (Soil) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.geology_id 

(Water) 
GLACIERS stores glaciers geology sub

group name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology name 

(Soil) 
• GLACIERS, type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.glaciers 

(Water) 
MARINE stores marine geology sub

group name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology name 

(Soil) 
• MARINE.type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.marine 

(Water) 
LACUSTRINE stores lacustrine geology sub

group name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology name 

(Soil) 
• LAUSTRJNE.type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.lacustrine 

(Water) 
COLLUVIAL stores colluvial geology sub

group name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology_name 

(Soil) 
• COLLUVLAL.type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.colluvial 

(Water) 
GLACIO stores glacio geology sub-group 

name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology name 

(Soil) 
• GLACIO.type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY_TYPE.glacio 

(Water) 
TILL stores till geology sub-group 

name. 
• GEOLOGY.geology name 

(Soil) 
• TILL.type (Fire) 
• GEOLOGY TYPE.till (Water) 
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captures a list of riparian zone information. 

Entity Mapping: RJPARIAN_ZONE (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ZONE_ID captures a zone ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• RIPARIAN_ZONE.zone_id 
(Water) 

LEFT_WIDE stores a left wide land area. • RIPARIAN_ZONE.left_wide 
(Water) 

R1GHT_WIDE stores a right wide land area. • RIPARIAN_ZONE.right_wide 
(Water) 

LEFT FLOOD 
PLAIN USE 

captures a left plain land usage 
such as 'Agriculture'. 

• RIPARIAN_ZONE.left_flood_ 
plain use (Water) 

RIGHT FLOOD 
PLAIN USE 

captures a right plain land 
usage such as "Agriculture". 

• RIPARIAN_ZONE.right_flood 
plain use (Water) 

captures a list of water information. 

Entity Mapping: WATER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captiures a water ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quaIity (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type. 

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 
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captures a list of ground water information. 

Entity Mapping: GROUND_WATER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a ground water ID 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 
allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type. 

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 

captures a list of surface water information. 

Entity Mapping: SURFACE_WATER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a surface water ID 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 
allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type-

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 
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captures a list of subsurface water information. 

Entity Mapping: SUBSURFACE_WATER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a subsurface water ID 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 
allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type-

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 

captures a list of pond information. 

Entity Mapping: POND (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a pond ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type-

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 

captures a list of stream information. 

Entity Mapping: STREAM (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a stream ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE DESCRIP 
TION 

captures a description of water 
type. 

• WATER-typedescription 
(Water) 
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captures a list of sursubsurface water information. 

Entity Mapping: SURSUBSURFACE_WATER (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a sursubsurface water 
ID used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not 
allowed. 

• WATER.id (Water) 

VOLUME contains volume of water. • WATER.volume (Water) 
QUALITY stores a quality of water. • WATER.quality (Water) 
TYPE 
DESCRIPTION 

captures a description of water 
type. 

• WATER.type_description 
(Water) 

captures a list of runoff information. 

Entity Mapping: CH 
CHANNEL (Water] 

lANNEL (Soil), OVERLAND FLOW (Soil), RUNOFF (Water), 
1, OVERLAND FLOW (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a runoff ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• CHANNEL.id (Soil) 
• OVERLAND FLOW.id (Soil) 
• RUNOFF.id (Water) 

AMOUNT contains the amount of runoff. • CHANNEL.amount (Soil) 
• OVERLAND FLOW.amount 

(Soil) 
• RUNOFF.amount (Water) 
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captures a list of overland flow information. 

Entity Mapping: OVERLAND_FLOW (Soil), OVERLAND_FLOW (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a overland flow ID 
used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed 

• CHANNEL.id (Soil) 
• OVERLAND_FLOW.id (Soil) 
• RUNOFF.id (Water) 

AMOUNT stores water flow amount. • CFIANNEL.amount (Soil) 
• OVERLAND_FLOW.amount 

(Soil) 
• RUNOFF.amount (Water) 

SPREAD_AREA stores spread area of water. • OVERLAND_FLOW.spread_ 
area (Soil) 

• OVERLAND_FLOW.spread_ 
area (Water) 

captures a list of channel information. 

Entity Mapping: CHANNEL (Soil), CHANNEL (Water) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a channel ID used as a 
primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

• CHANNEL.id (Soil) 
• OVERLAND_FLOW.id (Soil) 
• RUNOFF.id (Water) 

AMOUNT captures water flow amount. • CHANNEL.amount (Soil) 
• OVERLAND FLOW.amount 

(Soil) 
• RUNOFF.amount (Water) 

DEPTH stores depth of the channel. • CHANNEL.depth (Soil) 
• CHANNEL.depth (Water) 

WIDTH stores width of the channel. • CHANNEL.width (Soil) 
• CHANNEL.width (Water) 
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captures the n-n relationship between the GEOLOGY table and SOIL table. 

Relationship Mapping: DESCRIBES (Soil), S0IL_LAYER_GLAC1ERS (Fire), 
SOIL_LAYER_MARINE (Fire), SOIL_LAYER_LACUSTRINE 
(Fire), SOIL_LAYER_COLLUVIAL (Fire), SOIL_LAYER_TILL 
(Fire), SOIL LAYER GLACIO (Fire), DESCRIBES (Water) 

captures the n-n relationship between the COUNTIES table and VEGETATION table. 

Relationship Mapping: CONTAINS (Soil), CONTAINS (Fire), CONTAINS (Water) 

captures the n-n relationship between the SOIL table and VEGETATION table. 

Relationship Mapping: COVERED (Soil), COVERED (Fire), COVERED (Water) 

captures the n-n relationship between the SOIL table and SOIL_EROSION table. 

Relationship Mapping: ERODES (Soil) 

captures the n-n relationship among the SOIL_EROSION table, TERRAIN table, and 
ANNUAL WEATHER table. 
Relationship Mapping: INDUCES (Soil) 

captures the n-n relationship among the SOIL table, DAILY^WEATHER table, 
INFILTRATION AMOU>JT table, OVERLAND FLOW table, and CHANNEL table. 
Relationship Mapping: INFILTRATES (Soil), INFILTRATES (Water) 

I R O D K S  
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captures the n-n relationship among the FIRE table, FUEL table, TERRAIN table, and 
DAILY WEATHER table. 
Relationship Mapping: IMPACTS (Fire) 

R K S I D I S  

captures the n-n relationship between the VEGETATION table and RIPARIAN_ZONE 
table. 
Relationship Mapping: RESIDES (Water) 

S I ' R K A D S  

captures the n-n relationship between the VEGETATION table and FIRE table. 

Relationship Mapping: SPREADS (Fire) 
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SCHEMA DESCRIPTIONS OF PUBLICATION DATABASES 

I. Researcher Schema (Local) 

stores a list of research topic information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NAME_OF_TOPIC captures a name of research topic used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

DESCRIPTION stores a description of research topic. 
OCCURENCE captures a ratio of frequency of the topic. 

stores a list of author information. 

Attribute Name Description 

SSN captures an author's social security number used as a primary 
key in this table. Null value is not allowed. 

SURNAME stores an author's last name. 
ADDRESS stores an author's address. 

stores the n-n relationship between the TOPIC table and AUTHOR table. 

Attribute Name Description 

SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

NAME_OF_TOPIC captures a name of research topic, referring to a value in the 
TOPIC table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this 
table. 
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stores a list of research group information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NAME captures a name of research group used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

ADDRESS stores an address of research group. 

stores a list of publication (paper) information. 

Attribute Name Description 

TITLE captures a publication title used as a primar>' key in this tabic. 
YEAR stores a publication year. 

stores a list of keyword information. 

Attribute Name Description 

ID captures a keyword ID used as a primary key in this table. 
KEYWORD stores a keyword name. 

stores a list of researcher information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NAME captures a researcher's full name used as a primary key in this 
table. 

AGE stores a researcher's age. 
COUNTRY contains a country name where a researcher was bom. 

stores a list of book information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NUM captures a book number used as a primary key in this table. 
TITLE captures a book title. 
YEAR stores a publication year of this book. 
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1 stores the n-n relationship between the RESEARCH_GROUP table and AUTHOR table. 

Attribute Name Description 

SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

NAME captures a name of research group, referring to a value in die 
RESEARCH_GROUP table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 

1 stores the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and AUTHOR table. 

Attribute Name Description 

SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication tide, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and KEYWORD table. 

Attribute Name Description 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

ID captures a keyword ID, referring to a value in the KEYWORD 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and RESEARCHER table. 

Attribute Name Description 

NAME captures a researcher's full name, referring to a value in the 
RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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stores the n-n relationship between the BOOK table and RESEARCHER table. 

Attribute Name Description 

NAME captures a researcher's full name, referring to a value in the 
RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

NUM captures a book number, referring to a value in the BOOK 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship among the AUTHOR table, RESEARCHER table, and 
PUBLICATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 

AU_SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RE_NAME captures a researcher's full name, referring to a value in the 
RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship among the AUTHOR table, RESEARCHER table, and 
PUBLICATION table. 
Attribute Name Description 

AU_SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

RE_NAME captures a researcher's full name, referring to a value in the 
RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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2. Librarian Schema (Local) 

stores a list of research topic information. 

Attribute Name Description 

captures a topic id used as a primary key in this table. Null 
value is not allowed. 

TOPIC 

captures a name of topic used as a primary key in this table. 
Null value is not allowed. 

NAME OF TOPIC 

captures a ratio of frequency of the topic. FREQUENCEY 

stores a list of author information. 

Attribute Name Description 

captures an author's social security number used as a primary 
key in this table. Null value is not allowed. 

SSN 

stores an author's last name. LAST NAME 
stores an author's address. ADDRESS 

stores a list of researcher information. 

Attribute Name Description 

SSN captures a researcher's social security number used as a 
primary key in this table. Null value is not allowed. 
stores a researcher's last name. SURNAME 
stores a researcher's current position. POSITION 

CITY contains a city name where a researcher was bom. 

stores a list of classification information. 

Attribute Name Description 

captures a classification ID used as a primary key in this table. 
stores a classification name. CLASSIFICATION 

(  L A S S I F K  A  I  I O N  
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stores a list of publication information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a publication number used as a primary key in this 
table. 

TITLE captures a publication title used as a primary key in this table. 
TYPE stores a publication type: JOURNAL, PROCEEDINGS, or 

BOOK. 

stores a list of journal information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a journal number used as a primary key in this table. 
TITLE captures a journal tide used as a primary key in this table. 
TYPE stores a publication type: JOURNAL. 

stores a list of proceedings information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a proceedings number used as a primary key in this 
table. 

TITLE captures a proceedings title used as a primary key in this table. 
TYPE stores a publication type: PROCEEDINGS. 

stores a list of book information. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a book number used as a primary key in this table. 
TITLE captures a book title used as a primary key in diis table. 
TYPE stores a publication type: BOOK. 
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1 stores a list of paper information. 

Attribute Name Description 

TITLE captures a paper title used as a primary key in this table. 
ABTRACT stores a abstract of paper. 
YEAR stores a publication year. 
J_NO contains a journal number used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the JOURNAL table. 
J_TITLE contains a journal title used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the JOURNAL table. 
P_NO contains a proceedings number used as a foreign key in this 

table, referring to a value in the PROCEEDINGS table. 
P_TITLE contains a proceedings title used as a foreign key in this table, 

referring to a value in the PROCEEDINGS table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the TOPIC table and PAPER table. 

Attribute Name Description 

TOPIC captures a topic id, referring to a value in the TOPIC table. It 
is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

NAME_OF_TOPIC captures a name of research topic, referring to a value in the 
TOPIC table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this 
table. 

TITLE stores a paper title, referring to a value in the PAPER table. It 
is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the BOOKS table and AUTHOR table. | 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a book number, referring to a value in the BOOKS 
table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

TITLE captures a book title, referring to a value in the BOOKS table. 
It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 
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stores the n-n relationship between the PAPER table and AUTHOR table. 

Attribute Name Description 

TITLE captures a paper title, referring to a value in the PAPER table. 
It is used as a primary and foreign key in this table. 

SSN captures an author's social security number, referring to a value 
in the AUTHOR table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the TOPIC table and PUBLICATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 

TOPIC captures a topic id, referring to a value in the TOPIC table. It 
is used as a primary and foreign key in this tabic. 

NAME_OF_TOPIC captures a name of research topic, referring to a value in the 
TOPIC table. It is used as a primary and foreign key in this 
table. 

NO captures a publication number, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

stores the n-n relationship between the RESEARCHER table and PUBLICATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a publication number, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

SSN captures a researcher's social security number, referring to a 
value in the RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 
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stores the n-n relationship between the RESEARCHER table and PUBLICATION table. 

Attribute Name Description 

NO captures a publication number, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

TITLE captures a publication title, referring to a value in the 
PUBLICATION table. It is used as a primary and foreign key 
in this table. 

SSN captures a researcher's social security number, referring to a 
value in the RESEARCHER table. It is used as a primary and 
foreign key in this table. 
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3. Publication Schema (Federated) 

captures a list of research topic information. 

Entity Mapping: TOPIC (Researcher), TOPIC (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

TOPIC captures a topic id used as a primary 
key in this table. 

TOPIC.topic (Librarian) 

NAME captures a name of topic used as a 
primary key in this table. 

TOPIC.nameoftopic 
(Researcher) 
TOPIC.name_of_topic 
(Librarian) 

FREQUENCEY captures a ratio of frequency of the 
topic. 

TOPIC.occurence 
(Researcher) 
TOPIC.frequency (Librarian) 

captures a list of publication information. 

Entity Mapping: PUBLICATION (Researcher), BOOK (Researcher), PUBLICATION 
(Librarian), PAPER (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

NUMBER captures a publication number used 
as a primary key in this table. 

BOOK.num (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.no 
(Librarian) 

TITLE captures a publication title used as a 
primary key in this table. 

PUBLICATION.tiUe 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.title (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.title (Librarian) 

TYPE contains a publication type. PUBLICATION.type 
(Librarian) 

YEAR contains publication year. PUBLICATION.year 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.year (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.year (Librarian) 
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captures a list of publication with author information. 

Entity Mapping: PUBLICATION (Researcher), BOOK (Researcher), PAPER (Librarian), 
BOOKS (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

NUMBER captures a publication number used as 
a primary key in this table. 

BOOK.num (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.no 
(Librarian) 

TITLE captures a publication title used as a 
primary key in this table. 

PUBLICATION.titie 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.title (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.titie 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.title (Librarian) 

TYPE contains a publication type. PUBLICATION.type 
(Librarian) 

YEAR contains publication year. PUBLICATION.year 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.year (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.titie 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.year (Librarian) 

captures a list of classification information. 

Entity Mapping: CLASSIFICATION (Librarian), KEYWORD (Researcher) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

ID captures a classification ID used as 
a primary key in this table. 

• KEYWORD.id 
(Researcher) 

• CLASSIFICATION.id 
(Librarian) 

CLASSIFICATION contains a classification name. • KEYWORD.keyword 
(Researcher) 

• CLASSIFICATION.c 
lassification (Librarian) 
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HOOK 
captures a list of book information. 

Entity Mapping: BOOK (Researcher), BOOKS (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

NUMBER captures a book number used as a 
primary key in tiiis table. 

BOOK.num (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.no 
(Librarian) 

TITLE captures a book title used as a primary 
key in this table. 

PUBLICATION.title 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.title (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.title (Librarian) 

TYPE contains a publication type. PUBLICATION.type 
(Librarian) 

YEAR contains publication year. PUBLICATION.year 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.year (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.year (Librarian) 

captures a list of author information. 

Entity Mapping: AUTHOR (Researcher), AUTHOR (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

SSN captures an author's social security 
number used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

• AUTHOR.ssn 
(Researcher) 

• AUTHOR.ssn (Librarian) 
SURNAME contains an author's last name. • AUTHOR.sumame 

(Researcher) 
• AUTHOR.last_name 

(Librarian) 
ADDRESS contains an author's address. • AUTHOR.address 

(Researcher) 
• AUTHOR.address 

(Librarian) 
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P A I M R  
captures a list of paper information. 

Entity Mapping: PUBLICATION (Researcher), PAPER (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mappins 

NUMBER captures a paper number used as a 
primary key in this table. 

BOOK.num (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.no 
(Librarian) 

TITLE captures a paper title used as a 
primary key in this table. 

PUBLICATION.title 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.title (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.title (Librarian) 

TYPE contains a publication type. PUBLICATION.type 
(Librarian) 

YEAR contains publication year. PUBLICATION.year 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.year (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.year (Librarian) 

captures a list of researcher information. 

Entity Mapping: RESEARCHER (Researcher), RESEARCHER (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

SSN captures a researcher's social security 
number used as a primary key in this 
table. Null value is not allowed. 

• RESEARCHER.ssn 
(Librarian) 

NAME captures a researcher's name. • RESEARCHER.name 
(Researcher) 

• RESEARCHER.sumame 
(Librarian) 

POSITION stores a researcher's current position. • RESEARCHER-position 
(Librarian) 

AGE contains a city name where a 
researcher was bom. 

• RESEARCHER.age 
(Researcher) 
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captures a list of collective publication information. 

Entity Mapping: JOURNAL (Librarian), PROCEEDINGS (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

NUMBER captures a publication number used as 
a primary key in this table. 

BOOK.num (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.no 
(Librarian) 

TITLE captures a publication title used as a 
primary key in this table. 

PUBLICATION.title 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.title (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.title (Librarian) 

TYPE contains a publication type. PUBLICATION.type 
(Librarian) 

YEAR contains a publication year. PUBLICATION.year 
(Researcher) 
BOOK.year (Researcher) 
PUBLICATION.title 
(Librarian) 
PAPER.year (Librarian) 

captures a list of research group information. 

Entity Mapping: RESEARCH GROUP (Researcher) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 

NAME captures a name of research group 
used as a primary key in this table. 

• RESEARCH_GROUP 
.name (Researcher) 

ADDRESS contains an address of research group. • RESEARCH_GROUP. 
address (Researcher) 
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Ri:( ; i ( )N 
captures a list of region information. 

Entity Mapping: RESEARCHER (Researcher), RESEARCHER (Librarian) 

Attribute Name Description Attribute Mapping 
NAME captures a name of region used as a 

primary key in this table. 
• RESEARCHER.country 

(Researcher) 
• RESEARCHER.city 

(Librarian) 
TYPE contains a type of region. 

captures the n-n relationship between the TOPIC table and PUBLICATION table. 

Relationship Mapping: CONCERNS (Librarian), DEALT_WITH (Librarian) 

captures the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and RESEARCHER table. 

Relationship Mapping: BOUGHT_BY (Librarian) 

captures the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and RESEARCHER table. 

Relationship Mapping: LOANER (Librarian) 

captures the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION table and CLASSIFICATION 
table. 
Relationship Mapping: DESCRIBED_BY (Librarian), DESCRIBED BY (Researcher) 

captures the n-n relationship between the TOPIC table and AUTHOR table. 

Relationship Mapping: TOPIC AUTHOR (Researcher) 
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Al TMOR IH BLK VnON 
captures the n-n relationship between the AUTHOR table and 
PUBLICATION WITH AUTHOR table. 
Relationship Mapping: TOPIC_AUTHOR (Researcher), PAPER_AUTHOR (Librarian), 

BOOK AUTHOR (Librarian) 

captures the n-n relationship between the AUTHOR table and RESEARCH_GROUP table. 

Relationship Mapping: BELONGS_TO (Researcher) 

captures the n-n relationship among the AUTHOR table, PAPER table, and 
RESEARCHER table. 
Relationship Mapping: SENT_BY (Researcher) 

captures the n-n relationship among the AUTHOR table, PAPER table, and 
RESEARCHER table. 
Relationship Mapping: REQUESTED TO (Researcher) 

captures the n-n relationship between the PUBLICATION_WITH_AUTHOR table and 
RESEARCHER table. 
Relationship Mapping: PAPER OF INTEREST (Researcher), BOOK OF INTEREST 

(Researcher) 
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